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ABSTRACT 

This study examined gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs in Kishapu 

district, in Shinyanga region. The study had three specific objectives: to examine 

Sukuma cultural lives with regard to gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma 

songs; to examine the aspects of gender inequalities in the discourse of Sukuma 

songs; and to assess the power of discourse of Sukuma songs in enhancing 

sensitization on gender equality and in bolstering gender inequality.  The study 

adopted an ethnographic research design. Purposive and snowballing sampling 

procedures were used to get a total of 26 singers; 11 key informants; and 30 

participants for focused group discussions. The study used primary and secondary 

sources of data, which were collected through interviews, direct observation, 

focused group discussions and document analysis. An eclectic procedure, which 

combined Thematic Coding Approach (TCA) and Discourse Analysis (DA) based 

on Poststructuralist and Third World feminist theories were used to analyse the data. 

 

The study found that the life of the Sukuma people is controlled by unfair gendered 

roles in such aspects as leadership and authority, social organization, and the 

institutions of marriage. Besides, patriarchal ideology was found manifested in male 

chauvinistic tendencies exercised over the less privileged groups, such as women 

and children, who had no power to influence changes, to inherit and/or own family 

properties and take responsibilities in family care and management, in relation to 

men. Moreover, it was found that these songs played a great role in bolstering 

gender inequality, which in one way, led to gender sensitivity among the people. On 

the other hand, these songs, in some ways, were found to encourage loss of courage 
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and confidence causing despair among the women, leading to their passive 

acceptance of the low status in the Sukuma society.  

 

Finally, based on the findings, it is recommended that, in order to solve the problems 

that encourage gender inequality among the Sukuma people, the organizations and 

institutions which deal with gender issues should extend their emancipative services, 

particularly, to the villages where women suffer from the consequences of inequality 

resulting from inherited cultural practises. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

This study investigated gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs in order to 

determine how gender relations are constructed in oral literature forms. The study is 

built on the researcher‟s MA dissertation, Masele (2012), which made a study of 

form and content of the songs sung by the Sukuma women and men. The current 

study focuses on the identification of gendered images in language patterns and 

themes in Sukuma songs that illustrate the views and attitudes of gender relations in 

this society. 

 

This chapter presents a description of the research process, beginning with the 

definition of the key terms, which is followed by the background to the problem, the 

statement of the problem, objectives of the study, research questions, significance of 

the study, scope and delimitations, and challenges. 

1.2 Definition of Terms 

1.2.1 Discourse 

Discourse is the flow of societal knowledge, which determines individual and 

collective actions that shape the society (Wodak and Meyer, 2001). Similarly, 

Mascia-Lee and Black (2000) define discourse as a system of knowledge, supported 

by institutions and practises that create a picture for people of what is true and what 

is not.  Generally, discourse implies a piece of speech/writing about a particular 

subject or a specific form of language, which is used in a particular conversational 

area. Discourse, can be described and analysed to reveal the contradiction and non 

expression or spectrum of what is said or accepted to be the valid truth and makes 
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evident the means which are assumed to be rational and sensible (Wodak and 

Meyer: p 34). In this study, discourse is defined as „the set of organised Sukuma 

language used in songs‟.  

1.2.2 Gender 

Gender, as defined by Mascia-Lees and Black (2000), is the meaning that a 

particular society gives to the physical or biological traits that differentiate males 

and females.  According to Casimiro and Andrade (2006), gender implies a series of 

dimensions of power relations expressed symbolically in body language, in the 

representation of the male and female, and as a constitutive element of identities and 

subjectivities in micro or macro articulation and practise. In a general sense, gender 

can be understood as categorization based on class, race and sex. 

 

 In this study, gender is defined as the categorization of identity assigned to feminine 

and masculine qualities. Gender, as opposed to sex, which is seen as a biological 

category, is understood as a social category; in a hierarchical relationship between 

male and female sexes.  

1.2.3 Gender Relations 

This is a term, which involves the perceived behavioural norms associated, 

particularly, with males and females, their roles, differences, equality and bias. 

Gender relations differ from one culture to another depending on stereotyping (Jule, 

2008). 
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1.2.4 Gender Representation 

Gender representation is the way in which males and females are portrayed in a 

particular context. It includes behaviour, images and the general perceived norms of 

the people on gender roles between women and men. Through these perceived 

norms, one can understand the representation of gender in institutionalized 

discourses such as the television, press, religion, cultural practises, and the daily 

linguistic input of peers or elders in a particular society. It is through gender 

representation that a particular social structure specifies and clarifies the constituted 

social order that guides social actions of that particular society (Sunday and 

Goodenough, 1990). 

1.3 Background to the Problem 

Gender relations is one of the crucial topics extensively discussed by many scholars 

in the world. Scholars such as Murray (1982), Mbughuni (1982), Russ (1983), 

Hofmeyr (1992), De Beauvoir (1993), Mlacha (1994), and Sunderland (2006) have 

studied and written about gender relations in different social institutions. From their 

writings, it could be recognized that gender relations play an essential role in the 

development of any society and they contribute positively or negatively to social 

economic development. The marginalization of one gender group in a society not 

only impedes socio-economic development, but also the individual‟s progress in that 

society. 

 

Through gender relations, a society establishes the rights, responsibilities, and 

identities of men and women in relation to one another. Gender relations now have 

been linked to national policies of various countries to ensure equality in economic, 

political and social life. That being the case, departments of gender have been set up 
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in a number of ministries in African countries and other parts of the world to ensure 

gender equality in all spheres of life. In Kenya, for example, the Ministry of Trade 

and Industry and the Ministry of Gender and Social Services have been established 

to address gender issues (Njogu and Mazrui, 2006). Similar measures have been 

undertaken in Uganda, whereby in 1997 the country instituted a Forum for Women 

in Democracy (FOWODE), which ensured gender equity in the national budget 

(Njogu and Mazrui, 2006). Such measures mainly focus on promoting equal 

participation of women and men in education, politics, and legal rights to property 

ownership for social and economic development of their respective countries. Such 

measures, as Wyrod (2008) noted, were buttressed by changes in the Constitution in 

1995. These changes focused primarily on increasing women‟s political 

participation, and thus, promoting gender equity. 

 

 Apart from these two countries, Mozambique has also introduced the concept of 

gender in the design, analysis, and definition of national development policies and 

strategies (Casimiro and Andrade, 2006). The aim was to ensure the involvement of 

women in the development of the country. In the case of Nigeria, Ore-Ofe (2011) 

points out that, different supportive organizations are assisting women in their 

liberation, like the National Council of Women Society (NCWS), The Women in 

Nigeria (WIN), and Nigeria Association of Women Advancement (NAWA).  

 

Tanzania, as reported in URT (2014), has also adopted different policies to upscale 

the position of women in society such as Women and Gender Development Policy 

(WGDP), National Strategy for Gender Development (NSGD) and organizations 

such as Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA), Tanzania Gender 

Networking Programme (TGNP), Tanzanian Women Lawyers Association 
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(TAWLA), and the Women Legal Aid Centre (WLAC). These policies and 

organizations have an influence in ensuring gender equality in mainstreaming all 

programmes. In addition, Tanzania has established the Ministry of Health, 

Community Development, Gender, Elders and Children, which is responsible for 

promoting good health for both elders and children. Also, the Ministry is responsible 

in promoting gender equality and women‟s participation in individual development 

and society in general. 

 

Inspite of these positive efforts, there are some challenges and complexities in 

dealing with gender relations. Seabright (2012) states that there is no one way that 

can be used to achieve harmony and equality between sexes. However, one must 

understand how the tension between conflict and cooperation shaped the modern 

world and how it still holds people‟s life both at home and at work. For this reason, 

many countries including Tanzania facea number of challenges in providing 

institutional support to equality (URT, 2014). 

 

The existence of unequal gender relations in societies has led to the emergence of 

studies in language and gender among scholars. This is because language is a 

powerful medium through which the world is both reflected and constructed (Jule, 

2008). It is evident from these studies that the perpetuation of unequal gender 

relation is reflected in the language that people use in their speech and literary 

discourses (Sunderland, 2008; Mosha, 2012; Kazagata, 2012; Pambila, 2012; and 

Adamson, 2013). A number of studies have been conducted to show how women 

and men are portrayed in literary works (Mbughuni, 1982; Mlacha, 1994; Mbilinyi 

and Omary, 1996; Swalehe, 1997 and Gwajima, 2011), just to mention a few. 
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In oral literature, a number of studies relating to discourse and gender relations have 

been undertaken. Among the significant works are those done by Senkoro (2005), 

Kabaji (2005), Wakota (2010), Gwajima (2011) and Okeke (2012). These works 

highlight the underlying unequal balance between the females and the males. 

 

Generally, the discussions on gender relations in human interactions and the way 

they are represented in both oral and written literature discourses have contributed a 

great extent in understanding women‟s and men‟s position in many societies. 

Nevertheless, further enquiry needs to be done for an indepth understanding of the 

phenomenon with reference to specific societies like the Sukuma. 

 

1.4 Statement of the Problem 

Many studies on gender relations in literature have been done in relation to different 

societies (Hofmeyr, 1992; Mbilinyi and Omary, 1996; Mtiro, 2005; Kabaji, 2005; 

Mc Elwain, 2005; Senkoro, 2005; Wakota, 2010; Gwajima, 2011; Okeke, 2012; and 

Wasike, 2013). These studies have revealed the inequality between women and men 

as historically constructed impacting all aspects of human life. However, most of 

these works were limited to investigating women‟s position in written literature. 

Studies on gender relations in oral literature focusing on discourse, particularly in 

Tanzania, are scarce (Senkoro, 2005; Kabaji, 2005; Salinguji, 2011). Therefore, this 

study was set to fill the gap by investigating gender relations in one of the oral 

literature forms, which is the discourse of the Sukuma songs. The emphasis was on 

the identification of gendered status of both men and women in these songs and as 

reflected in their society. The decision to undertake this research was prompted by 

the previous research findings, which presented Sukuma society as patriarchal 

(Songoyi, 2005; Salinguji, 2011; Masele, 2012).  For this reason, gender inequalities 
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were assumed to exist in the discourse of their songs. Wenzl (2004) states that in 

discourse, the patriarchal structures and features are reflected, enacted, and 

reproduced in songs, which consequently, has an impact on social relations. 

Similarly, Fetterley (1998) and Lauretis (1998) argue that literature speaks universal 

truth through its forms from which all the purely subjective norms of a particular 

society are transformed through the medium of art. Fetterley and Lauretis concluded 

that there is no social reality that exists for a given society out of its particular 

gender system. In fact, if the inequality in oral literature forms are not identified and 

addressed appropriately, the problem will continue and would psychologically affect 

the less powerful groups like women. As a result, they might not equally participate 

in other social activities, particularly in art.  

1.5 Research Objectives 

1.5.1 General Research Objective 

The general objective of this study was to investigate gender relations in the 

discourse of the songs sung by Sukuma women and men in order to understand 

gender perspectives as portrayed in oral literature forms.  

1.5.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study were: 

a) To examine Sukuma cultural practises with regard to gender relations in the 

discourse of Sukuma songs; 

b) To investigate the aspects of gender inequalities in the discourse of Sukuma 

songs; 

c)  To assess the power of the discourse of Sukuma songs in bolstering gender 

inequality and in enhancing sensitization on gender equalities. 
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1.6 Research Questions 

This study sought to answer the following questions: 

a) How do the Sukuma cultural practises influence gender relations in the 

discourse of Sukuma songs?  

b) What aspects of gender inequalities exist in the discourse of the Sukuma 

songs? 

c) How does the discourse of the Sukuma songs bolster gender inequality and 

stereotypes and enhance sensitization on gender equality? 

1.7 Significance of the Study 

It was expected that the study would be of great significance to the society for the 

following reasons. Firstly, the ideological framework of gender, which focuses on 

the practical life conditions of the Sukuma as represented in their songs, would 

enhance understanding of gendered social interactions and behaviour of the Sukuma 

people. Hence, the findings would guide various stake holders (Government and 

non-Government sectors) to address gender issues in mainstreaming gender equality 

in their programmes by formulating policies and strategies of gender empowerment 

geared for development. Secondly, the analysis of gender relations in Sukuma songs 

would highlight the dimension of power and gender inequality that might impact 

discourse and social relations in general. Thirdly, the study would illuminate the 

functions and efficiency of oral poetry in the development of the people. Generally, 

the study would make valid contributions to knowledge and understanding of the 

following: discourse, power dynamics in a society, cultural and economic 

dimensions of gender inequality, the plans of the patriarchal system in maintaining 

unequal gender relations, and songs as agency of change. 
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1.8 Delimitation of the Study 

Although, the Sukuma have many types of songs, this study did not restrict itself to a 

particular kind of song category. Most of the songs are seasonal, contextual and 

gender determined. For example, women normally perform their songs in occasions 

such as wedding ceremonies and political events while men perform their songs in 

dance competitions, farm activities, and hunting (Masele, 2012). This study 

employed various Sukuma song categories depending on their availability during 

data collection. However, the analysis was limited to language patterns and themes 

that illustrate gender relations in Sukuma songs. 

1.9 Challenges 

The major focus of this study was the songs, which were collected from the song 

composers among the Sukuma. As it is well known, dealing with human beings is a 

very complex thing. This is because human beings have their own will, emotions, 

decisions, and daily activities. Given this reality, it was not easy to follow the time 

schedule of collecting the data as indicated in the time frame of this study. 

According to the research time schedule, the data collection should have started in 

December 2014. But, in Sukumaland, this particular time was the time for 

cultivation, when almost all the people in this particular area were busy in their 

farms. The researcher tried as much as possible to visit the informants and the 

singers in the evening hours so as to find them at their homes. Unfortunately, most 

of them came from their farms in the evening and were tired, hence, were not ready 

to hold discussions with the researcher rather than giving appointments on the days, 

which they thought they would be free. Some of them kept the promise, but others 

did not. Another challenge was that some of the singers were not willing to give 
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their songs, thinking that the researcher was going to sell or record them for business 

purposes. It took some time for the researcher to convince them about the purpose of 

the study. Yet, some of them still refrained to share their songs with the researcher 

by giving reasons like they had forgotten the songs or they had retired from singing. 

In the process of solving this problem, the researcher extended the time table of data 

collection from six to eight months and managed to interview the required number 

of singers, key informants, focus group members and also participate in the Sukuma 

dance competition that took place at Negezi-Kishapu in Shinyanga. 

1.10 Chapter Conclusion 

This is an introductory chapter. It has provided the definition of the key terms, 

whereby the terms related to the topic have been described briefly, which is 

followed by the background of the study. The subsequent sections in this chapter 

present the statement of the problem, objectives, significance of the study and 

delimitations. The chapter then describes the challenges encountered by the 

researcher during data collection practise. The next chapter presents the review of 

literature related to this study and it begins with the theoretical framework. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the literatures related to this study. It starts with a review of 

theoretical literature. This is followed by studies on the description of gender 

relations in human life in general, women‟s representation in language and literature, 

and discourse, gender relations and social power in particular. Then the review 

focuses on the oral literature genre in relation to analysis of themes, styles and 

functions so as to make them understood. Finally, the chapter gives a short 

discussion of songs as communicative instruments of gender relations.  

2.2 Review of Theoretical Literature  

2.2.1 Feminist Theory in General 

A combination of two feminist theories, Poststructuralist Feminist theory and Third 

World Feminist theory were used as the basis to guide this study on the analysis of 

gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs.  The term feminism refers to the 

political discourse and theoretical practises committed to the struggle against male 

chauvinism and sexism (Jefferson and Robey, 1997). As a theory, feminism became 

popular during the Women‟s Liberation Movement (WLM) in the 1960s and now it 

has spread worldwide. Feminism, as a movement, seeks to explain and change the 

historical relationship of sex differences that positioned women and men in 

hierarchy and antagonism (Nfah-Abbenyi, 2005).  

 

From the beginning, the feminists focused on gender studies because they believed 

that an effective examination of gender roles could change the power relations 

between women and men. They saw widespread negative representation of women 
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in language and literature, which put women in a subordinate position, describing 

them as passive, dependent, deprived, weak and sexual objects. The theory 

emphasized on the importance of understanding and studying gender as a system of 

cultural signs, which are often assigned two distinct body forms, male and female 

(Jule, 2008). It questioned the presence of patriarchal ideology, practises, attitudes, 

and views that suppress women in families, work places, politics, religion, and 

economics. They believe that the patriarchal system is not biologically determined 

but it is culturally and socially constructed, therefore, it is possible to change the 

existing situation (Rice and Waugh, 1989). The common aim in these assumptions, 

as articulated by the feminists, is to struggle for emancipation of women against 

marginalization from the traditional patriarchal societies. 

 

Feminist studies are now prominent and have gained special importance as they are 

recognized worldwide, especially in their contribution to build a harmonious 

relationship among people. For several decades now, feminism has proved to be 

useful in understanding language and power relations that highlight sexual 

differences and women‟s existential identity in oral, writing and sign languages 

(Rice and Waugh, 1989). This theory has also produced a wide range of 

explanations about gender and contributed to the understanding of gender status in 

many societies: how it is defined, constructed, and constrained in social life and how 

it enhances differences in experience and opportunities (Mascia-Lees and Black, 

2000).   

 

 Through feminist perspectives, it has also been noted that women are not only 

represented negatively in language and literature, but they are also excluded in the 

literary canon (Jule, 2008). This is because their works are given little attention as 
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they are said to concentrate on family issues and that they do not focus on other 

public issues. For this reason, the feminists were inspired to study language and 

gender to reveal the representation of women‟s position. The essence of these 

studies, as described by Jule (2008), is that language is always used to reflect and 

reinforce the attitudes of gender inequality. 

 

Feminist theoreticians, as Hutchings (2003) put it, have put social-historical 

circumstances as a determining factor in the production of literature and gender 

relations and as a crucial aspect in exploring the role of women and men. In 

explaining this, Hutchings writes: 

Feminist readers have gone back to trace the appearances of women, 

sex, and gender in the works of canonic thinkers from Plato to Marx in 

order to uncover the gendered subtext of apparently gender-neutral 

philosophical thought. Feminist reading of canonic thinkers have 

brought to light the way in which the binary conceptual oppositions 

which are central to Western philosophy are also gendered, with certain 

categories being consistently male and others female identified. The 

categories associated with the male side within the philosophical 

tradition are normally identified as superior to those associated with the 

female. Standard examples of this binary conceptual hierarchy include 

the following (privileged term first in each case): Culture/nature; 

mind/body; form/matter; reason/emotion; universal/particular; 

transcendent/ immanent; ideal/real; truth/opinion; absolute/relative 

(Hutchings, 2003:8).  

 

The earlier feminists, as shown in the studies above, identified the features of 

unequal balance in which men are associated with such characterisitics asself-

determinant, spiritual and rational while women are given the features opposite to 

what is associated with men. 

 

However, there are variations of perspectives on gender which have given rise to 

diverse feminist theories with conflicting ideas about women, men, gender relations, 

and other issues of critical interest (Sunderland, 2008). Among these are categories 
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like Liberal feminism, Marxist feminism, Social feminism, Radical feminism, 

Psychoanalytic feminism, Third world feminism and others. The variations in their 

mission and principles have led the feminist theoriticians to be classified into four 

recognizable categories: the rational, critical, sexual and postmodern (Hutchings, 

2003).   

 

The rationalists as described by Hutchings, are a category of feminist philosophers 

who emphasis their notion on gender through rational argument and empirical 

evidence. They believe that women are fully rational, moral, and political agents and 

are entitled to the same rights as men. They also claim that sex difference is not 

significant in relation to any essential differences in capacity between women and 

men. 

  

The second category which is known as the critical feminist philosophy, shares a 

normative assumption with the rationalists that women have no significant sexual 

differences that deny them freedom and equality in relation to men. However, they 

differ in the way they perceive the nature of human beings. For them, human beings 

are constructed through their relation to each other and their interaction with nature, 

and, therefore, their actions and materials are mediated through social relations. 

Thus, there is a distinction to be made between the truth articulated from the 

standpoint of those who benefit from any particular set of social material and the 

truth articulated from the standpoint of the victim of such relation. This category of 

feminists, Mascia-Lees and Black (2000) call them, materialist theorists, as they take 

the material conditions of life to be the major determinants of other aspects of social 

organization. The sexual difference feminist philosophers, as described by 
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Hutchings, insist that sexual differences are preoccupied with the positive potential 

of sex and gender through social and political relations for both women and men.  

The last category, which is classified as postmodernism, emphasizes on plurality and 

relativism and rejects objectivity. The preponents of this category of feminists also 

do not see themselves as the supplementary wing which provides an alternative set 

of responses on truth and ethics (Hutchings, 2003: 12-16). 

2.2.2 Poststructuralist Theory 

Post structuralist theory is a theory, which focuses on the investigation of discourses 

to determine gender stratification that are said to exist in many societies. The theory 

was influenced by Levi-Strauss‟ idea in the mid twentieth century through his 

publication, The Elementary Structure of Kinship. In this publication, Levi-Strauss 

argues that myth, rituals and other aspects of social organization, such as kinship 

system, can be understood to be like language and all are reflections of the 

underlying structures of human brain. Levi-Strauss put these structures in a binary 

opposition (Mascia-Lees and Black, 2000). This idea had an enormous impact on 

feminist anthropologists, such as Simone de Beauvoir, who claim that gender is a 

cultural construct, which put male and female in a binary opposition. The key 

figures of post-structuralist feminist theory include Jacques Derrida, Jacques Lacan 

and Michel Foucault. According to Mascia-Lees and Black, Foucault is the most 

prominent figure in post structuralism who focuses on the conceptualization of 

language as discourse. As a key figure, he was interested in how a particular 

discourse constructs certain material conditions that support and reinforce the 

popularity and believability of that discourse (Mascia-Lees and Black, 2000:81). 
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The poststructuralists agree with Levi-Strauss on how ideas construct notions of 

gender and body, but they do not appeal to the underlying structure in the brain of 

human beings (Mascia-Lees and Black: 80). The major assumptions of this theory, 

according to Mascia-Lees and Black, include the following: 

i. Gender is the binary category between female and male and language is a 

productive system that illustrates the power relations of this binary 

opposition in terms of social and material aspects of a given society. 

 

ii. Discourse as a system of knowledge creates people‟s senses of who they are, 

which is supported by the institutions and practises that create a picture for 

people of what is true and what is not. These discourses differ from one 

institution to another on the way they perceive things, particularly those 

associated with sexes. 

 

iii. The categories of identities created by discourse always sustain power 

relations and patterns of domination, which control peoples‟s ideas and 

behaviours. 

 

Apart from these assumptions, the poststructuralist feminists question the idea that 

women share similar experiences because of their biological similarities (Mascia-

Lees and Black, 2000). They also insist on studying how language is used in social 

interactions to mark the status and roles between the two sexes (Smith and Young, 

1998 in Mascia-Lees and Black, 2000).  

 

The poststructuralist theory is selected for this study because the theory is connected 

with language. It was expected that it would provide a wide range of perspectives in 

understanding gender relations in cultural practises that are embedded in the 
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discourse of the Sukuma songs. This theory is central to this study as it enabled the 

reseracher to connect language with the context and simplified the task of 

understanding the elements of gender relations communicated through the songs.  

2.2.3 Third World Feminist Theory 

Third World Feminist theory is one of the latest Western theoretical perspectives 

applied to studies on African societies (Oyewumi, 2005). It is also known as African 

feminist thinking due to its concern, not only with African women, but Africans in 

general (Nfah-Abbenyi, 2005). According to Nfah-Abbenyi, Third World Feminist 

theory, as a literary critical orientation, within the African boundaries, gained 

ground only in the late 1980s. The theory emerged as a criticism against male 

oriented African literary scene, which, for a long time, is said to portray female 

characters in an inferior position in contradiction to reality (Ore-Ofe, 2011).  

 

Third World Feminism combines the insights of the second and third wave feminism 

whereby gender is depicted as a socio-cultural phenomenon (Gwajima, 2011). It is 

also known to be the literary critical method, which primarily focuses on reality of 

women‟s representation in literature. This theory puts a strong base on the 

discussions on gender and all issues related to inequalities between women and men. 

Third World feminism is a growing field in African countries used by many scholars 

to examine the value of literary works on gender representation. These works 

provide a valuable overview of the theory in African literature in general and in 

gender representation in particular. The significance of Third World feminism is 

noted by Verba (1997), who says that although all of the studies which employ this 

method, are involved in the foregrounding of a particular debate, the status of Third 

World feminism as a literary critical orientation in Africa is now the direct focus of 
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several works concerning gender. Davies (1986), as quoted by Verba (1997), lists 

several areas that African feminist critics tend to address. These are: the 

development of the canon of African women writers, the examination of stereotyped 

images of women in African literature, the study of African women writers and the 

development of an African female aesthetic, and the examination of women and the 

oral tradition.  

 

Among the issues taken up in Third World Feminism, as mentioned by Verba 

(1997), are:  the importance of feminism as a literary critical method, the 

representation and mis-representation of women in literary texts, women and 

education, the access of women to the economic means of survival, motherhood, 

women in the domestic sphere, women as part of their communities, women's role in 

politics and revolution, sexuality, and the direct treatment of women by men and 

men by women.  In addition, according to Verba, Third World Feminists, through 

their works, also condemn the African cultural practises such as polygamy, female 

genital cutting, and arranged marriage, which are also mentioned by Nnaemeka 

(2005), as typical social problems concerning the Africans. Some examples of 

feminist writings that portray African women‟s problems are such as those written 

by Flora Nwapa (1966) Efuru, Nawaal El Saadawi (1975) Woman at Point Zero, 

Mariama Ba (1981) So Long a Letter, Penina Mhando (1982) Nguzo Mama, Buchi 

Emecheta (1986) Head above Water, and Elieshi Lema (2001) Parched Earth. 

2.2.4 Third World Feminism and the African Perspective 

Third World Feminism is the theory known worldwide for overcoming challenges 

and achieving gender equality in Africa. However, people, particularly the Africans, 

are questioning the use of this theory in African studies and its implication in the 
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construction of knowledge and life realities to the Africans. This is because the 

Africans see it as anarm of the Western feminist theories and they do not want to 

depend on Western theories in studying gender in Africa. Nfah-Abbenyi (2005), in 

her article “Gender, Feminist Theory and Postcolonial Period”, discusses the 

reservation of many African critics concerning the position and application of this 

theory to the African situation. She argues that many critics believe that the theory 

lacks conviction and purpose in the analysis of African post-colonial literature. 

Other critics as described by Nfah-Abbenyi hold that Third World Feminism is 

limited to the discussion of African women writers whose feministic features are 

revealed in their works. However, some of the African women writers are not 

pleased with being defined as feminists. Consider the following Emecheta‟s 

response: 

I write about the little happenings of everyday life. Being a woman, 

and African born, I see things through an African woman‟s eye. I 

chronicle the little happenings in the lives of the African women I 

know. I did not know that by doing so I was going to be called a 

Feminist. But if I am now a feminist, then, I am African feminist with 

a small (Nfah-Abbenyi, p. 7) 

 

Although Emecheta does not want to be referred to as a feminist, she is one of the 

African women writers who believe in African feminism. She acknowledges the 

differences between western feminism theories and Third world theory. She says 

that Europeans do not have problems such as water and schooling, which are 

common problems in Africa. Also, Nfah-Abbenyi (p. 260) speaking in the same 

notion, argues that the Third World Feminism theory has not been formulated in the 

ways that are adequate for African‟s gender, identity, differences, and women‟s 

lives.  
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Some critics of the Third World Feminist theory, as explained by Nfah-Abbenyi, 

suggest other methods of reading and analysing African texts. But the methods, 

according to her, are limited as they treat the texts as the reflections of the colonial 

experiences or Eurocentric tendencies. However, Nfah-Abbenyi does not completely 

reject the possibility of using the Third World Feminist theory with advantages to 

African literature, even though she concedes to the pitfalls existing in the theory and 

this can occur in any other theory.  

 

Oyewumi (2005) also challenges the application of Western feminist theories to 

African gender studies, who argues that studying African gender basing on Western 

theories is tantamount to and justifying the cross-cultural concept without 

considering the variation of cultures that may influence other gender relations. 

Womack and Marti (1993) observe that Western models of socialization are not 

applicable universally.  Nnaemeka, in Oyewumi (2005), takes a similar stand by 

arguing that the Africans should study and understand gender relations from the 

African feminist thought befitting the reality of the people of Africa. This is because, 

like women elsewhere, African women have problems and they are finding solutions 

to these problems within their culture. In the African context, for example, in the 

Sukuma society, women always kneel when they greet males even if the males are 

younger than themselves (Songoyi, 2005). To them, kneeling does not mean that 

women are inferior and subordinate to men. However, this act, in the Western 

feminist perspective, can be viewed differently, that kneeling is a sign of men‟s 

superiority. Obviously, African women do not appreciate the objectives of feminism 

itself because most of them have been shaped to accept the situation and they feel 

that it is part of their life as women to do what they are supposed to do. This is 

supported by Emecheta, as quoted by Nfah- Abbenyi (1997), who argues that some 
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African women tend to see feminism as a form of imperialism with a woman‟s face 

that has come to impose or dictate its views and visions on Africa; that is why most 

of women reject feminism in the sense that it does not adequately speak about their 

experiences.  

 In an exceptional view, Ore-Ofe (2011) states that in Nigeria, some people argue 

that feminism is taken as the Lie of the Devil or the spiritual movement partly on 

reawakening the goddesses‟ consciousness and its real goal, as such, is not equality 

of women and men. With this notion, the African women writers are condemned to 

base on feministic perspectives, which bring different consciousness to the African 

cultural values, which, in turn, may lead to conflicts among the people. This could 

have been the reason for Davies (1986) to acknowledge the objections of African 

women writers on the term "feminist" by suggesting the term “womanist theory”, 

which focuses on the idea of developing African theory and which performs a 

particular act to the Africans. The aim is to try to avoid the term „feminist‟ which 

does not appeal to the majority, particularly in the African countries. But, the term 

"womanism" or "womanist" represents an effort by African, African-American and 

Caribbean writers to distinguish the particular context and the struggles of women in 

these cultures from Western European notions of feminism (Verba, 1997). Even 

before the feminist movement with a global political agenda, as Nfah-Abbenyi 

(p.10) puts it, African women both “theorized” and practised what for them was 

crucial to the development of women, although no terminology was used to describe 

what these women were actively doing.  

 

Conclusively, if one needs to involve Western feminist theories in African studies, 

he/she must be conscious of the differences between Western and African cultures. 
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Nevertheless, the term and mission of feminist theory cannot be avoided in totality 

because of the difficulty of developing a new theory which has all the exceptional 

characteristics needed by the Africans. This is because, what the Africans suggest as 

alternatives, are not far from the original idea of the Western feminist theory and 

most of them do not give constructive arguments that can help in the formulation of 

a new theory.  

 

Even though the Third World Feminist theory came late in Africa, it is essentially 

potential in not only differentiating female‟s and male‟s roles, but also in 

empowering the disadvantaged groups in education, economics, politics and other 

aspects of life. It should also be emphasised that Third World feminism is now 

applied in various disciplines including sociology, literature, philosophy and others 

and has been found to be useful in analyzing gender relations. Also, the critical and 

theoretical innovations of the Third World feminists and their concern with the 

effects of sexual differences in the writing, interpretation, analysis, and assessment 

of literature have exerted more prominent and enduring effects on literary theory and 

criticism.  

 

Hence, in this study, the general principles of Third World Feminism, which 

basically seek for equality between the sexes in all aspects of life, were applied for 

understanding the status of gender relations in the Sukuma society as represented in 

their songs. The theory enabled the researcher to investigate women‟s and men‟s 

position as revealed in the discourse of Sukuma songs and comprehend the factors 

which influence gender inequalities.  
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2.3 Gender Relations in Human Life 

2.3.1 Construction of Gender Roles and its Implication in Human Life 

Gender relation is a complex notion as it involves people of different sexes who are 

assigned different roles in the same household, community, or society.  The role of 

women as wives and mothers in the household, as explained by Womack and Marti 

(1993), is that they are responsible for those tasks essential for survival; making sure 

the family is fed on a daily basis, protected from all the elements that could harm it 

and confirming that the household and children are taken care of. Men, on the other 

hand, are allocated the tasks that enrich the cultural life of the group: hunting, 

making war, maintaining ritual relations with supernatural entities, storytelling and 

conducting the affairs of the village and its administration. A similar gender 

specialization is given by Kazagata (2012) who points out that the role of a woman 

in many African societies is to take care of the family, including washing utensils, 

preparing food, cleaning houses while the men‟s role is to give directions to their 

wives and children, to provide family needs and to maintain home discipline. 

 

These gendered roles have great impact in the life of both women and men. One of 

the common effects perceived, for example, is lesser involvement of women in the 

political leadership and social oraganizations because of the heavy household 

workload. Bali (1990) observes that the heavy household workload denies women 

the opportunity to get involved in the village politics. Most of their time is taken up 

by food production and as a result, they remain with very few hours for resting. Bali 

adds that women are disregarded in joining the village Government through open 

ridicules and the use of abusive language discouraging them from participating in 

the societal administration. 
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Normally, the man, as a father in these societies, is the head of the family and is the 

centre of authority to the wives and children; they exercise power in one way or 

another. This is also manifested in the World Bank Report (2009), which states that 

the houses and land are owned by men and, always, women become the co-owners 

of the property and since women are not allowed to inherit their husband‟s property, 

at exigent times, women and their children are put at risk. Notwithstanding, this 

convention has a great implication in maintaining harmonious relationship between 

women and men.  

The questions, as posed by Womack and Marti (1993), concerning the gendered 

allocation of work in these societies are: Are the women pleased with the roles given 

to them? Why do they seem to accept, internalize, and pass these roles to their 

daughters? The answers to the questions are not obvious, even though most of the 

anthropologists maintain that the social order always shapes the society to accept 

their roles and make them believe that they are biologically determined. However, 

most of the scholars who engage in the study of gender reveal that women in many 

African societies seem to be inferior compared to men due to the inequality 

surrounding their lifecycle as Njogu and Mazrui (2006) put it: 

Gender inequality manifests itself in a number of spheres within the 

family, labour market, politico-judicial structures and in cultural-

ideological productions, for example in the mass media. Values, norms, 

and practises enshrined in domains of social interaction may contribute 

to fostering inequalities, reinforce gender related power differentials or 

increase violence against women. For instance, the cultural practise of 

son preference may contribute to denial of girls‟ access to education and 

curtail their opportunities in life (p. 2) 

 

A similar view and attitude pertaining to gender roles is also revealed among the 

Kisii society in Kenya, whereby all the households are governed by the powerful 

ideology of inequality in institutions and have an impact in the economy of the 
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country (Silberschmidt, 1999). In this society, men normally own land and cattle, 

which they inherit from their fathers, and they monopolize cash crops. It is also 

customary for them to have the right to do anything with the family wealth, crops, 

land and cattle, as they are believed to be the controllers of their families. These 

rights, as explained by Silberschmidt, are not given to women who are totally 

excluded in land and property inheritance. Also, women have no rights, especially in 

the issues, which require strong decisions such as marriage, and economic issues. In 

the study, “Textualizing Masculinity: Discourses of Power and Gender Relations in 

Manguliechi‟s Babukusu (Kenya),”Wasike (2013) found that there were also some 

taboos which prohibited women from attending sacrifice ceremonies, boys‟ 

circumcision and other related issues. The reason for this exclusion, as explained by 

Silberschmidt (p. 109), is that women are always expected to leave their homes 

when they get married. The reason for most of the African families to encourage 

male child preference, as given by Wasike, is that boys are considered to be the 

maintainers of the family names. Wasike goes on to say that women who are always 

given lower priorities by their parents also experience the same situation when they 

get married. Their role and position as wives remains passive as it was with their 

biological parents. For example, when one‟s husband dies, the woman administers 

the family wealth only until that time when it is divided among the sons. Even 

though restricted to access to family wealth, women contribute greatly in the 

planning of all the family activities, including the daily meals. They are also the 

ones who ensure health care for the children, their husbands and, sometimes they are 

other required to take care of their in-laws who are normally dependants of their 

families. Although, they have many tasks to perform in their families, they have also 
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to work in the family farm or family business that generates family income or 

supports the family needs. 

2.3.2 Factors contributing to and Manifestation of Gender Inequality in 

Cultural Practises and Colonial Policy 

Scholars of gender relations have revealed a number of cultural aspects that 

reinforce inequality between women and men. According to Kopytoff (2005), 

among the issues that bring inequality at the family level is bride wealth, which a 

man pays to the in-laws. The bride wealth indicates the right of the spouses, that is, 

the wife‟s and husband‟s roles. Normally, the husband who pays this wealth has 

power over his wife and believes that the bride wealth he paid gave him the right to 

own his wife physically and mentally. Songoyi (2005) observes: 

 

At the family level the woman ranks lower in relation to her husband 

and to her own male children when they have grown up. She is also 

the most overworked person in the homestead. From the early years 

of her life even before she is married, the woman is the victim of 

man‟s actions. She is the passive recipient of what the man says or 

does to her. In the marriage processes and relationship, for example, 

the man “looks for” a woman to marry, but the woman “is looked 

for.”  The man “marries”; the woman is “married”. The man pays 

the bride wealth for the woman, the woman is sent-off by her family. 

In her husband‟s family, she is the person who has been brought in 

and may be sent off any time at will... The Kisukuma name for the 

bride is Ng‟winga (one who leaves) and Ng‟winga (one who is 

brought into the family by cattle. As man and woman live, work 

together and produce wealth and bear children, the situation does not 

change. The family, children and property all belong to the husband 

and they bear his name. The wife virtually owns nothing, not even 

the children she has begotten. May it happen that the marriage 

breaks up, she leaves empty handed. Should it happen that her 

husband dies leaving her with children and property, she has three 

choices to make: to be inherited by any one of her brothers in-law 

and continue living in the family, or to stay in a family with her 

children without remarrying  or to get out of her husband‟s family 

with nothing and get married to another person of her own choice 

(pp. 81-84). 
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Even though these studies reveal the inequality between women and men in many 

life aspects, most of them do not suggest solutions to the problem that might end the 

inequality. For instance, Silberschmidt (1999) is one of such scholars who identified 

the antagonistic relationship between women and men in marriage. But, the study 

did not openly speak of what should be done to improve the relations between the 

two sexes in marriage. Silberschmidt, contrarily, discusses the variation of purposes 

of women and men in marriage. Silberschmidt argues that normally, a man needs a 

wife for domestic and sexual services that make him independent (p. 75) and ends 

upby posing a question: What does marriage mean to women? De Beauvoir (1993), 

a prominent figure for women‟s rights and gender relations in general, remarks that 

women always form an integral part of the group, which is governed by males and 

they have a subordinate position. These studies, obviously, reveal the inequality 

between genders, without giving a clear way out of the problem, particularly to 

women who are said to be inferior in their families and societies at large. 

 

It is also believed that the inequality in gender relations in many societies is 

historically constructed and has existed since ancient times. This is discussed in the 

works written by earlier scholars concerning gender relationship. One of them is 

Wollstonecraft (1992) who attributes unequal gender balance to early associations of 

ideas, which makes women to appear as a blemish in nature. These ideas, as 

described by Wollstonecraft, are usually transmited at different periods of one‟s life 

and the habitual overtones grow in the people‟s minds, and have great effect on the 

moral character of women. This inequality, as traced by Becker (2006), is being 

experienced since the colonial period, and is mainly known as “colonial patriarchy”. 

According to Becker, the colonial policy that created inequality between women and 

men had great consequences in the economy and education and still continues to 
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exist in the present. During this particular period in history, women were 

marginalized in employment while men were rapidly recruited in mines and farms. 

The colonial policy had a tendency also to marginalize women in legal rights such as 

land ownership and inheritance law (Silberschmidt, 1999). These rights were given 

only to men. The existence of unequal gender relations during the pre-colonial era is 

revealed in many gender studies that aimed to identify the root of the problem.  

 

Again, the tendency of male dominance in Kisii society at this particular period, as 

Silberschmidt (1999: p.34) puts it, it was considered that the more wives a man had, 

the more land could be cultivated, the more daughters he would get, the more heads 

of cattle he would get as bride wealth and the more sons he would get to herd the 

cattle and to defend the homestead from outside attacks.  The inheritance was only 

for sons who would be fathers in the future. Even though this practise belongs to the 

precolonial period, it still exists today. Most of the works reviewed explain in detail 

the problems, particularly, those which are directly affecting women, including the 

lack of right to inherit family property after the death of their husbands and the lack 

of access to education and property ownership at family level. 

 

The ideologies of masculinity in many societies, as explained by many scholars, are 

said to have shaped the people to believe that women and men are not equal, not 

only biologically but also in the positions they hold in their societies. Masculinity by 

itself is defined as having the qualities or appearance considered to be typical of men 

(Chandra, 2011). It is also defined as the social construction of the cultural, 

personality, and the use of the body (Chandra, 2011). This is in opposition to 

femininity, which basically features women‟s traits. The prime criteria that govern 

the constructions of masculinity and femininity, according to Chandra (2011), 
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involve power relations, division of labour, and social organization of sexuality and 

attraction. Speaking on the characteristics of masculinity, Njogu and Mazrui (2006) 

argue that through the system of socialization in the family, through education and 

other such institutions, boys and girls are conditioned to behave in certain ways and 

to play different roles in the society. Supporting this view, Wasike states, 

In Bukusu, boys and girls are initiated to perform their duties depending 

on gender group. For instance, boys are initiated to male duties, 

manhood and fatherhood such as to care calves, participate in clearing 

their farmland for cultivation, and grazing and fishing in small rivers 

while girls are initiated to motherhood (2013:60). 

 

The process of training girls to be women and boys to be men, as explained by 

Mascia-Lees (2000), is done unconsciously in contemporary societies too. In a 

similar way, Hofmeyr (1992) goes far back to ancient times and argues that women 

from the early stages of human civilization were subjected to ideological control, 

which initially took the form of specific gender education that aimed at making them 

obedient wives. This ideology, according to Hofmeyr, was also reflected in their 

virtual exclusion from political and legal forums and this practise prevented women 

from demanding their rights. The privileged positions given to men by this system, 

as said by Hofmeyr, had a positive effect in their individual progress. For example, 

the access to education that the men had, gave them the opportunity to work as 

administrators and to be employees in the colonial Government offices while women 

were confined to do domestic activities.  Lack of job opportunies, as Hofmeyr put it, 

led them to engage themselves in informal sectors, such as pottery and running small 

businesses. Seabright (2012) also observes about such unequal balance between 

women and men while investigating on power and society. Seabright argues that the 

unequal balance of power and respect has resulted from the mixed inheritance 

conflicts left behind by the ancestors and the colonial system. This gender ideology 
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has also been said to bring conflicts among the people and thus leading to crises in 

agriculture, family life, and other economic sectors.  

 

 According to the report by the World Bank (2009), most of these inherited features 

of gender relations contribute to the present subordination of women who are 

considered to be an inferior group. On the other hand, the subordination, as 

explained by the World Bank, has helped women to seek for alternative ways of 

living. The struggle to sustain their life has enabled them to control resources and to 

manage life and get relief in their living. Apart from their efforts to manage life, 

women are still facing a number of challenges like lack of physical security in their 

domestic life, which sometimes prevents them from participating in public domains 

such as politics and leisure (World Bank, 2009). 

 

 Despite the efforts to eradicate the perpetuation of male dominance and inheritance 

features of power, women are also facing the obstacles of negative perception. 

Chippo (2011), while explaining this, argues that women are perceived as a group 

without power and in need of help externally from major political institutions, the 

Government and other authorities. They are also viewed as passive and not 

participating in democratic activities, which could put them in positions of power. 

This notion, according to Chippo, is evidenced in the language of the media, 

particularly, the word „empower‟ which frequently appears in the Standard Sunday 

Newspaper, as collected in the study. Again, Jule (2008) adds that the sexist aspects 

of language includes the depiction of women as things, as passive objects rather than 

active subjects based on their appearance and domestic roles when similar depictions 

in a similar context would not be made of men.  
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Inspite of these challenges, women in many societies have achieved a lot and the 

society has given them credit for their struggle, even though they are still expected 

to fulfil certain roles and fight against stereotypes that have been the norm for 

centuries (World Bank, 2009). 

 

This gender stereotype is still an endless debate in many discussions of gender 

because of the power and masculinity that is predetermined and perpetuated 

(Wasike, 2013). For example, the struggle to end gender inequality at social levels, 

cultural aspects, economic, and political issues between the sexes, as highlighted by 

the three waves of feminism, is still destabilized in universal notions and 

womanhood in general (Rice and Waugh, 1989; Jule, 2008). Besides, these struggles 

in real life and as represented in language, make people in the world aware of the 

injustices done to them and work towards changing the situation on gender relations 

that suppress women. 

 

The literature on the existence of inequality between women and men, as seen in this 

discussion, has helped in reaching the root of the problem in various areas. The 

scholars in these literatures explain the reasons that cause gender inequality. These 

reasons, to a great extent, seem to affect women in many aspects of life. The sources 

and effects of gender inequality, as revealed in this review, have helped the 

researcher to establish the basis of understanding the problem at hand, and to create 

the groundwork for studying gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs.  

2.4 Representation of Women in Language and Literature 

The representation of women in language and literature is a crucial topic for 

discussion. Scholars such as Hofmeyr (1992), Mlacha (1994), Gunner (1995) and 
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Kabaji (2005) have written a lot regarding representation of women in different 

institutionalized discourses. Their studies have showed the subordinate position of 

women in many societies, particularly, in patriarchal societies, which, in turn, are 

reflected in their language and literature. This is illustrated in the studies that pay 

attention to language and gender.  Among these scholars are Geetha et al. (2011) 

from India who carried out a study on masculine traits in Shakespearean plays. In 

this study, it is revealed that masculine and feminine traits are socially constructed in 

both sexes in which each group defines the roles to play. For example, during the 

Renaissance in Europe, between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, women were 

represented in the literary works as obedient, silent, pious, passive and humble. But 

according to Geether et al., Queen Elizabeth who ruled Britain during 1558-1603 

changed this situation. She proved that women could be outstanding, 

knowledgeable, and masculine. This perception had a great influence on later 

Shakespearean plays where women characters exhibited these traits. Among these 

characters are Beatrice in Much Ado about Nothing and Portia in Merchant of Venice 

(Geetha et al, 2011). 

 

Another scholar who studied representation of women in literature is Wakota 

(2010). In the analysis of Kagwema‟s three novels, Society in the Dock, Chausiku‟s 

Dozen and Married Love is a Plant, Wakota observes that female characters are 

drawn to reflect the needs of men and the overall society. They are presented as 

inferior and victims of the male dominated social system. The general observation in 

this study is that both women and men characters have roles. In another study with a 

similar point of view, Mlacha (1994) argues that even though women enjoy singing 

taarab, their image is portrayed negatively through the language they use. From this 

statement and the reality as seen in the performance and the content of these songs, 
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one can agree that the image of women in the songs is sometimes portrayed 

negatively and at other times positively by the women themselves because they are 

the composers and singers of taarab. 

Also, Gwajima (2011) made a comparative study of gender representation in eight 

secondary school literature books: Achebe‟s Things Fall Apart (1958), Oyono-

mbia‟s Three Suitors One Husband (1960), Soyinka‟s The Lion and the Jewel 

(1963), Bitek‟s Song of Lawino and Song of Ocol (1966), Amadi‟s The Great Ponds 

(1969), Ole Kulet‟s Is It Possible (1971), Faraja‟sDevelopment (1980), and 

Mapalala‟s Passed Like a Shadow (2006). The findings show that the 

representations of women and men characters in these works differ. Women 

characters are portrayed and constructed with qualities such as passivity, 

powerlessness, vulnerability, compassion, and sensitivity. In contrast, men are 

portrayed differently with qualities such as dominance, physical strength, 

adventurousness, competitiveness and courage. The typical prototypes of characters 

in these books are Okonkwo in Achebe‟s Things Fall Apart and Olumba in Amadi‟s 

The Great Ponds. 

 

Furthermore, in her study, Gwajima asserts that Tanzanian school girls and boys 

have great potential to engage critically in discussions related to the position of 

women and men in African societies and culture based on their texts in order to 

understand gender relations in general. However, in these studies, much effort is put 

only on one side of the female characters. This kind of monotype investigation on 

gender, based on one side of the female characters, is common among many 

scholars. For example, Swalehe (1997) studied women‟s positions in Tata za 

Asumini and revealed that the life of women in fictional works is affected by 
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patriarchal elements. Most of these studies, evidently, identified the position of 

women in general and the unequal representation of female and male characters 

even though less emphasis is put on the position of men. In order to avoid such bias 

in judgment, a critical analysis of gender relations in literary texts should involve a 

deep examination of both female and male characters.  

Apart from the prejudices of scholars on studying gender representation in literary 

texts, it is also globally noted that even the writers themselves, as representatives of 

their culture, differ in their perceptions of gender relations. Such distinctions are 

seen reflected in their works as each of them portrays female and male characters 

according to her or his perception (Wakota, 2010). Men writers, according to 

Murray (1982), always portray male characters as superior than women who are 

expected to have excessive respect to their husbands. While women writers, 

according to Rice and Waugh (1989), have special spheres which are commonly 

domestic and which have been in practise for many years. Their literary works 

normally deal with their experiences and emotions and are based on feminist 

demands.  Supporting this notion, Russ (1983) adds that in literature, women are 

said to write works that speak of their life instead of the reality. Kyomuhendo‟s 

Secrets No More, Mariama Ba‟s So Long a letter, El Saadawi‟s Woman at Point 

Zero, Lema‟s Parched Earth, and other writers are good examples in this context. 

These works indicate the positive effect of the struggles of women on managing life 

in a male dominated society, and the protagonist always is a woman who is aware of 

the situation.  

 

In many African societies, the unequal representation of gender relations is not only 

in language and literature but also in life practises at the family level, at work places, 
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in politics, and social interactions whereby women and men occupy different 

positions (Mascia-Lees, 2000). In all such contexts, language has always been an 

instrument of communication reflecting what is specific to a particular culture and 

how it is significantly constructed and structured in that society. Hence, the writers, 

as part of their culture, cannot speak out of the realities. These gender roles in many 

African countries are emphasized and encouraged to ensure sustainability of their 

communities, but at the same time, they reinforce and perpetuate male dominance 

and female subordination (Njogu and Mazrui, 2006).  

 

The discontent of the women on the situation in these societies, according to 

Gwajima (2011), is what makes them attempt to raise their voices in order to seek 

for liberation physically and mentally. They use literature as a tool for self- 

expression to expose the injustice done to them and to make their demands heard. 

They are also in the frontline to oppose the traditions and customs that undermine 

women in patriarchal societies. For example, Emecheta (1986:3), in her 

autobiography, Head Above Water, is blaming the cultural system which makes 

women trust men than people of their sex despite the fact that they know that 

women, to a great extent, are the supporters of developmental growth.  

 

To sum up, this discussion of representation of women in language and literature 

proves the assumption that language reflects the attitudes and views of a particular 

writer or society. Through the study of language and gender, the existing situation 

on gender relations is highlighted. From this discussion, it is assumed that the 

discourses of Sukuma song texts, like any other literary works, have similar 

characteristics of unequal gender representation.  
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2.5 Discourse, Gender Relations and Social Power 

In any community, there are various frames that restrict the conversations and define 

the reality of things. These ways of framing meaning and creating themes, according 

to Jule (2008), are what is called „discourse.‟ Therefore, it is through discourse that 

certain social patterns or structures, such as gender relations, are established and 

maintained and discourse itself is also determined by these structures (Wenzl, 2004). 

 Many scholars including Azuonye (1995), Johnson (1995), Derive (1995), 

Steinbrich (1995) and Senkoro (2005), have studied discourse to investigate social 

relations, language and power in various contexts. This is due to the assumption that 

there is a close connection between discourse and social power. Discourse, as 

pointed out by Mchoul and Rapley (2001), is a prime currency of interaction as it 

involves all the life practises including those that surround human beings‟ 

experiences. This is also supported by Spender, cited in Paltridge (2006), who 

argues that language is an example of dominance approach, which is used by one 

group to dominate another group such as men‟s domination over women. Another 

scholar, who contributed greatly to understanding social discourse and discourse 

production, is Van Dijk (1989). He highlights important conditions to be considered 

for the exercise of social control when analysing discourse by posing the following 

questions: 

i. Who says or writes what? 

ii. To whom? 

iii. In what situation? 

iv. Who has access to the various forms or genre of the discourse? 
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Leech (1969), in his book, A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry, adds some more 

important aspects to be studied when analysing discourse in relation to context. 

These are: the relevant „third parties‟ in the communication, including the passive 

onlookers, to an argument; objects relevant to the communication; medium of 

communication such as written message, radio or television; and function and effect 

of communication. From these studies, it is evident that context is essential for the 

interpretation of any given work of literature and discourse as well. The context in 

which a discourse is performed has an implication in any kind of communication, 

both in literature and normal conversation. For example, while narrating the 

relationship between discourse and context, Leech describes the way in which one 

can understand a poem by considering and looking at the context in which it is 

composed. According to Leech, poetry is virtually a literary text, which has its form 

of discourse. To understand this kind of creative writing, readers should be aware of 

the situation, including the background of the poet. Other scholars who also 

commented on this idea include Cameron, cited in Paltridge (2006), who says that 

the expression of gender and power are always context-specific and need to be 

understood in relation to whom a person is speaking to, from what position and for 

what purpose (p. 33).   

 

Clearly, the observations by various scholars discussed above show that it is 

discourse, which can easily indicate gender relations and social power of any society 

or group of conversants. According to Van Dijk (1989), it is always the less powered 

people who have less access in various forms of text or talk. The good examples to 

illustrate this are the prisoners, dependants and women. These groups, as said by 

Van Dijk, are the recipient people while the more powerful groups have access to an 

increasingly wide range of discourse roles, genres and styles. 
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It should also be understood that discourse is the carrier of actions or practises of 

various kinds such as agreement, blame, invitation and other matters related to 

everyday life (Mchoul and Rapley, p. 13). As the carrier of actions, discourse serves 

the pragmatic function or speech act of a language. According to Mchoul and 

Rapley, a discourse functions in three ways: situation, action and construction. This 

means that discourse is a text constructed in the language that people use for 

communication and interaction. Rhetorical devices like metaphors, similes, and 

other language patterns are drawn in language to be used in a particular situation and 

they illustrate people‟s actions. It is discourse that carries the inner life of a social 

group and history; their attitudes and perceptions towards particular circumstances. 

 

Notwithstanding, performance is also an important aspect to be investigated when 

analyzing a particular discourse. Performance, as defined by Finnegan (2005), is a 

concrete event in time whose attributes and settings focus more directly on the 

communicative event itself. Finnegan goes onto say that questions for investigation 

include how or where performances take place as actual events, how they are 

organized and prepared for, who are there, how they behave and what their 

expectations are, how the performers deliver the specific genre and the audience‟s 

reaction to it, how it is framed within and/or separate from the flow of everyday life. 

In this sense, performance can be taken seriously as an intrinsic, constituent part of 

oral expression. 

 

In this study, performance does not only mean the way people speak, but also those 

aspects of oral literature which allow physical interaction between the performer and 

the audience. In this context, performance differs from one situation to another 

depending on factors such as age, energy of the performer, nature of performance 
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and types of setting or context and musical accompaniment (Okpewho, 1992). In 

performance, normally the performer uses verbal and non-verbal language such as 

facial expressions and body movements to express what she/he wants to 

communicate to the audience. These non-verbal communication elements have 

special functions in analyzing the discourse of a particular genre as stated by Van 

Dijk (1985), that in spoken discourse, one finds not only discursive expression of 

grammatical forms, but also a complex array of non-verbal activities, such as 

intonation, gestures, facial expression, body position, and so on. As an aspect of 

discourse, performance involves various stylistic qualities of language. One among 

them is repetition, which mainly means emphasis of a point. Finnegan (2005) 

outlines the significant factors to be explored when investigating a performance: 

 

i. Meaning and artistry emerge in performance. This means that 

attention should be given not only to words, but also to how these 

words are delivered in performance. The elements to be observed are 

such as intonation, speed, rhythm, tone, dramatization, rhetorical 

devices, and other performance techniques generally. 

 

ii. Part of the reality lies in the interaction with, or behaviour of all the 

participants including the audience and its expectations, and perhaps 

the researcher too.  

 

 

iii. The definition and meaning of particular oral genre may depend not 

just on verbal stylistics but also on non-verbal features such as music, 

gesture, dance or visual attributes like costume. These features need 

also to be investigated. 

 

iv. Oral forms are realized through performances carried out and 

mediated by people (rather than existing „independently‟) Thus, the 

interaction of individual artistry and cultural conventions is another 

matter for investigation. 

 

 

v. The context of the performance (including the organization of the 

event and the participants within it) may be central rather than 

peripheral to its meaning. 
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It is also through performance that the audience gets the message which normally, 

but not always, is influenced by their social and cultural environment. For example, 

through performance, gender relations can be best understood within a specific 

historical and social context and, through songs, one can understand the perception, 

philosophical attitude of the singer, and his/her community in general at a particular 

place and time. Wasike (2013) in his study about performance of the Bukusu genres, 

argues that gender delineation in terms of division of labour, is also replicated at the 

level of performance of genres. Indeed, among the Bukusu, there are performance 

genres that are considered as being either „male‟ or „female.‟ Folktales (chingano), 

riddles (kiminayi) and songs (kimienya) are generally associated with women.  

 

However, there is also a need for interpretation of a given representation of gender 

in discourses in order to be able to understand the status of power and masculinity in 

the societies and as depicted in the works of art. This helps to get a clear 

understanding of gender construction, not only in oral literature, but also in the 

people‟s lives.  For instance, newspapers are part of human being‟s life as they give 

people information about their environment. In most of the newspaper headlines 

dealing with women, as described by Adamson (2013:26), women are portrayed as 

indulging in love affairs, gossip, and beauty tips while men are shown as involving 

themselves in serious issues. In a similar study, Pambila (2012) argues that in the 

gendered language embodied in anti-HIV discourse, women are portrayed 

negatively. This proves that discourse is a tool of expressing gender relations.  

 

The negative representation of women in discourse, as illustrated by the above 

scholars, has inspired other scholars to find an alternative way of understanding 

gender relations in detail. Recent studies on gender relations by Mlacha (1994), 
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Senkoro (2005), Wakota (2010), Salinguji (2011), Gwajima (2011), Kazagata 

(2012), Pambila (2012) and Adamson (2013) are among the studies which help, in 

one way or another, to study gender relations in relation to social development, 

empowerment, and mainstreaming. However, more research needs to be done in 

order to highlight the sources, effects, and solutions concerning the negative 

expression of gender, particularly of women, in many discourses. It is on this 

account that this study sought to engage gender relations in discourse in oral 

literature forms, particularly, the Sukuma songs. 

2.6 Oral Literature Genre: Analysis of Themes, Styles and Functions 

As the study deals with songs, one of the oral literature forms, the review of oral 

literature in general is essential. Oral literature, as defined by Finnegan (2005), is not 

only a verbal expression, but also a form of social activity. Despite the fact that oral 

literature forms have all the characteristics of a literary genre, they vary according to 

the culture, genre and even the individual performer (Finnegan, 2005). These forms, 

according to Seitel (1999), have method and content, which are used as analytical 

features to identify the value of oral art. The form and content of oral literature 

genres can be analysed and interpreted to foreground the hidden meaning and to 

identify a wider horizon of usage in the society. One of the common methods of 

analysing oral literature genres is through the analytic approach, which is used by 

the linguists and literary critics to analyse the language use in this discipline (Seitel, 

1999). According to Seitel, the procedures and perspectives of the analytic approach 

aim at nurturing creative understanding of verbal art culturally and historically. The 

approach, as Seital descibes, gives primacy to the creator and the work itself, with a 

deep and complex critical gaze that provides a framework within which indigenous 

and the outside knowledge can engage in unfinished dialogue about its form and 
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significance. The interpretation of oral literature forms, as pointed out by Seital, can 

take place at several levels as mentioned below: 

 

i. The literal: attending to and making interpretive use of cultural and 

historical referents in the texts; 

ii. The allegorical: uncovering symbolic codes in the text that are forms 

of cultural knowledge; 

iii. The moral: discovering the cultural rules for individual action in the 

text and; 

iv. The anagogic-reading: reading the text politically, as a societal 

envisioning of the collective meaning of history (De Lubac in Seitel, 

1999). 

 

 The analysis and interpretation of the form and content in oral literature forms, as 

shown above, mainly focus on identifying the content, which is known as the 

general meaning of the work, and to reveal the essence of the work itself to the 

society. Proverbs, as an example, as Seitel puts it, demonstrate a logical form and 

understanding between composition, style and theme. Hence, they help one to 

comprehend this genre deeply. According to Seitel (p.4), a theme emerges as a result 

of the relationship perceived between the constituent parts of a work. Seitel, in the 

same notion, argues that a theme can also mean the content because of the 

significance that is produced by relationships between symbols implied in the text.  

 

It should also be known that the analysis of any oral literature form is not solely to 

illuminate the thematic features, which are always taken to be the major focus of 

interpretation, but also to widen understanding of form and styles, which distinguish 

one oral art form from another. Style, as explained by Seitel, involves the way the 

oral literature genre is composed to form a specific structure and form is generally 

the whole structure of a work of art. The oral literature forms, as seen in Seitel 

(1999), share the generic features in composition. And even though they have 

different structure, they all have styles that have distinctive features. 
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 Another important aspect to consider when analysing oral literature forms is 

context. Context is crucial in any interpretation, particularly in the performance of 

oral literature genres. For example, proverbs, as argued by Seitel, usually are 

symbolically or metaphorically portrayed. Only the context can determine the 

meaning or the theme within. It should also be understood that each oral literature 

genre has its own context in which it is performed. For example, oral narratives as 

one of the oral literature forms, normally take place at night when the family has 

finished eating dinner and is preparing to sleep. 

 

According to Seitel (1999), the analysis of oral literature forms merely means to 

highlight the knowledge within a work. This is because oral literature genres have 

collective wisdom, which are covertly presented. The oral literature forms always 

are not formed in a vacuum; they are a people‟s product reflected from a given 

society; they are part of their living. The interpretation of oral literature forms 

reveals the extent they equip meaning in living and how they are prescribed or 

circumscribed by dominant institutions that illustrate the ideology governing the 

society (Seitel, p.5). Through these genres, one can understand the social practises 

such as taboos, marriage practise, gender relations and others in the community 

where they occur. The wisdom in oral literature is also part of knowledge, which the 

society receives and gains understanding of the conventions and rules that guide 

their society. Through the wisdom within these works, as it is obviously in proverbs, 

songs and riddles, people learn good manners, obedience, ways of living, dignity 

and so on (Finnegan, 2005). Proverbs, for example, are known to be short and sharp 

utterances, which use conventionalized language that carries great meaning and 

through them, elders can warn and teach the people in their society.  
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Apart from the wisdom that they carry, oral literature forms also serve as means of 

comprehending power relations that are hidden in the discourse in use (Furniss, 

1995).  Furniss goes on to say that over the last few decades, the concept of power 

relation in oral literature has received growing attention in nearly every topic in oral 

art forms. Furniss (1995), Rosenthal (2003), Sova (2006), and others have studied 

power relations, including gender relations and other related social practises. 

According to Furniss (1995), oral literature discourse is a great indicator of social 

relations and classes. For this reason, the oral literature forms are considered 

essential not only for entertainment, but also for educating the society about 

important issues surrounding life. The oral literature forms, as Furniss puts it, 

normally articulate power relations in groups and indeed, create knowledge of 

matters related to the society concerned. Furniss goes on arguing that people 

producing oral literature are not just commentators, but are also involved in 

relationships of power themselves, in terms of supporting those in power. The 

discourses they employ in these oral art forms are themselves invested with power; 

that is to say, the words and the texts, have the ability to provoke, to move, to direct, 

to prevent, to overturn, to subvert, and to recast social reality. This view is also 

proved by a substantial body of anthropologists including Hofmeyr (1992), Seitel 

(1999), Chandra (2011), Gawile (2011), Kabaji (2005), and Gunner (1995).These 

studies in oral literature forms, particularly those focusing on discourse, have proved 

that the language used in this field is normally implicitly portrayed as they are 

characterised by metaphors, metonymy, synecdoche, irony and other rhetoric 

devices (Senkoro, 2005). These language techniques and figures of speech as 

explained by Senkoro (2005), encompass a broad knowledge about the society 

concerned.  For example, the folktales are defined by Furniss (1995) to be a mode of 
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communicative actions which are marked by an expansion of concepts which focus 

on the artistic use of language in the conduct of social life in kinship, politics, 

economics and religion. They also open the way of understanding performance as a 

social construction. 

2.7 Songs as a Communicative Instrument of Gender Relations in Oral 

Literature 

According to Biernaczky (1979), songs are a kind of communication using multiple 

codes: the linguistic, verbal, poetic, and the non- linguistic codes, which involve 

music. Songs are one of the oral literature art forms and are among the mirrors of 

social construction in any society in which one can learn philosophical attitudes of 

the people and their perception towards gender relations. Songs are essentially 

poetic forms in literature and are a product of people‟s creativity in a form of speech 

meant for singing and through which people communicate their feelings (Nketia, 

1974).  

 

Among the arts, songs seem to say the truth in imaginary language, which cannot be 

stated in normal language, and, at the same time, they are the source for 

understanding human being‟s behaviour. This is because, in songs, composers 

employ artistic language, which is not direct as that used in everyday conversation. 

When composing a song, an artist always aims to convey the idea, which is within 

his or her mind. This idea is considered to be the truth of life, which is usually, but 

not always, influenced by the artists‟ environment which gives him feelings and 

ideas (Wellek and Warren, 1986). One of the realities expressed in the songs is 

gender relations in terms of social roles, economic, political, and cultural relations. 
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Recent studies by Jason, (1977) and Alesina et al., (2010) assert that it is not 

possible to analyze gender relations outside cultures and the historical backgrounds.   

 

The treatment of oral songs as a form of speech utterance, according to Nketia 

(1974), arises not only from stylistic consideration, consciousness of the analogous 

feature of speech and music, but also by the importance of song as an avenue for 

creative communication and as a medium for creative verbal expression which 

reflects both personal and social experiences. According to Mbise (1996), the 

turbulences in politics, hazards, social affairs, wars and any kind of injustice which 

Songoyi (2005) calls them the social realities, are the materials, which the singers 

use to compose their songs and through them, people get the intended message 

including gender relations.  

 

In the Sukuma songs are part of their life. Their songs always have other unique 

features in performance such as the use of dangerous animals like big snakes, 

porcupines, and traditional medicines known as bhughota (Masele, 2012). Because 

of these uniquefeatures, various studies on Sukuma songs have been done by 

different scholars within and outside Tanzania (Cory, 1937; Richardson, 1960; 

Gunderson, 1999; Makoye, 2000; Songoyi, 2005; Salinguji, 2011, and Masele, 

2012).These studies are concerned with the nature, types, form and content of their 

songs. Through these studies, it has been known that the Sukuma use songs to 

express their wellbeing, attitudes, cultural values, and political stand (Songoyi, 

2005). During the colonial time, for example, as pointed out by Gunderson (1999), 

Sukuma songs were used to spread patriotism. In this particular period, the Sukuma 

supported the struggle for independence through their songs. After independence, 

the Sukuma composers dwelt much on emphasizing the new mission of the ruling 
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political party, Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), such as education for 

self reliance, agriculture as the backbone of the country‟s economy, and other 

subjects. 

 

Songs as vital aspects of Sukuma life are sung throughout the year by individuals or 

groups during various activities such as hunting, grinding, cultivation, rituals, and 

dance competitions (Songoyi, 2005). However, during the dry season, when usually 

dance competitions are carried out, songs are composed and sung in plenty. These 

competitions as Masele (2012) put it, always catch the attention of the Sukuma 

farmers and attract big crowds of people, who are both spectators and participants, 

from different parts of the area.  

 

According to Masele (2012), the Sukuma have many traditional dances including 

Bhugobogobo, Wigashe, Sogota, Masalikula, Bhuyombo, Kabhunga, Bhucheyeki, 

Bhununguli, Bhugoyangi and others. But it should be known that these songs are 

gendered and contextual (Mgakanzila, 2010). This means that, some songs are 

special for women only and others for men. But, most of the songs involve both 

women and men. The songs sung by women and men differ significantly in form 

and content. These differences, as explained by Masele (2012), are a result of many 

factors. Among these factors is the type of the social activities for which a song is 

composed and performed such as farming, wedding, hunting, rituals, and chiefs‟ 

coronation. Another factor is the division of labour which influences each group in 

composition of the songs based on their labour specialization. Customs and cultural 

practises such as the use of traditional medicine or bhugota, particularly in the dance 

competitions, also are some of these factors. 
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Of the big range of the Sukuma song categories, as Masele put it, women have very 

few of them compared to men. The common songs performed by Sukuma women 

are mostly of two types: Masalikula and bhuyombo. The content of these songs, as 

argued by Masele, are normally characterised by the expression of various aspects of 

their lives which are highly influenced by the nature of their experiences including 

domestic violence, heavy workload, and social-economic deprivation. The content 

of Sukuma men‟s songs are characterised by arrogance or self-praise, power of 

medicine or bhugota, economic success, negligence, and social conduct, as the 

nature of the Sukuma is patriarchal. 

 

The singing and dancing of the Sukuma depends on the abilities of the song 

composers to communicate with the ancestors who are believed to be the givers of 

the songs. Gunderson (1999), while explaining about the process of the dance leader 

in aquiring a new song, writes that the bhalingi (dance leaders and song composers) 

acquire the power and ability to compose songs from their ancestors or masanva as 

the representatives of ancestors. They have the power to invoke, forge, transform, 

manipulate and destroy through their words and deeds. According to Gunderson (pp. 

278-279), the Sukuma consider that songs are transmitted to the composers by 

ancestors through ritual dreams, or Shilooti, which are remembered and displayed on 

the next day. The song is then initiated to the followers, or the Bhanyalali ready for 

rehearsal and practise.  

2.8 Synthesis and Knowledge Gap 

Gender and language have been the focus of many feminist works. The major reason 

for the eruption of these studies as seen in the literature review is the Women 

Liberation Movement (WLM) which begun in the second wave of feminism in the 

late 1960s (Sunderland, 2006). The wave prompted a large number of feminist 
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studies about gender representation in many aspects of life and in language as well, 

for the purpose of understanding women‟s position in particular, and gender status in 

general.  

 

Language as the communicative instrument, as these studies have insisted, is said to 

reflect the negative representation of women in various discourses. In literature 

discipline, the same notion is seen in the compositions, which mostly focus on 

gender representation and women‟s position in fiction as revealed in literature 

review. The findings of these studies revealed largely negative portrayal of female 

characters in literary works. These findings have contributed to the emergence of 

African feminists who contest the negative representation of female characters 

which they say does not appeal to the reality (Nfah-Abbenyi, 1997). 

 

 Although many scholars, as shown in the literature review, concur with this 

explanation, one thing to bear in mind is that fiction always does not speak directly 

to the readers. Hence, there is a possibility of misinterpretation in some aspects as a 

result of one‟s perception towards gender relations (Hammersley, 2006). This kind 

of misinterpreting the information, as explained by Hammersley, can be caused by 

difficulties one may get in defining the spatial and temporal boundaries of what they 

read, how they define the context that is appropriate for understanding the 

information, and the relationship between ethnography and discourse analysis. 

Hammersley also argues that there is sometimes a danger of reactivity, that one‟s 

own behaviour affects what is read, and this leads to misunderstanding of what 

normally happens in the setting. However, these studies, particularly in Tanzania, 

are few, and most of them are exclusively on women. Hence, the need for 

conducting serious studies on gender representation in the discourse of oral songs 
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with regard to ideas like gender relations, male dominance and female subordination 

in oral literature forms. 

2.9 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter dealt with the literature review that is related to this study. It began on 

the theoretical framework where the two theories, Poststructuralist feminist theory 

and Third world theory, were explained in detail. As the study is dealing with gender 

relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs, the review focused on these aspects 

including gender relations in human life, the construction of gender role and its 

implication to the present life. The next part was all about the representation of 

women in language and literature. In this section various scholarly works on 

women‟s representation were read and discussed. Discourse as the base of analyzing 

songs in this study was also given special weight. Here, the meaning and important 

aspects to be considered when analyzing discourse as dicussed by different scholars 

were put in right. Also, the chapter provided the discussion of oral literature; the 

way they are analysed to identify the themes, styles and the general message. The 

chapter ended on the review of the songs as among the oral literature art forms. The 

next chapter presents research metholodogy employed when conducting this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methodology adopted to conduct this study.  It describes 

the study area, the research approach and design employed, the population of the 

study area, sampling procedures and the sample size to investigate the objectives of 

the study. It also makes a detailed description of the methods of data collection, data 

collection tools, data analysis, trustworthiness of the study, ethical considerations. 

3.2 Research Area 

This study was conducted in Kishapu, one of the districts in Shinyanga Region. 

Other districts in this region are Shinyanga (urban and rural) and Kahama (See 

Figure 3:1). Kishapu District was established on 1
st
 July 2002when Shinyanga 

District was divided. Kishapu is bound by Meatu and Iramba in the East; Shinyanga 

in the West; Igunga in the South; and Maswa and Kwimba in the North. The District 

lies between 31° 15´ in the North of the Equator and 31°45´ in the East of 

Greenwich and has an area of 4,334 square kilometres (URT, 2014). 
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Figure 3. 1: Location of Districts in Shinyanga Region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Field data, 2015 

  

 

Administratively, the district is divided into three divisions: Negezi, Mondo and 

Kishapu. It has 25 wards and includes 117 villages with a population of 272,990, 

which increases by 3.9% annually. Among this, women constitute 137,721 of the 

population, while men are 137,269 (URT, 2013). The headquarters of this District is 

at Mhunze, which is located in the division of Kishapu as shown in Figure 3.2 

(URT, 2014). 

 

Kishapu District has two rainy seasons, which the Sukuma call kidiku. The first 

season begins in the middle of November and ends in the beginning of January. 

These rains are followed by a short dry period. The second rains begin in March and 

end in May. The dry period which the Sukuma call chu is between June and October 
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(URT, 2014). During this particular period, people do other activities such as small 

businesses and leisure because there is little to do in the farms. 

  

The average annual rainfall in this area is between 506mm. and 567mm. with an 

average temperature of 18-28°C (URT, 2014). This low level of rainfall causes 

scarcity of water in this District. The major sources of water in all the three divisions 

are local wells and seasonal springs. This problem is also indicated in URT (2004) 

that Kishapu has the worst situation as far as accessibility to water sources. It is 

found that only 42 percent of the households are located within thirty minutes of 

travel from the nearest source of water. 

 

Despite inadequate rains, 88.1% of the inhabitants in Kishapu depend on agriculture. 

The main food crops produced in this particular area are maize, sorghum, cassava, 

sweet potatoes, millet, green peas, groundnuts, sesame, and rice, while the major 

cash crop in the area is cotton. Recently, rice, sorghum, green peas, and sesame have 

become cash crops as they are sold in plenty within and outside the country. Apart 

from agricultural activities, keeping of domestic animals is also a livelihood activity 

in this particular area. The Sukuma in Kishapu keep both large and small herds of 

livestocks, which include cattle, sheep and goats. 

 

Table 3. 1: Households and the Types of Livestock Owned in Kishapu (URT, 

2004) 

 None Small Large Both Large and Small 

Households 

Owning Livestock 

60.5 8.6 11.3 19.6 
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It could be observed from Table 3.1 that even though traditionally the Sukuma are 

livestock keepers, most (60.5%) of the households now own nothing in terms of 

domestic animals. This is due to the high level of poverty in the area (URT, 2004). 

The Sukuma in Kishapu also engage in small-scale mining of gold and diamond 

which are found in Elhal, Ikombabuki, Maganzo-Songwa, Mwadui-Lohumbo, and 

Ikonokelo-Itilima. This sector, as reported in URT (2004), contributes 0.9% of the 

district‟s economy. The per capita income for every individual is 339,282 Tsh 

annually. Nevertheless, Kishapu faces challenges like any other district. Among the 

big challenges it faces are high spread of HIV AIDS, killing of elderly persons 

associated with the belief in witchcraft, and severe drought.  

 

Kishapu District was selected purposefully as the area of this study because of the 

cultural dance competitions performed in this district, which brings together many 

people from different parts of the Sukumaland. The competitions usualy begin in the 

first week of July every year and the finals are held on the Saba Saba day, the 7
th

 of 

July. The current Sukuma dance competitions in this district are initiated and 

sponsored by Ntemi Ng‟hwaya Edward Jidaha of Bhusiya to revitalize Sukuma 

cultural heritage and traditions. From Kishapu District, as expected, the researcher 

obtained adequate data as she could meet with a number of Sukuma singers from 

other districts of Shinyanga as well as different parts of Sukumland. 
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Figure 3. 2: People at the Chief’s Compound during Saba Saba Festival. 

Behind is the Chief’s House 

 

Source: Field dataJuly, 2015 

 

From Kishapu district, as expected, the researcher obtained adequate data as she 

managed to meet with a number of Sukuma singer‟s from other Shinyanga District 

as well as different parts of Sukuma land.    
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Figure 3. 3: Study Wards in Kishapu District 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Field data, 2015 

 

The majority of inhabitants in this district are the Sukuma who occupy part of an 

area designated as Sukumaland, constituting the regions of Mwanza, Geita, 

Shinyanga and Simiyu as indicated in Figure 3.4. Sukumaland is found in the 

Northern part of Tanzania and is located between 2° S and 4° S of equator. 

Longitudinally, the area is located between 32° E and 35° E of Greenwich (URT, 

2007). The area shares borders with Lake Victoria in the Northern part, Mara region 
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in the North Eastern part, Arusha, Manyara and Singida regions in the Eastern part, 

Tabora region in the Southern part, and Kagera and Kigoma regions in the Western 

part (URT, 2013).  

Figure 3. 4: Map of Tanzania Showing Regions Dominated by the Sukuma 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Field data, 2015 
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3.3 Research Approach 

This study employed a qualitative research approach for data collection, analysis, 

and interpretation. This approach was considered appropriate to the study because 

the study used an ethnographic research design, which by its nature, hardly depends 

on quantitative data.  

3.4 Research Design 

An ethnographic research design was employed in examining gender relations in the 

discourse of Sukuma songs. Ethnography refers to the observation of cultures and 

groups for the purpose of studying their lifestyle, understanding and beliefs 

(Denscombe, 2010). Hammersley (2006) describes ethnography as a form of social 

and educational research that emphasizes the importance of studying at firsthand 

what people do and say in particular contexts. From these definitions, it is 

understood that ethnography emphasizes the importance of knowing things from the 

point of view of those involved rather than explaining things from the outsider‟s 

knowledge. This study employed ethnographic research design because it sought to 

get information on gender relations in Sukuma cultural life and in the discourse of 

the Sukuma songs. The data related to life style were taken directly from the 

Sukuma people. The data related to Sukuma songs were taken from the composers, 

singers and the listeners or audience of the song performances. This design allowed 

the researcher to engage in local affairs of the Sukuma and develop personal 

relationship with them in order to obtain the songs and societal views concerning 

gender relations among the Sukuma. The design was considered appropriate in 

understanding the Sukuma‟s social behaviour, feelings, values, and other social 

practises, particularly, those associated with gender relations. It also enabled the 
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researcher to engage directly in the actual environment and trace the history of 

gender relations in a real-life situation. 

3.5 Population and Sampling Procedures 

3.5.1 Population 

The targeted population to meet the requirements of the objectives of this study was 

the Sukuma song composers (bhalingi), singers (bhanyalali), audience of the 

performances, cultural and Government leaders from Kishapu District in Shinyanga 

Region. The cultural leaders who were involved in the interviews were the chief‟s 

assistants (bhagong‟hogong‟ho), elderly people both women and men whom the 

Sukuma call Bhagikulu bhanzengo and bhanamhala bha nzengo. The Government 

leaders who were interviewed were the village chairpersons and division executive 

officers. 

3.5.2 Sampling Procedures 

The study employed purposive and snowball sampling procedures to select the 

sample from the population. In the snowball sampling procedure, as explained by 

Denscombe (2010), the sample emerges through a process of reference from one 

person to the next.  In this procedure, the researcher asked the informants at hand to 

mention other people who would be important to the purpose of the research. The 

informants who were obtained through snowballing were the Sukuma dance leaders 

(bhalingi) and the singers (bhanyalali). However, gender was a determinant in the 

selection of the sample. This was done purposefully to enable the researcher to 

understand gender issues, including perceptions and experiences, from both 

thesexes. 
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On the other hand, purposeful selection based on gender and age of the informants 

was used to get the focus group discussion participants and the audiences of the 

Sukuma performances.  In this procedure, the informants in FGDs aged 18-30 were 

categorized as youth; 31-43 as middle aged people; and the informants aged 44 years 

and aboveas elders, for both women and men. It was assumed that the informants 

aged 18-30 and 31-43 years might have received formal education and have, 

therefore, acquired ideas discouraging sexism and gender discrimination while the 

informants aged 44 years and above were assumed to have anachronistic and 

traditional information concerning gender roles. This helped to identify if there were 

differences in the perception of gender between the older and younger generations, 

and hence, yield potential information concerning gender relations in general. 

Another group selected by purposeful sampling, involved the key informants both 

Government and cultural leaders. 

3.5.3 Sample Size 

The data to meet the objectives of the study were the songs and societal views of the 

Sukuma. Hence, a total of 100 songs were recorded from 26 song composers and 

singers. Among them, 37 songs based on content about gender relations were 

selected as sample size for analysis. However, the discursive content and form of 

these songs are not static. 

3.6 Methods of Data Collection 

The study involved multiple evidence sources whereby more than one data 

collection instrument was employed. The process of using multiple evidence sources 

allowed the researcher to address a broader range of historical and behavioural 

issues and, therefore, be able to develop converging lines of inquiry.  In addition, 
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ethnographic research design, as described by Robson (2011), allows the researcher 

to combine different methods of data collection such as interviews, focused group 

discussions and participant observations. This being the case, this study used four 

data collection techniques: interviews, direct observations, focus group discussions 

and document analysis.  

3.6.1 Interviews 

Interview involves a researcher to ask questions and receive answers from the 

informants (Robson, 2011). According to Yin (2009), there are three types of 

interviews: in-depth interview, focused interview, and structured interview. Robson 

(2011) classified interviews as fully structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 

interview. This study being a qualitative research, in-depth interview was used to 

collect data from both the key informants and the participants in the focused group 

discussions. This method allowed the researcher to ask key questions and elicit 

information and opinions from the informants. It also gave freedom to the researcher 

to probe into certain events and occasions and use information thus, obtained as the 

basis for further inquiry. The method was considered appropriate to the study 

because it allowed modifications to the line of enquiry enabling the researcher to 

obtain supplementary information about the nature and cultural practises with regard 

to gender among the Sukuma.  

 

Interviews were conducted to collect data from the focused group discussion 

participants, singers and the key informants. The data drawn from the focused group 

discussions (FGD) and the key informants helped to get various perceptions, and 

attitudes, which differed from the singers‟ views. This criss-crossing information 

helped the researcher to get additional insights on gender relations and thereby 
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simplified the task of relating between what knowledge was obtained from the songs 

and the views of the informants on gender relations in Sukuma real life and as 

reflected in their songs. 

a) Interview with the Song Composers and Singers 

In data collection, the Sukuma song composers, both women and men, were 

interviewed. The interviews were conducted in different villages in Kishapu district 

(See Figure 3.3). The names of the song composers and singers and their profile are 

appended in Appendix 4. The interview involved 26 song composers and singers. 

Nine of them were not residents of Kishapu, but they came for the annual festival, 

which took place in this particular district. It should also be understood that 

nowadays Sukuma songs have been commercialized, hence, other singers and song 

composers are visiting this district reguraly for performances which mostly involve 

payments.  

 

The song composers and singers were interviewed individually. However, it was not 

possible to record their songs in the normal performances, because, normally, if not 

always, the performances involve music accompaniment and physical movements, 

which could cause some difficulties in transcription of these songs. The interviews 

were conducted based on guiding questions as shown in Appendix 1. These 

questions were aimed at directing the song composers and singers to give the songs, 

particularly, those associated with gender relations.  

 

According to Finnegan (2005), it is dangerous to rush into translating before 

understanding the context or connotations, and perhaps starting from a model of 

language that may not really be your final assessment.  The researcher was aware of 

the problems of translating oral art forms without having the knowledge and context 
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of the society under investigation. In this research the interviews were conducted in 

Swahili or Sukuma language depending on the preference of the interviewee. This 

was possible because the researcher is conversant with both Sukuma and Swahili 

languages. The transcription and translation of these songs were done 

instantaneously with data collection as it is suggested by Finnegan (2005) that it is 

appropriate to translate a text, however roughly, before leaving the field and before 

forgetting some of the important things.  

 

b) Interview with the Key Informants: Government and Cultural Leaders 

The interviews with the Government and cultural leaders mainly aimed at 

identifying the Sukuma gendered cultural practises, which have influenced the 

discourse of the singers. The questions were set in such a way as to identify the 

general views on the Sukuma; their life style in society and at family level; and their 

singing traditions. The interviews were conducted in the Swahili language, as most 

of the informants were able to speak and understand Swahili fluently. While 

carrying out this task, the researcher made prior appointment with the informants a 

day before the interview. Like in the interview with the singers and song composers, 

the interviews with the leaders were recorded, transcribed and then translated from 

Swahili to English.  

 

c) Interview with the Audience of the Performances 

The Sukuma from all the places in Sukumaland are the audience of the Sukuma 

traditional dances. Therefore, the majority knows the songs that are sung in these 

performances, with the exception of very few new songs. Some of these songs are 

available in CD, which the Sukuma often listen in their homes and business places. 

In Kishapu District, the Sukuma singers used to record their songs at Mhunze, the 
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District headquarters. Hence, the task of collecting audience views on the songs that 

feature the elements of gender relationship was easy. The researcher visited such 

public domains where there were groups of women or men doing their daily 

activities, such as in market places and other working places. She introduced herself 

and told the audience about her mission and thereafter with their consent began to 

interview them. This task was done with the help of a Research Assistant (RA) who 

was well known to them. The interviews were conducted in either the Sukuma or the 

Swahili language depending on the informants‟ competence in either of the two 

languages.The researcher gave the informants time to listen to the songs,which she 

had selected and recorded earlier. This was done purposefully to simplify the 

discussion and to enable them respond to the interview guiding questions 

comfortably. The data obtained from these interviews were helpful in understanding 

the views of the informants on gender relations as reflected in the Sukuma songs. 

3.6.2 Direct Observation 

Direct observation enabled the researcher to experience and observe directly the 

events in their natural setting, including the social actions, behaviour, interactions, 

relationships, events, and temporal dimensions (Mason, 2002). The method as 

described by Robson (2011) and Yin (2009), was useful for the study since it took 

place in a natural setting and helped obtain additional information about the topic 

being studied. In the direct observation method, the information is obtained through 

the investigator‟s own direct observation and, therefore, eliminates bias and 

maximizes validity and reliability (Kothari, 2004).  

 

According to Fairclough (2003), individual genre of a text can be analysed in terms 

of activities, social relations and communication technology to see what people are 
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doing, what the social relations between them are, and what communication 

technology their activity depends on. As the study was ethnographic in nature, direct 

observation was central to the data collection methods. The researcher made 

observations in the aspects shown in Table 3.2 so as to be able to analyse the 

Sukuma songs precisely.  

Table 3. 2: Observation Schedule 

Aspect Observed Place/Occasion/Event Objectives 

Dancing and Singing  Dance competitions  To get the general 

interaction picture of 

singing between 

Sukuma women and 

men dancers. 

Social interactions  Communal 

workplaces 

 Leadership 

 To get information 

about the real life of 

the Sukuma; how each 

gender group 

participates, in social 

activities and 

authority. 

Home affairs The role of women and 

men at the family level 

including: 

 Child rearing 

 Ownership 

 Inheritance 

 To get information 

on the position of 

women and men at 

the family level. 

 

It was the major concern of the researcher to study the social interactions of the 

Sukuma women and men and all the mediating cultural elements of Sukuma life.  

The focus was to understand and explain how the two gender groups interact in the 
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various aspects of life, including the ways they participate in social activities. Given 

this fact, the researcher stayed in the study area for six months with the villagers and 

participated in the social activities such as wedding ceremonies, rituals, cultivation, 

funerals and others. 

3.6.3 Focused Group Discussion (FGD) 

Six focus group discussions were conducted in Kishapu District. These groups 

involved five individuals as elaborated in Table 3.3. The interviews at the FGDs 

were guided by semi-structured questions, which had been prepared beforehand 

(Appendix 3) for both women and men. The informants in each group were selected 

based on gender and age from different villages. This helped to open up a detailed 

discussion about the phenomenon and to minimize divergent ideas from people of 

different experiences and sex. In this way, it became easy for the researcher to get 

value attitudes of the Sukuma concerning gender relations in the society and as 

reflected in the content of their songs.  

Table 3. 3: Distribution of Focus Group Discussion Members by Age and 

Gender 

 Age Group 

18-30 31-43 44+ 

Gender Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Number of 

Informants 

5 5 5 5 5 5 

Total 30 

 

To get the participants for the FGDs, the researcher together with the RA, used to 

move from one house to another to identify women in specified age and make 

appointments with them.  In contrast, it was easy for the researcher to get men of all 
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age groups as they were accessible at almost all the time and, grouping them was 

relatively easy. This is because, at most of the time, particularly, in the evening 

hours, men tend to gather in village centres for casual talks and games. 

3.6.4 Document Analysis 

Document analysis is an approach which views documents as an objective indication 

of phenomena to which they refer, and is, therefore, concerned with analyzing the 

content of documents (Henn et al., 2006). Such content analysis, according to Henn 

et al., seeks to uncover the attitudes and values of the author, and the effects of 

communication on the intended recipient. Macdonald and Tipton, as cited in Henn et 

al, define documents as “things that we can read and which relate to some aspects of 

social world”. Such documents include minutes of meetings, law reports, diaries, 

autobiographies, newspapers, songs, official records, maps and others. 

 

These documents are classified according to a variety of criteria.  Henn et al classify 

documents into two major types; public and private documents. Public documents 

are those produced by Governments; and private documents are those that are not 

originally meant for public scrutiny. Again, Henn et al. (2006) classify the document 

data into two other types; primary and secondary documents. Primary documents are 

those written or collected by those who actually witnessed the events that they 

describe. Secondary documents are those that are produced after the events, which 

the author had not personally witnessed. 

 

Another categorization of documents, according to Henn et al, is solicited and 

unsolicited documents. Solicited documents are those that are produced for the 

purpose of research, and at the request of the researcher, for example, diaries. 
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Unsolicited documents are those that have been produced for a purpose other than 

research. 

This study analysed all the types of documents as classified by Henn et al. The 

public documents perused in this study include all the information of the area of 

study: Kishapu, Shinyanga and Sukumaland.  The private documents scrutinized 

include the history of Bhatemi (the chiefs) of Bhusiya, which were found at the 

chief‟s residence.  These documents were unsolicited and of secondary information. 

The study also analysed solicited documents which where unpublished research 

materials from Ndoleleji Research Group which is guided by Donald Sybertz‟. Here, 

the Sukuma traditions, norms and customs were obtained. However, the researcher 

was aware of the problems of these documents, such as careless editing, and 

deliberately changing or falsification of data. These problems, according to Webb et 

al. (19840, cited in Henn et al. (2006), include what are termed selective deposit and 

selective survival. Selective deposit occurs where only unrepresentative selection of 

documentary data is stored and selective survival involves an editing process, which, 

more often than not, is governed by the values, perspectives, and assumptions of 

those who are in a position to decide what should and should not be made available 

to researchers. All these problems were highly observed in the process of taking and 

using the documentary data for the purpose of increasing trustworthness. 

3.7 Data Collection Tools 

The researcher used a Computer Tabletas a gadget for data collection. The tool was 

used to take still and video pictures of dance performances during direct observation. 

Another tool involved in data collection was a Digital Voice Recorder (mp 3), a 

portable audio recording device, which can record large amount of data quite 
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rapidly. Both the Computer Tablet and the Digital Voice Recorder were useful in 

recording FGDs and interviews.  

3.8 Data Analysis 

Qualitative data, as described by Robson (2011), can be analysed in various ways 

including Grounded Theory Approach, Thematic Coding Approach, Narrative 

Analysis, Critical Discourse Analysis and others. This study employed an eclectic 

approach, which combined Thematic Coding Approach (TCA) and Discourse 

Analysis (DA) with theoretical guidance from poststructuralist and Third World 

feminist theories. TCA and DA would enable one to identify the themes in a text or 

conversation easily. According to Ryan (2006), the themes always give clue about 

the meaning of what the researcher is seeking in relation to the context. As Ryan 

puts it, the identification of themes is possible through studying and analysing 

repeated words, key-indigenous terms, key-words in contexts, comparing and 

contrasting words, internal analysis of linguistic features such as metaphors, 

analogies and other language techniques. As the study required data, which would 

illustrate gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs, the two methods (TCA 

and DA) were useful in widening the horizon of interpretation of both, songs as texts 

and the informants‟ views. 

3.8.1 Thematic Coding Approach 

The Thematic Coding Approach (TCA) is a generic approach which is used to report 

experiences, meanings and the representativeness of participants. This is achieved 

by examining the ways in which events and realities occur and the ways they affect 

discourse within the society (Robson, 2011). The phases of TCA, as given by 

Robson are: 
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i. To familiarize with the data:  The researcher should read and re-read the 

data noting down initial ideas. 

 

ii. Generating initial codes:  It requires the researcher to label the data, 

which have similar characteristics. In this process, the researcher can 

label specific acts, behaviours, events, activities, strategies, meanings, 

participation, relationship, conditions and settings depending on the 

information needed in the study (Gibbs 2007 in Robson, 2011, p. 480).  

 

iii. Identifying themes and collating codes into potential themes: It involves 

the activity of grouping or categorizing codes in smaller numbers and 

gathering all the data relevant to each potential theme.  

 

iv.  Constructing thematic networks: The researcher needs to develop a 

thematic map of the analysis illustrating the data in relation to their 

characteristics.  

 

v. Integration and interpretation: Here the researcher compares and 

contrasts various aspects of the data using display techniques such as 

tables and networks (Robson, 2011: 475).  

 

This study employed all the processes of TCA as recommended by Robson. Below 

is a description of how it was practically done. The first step was to familiarize with 

the data with regard to both the songs and participants‟ views on gender relations of 

the Sukuma. Here, the data, which were in the recorded form, were transcribed. The 

second step involved translation of the songs and the participants‟ views from the 

Sukuma language to the English language and giving them special codes. These 

codes correlate with the research questions, to which the researcher sought to get 

answers. The third step was to identify the themes, which depended on the 

objectives of the study, which are essentially the elements of gender relations and 

inequality. These themes were, therefore, matched with the societal and cultural 

practises of the Sukuma as given by the participants. The fourth step was to 

categorize the data based on two variants, genderwise and agewise in thematic 

networks. In this categorization, all the data with repeated ideas of the elements of 

gender relations, such as women‟s and men‟s roles, and those with unrepeated ideas 
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were gathered.  The fifth step was to associate/relate the results with the theories in 

order to make generalizations and conclusions. 

3.8.2 Discourse Analysis 

Discourse analysis (DA), as explained by Powell and Connaway (2010), can be 

linguistically or culturally based. The purpose of the linguistic-based discourse 

analysis is to gauge the efficacy of linguistic exchanges aimed at accomplishing a 

particular objective. While the purpose of the culture/social-based discourse analysis 

is to study the circuitous routes taken by what is said, how it refutes, borrows, 

opposes, adopts, manipulates, ignores, appropriates, and buries what has been said. 

This data analysis technique, according to Powell and Connaway, provides us with 

new ways to examine, understand, identify facets of, and question the interactions 

between practitioners and clients as well as between information organization and 

the society in which they function. As an approach, DA studies how the versions of 

inner life, local circumstances, history and structures of language are produced in 

broader social interactions (Mchoul and Rapley, 2001).  

 

The term discourse analysis was first introduced by Zellig Harris in 1952 as a way of 

analyzing speech and writing (Paltridge, 2006). The major purpose, according to 

Paltridge, is to examine language beyond the level of the sentence in order to see 

how language features are distributed within texts and the ways in which they are 

combined in a particular kind and style. DA considers the relationship between 

language and the contexts in which it is used and it is also concerned with the 

description and analysis of both spoken and written interactions of the speakers. In 

relation to this view, Van Dijk (1985) adds: 

One of the prevailing features of this new discipline of discourse 

analysis appears to be the explicit account of the fact that discourse 
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structures, at several levels, may have multiple links with the context 

of communication and interaction. Discourse analysis thus, is an 

essential contribution to the study of language “in use.” Besides or 

even instead of an explication of the abstract structures of texts or 

conversations we witness a concerted interest for the cognitive and 

especially the social process, strategies, and contextualization of 

discourse taken as a mode of interaction in highly complex social 

cultural situations (p.1). 

 

Van Dijk emphasizes the consideration of context in which the language is used. 

This is because the context of communication has essential features, which 

determine socio-cultural characteristics and has connotative implication in the 

choice of discourse properties. In this case, DA has been used in a variety of 

disciplines including linguistics, education, sociology, anthropology and others and 

proved to be useful in studying signs, verbal and written texts in language for deeper 

understanding of meaning.  

 

This approach is commonly used in feminist studies while examining the 

relationship between discourse and gender/power.  For example, Naples (2003), in a 

case study of women community activists in Harlem, applied DA to examine 

motivation for community work. Through this approach, the study yielded potential 

results, which revealed that movement frames are constituted in discourse and 

structured by ruling relations and is embedded in everyday activities. A similar 

approach was used by Kabaji (2005) to analyse gender construction in folk 

narratives in Kenya. The study focused on themes, characterization, formulaic 

patterns, and the cultural meaning of language used in Maragoli narratives. Kabaji 

emphasizes that DA is the method which contextualizes and formalizes studies in 

content analysis and thus, generates questions concerning the production, functions 

and effects of basic units of discourse within a given ideological configuration and 

social historical moment. A relevant argument is given by Van Dijk (1985) who says 
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that the analysis of discourse in any context (classroom, office or social welfare 

agency) can hardly be complete if we do not thereby show how a teacher, a boss or a 

social worker enacts social roles, power, and exerts control, and, if we can not relate 

them to the social parameters mentioned above, or if we cannot show what kind of 

personal problems people may have in the adequate participation in such 

conversation. This argument was given weight in this study, as one of the objectives 

was to assess the power of discourse of the Sukuma songs in bolstering gender 

inequality and in enhancing sensitization on gender equalities. 

 

 The stages of analysing data through DA, as described by Mchoul and Rapley 

(2001: 202), is not different from that of TCA. But the work can be simplified in DA 

by using “Search” or “Find” in word-processing programme which is programmed 

to scan the transcript and find instances of particular words or phrases, and, 

therefore, reduce time and labour.  

 

The major focus in this kind of analysis, as explained by Paltridge (2006), is to 

reveal how the discourse (vocabulary and other voice quality) reflects the identity of 

the speakers, the context, interaction and thereby influences gendered aspects; how 

the aspects of conversation reflect the most prominent/less identity; and how a 

spoken or written text reflects the stereotyped views in certain issues (p. 50).  

 

The analysis of data through DA in this study helped the researcher to easily identify 

gender relations in Sukuma society and the role of discourse in constructing social 

reality. The approach gave a clear-cut understanding of the language patterns such as 

symbols, metaphors, images that are used in the Sukuma songs to describe gender 

relations. The patterns of language which were considered when analysing the 

discourse of Sukuma songs were the images, repetitions, language techniques such 
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as repetitions, key indigenous terms, key-words in context, linguistic features, such 

as metaphors, hyperbole, litotes and others. Also, DA was used to investigate the 

aspects of inequalities, gendered positions of women and men, sense of awareness, 

and the effects of such discourse among the people as revealed in their songs. The 

approach in this context focused on the perceived norms, gender roles, gender 

differences, gender bias, gender representation, and relations.  

 

Apart from this, reference is made here to the literature review on“Oral Literature 

Genre; Analysis of Themes, Styles and Functions” (De Lubac, cited in Seitel, 1999), 

specifying four levels of analysing oral literature forms. Firstly, attending to and 

making interpretive use of cultural and historical references in the texts (the literal), 

Secondly, uncovering symbolic codes in the text that are forms of cultural 

knowledge which De Lubac calls them the “allegorical means”. Thirdly, discovering 

the cultural rules for individual action in the text (the moral). Fourthly, the anagogic 

reading of the text focusing on politics, to see how a society envisions the collective 

meaning of history. It is through this model that this study analysed and interpreted 

the song texts. But, the study involved only three levels (the literal, the allegorical 

and the moral) in analyzing and interpreting song texts so as to identify the cultural 

and historical references in the discourse of the song texts and their influence on 

individual actions. Here, the Sukuma songs, as the major data ,were analysed and 

interpreted by relating them to the cultural rules and historical background of the 

society concerned in order to get the precise meaning of the verbal language. Also, 

the literal meanings of words were given special weight in order to determine the 

themes, which illustrate the views and attitudes of gender inequalities.  
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The combination of TCA and DA in this study provided an informed way of 

comprehending, not only the features of inequality between women and men, but 

also how gender relations are constructed in oral literature forms and how they affect 

the less powered group psychologically and socially. Moreover, the major 

assumptions of the theories adopted were considered to a great extent in order to 

prove or disapprove them in the Sukuma context. 

3.9 Trustworthiness of the Study 

This is a qualitative research, which aimed at analysing Sukuma songs for the 

purpose of identifying gender relations in Sukuma society. Since it is qualitative 

research, the researcher needs to maintain trustworthiness throughout the research 

processes.  

Trustworthiness is an aspect of validity and reliability.  According to Shenton (2004) 

and Simon (2011), it involves credibility, transferability, dependability and 

confirmability. Credibility refers to internal validity, which ensures that the study 

measures or tests what is actually intended. According to Shenton (2004), credibility 

is possible if the researcher adopts those methods that are established through 

correct operational measures for the concept being studied. 

Moreover, member-check is also suggested to be an important quality control 

process in qualitative research. This is a procedure designed to enhance study 

credibility through participants‟ involvement. Harper (2012) puts it clearly that 

during the course of conducting a study, participants should receive the opportunity 

to review their statements for accuracy and, in so doing, they acquire a therapeutic 

benefit. During an interview, the researcher will restate or summarize information 
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and then check with the participants to determine accuracy. The participants either 

agree or disagree that the summaries reflect their views, feelings, and experiences, 

and if accuracy and completeness are affirmed, then the study is said to have 

credibility (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). It is also argued that member checking may 

occur near the end of the research when the analyzed data and report are given to the 

participants to review for authenticity of the work. The participants check to see 

whether a “true” or authentic representation was made of what they conveyed during 

the interview. This activity involves sharing all of the findings with the participants, 

and allowing them to critically analyze the findings and comment on them 

(Creswell, 2007). However, the researcher was aware of the problem of 

accumulating the information. This was also advised by Guba (1981) who argues 

that when making sense of field data, one cannot simply accumulate information 

without regarding each bit of information in terms of its possible contextual 

meanings.  

 Transferability exists when the extent to which the findings of one study can be 

applied to other situations. Reliability occurs if the work is repeated in the same 

context, with the same methods and with the same participants and similar results 

are obtained. Last, but not the least, is confirmability. Here, steps must be taken to 

ensure that the findings are the true results of the experiences and ideas of the 

informants, rather than the characteristics and preferences of the researcher.  

 

With regard to the above specification, the researcher maintained credibility by 

applying member-check procedure. This was done simultaneously when analyzing 

the data and writing the report. Here, the researcher gave opportunity to the 

informants to listen and authenticate their information.  
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Also, transferability, confirmability and dependability was ensured by applying 

multiple evidence sources or triangulation in which four data collection techniques 

(interviews, focused group discussions, Direct observation and documents analysis) 

were employed to ensure the objects under investigation were measured correctly 

and gave unbiased, objective results. Also, the researcher conducted interview and 

FGD schedules with properly guided questions to measure the intended phenomena 

as per the objectives of the study. Along with this, the researcher employed iterative 

questioning which included the use of probes to elicit detailed data through 

rephrased questions. In addition to that, the researcher ensured that the informants 

voluntarily offered the information in order to obtain reliable data. However, the 

findings of this research may not be generalized to other situations. But the 

understanding and knowledge drawn from the study can be transferred or applied in 

other research related to this. 

3.10 Ethical Considerations 

Whatever your techniques or overall situation, you need to be 

cautious about engaging in recording, photographing, etc., without 

due permission (Finnegan, 2005: 69). 

 

Finnegan‟s advice is among the various suggestions given by scholars to ensure the 

safety of the participants and to adhere to research ethics. Another scholar who has 

contributed greatly to this idea is Denscombe (2010) who argues that those who 

contribute to research as informants or as research subjects should be no worse off at 

the end of their participation than they were when they started nor should there be 

long term repercussions stemming from their involvement, that in any sense, harm 

their participation. According to Denscombe, the researcher has a responsibility to 

consider in advance, the likely consequence of the participants involved in the study 

and to take measures that safeguard the interest of those who help with the 
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investigation (P. 331). Again, Denscombe advises that the researcher should treat the 

information disclosed to them during research as confidential, and not to disclose it 

to other participants or people not connected with the research.  In the same vein, 

Kombo and Tromp (2006) add that a researcher should obtain informed consent 

from any subject used in the study and to ensure that all the participants participate 

voluntarily (p.107).  

 

This study adhered to research ethics as advised by Finnegan, Denscombe, Kombo 

and Tromp in order to avoid psychological and physical effects on the informants 

and any unexpected damage to the society and those who were, in one way or 

another, involved in the research. The Circular by the Government of the United 

Republic of Tanzania, the University of Dodoma, on behalf of the Government and 

the Commission for Science and Technology, has a mandate to provide Research 

Permits to the students and the academic staff.  With respect to this opportunity, the 

researcher obtained a research permit from the University of Dodoma that stated 

clearly the purpose of the study (Appendix 10). The permit which introduced the 

researcher to the regional authorities was therefore, submitted to the Regional 

Commissioner‟s Office in Shinyanga Region, requesting for permission to conduct 

the research in Kishapu District. The permission to conduct the research activity in 

this particular area was then granted. The researcher was also given the letter of 

consent by the RC‟s office and a copy was directed to the District Administrative 

Secretary (DAS) respectively and District Executive Director (DED) of Kishapu 

District from where she obtained a letter of permission to conduct the research in all 

the wards and villages in the District (Appendix 11). 
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Considering that gender relations is a very sensitive issue which touches people‟s 

lives, the researcher assured the informants of their security and privacy by 

convincing them that she had the permission to carry out the study and that the data 

obtained were for academic purposes only. Also, confidentiality of the informants, 

as it is advised, was kept to the maximum during the whole research process. While 

writing the final report, the researcher did not associate the information obtained 

during the data collection activity with the identities of the informants. On top of all, 

information was gathered and photographing was done on the whole-hearted free 

will of the informants. The photographs included in the report, do not mention the 

names of the persons involved for the purpose of keeping confidentiality. 

3.11 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter outlined the research methods used in this study. The general aim was 

to show how the study was planned, designed, structured and conducted. The 

chapter describes the research area, approach, design, population and sampling 

procedures. The methods of data collection in this chapter have been explained in 

detail. Also, data analysis methods were taken as the hub of the study; the researcher 

took time and space in explaining all the steps that enabled her to come out with 

precise findings/results. Finally, a range of trustworthiness and ethical measures 

adopted are also explained.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SUKUMA CULTURAL ASPECTS WITH REGARD TO GENDER 

RELATIONS IN THE DISCOURSE OF SUKUMA SONGS 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to clearly understand gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs, it 

is important to have a general understanding of gender relations in the Sukuma life. 

This chapter presents a detailed description of various Sukuma cultural aspects with 

regard to gender relations in Sukuma songs so as to comprehend the aspects 

influencing gender relations in this society. The chapter presents the data in line with 

the Poststructuralist assumption that discourse is a system of knowledge which 

disseminates people‟s sense of who they are and it is supported by the institutions 

and practises that create a picture for people of what is true and what is not (Smith 

and Young, 1998 as cited in Mascia-Lees and Black, 2000). 

4.2 Gender Relations among the Sukuma 

This study looks at gender relations in the Sukuma cultural life as an independent 

entity which has its own rules and pragmatics. In this study, the relationship between 

women and men were examined to identify the elements of both equalities and 

inequalities. The study focused on many cultural aspects of the Sukuma that thought 

to exert an influence on the discourse of their songs. The cultural aspects considered 

in this study include leadership and social authority, inwhich cultural leadership 

from the past history were examined to see the interaction of both women and men 

and their influence in the present life. The second aspect examined in this study is 

marriage institution as the first step of building a family. Here, the discussion 

concentrates on the nature of Sukuma marriage and family, handling of family 

wealth in the sense of ownership and inheritance. Also, child rearing is presented in 
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this chapter whereby the gendered division of labour and its impact on child‟s 

growth is elaborated. 

4.2.1 Leadership and Social Authority 

In the interviews with the key informants, it was revealed that even after the 

introduction of the new authorities imposed by the Tanzanian Government in 

Sukumaland, the Sukuma still have great respects to their traditional leadership.  In 

this study, the discussion on Sukuma traditional council of chiefs has given much 

importance because it was assumed that this form of social authority can give a clear 

picture of gender relations among the Sukuma.  

 

According to the information given by the key informants, it was reported that the 

Sukuma know that the chief has the power to communicate with the ancestors‟ 

world or spirits through his advisory committee, locally known as 

bhagon‟hogon‟ho.The bhagon‟hogon‟ho group is made of the village men elders 

and their principal duty is to ensure that the chief‟s life and compound is secured. 

 

One of the primary functions of the chief, according to Gunderson (1999), was to 

safeguard the clan emblems and royal drums which symbolized the power and 

strength of the clan; to keep peace among the clans; to protect the clan against 

intruders like the nearly Maasai; provide the means for the long-term storage of 

grain; and to control natural resources like rain. The Chief is a link between his 

people and the ancestors and the spiritual world things which make people trust him. 

Also, the society believes that a good harvest is associated with the chief‟s power. 

This ideological view is always legitimized and is linked with the spirits‟ power 

which helps the chief in performing his duty.  The installation of another person to 

chieftainship, among the Sukuma as explained by one of the informants (one of 
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them was the chief-assistant) is associated with some supernatural power. The 

prospective chief who is always the first son is tested traditionally by putting him in 

a special house known as luzumba (as seen in Figure 4.1) for thirty days. No one is 

allowed to enter in this traditional house except the chief‟s assistant 

bhagong‟hogong‟ho. Also, what is taking place in that house is a secret.  Recently, 

the prospective chiefs according to the informants stay in luzumba house for two to 

three days only. On the final day, the elders who are the chief assistants 

(bhagong‟hogong‟ho) slaughter a hen and divide it into two pieces. The pieces 

indicate the signs whether the son has the qualities of becoming a chief or not. If not, 

the second son is selected to succeed. However, this act sometimes creates hostility 

between the two sons. The first born may fight with the installed chief by creating 

misfortunes in the chiefdom which may lead to the removal of the installed chief. 

Figure 4. 1: The Bhagong’hogong’ho Group Rehabilitating the Luzumba 

House before the Week of the Competition 

 

Source: Field data, 2015 
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In Kishapu District, the installation of a chief of Bhusiya as revealed in this study is 

a process which involves ritualistic events such as giving a similar rank to a male 

calf. In this event, a male calf is given the name of the first chief “Mahiti” and no 

one is allowed to slaughter it. When the calf dies, it is eaten by the people who are 

not originated from this place whom they call bhapugu. The calf symbolizes the 

chief or ntemi in the Sukuma and they select a male calf because in this society there 

is no possibility of being ruled by a woman.  

 

In most cases, the selected chief continues to hold the position for life. Some of the 

chiefs tend to nominate the next chief who will rule the chiefdom after their death. 

This is normally done when the chief sees that he is too old or is too sick to maintain 

this position. There are also some other reasons which may force the chief to 

relinquish the power before the expected time.  Sometimes, the chief may be obliged 

to leave the position if his community does not want him because he has been 

causing hazards such as diseases or hunger. The Sukuma normally say Ntemi nsebhu 

to mean that the chief is too hot, that is, he is the bringer of misfortunes.  

4.2.2 Gender Relations inTraditional Leadership and Authority 

From document analysis and the data from the informants, particularly, the chief 

assistants, it was revealed that gender relations among the Sukuma have the roots in 

the past history and traditions with regard to leadership and authority in the 

chiefdoms. In Kishapu for example, power and authority have their origin in a 

woman called Gite Maganga of the Simma clan in Nyegezi, Mwanza. The woman 

and her husband named Moola resided in Kizumbi area, Shinyanga, where they 

started a new life. Gite came in Shinyanga with ndezi or shilungu, a royal insignia 
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which is a symbol of the Sukuma chief. It is by this ndezi which is worn around one 

of the chief‟s arm that defines the chief‟s authority and power.  

 

Moola prophesised of the future chiefs who would rule some of the parts of 

Sukumaland, saying, “Ngole one, uluubyala nkima akutupandikila ikujo aha lugali 

lwise” That is, if my wife bears a girl child, this girl will bring glory to our family 

and to the whole area. Unfortunately, the first and second children whom Gite begot 

were boys, and both of them were killed by her husband. Later, Gite begot five 

daughters Suleke, Sandala, Ngolo, Ng‟washi, and Nsiya, who was also known as 

Kwangulija, that is, the last born. Nsiya was given to rule a small chiefdom, Bhusiya 

in Kishapu. It is from the name “Nsiya” that the people in this area came to be 

known as Bhasia and they greet each other by the clan name “insiya” to signify their 

origin and respect to Nsiya, the founder. However, daughters were married and 

begot sons who were given the ndezi, symbols of authority and power and the first 

chiefs in various areas in Shinyanga. The first chief to rule Bhusiya was Mahiti 

Ng‟wana Kwangu. Since then many other chiefs ruled the Bhusiya in different 

periods as shown in Table 4.1. However, the information obtained from the chief 

assistant‟s documents did not indicate the years of the past chiefs prior 1858.  
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Table 4. 1: List of Names of the Chiefs who Ruled Bhusiya (in Kishapu 

District). 

S/N Name Year Gender 

1. Mahiti Ng‟wana Kwangu Unrecorded Male 

2. Lwenge Unrecorded Male 

3. Jidamabe Unrecorded Male 

4.  Ng‟wandu Wipango Unrecorded Male 

5. Ng‟wandu Nkulu Unrecorded Male 

6. Luhende Nkulu Unrecorded Male 

7. Luhende Ntwaji Unrecorded Male 

8. N‟higa Yunge Unrecorded Male 

9. Jimisha Manoni Unrecorded Male 

10.  Mahona Wande Unrecorded Male 

11. Malale Ng‟wana Sanne Unrecorded Male 

12. Luhende Nyanzobhe Unrecorded Male 

13. Luhende Ongobho Unrecorded Male 

14. Luhende Mahalu Unrecorded Male 

15. Masele Mahalu Unrecorded Male 

16. Ng‟wandu Nkinga Malabha 1858-1905 Male 

17. Ngoyeji Nyabhamba 1905-1905 Male 

18. Ng‟hwaya Ng‟wandu 1905-1945 Male 

19. Jidaha Malale Ng‟hwaya 1945-1954 Male 

20.  Ng‟wandu Hussein Ng‟hwaya 1954-2005 Male 

21. Jidaha Malale Ng‟hwaya 2005-2007 Male 

22. Ng‟hwaya Edward Jidaha 2007+ Male 

Source: Unpublished document from chief‟s house-Negezi 

 

The results (Table 4.1) reveal that the leadership and authority in Sukuma society is 

gendered. It is only men who are allowed to be chiefs in this area. However, it is not 

certainly known why authority slipped from the hands of women to men, although 

the founder of Bhusiya was a woman. Some informants gave an explanation to this, 
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saying that once a girl gets married, she ceases to be a part of her parent‟s family; 

she goes to belong to another family (clan) and thus, she loses the right to rule the 

area designated to the clan.  

 

Nevertheless, the FGDs with 44+ revealed that women still wield power in society. 

in Bhusiya, the women have special respect because the chief is always the first son 

of the chief‟s sister (chief‟s nephew). It is believed that the son of the chief‟s sister is 

a true relative in the family. They suggest that a son of a male child in the family 

may be a result of cheating by their wives. 

 

 Although women do not have the right of being chiefs among the Sukuma, there is 

another sign of respect in them. For instance, a woman who gets married by a chief 

is always given special respect in the society. The Sukuma refer to this woman as 

ngole whose responsibility is to take care for the people in the chiefdom where her 

husband rules. When the chief comes out on the final day of the dance competition, 

the Ngole must be on his right hand as shown in Figure 4.2. Text 1 is among the 

songs sung on this event, and when the chief is praised, as in the song below, 

Ngole‟s name is also on the lips of the singer. 
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Text 1: Bhulabho Bhulabo (The Annual Festival) 

 

Nitanilwe tukashelekee bhulabuuu 

 

Hang‟wa ntemi wa Bhusiya 

Negezi si ya bhatemi tukabhasungile 

makono  

Abha Mahiti, bha Makwaya nu 

Ng‟wanduuuu 

Nu ntemi wise Jidaha tunsungile 

makono. 

 

Tulikulomba ntemi a mamilimo kaje 

kisoga 

Wilang‟hane isi  yise ya Bhusiyaaaa  

Nu Esther Ngole wa Bhusiya 

Witumamile i Bhusiya shelwa 

ng‟holo. 

U li Ngole  o  Bhusiyaaaa 

Ha si ya kamanda u Bhusiyaaaa 

Tulombe mbula bhagosha 

Tukomeje u bhulimi mokono.  

 

I have been invited to celebrate the 

annual festival 

At the residence of chief of Bhusiya 

At Negezi to praise the chiefs of 

 Bhusiya 

The chiefs; Mahiti, Makwaya and 

Ng‟wandu. 

And our present Chief Jidaha, let‟s 

praise him. 

 

We ask you Chief to ensure that all 

things go well  

Protect Bhusiya, our land 

Together with Esther, Ngole of Bhusiya  

Work for Bhusiya diligently. 

 

You are the Ngole of this land 

The land of the commander of Bhusiya 

Let‟s pray for good rains 

Let‟s work hard on our farms. 

Source: Mwashegeshi Kashinje, Field data, June 16, 2015. 

  

Esther, who is mentioned in the song, is Ngole, of the present Chief Ng‟hwaya 

Edward Jidaha. Normally, the singers praise this woman and show their respect to 

her. In this song, the singers remind the chief‟s wife (ngole) of her responsibility to 

the society. 
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Figure 4. 2: The Chief of Bhusiya on the Final Day of the Sukuma Dance 

Competition. On the Left side is the Chief’s Wife 

 

Source: Field Data, 2015 

 

Indeed, to show respect for women, the second name of the chiefs in Sukumaland 

are not the surnames as it is usual; they are either praise names or names of their 

mothers and not the names of their fathers. The first chief of Bhusiya, Chief Mahiti‟s 

second name is Ng‟wana Kwangu, that is, son of Kwangu (his mother), Nsiya, the 
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founder of the Bhusiya Chiefdom, while the fourth Chief is Ng‟wandu wi Pango, 

that is “Ng‟wandu of the cleft” is an epithet (praise name) (Table 4.1). 

Once the Sukuma institution of chiefs (bhatemi) was set up, there was much 

interchange of privileged information between the chiefs (bhatemi), dance leaders 

(bhaliingi) and the witchdoctors (bhafumu) (Gunderson, 1999). This is because, the 

chiefs‟ fame was enhanced by with the praises from the Sukuma cultural dance 

leaders and these dance leaders in turn received prestige by associating themselves 

with the chiefs, and both depended on the medicine from (bhafumu) the 

witchdoctors (p: 47). Although, the position of being a chief in the Sukuma is a rank 

given to a man only, the bhaliingi and bhafumu is the title which a man or a woman 

can hold.  

 

4.2.3 Gender Relations in Social Organizations 

During discussions with men and women informants aged 44 years and above, it 

was known that currently, women and men are involved in running the affairs of the 

community; they may take any positions of leadership such as being village chair 

persons, ward executive officers and others. However, in the traditional leadership 

of social cultural institutions, such as Sungusungu leadership, or in the Chief‟s 

council, bhagong‟hogong‟ho, women do not hold positions. These positions are a 

monopoly of males who are deemed as the state builders, protectors of the village 

boundaries and heads of families. A similar attitude pertaining to gender roles is also 

revealed in other scholarly works including Bali (1990), Hofmeyr (1992) Womack 

and Marti (1993), Chippo (2011). In these studies it was observed that women are 

excluded in all important positions. For example, Bali (1990) in the investigation of 

“Women in Irrigation Agriculture” in Ngorongoro, Tanzania, found that one of the 
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factors which denies women the opportunity to be involved in village politics is the 

heavy household workloads. 

Apart from political/social leadership positions, which in the Sukuma traditional 

setting are gendered, in the Sukuma community, women and men assume separate 

leadership positions with specific roles. In the interview with the key informants it 

was revealed that there are elderly women known as bhagikulu bha nzengo and 

elderly men leaders known as Bhanamhala bha nzego. Bhagikulu bha nzengo is a 

position which is given to elderly women who has at least two married sons. Before 

someone is given this position, other elderly women with this rank sit and discuss 

the prospective woman to be raised to the position. When the women admit her into 

the position, one among these elder women goes and put a string of blue beads 

called bhusalu bho mbula around her neck, which is the symbol of acceptance and 

admission into the position. If the woman declines to take the title, she is ordered to 

pay a fine or mchenya. But if she accepts the title, she prepares two pots of 

traditional food, bhugali na nkalango; one for the young women, bhashiike and the 

other to the elderly women. 

 

On the other hand, as informed by men key informants, the criterion of selecting 

elderly men leaders is not different from that used by the elderly women leaders. 

But, the initiation of elderly men does not require preparation of food to feed the 

various groups. It is uncommon to hear that anybody objected the offer of this rank 

because it is a sign of respect to them and most of the men who are given this social 

rank were the youth leaders, the rank which the Sukuma call bhasumba bhatale.  

 

The social rank of the elevated traditional leaders is manifested in their roles. The 

role of the elderly women is to direct the young women bhashiike in the way the 
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tasks should be done, especially in communal works. The elderly men are known as 

the base of the society. They are the problem solvers in the elders‟ meetings. 

However, both elderly women and men, collectively participate in social activities 

such as in funerals, rituals, and wedding ceremonies. 

 

In most cases, during these ceremonies, food is communally shared. Depending on 

the social significance of the event, a goat or goats or a bull, are slaughtered for 

food. The parts of the animal (meat) are given to be eaten according to gender and 

social rank; elderly men, elderly women, young men, young women and children. 

Each social group has its own part assigned to it; each part as seen in (Figure 4.3) 

symbolizes the social role given to the group. 

 

Traditionally, elderly women are given the parts which comprise the neck, ribs and 

loin which the Sukuma call it ngongo. These parts of meat are given to elderly 

women because these elderly women are the bearers, carriers and care-takers of 

children and the family. The elderly men are given the (rump and silverside) idako; 

symbolizes their role as people who decide issues in council meetings (sitting). Also, 

the young women are given the (brisket and fore shin) nkono, symbolizing their 

social role as persons who work and care for the families in preparation to take a 

higher rank of elderly women. In contrast, the young men are given the head and 

part of the brisket. The young men are given these parts of meat because they are 

considered to be the future leaders (heads), defenders of the community who hold 

council with the elderly men (lower silverside) and who always run fast to 

implement their duties (brisket and shin), Figure 4.3 below indicates these parts of 

meat. 
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Figure 4. 3: Parts of Meat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: McArthur (1981) Longman: Lexicon of Contemporary English. 

 

Although the social role of the elderly women and men is to guide, lead and make 

decisions on various community and family issues, their participation in these 

activities is gendered. All important social decisions are made by the elderly men as 

it is expressed in the discourse of the song (Text 2). 
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Text 2: Katugije                                  The Less Minded 

 

 

Katogije king‟we bhanamhala   

 

mliduyanjana masata gakwilile.   

 

Lazima untolwa 

 

Aping‟we nu ntoji aping‟we  

 

nayuja sawa i mipango. 

 

Mdatogagwi   mang‟ombe ng‟wibha 

ubhupanga   

Ugutoja unene nadulema ahene mlole 

mgutoja nagabhukimwi 

 

Masata ihaha ga kwilile lazimadubhize 

makini gete aha gupima 

Yaya gubyulila mang‟ombe 

Abhangi bhasata gwinga bhudo wabho 

Nabhing‟we bhabhusanji 

mliyelelwa ng‟hana dubhafule bhana 

Bhise bhatolwa na bhatoja hamo utolwa 

nalya bhukimwi lisatu 

Bhasukuma dumishagi yaya i lipula 

lyasukile bhasukuma 

Masata gali minge idi libhukimwi duhu 

nagangi galiho. 

 

 

Bhangi bhakwamile nama 

jisonono,makaswende namakabhambalu 

Dubhizagi makini gete 

Yaya gwisola gudi mbuli Yashillile iwelelo 

 

The way you elders give daughters in 

marriage confuse us. 

Considering that diseases have increased 

nowadays, 

The daughter who is to be married should 

be medically examined. 

The man who is to marry, should also be 

medically examined. 

In that way the plan goes well. 

 

 Don‟t just be fond of acquiring cattle and 

forget the value of life  

I do not reject marriage but be aware 

otherwise your children will get marriage 

with the people who are HIV positive. 

There are so many diseases nowadays, let 

us take care body check up 

Do not depend on the cattle because other 

people are HIV inborn. 

Even you, the in-laws on both sides,you 

should make an agreement to save our 

children 

The bride and groom may get married with 

an  infected person 

Let us be aware because getting informal 

marriage is not good 

Not only the HIV, there are so many 

diseases. 

 

Others, have syphilis and many other 

diseases  

Let us take care, and let us not to be 

married like goats. 
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nduhu 

Yaya kwiyamini gudi mpaga sibhitali. 

 

 

Ng‟wamonile unyanda u nfumu 

Oshilile gudi agushemagwa 

Utola likima lya sata masata  mingi 

bhuligwa bhakujaga gusibhitali 

 

 

Udizilemba i nyanya ong‟wa sengi 

 

Giki niyo lyape guti igi. 

 

Abhan‟hu ihaha bhabhiluyela namajidonge 

mumhinda. 

The world is now ruined with many 

diseases. Don‟t trust your partner without 

medically testing. 

 

Have you seen theson of the witch doctor?   

He is in a very bad condition. 

He married a woman who has a lot of  

diseases, as a result every day they visit the 

hospital 

Don‟t lie to yourself  that she is my sister‟s 

daughter 

She is white like an egg. 

 

Nowadays people walk with the tablets in 

their pockets. 

Source: Shinje Mayunga (Field data, March 12, 2015) 

 

In this song, the women are complaining against some of the decisions which are 

made by men. They are expressing their disagreement on what the bhanamhala bha 

nzengo (elderly men) decide on issues of marriage. They argue that elderly men who 

are also the bride wealth negotiators that even though they have the power to arrange 

bride wealth when the daughters are getting married, they must be aware that 

nowadays some of the people are HIV positive. Hence, they have to consider this 

instead of considering the bride wealth only; forcing their daughter to get married to 

the persons who the fathers choose for them because they have many cattle to pay 

for bride wealth.  

4.3 Women’s and Men’s Positions in Sukuma Tradition Dances 

Gender relations between women and men are also revealed by the positions women 

and men take in and during the performance of Sukuma traditional dances.  
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Although both women and men participate in the dance performances, women are 

assigned different positions in the dance groups, especially, in those which the 

leaders are men. Usually, the women participants are fewer than men, and in some 

dance groups such as those involving cultivation and hunting guilds, women are 

hardly involved as it is seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4. 4: Men’s Dancing and Cultivation Group on the Final Day of 

Competition 

 

Source: Field data, 2015 

 

In the songs which involve both women and men dancers, normally men take the 

central role.  In most cases, women are taken as mere supporters and the dance 

leaders usually give priority to the male dancers as revealed in the song Bhatale bha 

Bina Yane (Text 3). 
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Text 3: Bhatale bha Mbina Yane                   The Leaders of my Dance Group 

 

Ng‟wana Jijongo nalilumbilija bhatale 

bha mbina. 

 

Bha Kulwa Nyangidu, Shija nu Isanzule 

Bhapangagi  jisoga a bhanyalali bhane. 

 

Nkinga nu Silasi ng‟wilang‟nhane i 

mbina yane 

Maige bhabha imbina yise ikakinde 

ing‟wa ntemi. 

 

 

I, son of Jijongo, I thank the elders of 

my dance. 

 

Kulwa Nyangindu, Shija and 

Isanzule; arrange well my dancers. 

 

Nkinga and Silasi, guard my dance 

 

Maige, the father of the dance, let my 

dance win the competition at the 

Chief‟s place. 

Source: Doto Jijongo (Field data, June 6, 2015) 

 

The mentioned persons, who are charged with the responsibilities to take care of the 

mbina (dance), are all men-bhalamuji: Kulwa Nyangindu, Shija, Isanzule, Nkinga, 

Silasi and Maige. The reasons for not involving  many women or girls in the dance 

groups, as pointed out by one of the informants,  is that many dance leaders consider 

it to be a loss of time and energy to recruit and train women since they do not remain 

longer with the group. Normally, women get married as soon as they become 

famous in the dance group. As put forward by the informant from Ndoleleji village: 

Women sing in these dances for the purpose of being seen by men. 

After a short time, they get married or lured away by men and run 

away (elope) with them (Field data June 6, 2005). 

 

This statement implies that women are naturally not the dancers but they do it for the 

sake of searching men. Another informant, who also leads a youth dance group in 

Lalago village, which perforrms dances and works on farms, said: 
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Having a big number of women in the group is like covering 

yourself with a torn piece of cloth in a heavy rain because most of 

them have many excuses (Field data June 6, 2005). 

 

 

According to the quotation above, the women are not strong in cultivation as men 

and they have poor attendance. 

 

Women are also blamed for causing unnecessary conflict and splits within dancing 

groups because of being involved in sexual affairs with some of the members in the 

groups. This is said to be strictly forbidden as it endangers the life and survival of 

the groups. The dance leaders normally warn the dancers against engaging in love 

affairs among themselves in order to prevent conflicts in the group. The song 

Nayangula no (Text 4) illustrates this. 
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Text 4: Nayangula no I Solved many Conflicts 

 

Nayangula no nose nanogile 

I sete sete na mashimbe yoyagi. 

 

Mkukobha masata ga haha 

Na manyalali kakumlujabhayanda 

Bhulilushigu mlisonela makima. 

 

U walwa Ng‟wagi, a manyalali yaya 

 

Igwagi gete iwelelo yabhile nyolo. 

 

 

Nayangula no nose nanogile 

Bhayanda bha haha mkina matu 

Nolagi u Maganya o shilile 

Nu nengi u Samuye bhamalile abhiye 

 

Nguno ya kushatila manyalali. 

I am tired of resolving many conflicts 

Stop engaging yourself with the 

prostitutes. 

Otherwise you will get diseases 

The prostitutes will hurt you 

Everyday you are wasting your time 

showing each other the women. 

Better drink alcohol than spend much of 

your time with the women singers 

Please understand that the world is not 

safe nowadays. 

 

I am tired ofresolving many conflicts 

Nowadays the young men do not listen 

to elders‟ wisdom 

That is the reason for the demise of a 

dance leader from Samuye village.  

Who was always running with the 

women singers. 

Source: Juma Kailo (Field data, June 7, 2015) 

 

In this song (Text 4), the singer is complaining about the tendency of the dancers to 

engage in love affairs among themselves. He argues that being in such behaviour 

causes a lot of conflicts which may collapse the group. He also warns the young men 

that the life has changed as there are many diseases nowadays.  

 

Another reason for not fully involving women either as members or leaders in the 

dance groups, has to do with the circumstances under which the dances are 

performed. Sukuma dance groups keep moving from place to place, depending on 

where and when competitions are held. For women to keep moving around, leaving 
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their homes, even if they are not married, in the company of men, is ethically 

considered inappropriate. There is much evidence to support this general belief of 

the Sukuma in relation to women‟s position in their traditional dances. Gunderson 

(1999) remarks that today women composers in Sukumaland have more difficult 

time making their way than their male counterparts because women are expected to 

get married and to manage large households, a never-ending task. 

 

Further, the consultations with key informants and field observation revealed that 

leadership positions in the dance groups are usually monopolized by men. It is only 

in the dance groups whose membership consists of women that women lead as 

protectors and advisors. Here, women as elders of the group, must ensure the 

discipline of the group and protect its members from harm that may be caused by 

their opponents. This is done through the application of bhugota (protective 

medicine) which these elders have. 

 

However, there is much evidence which show that in the Sukuma both women and 

men are the composers and singers. In this equal participation, women are said to 

have the same power, especially, in using bhugota (traditional medicine) that are 

claimed to be important in the Sukuma dance competitions. Gunderson (1999) gives 

an example of a woman called Gindu Nkiima who was the famous competitor of 

Ng‟wana Malundi at the turn of the century. This woman made her way in this art 

form through powerful medicine horn that she carried in her vagina and that any 

man who dared provoke her, especially in the competitions, would die immediately 

(Gunderson, p: 53).  
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4.4 The Necessity of Marriage to the Sukuma 

Marriage is one of the important institutions where a man needs a woman and a 

woman needs a man in order to enjoy a respectable life. Marriage, according to 

Gough (1975) exists as a socially recognized, durable (although not necessarily life-

long) relationship between individual men and women. This is one of the important 

institutions in which gender ideology is produced, reproduced and it is also 

fundamental for the construction of gender identity and sexuality (Silberschmidt, 

1999).  This union between a woman and a man, as observed among the Sukuma, is 

not only crucial for social status, but also in building a respectable family. A man 

who has no wife is considered socially as a failure in his life. The same applies to a 

woman who has not married. Normally, the Sukuma call such a woman nshimbe to 

mean „a woman belonging to no body‟ as illustrated in the song Kalemela (Text 5). 

 

Text 5: Kalemela                                             The Failure 

 

 

Madebe nyanda yakuzula iwelelo 

 

Witenga hape kuyuyomba naliyela na 

mashimbe 

Nu bhebhe wenago a mashimbe yaki 

imihayo? 

Genayo marembo a manyalali 

U nene nali ntemi lazima ukuhooya na 

bhanhu. 

Ahakaya yane bhatapungulaga 

Wamona u rais akayelaga bhung‟wene? 

U nene nali ng‟wana wa ntemi wi gunga 

Nakuyelaga na bhanhu kaganda. 

 

U bhehbhe Madebe umanile i solobho ya 

 

Madebe, youngman the world left you 

naked. 

For standing openly and say I am in love 

with the prostitutes. 

You also have them, why so many words? 

 

Those are part of our beautiful singers 

I am the chief so, talking with people is a 

normal thing. 

Even at my home, there are many 

Have you ever seen the president walking 

alone? 

I am the chief‟s son I always walk with 

many people. 

Madebe, do you know the importance of 
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bhanhu? 

Hu gwene uso agampeja u Nghimila aha 

nzengo. 

Wagabhona a u nkuluyoolema ukwingiilwa 

nguno ya sabo 

Angu “nduhu u nene ukuzulumiwa.” 

 

Ulimanuhaya ugwigasha na bhana bhako 

du? 

Nu ngunga gudazunyaga i giki i sabho ya 

ng‟witongo 

Ulihaya gugula na mang‟ombe gete winajo 

i sabho? 

Nankumije u mnhu uyu mbuuli wa 

mabhuuli. 

Dudabhonaga uise nulu dudabhitilaga 

hanzila yiniyo 

Wagayombije a machalo ga bhasukuma. 

the people? 

That is why your father chased Nghimila 

at his resident. 

And, your sister refused to be inherited 

because of wealth. 

She says “I cannot accept other people to 

take my wealth” 

Does she think she can manage to stay 

alone with her children? 

Even the ngunga tree can not obey such 

kind of wealth. 

Do you want to buy the cattle? Do you 

have the money? 

I don‟t understand this stupid guy. 

 

We do not see and we do not go through 

this way 

You created a scandal in the villages. 

Source: Bonifas Jigangama (Field data, May10, 2015) 

 

The singer in this song is said to have a number of women (mashiimbe). But he 

justifies that he is the son of a chief, hence having a number of women is a normal 

thing. He is asking Madebe the reason of announcing that he is running with the 

prostitutes while he also have them. He also gives an example of a president who 

always walks with a number of people. The singer tries to show that the women 

whom they call mashiimbe are the people like others and it is right for anyone to 

form relationship with them.  

 

In the Sukuma, nshimbe is aderogatory term which sometimes carries the 

connotation of a harlot (prostitute). This term, as used in this song (Text5), does not 

apply to unmarried men, something which reveals gender imbalance in this society. 
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This view is similar to what Kabaji (2005) found among the Maragoli of South 

Africa. Kabaji remarks that it is an abomination for a woman not to get married. An 

unmarried woman, who remains in her village of nativity, although this rarely 

happens, is a target of hostility even from her own brothers. The need of a partner; a 

wife or a husband among the Sukuma, is a necessity as both sexes depend on each 

other in fulfilling their social obligations.  

4.5 Types of Sukuma Marriage Practises and their Influences in Marital 

Relations 

Marriage, in Sukuma traditions and customs, normally reflects gender relations 

which are expressed in the discourse of their songs. According to the discussion with 

the key informants, there are four kinds of marriage practised among the Sukuma, 

namely, kwitanilwa, kulombelwa, kupula and arranged marriage practise. Apart from 

these types of marriage, the polygamous marriages also exist in this society.   

4.5.1 The Kwitanilwa Marriage Practise 

The term kwitanilwa means “one to be called for someone.”  According to the Field 

data, kwitanilwa is considered to be the type of marriage which follows all the 

formal processes and brings great respect to the girl‟s family and society in general. 

Many families want their daughters and sons to follow this practise. In this kind of 

marriage, a prospective groom will generally investigate about the girl‟s general 

conduct or behaviour without the girl being aware that someone is interested in her 

as a potential candidate for marriage.  He then informs his elders about his plan in 

order to seek for advice about the girl and her family.  Having been satisfied with 

this, the young man pays a visit to the girl‟s family accompanied by a friend to 
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introduce his plan of looking for nding‟ho which literarily means “a cooking 

wooden spoon:” which metaphorically implies “a wife.” 

 

The girl‟s family invites the young man for a talk in mmaji, to a small house which 

is usually used by the unmarried girls and boys in the compound. After this, if the 

girl accepts the young man‟s request, the young man‟s relatives visit the girl‟s 

family to negotiate the bride wealth and arrangements for elders from the girl‟s 

family to fetch the bride wealth. The fetching of the bride wealth from the young 

man‟s family to the young girl‟s family is called kuswaga “the taker of the cattle”. 

The elders who go to fetch the bride wealth are called bhaswagi. Traditionally, the 

people who are responsible to conduct this event are the elderly men. The kuswaga 

ceremony is known as bhukombe in which, not only the two families are involved, 

but also the neighbours, women and men, young boys and girls are assigned; each 

playing their roles. The songs sung in this event are normally those that aim to teach 

the bride the way she should live with her husband. One among these songs is 

Bhushauri (Text 6) as it is presented below. 
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Text 6: Bhushauri                           My Advise 

 

Ishi watolwa mayu 

Jaga  ukabheje kaya 

Mayu kabhejage kaya 

Kawaida ya nkima uyo ulina ngoshi 

wako.udebhe i sheria i jahakaya yakwe. 

 

Udizozunya a makundi 

ugweng‟hasheria ja kungi 

Udebhe i raha ya ngosha 

 Udime lilange lyakwe 

Udizuzunya bhushauri bhungi 

Bho bhayeji bha m makaya. 

 

Ulu u ngoshi wako uli safari 

Bhukaga maama u nsumbile 

Uluninga alina nigo gubhuchage 

ung‟wanukule  

Ungwing‟he minze gakoga  

Olekejaga witogwi 

Udizoninda wigashe 

Bhejaga kaya, bhejaga kaya mayu  

Dunia ili gudi Mungu maama, 

uyoatayombaga 

Angu ule mfula noo juga mbokele. 

 

Galiho mambo gangi gagwiyongeja 

Uyo alibhona giki ukulile 

Wizuke i lilange. 

 

Bhejaga kaya, bhejaga kaya mayu! 

You have already got married 

Go to your husband and make a family 

 

A married woman must understand the 

norms of her family. 

 

Don‟t be overtaken by the outsiders 

who may dictate terms to your family 

 Know how to comfort your husband 

Follow what he teaches you. 

Don‟t take others‟ advise,especially, 

those who visit others‟ homes. 

 

If your husband is coming back home 

from the journey go and hug him 

Help him the luggage. 

Put water in the bathroom for him to 

show true love 

Don‟t wait for him to come and sit 

keep your home! keep your home! 

Because the world is like gods who 

don‟t say a word 

If you have good behaviour go and hug 

your husband. 

 

There are other things which need 

experience. 

Those who feel that they have grown 

enough, they should take this lesson 

keep your home! keep your home! 

Source: Bonifas Malyeta (Field data, May 11, 2015) 
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This song is directed to the bride and not a groom. It is a song which teaches the 

bride the way she should stay with her husband. She is advised to avoid the friends 

who might mislead her. She is also advised to care for her husband and follow the 

rules of her husband‟s family. Even though the song is advising the bride, it also 

suggests that, even those who feel that they have grown enough, they should take 

this lesson. 

 

The representatives of the bride‟s family who are locally known as bha nkima, stay 

in the groom‟s house for some few days, at least four to five days participating in all 

the family activities including farming and herding. This helps to form a strong 

relationship between the two families. On the fifth day, the bride‟s family usually 

goes back to their home with the cattle acquired as bride wealth payment. When they 

are going to their home, few ladies from the groom‟s family usually escort them for 

a distance while singing and holding sticks in their hands pretending to take back 

their cattle. This event makes it difficult for the bride‟s family to take the cattle; 

hence, they need to struggle as much as possible to get free from these women. The 

song Ja Mikila (Text 7) is among the songs sung on this event. 

 

Text7:Ja Mikila                                                Those with Tails 

 

 

Ulu mtogilwe u ng‟waniki wing‟we 

bhuli g‟wa njinja? 

Eheee! Ng‟wayegaga ishi 

dang‟wing‟ha ja mikila 

Eheee! Ng‟wayegaga ishi 

dang‟wing‟ha ja mikila giti mbushi. 

 

If you really love your daughter, why are 

you selling her? 

And, you are celebrating now because 

we gave you the cattle. 

You are celebrating now because we 

gave you those with tails like the buffalo. 

Source: Sawaka Ng‟wana Sabhuni (Field data, May 2, 2015) 
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This is a short song sung repeatedly by women from the groom‟s family on the day 

the representatives of bride‟s family are taking the bride wealth. The song addresses 

the silent listeners of the bride‟s family who are struggling to move with the cattle. 

They are silent despite the fact that they are being taunted by the groom‟s side. In 

the song, the groom‟s side challenges the bride‟s side that they have sold their 

daughter because they love cattle than their daughter. In the song, the cattle are 

referred to as ja mikila meaning that „those with tails.‟ 

 

The words “if you really love your daughter why are you selling her?” show a 

subordinate position which women are assigned within the community. This 

stereotypes representation of women in the song and from the gender perspectives as 

mentioned by Davies (1986) in the Third World feminists reduces a woman to a 

status of an object or commodity whose value is negotiable with some heads of 

cattle. To enhance this notion of objectification and commodification of the Sukuma 

women, the bride‟s family are shown as happy and celebrating silently because they 

have been given the cattle.  

 

This song (Text 7), reflects the truth of the Sukuma society in which the cattle 

brought by the girls through their marriage, are then going to be used when their 

brothers are getting married. To them, selling their daughter for someone‟s heads of 

cattle is normal and they never regret for that. The implification of the silence of the 

bride‟s family despite the fact that they are being taunted shows the subordinate 

position of women which this society accepts willingly. This silence also applies to 

the bride who has been brought in this custom. Like her relatives who have 

maintained silence, she will also have to be silent in her marriage regardless of what 

her husband might say or do to her. 
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After the event of taking bride wealth, the groom‟s family members arrange a day 

and visit the bride‟s home to take their bride where they stay for at least three to four 

days as well. This event is called kufumanija (going out together). This ceremony 

normally involves eating, drinking and dancing. According to the Sukuma, this is a 

very prestigious event to the bride‟s family. Although the Sukuma prefer the 

kwitanilwa marriage practise, but sometimes men face some difficulties in following 

the requirement of this Sukuma tradition and custom. 

 

4.5.2 The Kulombelwa Marriage Practise 

The second form of marriage practise among the Sukuma society is Kulombelwa.  

This is another type of formal marriage which is not common but it is applied in the 

Sukuma. In this marriage practise, a young man informs his parents that he has seen 

a girl from a certain family and he wants to get married to her. His parents then visit 

the girl‟s parents and discuss the matter with them, putting it clearly that their son 

wants to get married to their daughter; but, as a family, they have neither the cattle 

nor cash to pay as bride wealth. If the girl‟s parents find that the request is genuine, 

they ask their daughter, if she accepts to be married to the young man, then other 

marriage procedures follow. The song Sanji (Text 8) describes a person who seeks 

to get married through this procedure: 
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Text 8: Sanji                                                               My In-law 

 
Sanji unin‟he nkima unene nagupe 

mandege 

I ng‟ombe nadenajo ila ung‟wanawako 

nantogilwe 

Solaga sanji nulu bhudaga isabho 

nadinajo 

Izukaga sanji nu ng‟habhi agutolaga. 

 

 

Sanji solaga mandege unene unin‟he 

nkima 

Nulu bhudaga bhebhe sanjiusole 

Bhize na bhusiga bhebhe sanji solaga 

Nulu manyanya sanji solaga 

 

Aban‟hu bhaditolelaga mashikolo,ka nulu 

gele. 

 

Mambo gangi gagukumm‟ya sana 

Bhabhyaji bhangi bhatonja majikolo 

 

Ulu bhajila a mashikolo bhasangabhale 

gele 

Iki bhaditogelagwa mashikolo 

ulu usolwa managa bhiyelelagwa. 

 

Wigongeja atolwe na mn‟hu wa majikolo 

Ulu bhuduma ugwielelwa? 

 

Gashemage sanji ama ng‟ombe kanose 

gagukwililwa 

Amabehi ulugafunya ng‟ombe nyingi 

gabhile maluhya abhakima. 

 

My in-law, give me a wife, and I will give 

you maize. 

I love your daughter even though I don‟t 

have the cattle to pay you. 

Take even the cassava flour because I don‟t 

have any thing else. 

My in-law, remember that even a poor man 

deserves marriage. 

 

My in-law take the maize and give me a 

woman to marry. 

Take even the cassava flour, 

even the millet you can take, 

even tomatoes, my in-law, you can take 

them. 

Not all people prize wealth as pre condition 

for marriage. 

 

Other things are so amazing. 

It is surprising that some parents give 

preference to material things. 

Sometimes they go to take the bride wealth 

and find nothing. 

Since it is not wealth which creates love  

If they take your daughter, you should 

understand that they really love each other. 

Always you want a rich person for your 

daughter, how would you feel if he will not 

cope with your daughter? 

My in-law, it is a time to milk the cow. 

 

Mind you, the people who pay a number of 

cattle always humiliate and torture their 

wives. 
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Naing‟we bhapuji kabla yakupula 

ng‟wana wa mnhu andaaga jakupulela 

 

Nduhu u nkima o bhule ihaha 

 

Ng‟ombe makumi mpungati  

naupandikenkima 

Aliyo ihaha mleduma ng‟ombe  i tano du 

 

Bhayanda ng‟wacha mdatolileee. 

 

 

Those who take girls without informing 

their parents, please make sure you have at 

least some cattle for fine  

There is no marriage if you don‟t have 

anycattle. 

You are supposed to pay at least six 

heads of cattle. 

But nowadays people fail to pay even five 

cows. 

Young man, you are dying without getting 

married. 

Source: Muhang‟wa Mhoja (Field data, February 1, 2015) 

 

Again, this song like others in this study is a continuation of the subordination, 

objectification and commodification of women in Sukuma marriages. In this song, a 

young man is asking the girl‟s father (sanji) to take maize, cassava or millet flour, 

and even tomatoes in exchange for his girl. Metaphorically, giving a girl to someone 

by exchanging her with these foodstuffs is inferior to the girl‟s family as they do not 

match for the value of their daughter.  

 

However, because of the subordination of women among this society, a woman is 

seen as an object which can be negotiated with as the man in this song is doing. This 

man uses a polite language to the girl‟s father in order for his request to be granted. 

Apart from asking to be given the girl, he is also expressing his views giving himself 

as an example to other young men that, they should have cattle that would help them 

in marriage. He also warns them that they should not apply the kupula marriage (see 

the next section) if they do not have at least few cattle for paying an obligatory fine. 

The song further reinforces this perception of treating women like commodities in 
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these words „there is no marriage if you don‟t have any cattle‟ This means that 

marriage among the Sukuma are traditionally prompted by a need to get material 

things. 

 

Although, in kulombelwa marriage normally a person asks his parents or men village 

elders, to go to the girl‟s parents to request their daughter to marry the man, in this 

song the man who wants to be married with the girl speaks direct to the girl‟s parent 

and express his wishes. Apart from women‟s subordination, the song also expresses 

difficulties young men face when they want to engage in marriage; a result of the 

Sukuma cultural practise which require a man to pay cattle as bride wealth. 

4.5.3 The Kupula Marriage Practise 

Kupula involves a young man and a young girl agreeing to marry without informing 

or seeking the consent of their families (parents). This happens when the young man 

loves the girl and wants to marry her but he does not have the means to pay the bride 

wealth, or when the bride wealth is too high, or the girls‟s family objects to the 

marriage. The lovers then decide to elope. When the girl is missing in her home, her 

parents will begin to look for her. Having heard where the girl is, they usually go to 

that home and take one cow as fine or mchenya as known by the Sukuma. Then, the 

girl‟s parents can either decide to take their daughter back home or leave her with 

that person. This form of marriage does not appeal to many parents, both women 

and men, and most of the Sukuma singers show their discontent for such marriage 

through their songs. Makayula Masasu in the song Ukubyala Nakoya no (Text 9) is 

among these songs: 
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Text 9: Ukubyala Nakoya no                          I Got Hard Time Bearing Children 

 

Unene ubhubhyile bhonikoya no 

 

Naliyomba ubhubhyile bhonikoya no. 

 

Aho namyalaga u Restituta  

Nakatandulwa 

Natalibha gete a makoye ganayo. 

 

 

Bhiza bhunsola u kitinda mimba one 

 

U nene Sozi natalazunya 

Naduhayaga bhajikwije i jikolo 

Ni hela natuhayaga nalihaya mang‟ombe 

Ulu giki baleme msole ja kupulila. 

 

 

Nu ng‟wei mngweng‟hanije. 

 

I really had a hard time getting my 

children. 

I tell you, I really had a hard time 

getting these children. 

When I was giving birth to Restituta, I 

went through a ceasarin section. 

I will never forget that hard time I went 

through. 

 

And, now they have come to take my 

last born 

I Sozi, will never allow this to happen 

I neither need many things, 

nor money, but only the cattle. 

If they will refuse to pay the bride 

wealth make sure you take the cattle as 

a penalty. 

And, you must come with the girl back. 

home. 

Source: Makayula Masasu (Field data, January 9, 2015) 

 

This song uses a woman‟s voice in which the daughter‟s mother is complaining that 

she got her children by operation. Taking her daughter without any agreement with 

her is unacceptable. In this song, the woman is telling the men to go and arrange the 

bride wealth for her daughter which must be in the form of cattle. If the man who 

has taken her daughter has no cattle for bride wealth, they must take at least a few of 

them as a penalty and the girl must be taken back home.  
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This song was sung by the Sukuma old man of (63 years) at Ukenyenge village. 

When he was asked the reason for composing such a song, he said that he was not 

pleased with such young men who take girls in an informal way or kupula because 

they frustrate the parents who were expecting some cattle from their daughters. The 

cattle are important not only for the daughter‟s father, but also for the growth of the 

family. This is because the richness of a particular family is counted on the number 

of cattle. This form of marriage is not respectable; any young man who attempts it, 

normally loses his freedom to his in- laws, especially if he fails to pay the bride 

wealth. 

 

It was also reported that some of the young men who take girls in this way do not 

marry the girls; they do it out of their will only to satisfy their ego. For this reason, 

they fail to manage the family because they lack the serious marriage commitments. 

Following such marriage the couple has no freedom to conduct their lives. The 

married young man is often forced to continue staying with his parent‟s family, 

performing all the family activities, being fed and carred for by his parents. Both, 

him and his wife‟s ration depends on the father‟s provision.  The son is also not 

allowed to receive any guests and all the family issues are directed by the young 

man‟s father.  The young man can not start his own family until his father allows 

him to be free and start living on his own family which, the Sukuma call it 

kwizugiila. The aim behind this is to make sure that a young man is mature enough 

to handle his own family.   

 

The custom of holding the freedom of the couple as it is practised by the Sukuma, 

denies both women and men the rights expected. Also, lack of freedom normally, 

but not always, affects the wife as she always becomes inferior. This is because the 
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woman is supposed to work very hard to the extent of exhaustion in order to please 

her mother in-law and she is expected to obey all the orders given by both her 

husband and her mother in-law. Apart from that, the bride is also expected to 

respond quickly to everything she is told and to accept and cope with the life style of 

her in-laws. If her in-laws see her working hard, they use to say ng‟winga nchaguku, 

literary meaning that the daughter-in-law is a hard worker, if she does not work 

hard, her in-laws or her husband tend to hurt her, through the use of harsh language 

as asserted in Ikome‟s song (Text 10). 

 

Text 10: Heshima                                                       Obedience 

 
I heshima itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha? ise dalekela mawa 

duhu. 

U bhebhe uli nki wane widebhe nu mayu 

wane 

Shitawelwa mayu zugaga na hangi 

walihya nnomo 

Kulwaki mayu ulilihya u nnomo 

wawilagwa kuzuga nu mayu bhukwi? 

Degelekaga, mayombo mabhi hiyo nkima 

 

I heshima Itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha, ise dalekelamawa 

duhu 

U bhebhe uli nke wane, widebhe numayu 

wane 

Shitawilwa mayu zugaga nahangi walihya u 

nnomo 

Shokagi kung‟wing‟we mayu hamo 

huko mtatumagwa hiiiyee! 

Respect cannot be bought in the market 

place or in the shop. 

No need to violent. We left the violence to 

the dogs only.  

You are my wife, so you should respect my 

mother. 

If you are told to cook, you should do it. 

 

Why do you misbehave when your 

mother in-law wants you to preparefood? 

Listen, there is no need for violence as it is 

not a  good habit 

Respect cannot be bought in the market 

place  or in the shop 

No need to violent. We leave violence to 

the dogs only.  

You are my wife so, you should respect  

my mother. 

Why do you misbehave when you are told 

to prepare the food? 

Go back to your home, may be no one there 

can ask you to cook. 
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Hamo ushoke kaya ing‟we hukomtawilagwa, 

nakulubhala 

Shibhi mayu iiihi i shinisho 

bhigwagi mayu abha byaji 

Yaya ukwitula nabho. 

I heshima itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha, ise dalekela 

mawa duhu 

U bhebhe ule nke wane witogwe nu mayu 

wane 

Nadi ukunyelwa 

Nali o kwigwila kule. 

 

 

It is not good to be with such behaviour 

Listen to the parents. 

Do not fight with them. 

The respect cannot be bought in the 

market place or in the shop 

No need to violent. We left the violence to 

the dogs only. 

You are my wife, you should respect my 

mother. 

You cannot misbehave to me because I am 

not of your calibre. 

Source: Masunga Ikome (Field data, February 2, 2015) 

 

Masunga Ikome in this song is advising his wife on the way she should behave to 

her mother in-law. The singer‟s words typically reveal gender imbalance as the wife 

must stay at home and do all the household chores. If she should not behave in such 

a way she can be taken back to her parents so that she can learn how the good wife 

should be. 

 

Observing the three forms of marriage in Sukuma cultural life and in the discourse 

of their songs, it could be concluded that gender relations in marriage process among 

the Sukuma are balanced as each gender group seems to be important to the other. 

However, in all types of marriage explained above there are elements of inequality 

between the two sexes. For instance, in kupula marriage which is now common to 

the Sukuma, women have obviously been given a lower position. This happens 

when a girl automatically lose respect to her parents and society in general 

especially when a man who takes this girl fails to pay the bride wealth.  
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In addition to the marriage procedures, this study revealed other important aspect 

which shows gender inequalityin marriage related practises. Normally, the amount 

of bride wealth for a girl always increases depending on the kind of marriage. A girl 

who gets married through the marriage practise of kupula, the amount of the bride 

wealth is less compared to a girl who follows the accepted form of marriage of 

kwitanilwa. In the focused group discussions of both genders, it was revealed that 

the girl who follows the former form of marriage (kupula) her value is normally less. 

This makes her in-laws feel comfortable to pay whatever they may think because the 

girl is already in their hands. These cultural practises in marriage enhance the 

commodification and objectification of women among the Sukuma.  

4.5.4 Arranged Marriage 

Arranged marriage is another form of marriage practise among the Sukuma. In the 

FGDs of women and men aged 44 years and above, it was said that arranged 

marriages occur in two forms: forced marriages and widow inheritance. Forced 

marriage takes place where the parents choose a husband or wife for their children. 

In this kind of marriage, the choice may be made by both, the mother and/or the 

father, but commonly, it is done by the father. It was also reportedby one of the 

informants that, it sometimes happens that the girl is chosen from a particular family 

when she is still very young. The advantage of being chosen at this age as said by 

the informants is that, this girl will be brought up as someone‟s wife to-be and she 

will always be much respected than other girls in that family.  

 

Forced marriage, as revealed in the FGDs in both women and men falling under 18-

30 and 31-43 age category, was observed to affect the girls psychologically because 

some of them are forced to marry people who are far older than they are. However, 
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there were different views between the young and oldpeople during the FGDs with 

regard to this practise. For instance, men aged 44 years and above, argued that 

arranged marriages were the most preferred means for a girl or a boy to get partners 

from a good family. The reason given was that most of these parents wanted their 

daughters to be married in families which they thought were much respected. 

Therefore, when a parent thinks carefully and spots a girl for thisyoung man, he 

examined different families, ruling out those with problems, such as the families that 

are lazy, poor or have inheritable diseases.  

 

According to the observation in the field work, arranged marriages for boys and girls 

differ in the sense that some boy‟s parents may like a girl to marry their son because 

she is ahard working and is well-mannered or in other words, she is obedient. On the 

contrary, girl‟s parents may allow their daughter to marry such a young man because 

of their family relationship or the wealth that family has especially, cattle. The 

discontent with this kind of marriage to the majority makes it a subject in some of 

Sukuma songs. “Nkima One” (Text 11) is one of them.  

 

Text 11: Nkima one                                         My Wife 

 

Ngosha 

Nabhyalwa hamakoye, nakulila 

hamateso   

Nulu ngoko nduhu nulu mbuli nduhu. 

 

I lelo ili giki nawilwa natole  

Ulugiki naleme nachole bhabhaunge nu 

mayu ungi 

Aho natola guku ahakaya yombo gwa 

Gaaayo mamihayo unene 

Husband 

I was born in problem and I grew in 

suffering. 

There was neither a hen nor a goat at 

home. 

Today they are forcing me to get married 

If I refuse I must find other parents. 

 

After getting married every day there is 

violence at home. 
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bhayanda gandemela. 

 

Nkima 

Napejiwa nu bhabha nkima 

natabhyalaga 

Napejiwa nu mayu nkima 

Natatumamaga. 

 

Ngosha 

U mayu alimpeja u nkima one kulwa 

nguno ki? 

Ubhabha alenipeja mayu kulwa nguno 

ki? 

Bhabha nalitogwa mniwile kulwa 

nguno ki? 

Mayu ndi togwa mniwile 

 

U bhabha akuyombaga gikinyanda 

nalemile u ng‟winga atabhyalaga 

waki? 

Nkima twingilage 

U mayu ukulemaga nkima 

Aguyombaga giki  u ng‟winga 

atatumamaga waki? 

Nkima twingilage. 

 

Nkima 

Napejiwa nu bhabha nkima 

natabhyalaga 

Napejiwa nu mayu nkima 

Natatumamaga. 

 

 

Look my age mate! I am fed up. 

 

Wife 

My father in-law is chasing me because I 

am barren 

My mother in-law does not want me 

because I am not a hard worker. 

 

Husband 

 My mother is chasing my wife away. 

Why? 

My father is chasing me away. Why? 

 

Father I would like to know the reason 

 

Please mother I would like to know the 

reason 

My father told me that “my son, I don‟t 

want the barren woman” 

 Woman! please leave us 

My mother does not want you 

She says that she don‟t want you because 

you are not a hard worker 

 Woman! Go away. 

 

 

Wife 

My father in-law is chasing me because I 

am barren 

My mother in-law does not want me 

because I am not a hard worker. 
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Ngosha 

Nkima unene nantogilwe 

Bhabyaji bhatantogilwe bhudugu ki? 

 

Bhadugu mdulile kunigunana 

bhayanda mdulile kunigunana? 

Ukwinga natuhayaga bhayanda iki 

nalinsumba ntale  

Ishinishi bha bhyaji 

ibhulagabhasumba. 

 

Husband 

I love my wife 

My parents do not want her, what kind of 

parents are they? 

My kinsmen, help me. 

My age mate, can you help me? 

I am not ready to leave my family as I 

am an elder brother at home 

This is the killing of young men‟s life. 

 

Source: Masanja Jimisha (Field data, April 27, 2015) 

 

The man in this song is blaming his parents to force him to get married. This man 

was not ready for marriage as he was not well prepared to engage in such a 

responsibility. When he got married, he become not free as his parents controlled 

him and his wife in every thing. The parents wanted the woman to act the way they 

think is right. For instance, they wanted the couple to get a child soon after marriage. 

 

From a medical point of view, infertility can be a problem of a man or a woman. It is 

only through medical examination that someone can say that a certain woman is 

barren or a certain man is unable to fertilize a woman. However, what is seen in this 

song is that, when the marriage lacks children, the first person to be pointed a finger 

is the woman. Normally, the barreness is only attributed to the wife while excusing 

the husband from the possibility of being unable to fertilize his wife. Therefore; the 

relative of the husband may advise the husband to find another woman who can bear 

children for him. 
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Arranged marriage is among the issues taken up in the state of Third World 

Feminism (Davies, 1986; Verba, 1997; Nnaemeka, 2005). Nnaemeka (2005) for 

example, mentioned arranged marriages as typical problem to the Africans. From the 

observation of Sukuma cultural life, it was also revealed that arranged marriages is 

one of the factors which contribute to girls eloping with the persons whom they love 

in order to avoid being dragged into forced marriage. However, it was reported that, 

such kind of arranged or forced marriages are rarely executed nowadays due to 

respecting freedom of choice introduced by the religions, education, and awareness. 

 

Widow inheritance is another category of arranged marriage, which is common 

among the Sukuma tradition. In the FGDs with the women aged 44+, it was 

mentioned that in Sukuma culture, the wife will not inherit the family wealth or take 

care of the family when her husband dies. Normally, she herself is inherited by one 

of her husband‟s relatives who will beincharge of the family wealth and children. 

The Sukuma believe that if the cattle and houses remain under the guardianship of 

the wife while the children are still very young, the woman might marry another 

person who will then monopolize all the family wealth. 

 

 Sometimes it happens that the one who will inherit the widow is already married. 

When that is the case, this man will take the widow in question as the second wife. 

However, in some rare cases, it was revealed in this study that the relative of the 

deceased may take care of the widow without completely marrying her. This is said 

to be a result of acquiring formal education which has helped people to be aware of 

women‟s freedom. Also, as stated by one of the informants, some of the widows 
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nowadays do not like to be inherited. What they do in the family meetings which 

require them to select a man, they select a male child who would inherit them. If the 

widow opts to be inherited by her child, her in-laws will obviously understand that 

the woman wants to be free. They will, therefore, select one of the family members 

to only take care of the children‟s wealth. This gives the woman freedom to marry 

any man of her choice and move to his house. However, this woman always leaves 

everything at home and goes to the new husband with empty handed. The custom of 

inheriting widows by the relatives of the deseased husband often deprives widows 

the right to own property. Most of the time, the property left by their husbands is 

unjustly appropriated by the ones who inherit them thus makingwidows and children 

live a miserable life. However, few of the women, especially those who are well 

conscious on women‟s rights, normally take legal action against this matter in the 

responsible institutions such as Gender Desk (GD) to seek for help as it is shown in 

the song Litongo (Text 12). 
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Text 12: Litongo                                                                  My Land 

Hakimu naligulomba bhabha 

kanidegelekage niyo nu bhalozi 

uliadebhile i litongo nagalekelwa 

na ngoshi wane. 

 

Hangi nu ngoshi one humo agajikwa 

jagi mkalole ishigila shakwe 

Niyo hakimu kanambilijage 

bhalihaya kulya ne ng‟ombe 

ja bhana bhane. 

 

Angu nalema ukwingilwa na nkwela 

one 

aliyo alesawa na ng‟wanone gete 

Nayubhiza jije kubhukwingwa angu 

nduhu wagujangalila a bhana   

bhatali bhado 

Nihamba jatolelwa nu nkwela one aliyo 

nakujije nyanda alehaya atole. 

 

 

 

Olema gete umayu bhukwi angu mpaga 

ningilwe mu‟nho nagufumila. 

 

Setesete yingi nadayombaga bhabha  

ka naluha unene. 

U nkwingwa hang‟wane bhuligwa hodi 

aha kaya 

Angu kimba ng‟wana mbati nane 

mayu kanigunanage   

 Hamo ndilomaloma? 

Your Lordship judge, please listen to 

me. Give me my right to get back my 

land. The land is obviously mine, even 

the cell leader knows that it was 

left to me by my late husband 

 It is where my husband was buried, 

you can go and look for the grave. 

Help me judge, they want to take 

even my  children‟s cattle. 

 

 

Because I refused to be inherited by 

my brother in-law, who is almost 

age mate with my son 

My in-laws said that I cannot take care 

of the children as they are very young. 

 

I was amazing seeing my brother in-law 

using the cattle to pay for the bride 

wealthwhile  my son is older and he 

coulduse them in marriage. 

 

My mother in-law strictly wanted me 

to be inherited, fearing that I would 

engage in love affairs with other men. 

I am suffering, even though, I can not   

 express everything 

Every day my father in-law knocks at 

my door 

I am not cheating  Ng‟wanambate 

please help me I implore you 

Am I telling a lie? 
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 Kimba nanzunye nani nan‟neme nani   

bhabehi natolwa kaya ki? 

 

Bhandya uguluma hangi nu mnitongo  

 nawe aje 

 

Hakimu bhabha kanidegelekage eshi    

 nale nkima angu nitanwa mpena  

 

Bhuling‟waka shiliwa nagaponaga 

bhudimelo nu mmo mmalale. 

I ng‟wantendaji nabhatwala yubhita 

rushwa. 

Hangi i kesi nimanikila yacha. 

 

 

Nagema nukubhagemeja gufunya i 

rushwa nagamala mpaga ni ngoko aha 

kaya.  

Hange nduhu nulu gubhyedecha 

nisango. 

Aho nali bhichane bhalililima. 

Bhadugu bhane doyagi ugwikoya 

I litongo nalekelwa na ngoshi wane. 

 

„Nishokejagi ungunda gone uluchene 

unene namshidake 

Nalabhalishe ki abhana bhane i litongo 

ng‟wanitaja? 

I do not know whom one to accept and 

whom one to ignore. What kind of a 

family did I get married to? 

They also want to take my farm 

 

 

Please judge listen to me, 

because I am a woman they call me 

the loner 

Every year I get good harvest and after 

harvest I use the farm to feed the cattle 

I sued my in-laws to the village 

executiveofficer. 

 But I did not get my right as they 

bribed them and my case was forth with 

dismissed 

When I tried to bribe like them I found 

my chicken are finished at home. 

 

Every thing was in vain. 

Here I am, my fellows are in cultivation 

My in-laws stop harassing me 

The farm I was given by my late 

husband. 

 

Return back my farm, otherwise I will 

sue you. 

What am I going to feed my children 

with? 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015) 
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In the song (Text 12), the conscious widow seeks legal assistance from legal 

authorities to intervene. This woman is against widow inheritance and because she 

refused to follow this cultural practise, her in-laws want to take almost everything 

from her including a piece of land and the cattle she had toiled to get. Apart from 

taking these properties, the woman gets a lot of maltreatment from other relatives 

who want to inherit her something which is traditionally called kung‟wingiila. This 

song calls attention to the subordinate role which is assigned to women. Normally, a 

woman is defined interms of her husband. When her husband dies, this woman is 

nothing to her in-law. She can only enhance her value by agreeing to be inherited by 

one of her husband‟s relative. 

 

It was also reported by the key informants that, in widow inheritance practise; some 

of the widowed women may marry a new husband and stay in their late husband‟s 

house together with her children. But, normally, the family of her late husband will 

always not feel well-disposed to see this man in their late son‟s house. Similarly, this 

man will not be able to exert any authority in that environment. Most of the men, as 

it was said in the discussions, do not like to stay in the woman‟s home, especially 

those left by their deceased husbands. This is because if they do so, it denies them 

the power and they naturally, lose respect in the society.  

 

Widow inheritance in the Sukuma has many challenges to both men and women. 

Some of the men exploit this tradition and customs as an opportunity to get wealth 

easily, especially if their relative died leaving behind the wealth, or in other words, 

was rich. Unfortunately, if they find the modern widow is strong in handling these 

family properties; the man who forms such relationship with her, will fail to exercise 

any kind of authority. Also, when the children especially sons of the widow, grow 
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and become aware that all the wealth does not belong to the man whom they call 

“father”, they may start harassing and even forcing him to leave their family. If he is 

already married, he may go back to his first wife, but sometimes he may also be 

rejected there on account that he had neglected his family.  

 

4.6 Polygamous Marriage 

Polygamous marriage is not, actually a distinct form of marriage. It is a marriage 

which falls in any form of marriage practise discussed above. In the field study, it 

was reported by the key informants that the Sukuma, culturally are the polygamists. 

To them polygamy is not only permitted, but also recommended. One of the key 

informants gave a famous Sukuma saying which says that, “You can not have one 

wife just as you have one mother” or “You can have one mother only but not one 

wife”. To have more than one wife is considered prestigious and an indication of 

good family management. A man with one wife only does not command much 

social respect in the community and even in public gatherings is said to be a subject 

of ridicule and jokes. This being the case, polygamous marriages among the Sukuma 

were, and, to some extent, are a common phenomenon. 

 

During the discussions and interviews, various reasons were given for the 

occurrence of polygamous marriages.  It was argued that it is rare to find a man who 

is rich in cattle having one wife except those who are converted to Christianity. For 

the traditionalist, marrying more than one wife is said to have a number of 

advantages. Firstly, it was said that a big family helps in wealth generation and 

safeguard through cultivation and bride wealth. Secondly, having a big family 

ensures social prestige and continuation of the family lineage. Thirdly, a man can 

marry a second wife because his first wife is unable to bear children. Begetting 
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children is central to the Sukuma way of life. A couple whose marriage cannot 

produce children is always introuble and, usually, as it was said in the previous 

sections, it is the wife who is blamed. The woman who is unable to bear children, 

normally but not always, is sent away (divorced) or the husband can marry another 

woman. Such a decision can be influenced by his relatives, his own intent or his wife 

when she sees the importance of her husband to get children. This evidence is 

revealed in the song “Bhugumba” by Mama Ushauri (Text 13) in which the wife 

pleads with her husband. 

 

Text 13: Bhugumba  Barrenness 

 

Ngosha 

I nhonga mbele ikang‟wagaminzi milu 

 

Nu ng‟wana u nogu akalyagana jibhisile. 

 

Uli nkima ki ubhebhe udabhyalaga? 

 

Mmyaka mmyaka mingi ubhebhe 

udadidohaga 

Nalinda nose nanogagagn‟hana 

Nkima shidabhyalanadodakaga 

Abhakima bhangibhakubhyalaga 

Otolilwe mazuli i leloali na bhudito 

Uli ngunda ki ubhebhe udabishaga? 

 

 

Jaga nkima ka naduhayaga 

O sanya makandi naduhayaga 

Nibhyalilage nane nitanwe “bhabha” 

 

Na bhabhyaji bhane bhayege ng‟hana 

Bhaseke na bhizukuluhashikome ng‟hana. 

Husband 

The cow that goes first to the dam always 

drinks clean water 

A well mannered child always eats even the 

hidden food. 

What kind of woman are you, who cannot 

bear children? 

 Many years have passed and you don‟t get 

pregnant. 

I am tired of waiting  

I don‟t want you a barren woman 

many other women bear children  

One girl was married few days  ago and  

now she is pregnant 

What kind of a farm are you that cannot bear 

crops? 

Go! woman I don‟t want you. 

Osanya Makandi I don‟t want you 

Bear me children so that I can be called                                         

“father” 

To make my parents happy and make them 

laugh with their grandchildren in the 
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Nkima 

Eeee! Nilekejage ngoshi wane Eee! 

Wifi nidimage shi ali nipeja 

 

Nilekagi nalile hihiii iiiii! 

Nalile mapenzi unene 

N‟sembo nene natabhyalaga 

 

U ngoshi wane wanilemaga 

Sebha wane nigunanage 

Ngoshi wane mama 

I jitale bhukaga ukalunje 

Utole ungi akubhyalile 

 

Kunipeja yaya shi, nisatagwe 

Iki bhanhu bhingi bhadabhyalaga 

Nani ng‟wene akalombaga 

ubhugumba wize bhumfurahishe 

 

Sebha wane nigunanage na bha 

Bhukwingwa nambilijagi 

Kule ukotwinga shi, izukilaga 

 

Ngoshi wane nisatagwe shi, 

maama nadinene liwelelo 

Yayashi ukunikubhya 

Tolaga ungi du akubhyalile. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Ubhebhe nanho mayuni oneka aje 

Nkima ki adabhyalaga 

 

Miaka na miaka aliho du alimala shiliwa 

homestead. 

 

Wife 

Forgive me my husband. 

My sister in-law help me, my husband is 

chasing me way. 

Let me cry 

Cry because of my love. 

Me, an ill-fated woman, who cannot bear 

children 

my husband is chasing me away 

Please God help me. 

Please my husband, I allow you to approach 

a new woman. 

Marry another woman who can bear children 

for you 

Don‟t divorce me, have mercy on me 

Because there are many other barren women 

like me. 

No one has ever asked to be barren 

in order to be happy. 

Please my God help me. 

My in-laws please help me 

We have come a long way,  please 

remember  

My husband have mercy on me                                                      

It is not me but nature has done this to me. 

Don‟t divorce me please. 

I allow you to marry another woman who 

can bear children for you. 

 

Husband    

Please mother let her go, 

what kind of a woman who can not  bear 

children 

Many years have passed and she is just 
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Nalemaga lulu gete. Nangi aing‟we 

mdahaile abhizukulu shi? 

Nekagi aje ulingegela waki? 

kwenda , pepea, jaga jaga! 

 

Nkima 

Ili bhugumba likanibhuga 

Neshi mama litabhojaga! 

Ninga mayu na likapelagwa 

 

bhingi no nibhaliliga 

U nengo nang‟wa no maama 

I bhugando kanga nakapalelwa 

 

Nadime mahe nanguhilagi? 

 

Bhabhukwingwa kanikulilagwi 

Umoyo gone gudachamagwa 

Ng‟wana wing‟we natawilagwa 

Ninga mayu nibhagachembagwaNing‟wa 

mona ummmoyo 

Mipango ya welelo ili bhugumba  

bhadugu bhane 

Yaya gete ukukubhya nke wako 

Nguno ya li bhugumba. 

eating. 

I don‟t want her at all, or don‟t you want 

grand children? 

Let her go, why are you defending her?        

Go! Go! Go! 

 

Wife 

I was born a barren 

something which no one asks for. 

 If there is any possibility to run away from 

it 

many would escape it. 

I used many traditional medicines, 

I oftenly got medical treatment at Bhugando 

Medical centre. 

What can I do? 

 

My in-laws please help me. 

My heart is weighed down with sorrow. 

 

If it were possible, you would cut  my heart 

to see how I feel. 

To be a barren woman it is not someone‟s 

wishes. 

So, please don‟t chase your wife 

because of barrenness. 

Source: Mama Ushauri (Field data, May 30, 2015). 

 

The woman in this song, allows her husband to marry a second wife rather than 

being divorced. She says that she and her husband have come a long way, that is, 

they have lived together as wife and husband for many years, only that it is 

unfortune that they have not been able to get children. 
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In a polygamous homestead as it has been observed in this study, family relationship 

is usually strained. The relationship between the co-wives and their children are not 

always harmonious. There are frequent quarrels and frictions among family 

members unless the husband is good in management. These quarrels may lead to 

serious antagonism and enemity among the family members. To avoid this, 

husbands put their wives in different compounds and, usually in different locations 

of the village(s) far apart from one another. That is, each wife and her children 

control the property, cattle, foodstuff, etc assigned to them or acquired from their 

labour or bridewealth paid for their daughters. Tradition and customs have it that the 

property under the ownership or control of the family of a particular wife and her 

children cannot be used to serve the needs of the family of another wife without the 

consent of the owning family. The husband outwardly, appears to own or control the 

property of his families but in fact, it is the wife and her children who have the say 

on these properties (cattle). If the wife is stronger, the husband becomes virtually 

alienated from whatever property. Thus, it is not strange to find among the Sukuma, 

families which are described as being controlled or ruled by women, in which men 

are described metaphorically as muudiili, that is,“rams without horns.‟ 

 

Indeed, marrying a second wife does not require a man to inform his first wife, it is 

only a few of them who may be said to be civilized who inform their wives by 

saying nkima one wakulile nalihaya nakwenhele ng‟wambilija literary meaning that 

„my wife, you have grown a bit old now, therefore, I want to marry a young wife 

who can help you.‟ The answer is not important. Whether the wife says yes or no, 

the husband usually fulfills his mission as in the song “Nayombe” (Text 14) which 

present a scenario of a husband who wants to use the family wealth to marry another 

wife and his wife is protesting saying: 
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Text 14: Nayombe                                         Let me Speak 

 
Igete nayombe pye mnidegeleke 

Shiliwa dulilima dapona ulojiza 

 

ungoshi wane wahaya atole nkima ungi. 

 

 

Ngoshi wane ulinibhonela gete 

I shiliwa shane na bhana bhane 

Ulu i shikolo chene dugabhanhage  

 

Uje ugatole. 

 

Aliyo ahene i mhali yaki shi? 

Natukulemejaga bhebhe umo uhayile 

mhali  jibhayangije bhingi 

Bhinge bhalemelwa gemaga nang‟ho 

 

Ulubhiza a bhageni shiliwa shitimo  

 

dugubhazugila ki nduhu shiliwa mukaya 

 

Ninga guliho mhayo ulinichola? 

Gugukum‟ya bhamayu abhadugu 

bhabhiluniwila angu ninamoyo gwa bhubhi 

Gashi  nduhu i shiliwa  u mkaya jaja kaya 

jingi 

Hobhilaga nzila utizo hubhila gutolwa 

 

 

Angu aho yabhita myaka ibhiliushoka  

aleniwila nke wane dishokele 

Aliyo I shiliwa agasomba pye mo mukaya 

Agalomba agatole mhali nane 

naganzunilija jugatole 

Let me speak and all of you have to listen. 

We sowed the seeds, and get a bumper 

harvest 

Now my husband wants to marry another 

woman. 

 

My husband, you‟re unfair to me. 

These foodstuffs are mine and my children. 

If it is the other wealth (cattle), let‟s divide 

between us 

 So that you may go and use to marry 

another woman. 

Anyway, what is polygamy for? 

I‟m not barring you from getting married 

Do as you like. 

But many persons failed to handle 

polygamy. 

Many many people have failed to handle 

polygamy you can also try 

We do not have enough food even for our 

guests 

Did I perhaps not understand you? 

Iam surprised that my in-laws are blaming 

me that I am greedy. 

While there is no food in my house. 

The food goes to other houses. 

It is said that  “make a mistake on the 

way but don‟t make a mistake in marriage.” 

 

After two years have passed my husband 

came to me asking to remarry him 

while he used to take the food out. 

 

 I allowed him to marry a second wife 
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Oshokile upindikala u ngongo 

Hambuhambu nashige bhushimbe 

Nduhu naduhayaga hangi ngosha 

Myaka ibhili nduhu nulugwiza 

gugisha abhana bhako? 

 

Ningilage jaga nabhupina bhoko 

nduhu gushoka hali nene. 

He came in a bad condition. 

It is better for me to stay alone than live 

with this man. 

Two years passed without coming to see 

yourchildren? 

 

Go away. I don‟t want you 

You should never come to me again. 

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015) 

 

This song was sung by a woman called Grace Ng‟wana Nzoka expressing the 

women‟s unwillingness to live in a polygamous marriage. It is obvious from the 

song that this woman is against her husband‟s behaviour of using the wealth which 

she had participated in producing with another wife. She says that if her husband 

thinks of using the food produced for the family to marry another woman then, they 

should divide the wealth they have generated such that the husband would use his 

part to marry the woman he wishes. 

 

Polygamous marriages as presented in this song are shown to be the source of family 

violence because most of the men who engage in polygamy fail to create and 

maintain harmonized relationship between or among their wives.  The interview 

with the Division Executive Officer in the study area revealed that every year his 

office was receiving cases caused by the nature of polygamous relations. He 

reported three cases which were recorded in 2014: 

i. A man sold crops and used the money to marry another woman. 

ii. A man totally refused paying school fees and to meet other family needs. 

iii. A man forced a woman to reunite with him after abandoning her for a long 

time.   
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He also added that there were no cases that were reported as a result of marital 

relations in which a husband was accusing a wife. When asked about the measures 

taken, he said that he always advised the cases to be sent to the police station, even 

though, at the police station, particularly in Kishapu District, there was no gender 

desk (GD) to handle such cases. However, it is argued that the existence of 

polygamy is nowadays reduced to the great extent due to severe poverty among the 

people.  

4.7 Implication of Bride Wealth in Marital Relationship 

 

Bride wealth cannot be separated from Sukuma marriages traditions and customs, as 

they are part and parcel of them. This tradition has far reaching implications in the 

marital and gender relations in the Sukuma society. Bride wealth which Schlegel 

(1993) defines it as the „marriage transaction‟ given by the groom with assistance of 

his kins, is very significant in defining gender relationship and roles between women 

and men among the Sukuma. 

The bride wealth among the Sukuma is usually in the form of cattle but sometimes it 

is converted into cash. The number of cattle to be paid to the bride‟s family as 

explained by the key informants always depends on the economy and time. That 

means bride wealth changes depending on time and economic changes. According to 

one of the key informants, an elderly woman from Ukenyenge village, in the past, 

the Sukuma paid a big number of cattle as bride wealth numbering from thirty to 

forty heads of cattle. Recently, the number of cattle paid as bride wealth has been 

reduced. It is now between fifteen and twenty five heads of cattle. It was also 

observed that in this society, a girl who fetches high bride wealth is said to bring 

special respect to her family. When the Sukuma mention a marriage of a particular 

girl, they always make reference to the number of cattle the family received as bride 
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wealth. A woman who gets married with a good number of cattle always feels 

proud. This evidence is also seen from Samwel (2012) who argues that in Sukuma 

society women prefer toget married by the rich of cattle and for them is a sign of 

prestige. They believe that a man always pays a number of cattle to a woman of high 

value; that is, a beautiful woman whom the Sukuma refer as Jinanda (piano) 

because of attracting many men. According to Samwel this metaphorical name is 

given to a woman who is tall and white. Nomally, the Sukuma say lyakulolela kule 

to mean a woman who can be seen from a distance. The woman from the song 

“Ngoshi Wane” as cited by Samwel in Gunderson (2010:20) telling her husband that 

“Ngoshi wane wanikwa mitugo” meaning that “my husband you paid a number of 

heads of cattle when marrying me”. In this song, the woman ends by saying that 

before married with this man many men wanted to get married to her. For instance, 

one man wanted to pay a sheep as bride wealth but her parents refused and the sheep 

was given to the dogs. But, marriage of high number of cattle is not a guarantee that 

the girl will live a happier life with her husband than other women.  

 

Bride wealth as revealed in the interviews with the key informants has a big 

implication to the Sukuma marital and family relationship. The reason given by 

these women is that, if a bride would not meet the expectations, she should be 

brought back home. The tendency of taking the wives to their parents and 

demanding for the bride wealth to be returned according to the Sukuma is called 

kujimula as illustrated in the song (Text 15). 
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Text 15: Bhutoji              Marriage 

 

Amabhutoji i haha bhabha 

mpaga wibhuje sana  

Nagatola nufugija nagayulila     

wingw‟ene ukunu nalidukila 

Ubhumalaya gushinaga bhujile wikila 

nayombe 

Nagatola kakima nanuja mu kahama. 

 

Kakima kufumila lyabhujingwa nulu 

na bhang‟wi, kopulwa. 

 

Naho dwikalaga kagenha mihayo 

Nagawilwa na nyandone 

“Ng‟wanaDudela u shemeji mpejage” 

Niza kwiganika hangi kagushihyaga 

 

Jidadilile shigu nyingi nubhadima 

bhushihya nu nyanda one! 

Yombaga ulubhebhe ugwita ki? 

Nilahila naliyomba 

bhasukumadabhipije ulubhango. 

Abhana bhaniki dulibhipya 

Ugubhasomisha bhali bhipa a masala 

gete. 

Gushinaga nalinatola kasomi 

nagwene kali kadanigwaga pye 

akayombele 

Nibhujagaga Ng‟wana Sayi. 

 

natola kaya ki idina ilangi? 

Nuyomba najimule nashoshe kaya 

sabho shang‟wa bhabha  bhatolele 

Before getting married you need to think 

twice. 

I accidentally married and I cried daily 

regretting my decision. 

It is true that prostitution character 

differs from one person to another 

I married a woman and went with her in 

Kahama. 

In my absence the woman started 

engaging insexual affairs with other men 

as  a result she was taken away 

She caused a lot of problems. 

I was advised by my young brother to 

chase her away. 

Then I came to realize that this woman 

was cheating on me 

Few days passed I found her with my 

young brother. 

If it were you, what would have you 

done? 

I swear, we the Sukuma are doing wrong 

to educate girls. 

 

 

I married an educated woman that is why 

she didn‟t want to listen to me. 

 

I was asking myself, I Ng‟wana Sayi. 

 

What kind of a family did I marry? 

I decided to take the bride wealth I paid 

for her so that my brother would use 
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bhange 

Angu aliyomba u Masanja 

goshilaugugwijimuja ng’ombe. 

 

Ng‟hana yagalukile iwelelo. 

 

them to get married. 

But Masanja told me that the tendency of 

taking back the bride wealth kujimula is 

nowadays no longer.  

Since, the world has changed. 

Source: Doto Jijogo (Field data, June 6, 2015) 

 

This song reveals how men have the power to take their wives back to their parents 

if they are not satisfied with their conduct. The motive behind this statement is to 

take the bride wealth (kujimula) as it is directly stated in the last stanza of the song 

which says: 

 

natola kaya ki idina i  langi? 

Nuyomba najimule nashoshe kaya sabho 

shang‟wa bhabha  bhatolele bhangi. 

 

Angu aleyomba u Masanja 

goshilaugugwijimuja ng‟ombe 

Ng‟hana yagalukile iwelelo. 

What kind of a family did I marry? 

I decided to take the bride wealth I paid 

for her so that my brother would use 

them to get married. 

But Masanja told me that the tendency 

of taking back the bride wealthkujimula 

is nowadays no longer.  

Since, the world has changed. 

 

The woman in the song is portrayed as dishonest in marriage, the husband associates 

this behaviour to the level of education this woman has. Although, the women in the 

song is said to have the prostitution characters, this song also shows that the women 

in this society are the victims of bride wealth which their husbands pay when 

marrying them. This is because when a man sees that the woman does not suit his 

expectations he has the right to take back the bride wealth he paid. This was also 

stated in the interviews and discussions with the key informants who said that given 
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the value of the cattle, a woman for whom the cattle are going to be paid for should 

have great value. That means, she must be strong in cultivation and in other forms of 

income generation. A woman who can not do these is seen as an economic loss to 

her husband who gifted a number of cattle while marrying her. She always sent back 

to her parents and the husband takes back his cattle. 

 

However, the failure of a married woman to fulfill her husband‟s needs cannot be a 

reason for her to go back to her parents unless his husband decides to do so. This is 

because her parents fearing to return the bride wealth would strongly advise her to 

go back to her husband and tolerate. Apart from this fear, it is a great shame for a 

bride to fail married life. The reason as explained by the informants is, when doing 

so, this women will lead unrespected life. 

 

A woman for whom bride wealth is not paid has the freedom to leave her husband 

and go to her parents or stay on her own as nshimbe. If such a woman has begotten 

children, she lives with her children who will either take care of herself or her 

family, as expressed in the lives of a woman in the song Nyanzala (Text 16). 

 

Text 16: Nyanzala                                                  Nyanzala 

 

Ngosha 

Nyanzala mayu nugushosha kung‟wing‟we 

Nyanzala 

Nakale yubhizaga shene mashikolo 

maholwa. 

Ngosha ulu uhubha imalagi mkaya 

 

Ikalaga jisoga nu ngoshi wako. 

 

Nkima 

Husband 

My wife Nyanzala   I will take you back 

to your parents 

It is very obvious that it is too hard to be 

rich. 

If a man makes a mistake it should be 

resolved within the family 

Stay well with your husband. 

 

Wife 
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Yaya unene naduzunyaga dakoile kale no 

nduhu nulu ibadi 

 

Lolaga abhozenganwa bhakomile ibadi 

bhagulile na litela lya ng‟ombe 

 

Abhiswe bhuli ng‟waka dabhibhamjipande. 

 

Yaya dugucha bhozuka. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Mayo kanelelagwe unene 

Nagu togilwe  no bhebhedobhejage kaya 

Igwaga dudabhyalagwanagosiminza 

Dugushiga du nke one 

Uhaya kunipela nashige 

nabhana bhane du? 

Uguniluhya nkima one lyehaga. 

 

 

Nkima 

Nabhi wakusekwa nabhalumbu bhane 

Nalisekwa mpaga na bhadugu bhane pye 

 

Nkwilima ki udina bhuditokukaya ise? 

 

Nugukwa udanikwile ne ng‟ombe walemelwa 

kujimala 

Nose nanogile bhule lushigu kulalila hambo 

hambo nashoke kung‟wise. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Mayo kabhalolage abhana 

ubhasatwe shi bhaguluha 

I do not agree with you because we have 

struggled for a long time but we have not 

succeeded to iron roof our house. 

Look! Our neighbours have already iron 

roofed their houses and they even bought 

a plough. 

Look at the way we live. Every year we 

survive as labourers. 

No! I am afraid that if we go on like this 

we shall even fail to decently cloth. 

ourselves. 

Husband 

Please my wife do understand me, 

I really love you, let us therefore, sustain 

our family. 

Even a new born can not walk within a 

day of  its life; 

one day we will succeed. 

Do you want to run away and leave me 

alone with the children? 

Be patient, otherwise you will torture me. 

Wife 

My brothers are laughing at me. 

All my relatives are ridiculously laughing 

at me. 

What kind of a husband who has no 

respect in our family? 

You neither engaged me nor paid bride 

wealth for me. 

I am tired of sleeping without taking any 

food. 

 It will be better if I go back home. 

 

Husband 

Please my wife, look at our children and 

Feel sorry for them because when you go 
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Ka nnolage u Ng‟walu ale na ndutu  nu Holo  

kadulibihegupandika bhakwilima 

 

Nigwage abhana bhiswe heng‟ombe jiswe 

bhakukwiwa duhu. 

 

Nkima     

Hambo hambo unyombele uKija hugwen‟ha 

ng‟ombe jahang‟wako 

U Holo nu Ng‟walu jileja kukaise 

 

konguno utanikwilenulu mbuli  

Niyo napangile kuja na bhana  bhane 

Bhebhe shigaga nabhudume bhoko. 

 

away they will suffer. 

Look at Ng‟walu and Holo who are now 

growing older, this is a sign that they are 

nearly going to marry. 

Listen to me, our daughters are the ones 

who will give us wealth. 

 

Wife 

It is better to consider Kija who will bring 

cattle to you. 

But the cattle from Holo and Ng‟walu 

will go home to my parents  

because you paid nothing for me. 

I have decided to take all of my children  

And you will remain a failure like before. 

Source: Shitungulu Sabhuni (Field data, June 3, 2015) 

 

This song (Text 16) is presented in a dramatic poetry where two persons, husband 

and wife, are involved in a dialogue. In this song, there is a misunderstanding 

between Nyanzala and her husband. The wife wants to leave with her children 

because the husband had not paid anything for her. The husband implores his wife to 

be tolerant. This is because he believes that one day they may succeed. He says 

„Look at Ng‟walu and Holo who are now growing older; this is a sign that they are 

nearly going to marry. Listen to me! Our daughters are the ones who will give us 

wealth.” However, Nyanzala tells her husband to forget getting anything from bride 

wealth of their daughters as he had not completed paying the bride wealth. This song 

on the one hand, portrays some elements of gender stereotype because a man among 

the Sukuma is defined in terms of the material success which he is able to achieve. 
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While on the other hand, a woman is considered as a material thing that one can get 

through the business of exchange. 

 

Also, in this society, a man‟s role as head of family is linked with his payment of the 

bride wealth. According to the information from the FGDs with women of 31-43 age 

categories, in the Sukuma, a man is the head of the family and has the right to own 

everything including his wife if he had paid the bride wealth. In that case, the wife 

always lacks voice on the family property and she has no choice of what to do and 

what not to do until she receives the order from her husband. For example, if her 

daughter is getting married the wife has no say concerning the bride wealth. She is 

also strictly forbidden to attend bride wealth negotiations. This meeting normally 

involves only men, particularly, the elderly men. Women always stay outside 

waiting to celebrate if both sides come to the final agreement. Then, the wife 

receives information from her husband about the meeting of how much they will pay 

and not how the bride wealth will be distributed or used.  

The payment of bride wealth is obligatory. The agreed amount of the bride wealth 

must be completed. If not paid, it becomes a man‟s debt for ever even if he dies. For 

example, when this man dies, his in-laws would ask for the bride wealth or the 

remaining part of it from his relatives on the day of ending the funeral activity. If his 

relatives fail to pay it, the woman‟s family known as bhakumigongo, would take the 

children and the wife as well. To rescue them, the man‟s family, known as 

bhakubhuta, should pay five heads of cattle for each boy child and six for each girl 

child. If they fail to do so, when a daughter gets married, he will not be involved in 

bride wealth negotiation or fetching the bride wealth. Given this fact, the parents 

make sure that before their sons engage in marriage relationship, they must have the 

cattle to pay the bride wealth.  
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Also, it is uncommon to hear from the anthropologists testifying that there is a 

possibility of men to be humiliated by women in marriage, yet it happens among the 

Sukuma. This occurs in both society contexts as noted in the field work and in the 

discourse of their songs. The major factor which makes women attain such power of 

humiliating men is also the bride wealth which a man must pay to his in-laws before 

taking his wife. When for some reasons, a man fails to pay the prescribed bride 

wealth; he always loses power and authority over his wife. This is known as 

kuhedekwa, meaning „to be under the control of some one.‟ 

 

According to men in the FGDs of all age categories, in the Sukuma tradition, for a 

man to stay at his in-laws is considered to be shameful. Such a person becomes a 

subject of ridicule to both his in-laws family as well as the society. One of the 

crucial signs which indicate humiliation to men in this aspect is lack of voice in their 

marriages. The man cannot have anything to say to his wife or his in-laws. He 

becomes a child of a family. Even the children they get in their marriage do not 

belong to him. When they are wed, he cannot negotiate or receive the bridewealth.  

 

Generally, the bride wealth as observed in this study indicates traditional gender 

relations of the Sukuma and signifies traditional partriachal values and customs 

which favour men in relation to women. It is also used as the ideological tool of a 

patriarchy structure which helps it in exercising its power. However, this cultural 

practise of paying bride wealth on the one hand, makes the married women as men‟s 

products. But on the other hand, it threatens men‟s identity, especially those who can 

not manage to pay it in full. These men as said in the discussion above, are always 

victimized by both their wives and their in-laws as revealed in the song Nyanzala 

(Text 15). 
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4.8 The Influence of Gender Relations in Child Rearing 

Child rearing is an important aspect of life in any society. In the Sukuma cultural 

life, the findings show that this task is not done by the parents only, but also by the 

society as the whole. It was well explained by the informants and the FGD members 

that children have to be taught to be aware of their gender groups. To make sure that 

they socialize them, the Sukuma give their children gender oriented tasks. These 

gendered tasks are guided by the society‟s rules which aim at making children 

behave appropriately and hence maintain the social order. Girls are normally taught 

to be mothers in the future; they are expected to be close to their mothers and to 

behave as women do. On the other hand, boys are taught that they are fathers to-be. 

Therefore, they are supposed to do or behave like the other men.  This is not only 

aimed at teaching children how to be good little boys and girls but the gendered 

roles given provide a template for their adult life. 

The children‟s gendered roles, according to the key informants and FGD members, 

indicate clearly the preference for boy child which is obvious in the Sukuma society. 

This is because a boy among the Sukuma is the bearer of the family name. For this 

reason, the boy child has always been given special priority by the parents in almost 

everything. At the family level, boys are usually seen as the ones who will help their 

father in doing hard work such as building houses, herding cattle, building of the 

cattle kraal, digging wells, and milking cows. In contrast, girls always perform the 

household chores such as fetching water, helping their mothers in cooking, washing 

utensils, cleaning the house, collecting fire wood, milling and other activities which 

are generally performed by women. These activities are believed to prepare a girl for 

her future life, particularly for the life with her husband. Girls are, like their mothers, 

kept busy than boys. Apart from the much work given to them, sometimes the girls 

are required to participate in other activities which the society believes to be special 
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for boys. For example, they are expected to herd the cattle and milk them while boys 

always do not do the task related to girls. This gendered role in child rearing is 

common in many African countries. Among the studies which revealed initiation of 

young boys and girls to adulthood through this process are those done by Njogu and 

Mazrui (2006) and Wasike (2013). They argued that this process prepares the 

children unconsciously to be good men and women in their future.   

 

However, it was reported by the key informants that among the Sukuma, there is no 

formal way of initiating children into adulthood. The distinction of the gender roles 

in child rearing among the Sukuma is believed to be the only way of initiating 

children into adult hood where they are expected to practise what they have learnt 

when they are grown up or in their married life. A strong girl who is capable of 

performing both farm and home activities is believed to be potentially a good wife; 

she is more likely to get a husband easily. On the other hand, regardless of whether a 

man is lazy or not, if his parents have enough cattle, he can get any woman he 

wants.  

 

Apart from this gendered division of labour, both boys and girls participate equally 

in farm activities. Parents teach their children about farm activities since agriculture 

is the hub of the Sukuma life. The division of labour between a boy and girl is 

revealed when the family comes back from the farm. Usually, boys have nothing to 

do except to rest with their fathers waiting for food whereas the girls always go in 

the kitchen to prepare food for the family. After eating, the boys usually go for a 

walk, whereas the girls continue to work until the evening hours when they have to 

prepare another meal. The song (Text 17) highlights this bias in child rearing among 

the Sukuma. 
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Text 17: Milimo                                                  The Everyday Works 
Nene naluha no bhichane kubhyalwa 

nkima bhung‟wene a hakaya 

Milimo pye yali yane u mkaya 

Kulwinzi, kwilima, kung‟nhwi. 

 

Kwisuya yaya buligwa izuga 

Diyu, limi na mhindi 

Hangi nilemba ahabhutolwa nagwisuya 

 

Ka yaya bhadugu i milimo yiliniyanja 

Naje hali habhutolwa makoye nu kukaya 

yaya? 

Nu ngoshone obhiza o  muwalwa 

Nashoke i kaya u bhabha otola kakima 

kangi 

Welelo yanilekaneja bhabehi naje he? 

Nakalimilija majipande abhana bhalye Ni 

nzala ni yene ikashilaga. 

I have suffered a lot being born the only girl 

in the family. 

I was supposed to do all the household; 

chores, fetching water and firewood for 

domestic use, and doing farm activities  

I had no time for rest; cooking morning, 

afternoon and evening meals. 

I thought that I woul get a rest in my 

marriage. 

I am fed up with every day activities 

Where can I go so that I can rest?  

I married a drunkard man, 

and, at the same time my father  married 

another woman. 

Where should I go? 

I always depend on day working in order to 

serve my children. 

Source: Bonifas Malyeta (Field data, May 10, 2015) 

 

This gendered division of labour gives the boys the time and freedom to engage in 

leisure, especially in evening hours when farm activities or other income generating 

activities for the family are over. They participate in sports, singing and dance. On 

the contrary, the girls do not have this opportunity. They remain at home with their 

mothers; working from morning to evening as the girl in the song (Text 17) 

complains. 

 

4.9 Sociol-Economic Changes and its Impact in Children’s Gendered Roles 

For a long time, the Sukuma have been known to be the livestock keepers and 

agriculture is the hub of their life (URT, 2004). However, as it was reported by the 

key informants, nowadays the Sukuma are facing prolonged dry seasons which 
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cause lack of sufficient farm products. This change of climatic condition also 

contributes to increase of poverty among the Sukuma. It was observed that, the 

majority of the Sukuma in Kishapu, where this study was conducted, do not own 

cattle and the farm activities have become few. This has a great repercussion in child 

rearing and children‟s gendered roles in general. The tasks which were previously 

done by the Sukuma young men are now less compared to the previous years. 

 

The non-involvement of these profitable activities has led to the emergence of other 

activities which are commonly done by the young men. This change has had an 

impact on child rearing in Sukuma families, particularly, on their traditional 

gendered roles. This is because, boys who were supposed to build cow-sheds, milk 

and herd the cattle, the activities which have been traditionally kept these young 

men busy and helped them to sustain their life, now do not exist. Hence, the work 

loads which the young men had before have reduced to a great extent.  By this 

reason, boys, especially in dry season, when there are no farm activities, use their 

time roaming here and there and return to their homes during meal hours only. This 

habit has led to the young men to engage in activities that have transformed their life 

style and behaviour compared to young girls. However, when young men‟s 

workload has been reduced, the role of young women has remained constant.  

 

It was observed in the field that young boys engage in small businesses such as 

selling water for domestic use in other houses. Most of the boys who engage in these 

businesses give some of the money they have earned to their parents to sustain their 

families. The remaining money is reserved for their personal interests. However, this 

money has a negative effect on the boys and Sukuma families in general because 

some of the boys use it in drinking alcohol, particularly in evening hours. This 
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drinking of alcohol goes simultaneously with eating some snacks and using drugs, 

returning to their homes at very late hours. For instance, the researcher observed the 

groups of young men in the village centre at night hours engaging in drinking 

alcohol, eating and casual conversations. 

 

Also, it was reported by both women and men in the FGDs, that in the village centre 

where these young boys spend the evening hours, boys learn and adopt bad 

behaviours which are not accepted by their parents and the society in general.  This 

has been contributing greatly to moral decay, particularly among boys. Women 

informants in the FGDs complained that it was more difficult for them to guide their 

sons in the right way than it was for the daughters who were always at home with 

their mothers.  

 

The moral decay among the boys influences other bad manners such as engaging in 

early sexual affairs; making girls pregnant and abandoning them. This has become 

the subject in many Sukuma songs. One of these songs is Kaningijage (Text 18) 

sung by Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja as illustrated below: 

Text 18: Kaningijage                                        Please Abort it 

 

Kaningijagee bhebhe mayu kaningijagee 

I likumbi lyako ningijage bhebhe 

ningijage 

Minza nidegelekage, Minza 

Nalililaaa Mageni nalililaa 

Guhadikwa gutola nkima 

Nkima uyo naduntogagwa 

Guhadikwa gutola nkima   

Nkima uyo waliwanilema   

Ne shisho shenhereja dikale didanganya  

Please girl, go and abort it. 

Your pregnancy, please abort it 

 

Minza, please understand me. 

I am crying, Mageni I am crying 

to be forced to marry a woman. 

The woman whom I don‟t love. 

Forced to get married with a woman 

The woman who once refused me. 

Something which makes me lie to her 
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 Ne shisho shenheleja U ng‟wanike ali 

nnda   

U nene uganilema uyuja na Mabhula 

Nadudakagaa nkima nadudakagaa 

Nadudakagaa aha ng‟wane 

nadudakagaa . 

Iki unidukilagaa iki unidukilagaa 

Gabhi ga nyankulula nyankulula 

Kaningilage ningilagee    

Nulu nize nagupandagile 

Nadiko unene gutolaa 

Uyo wali wanilemaa 

Nadiko u nene gutolaa 

Ne ng‟humbi hamo idi yane. 

 

 

 Nadiko unene gutola 

ka m‟mho mnibhulage 

Nalililaa mayu nalilila   

 Nalililaa bhabha nalililaa 

Ng‟wana Sabhuni nalililaa 

Ng‟wana Magese nalililaa 

Kunihadikija u nene yaya 

Ne ng‟humbi hamo idi yane 

Uyombe iyanhana ng‟wanike. 

This is the reason she is now pregnant. 

 

Before she refused me and loved 

Mabula 

I don‟t want her in my house. 

I don‟t want her. 

Because she used to insult me, 

everything is wrong now 

Go away from me! Go away from me! 

Otherwise, I will do something bad to 

you. 

I am not ready to be married to the 

womanwho once refused me. 

I am not ready to be married 

And, perhaps the pregnancy is not mine. 

 

I am not ready to be married to her 

Even if you kill me. 

I am crying mother, I am crying. 

I am crying father, I am crying 

Sabuni‟s son I am crying. 

Magese‟s son I am crying 

To force me to be married. No! No! 

Perhaps the pregnancy is not mine. 

Girl, please tell the truth. 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015) 

A young man in this song is forcing a girl to abort because he is not ready for 

marriage. He says that he is not in love with the girl as she once refused him and 

engaged in sexual affairs with another young man called Mabula. Although, the 

parents of the girl are forcing him to be married with this girl, the young man is not 

ready for that. Hence, he is chasing away the girl and suggesting the pregnancy to be 
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aborted. Increase of unplanned pregnancies among girls and abortion as expressed in 

this song, is a great indicator of moral decay in this society. Boys use their money 

and freedom to manipulate girls to have sex with them even though they are not 

ready for marriage.  

Also, it was revealed that the social- economic change which largely resulted from 

climatic fluctuations is a great influence in the division of labour and the life of both 

women and men. Men who before were very stable in handling the family needs and 

ensuring good behaviour of their family are now affected by this economic crisis as 

nowadays are seen to be irresponsible. Partly, this change would be accounted for 

change in the market economy as people become more anxious to accumulate 

wealth. Therefore, they come to attach less importance on the marriage practises and 

child rearing. 

Generally, the social-economic changes in the Sukuma families have great 

consequence in child rearing and gender relations due to their concern in everyday 

life. This is because whereas girl‟s active engagement in their role seems to 

strengthen their social status, the boy‟s respectable identity is likely to disappear due 

to the uncertain economic state and lack of proper guidance.  

4.10 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter has provided the findings of the first objective which sought to examine 

Sukuma cultural practises which indicate gender relations in the discourse of 

Sukuma songs. The general aim of this objective was to get apicture of gender 

relations of Sukuma life in order to be able to understand the context and influence 

of gender relations in the discourse of their songs. The gender relationships in this 

chapter were observed in the following cultural aspects: leadership and social 
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authority, traditional social organizations, women‟s and men‟s position in the 

traditional dances, marriage and marital relationships and child rearing. The 

interpretation of the data including the songs which were simultaneously presented 

and discussed in this chapter is socially based. The study identified the subordinate 

position of women in various aspects of life including leadership and social 

organizations and in family authorities. However, it was revealed that the life of both 

women and men are tied up by some inherent cultural norms which contribute to 

lower the status of both women and men in one way and another or to enhance the 

superiority and subordinate characters among the society members.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ASPECTS OF GENDER INEQUALITIES IN THE DISCOURSE OF 

SUKUMA SONGS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out to address the research question which sought to determine the 

aspects of gender inequalities in the discourse of Sukuma songs. The chapter 

provides the findings in two major sections. The first section presents the findings 

on gender inequality in social relations and authority and the second section presents 

the findings of gender inequality in marital relationship. These findings are based on 

the poststructuralism theory on the investigation of discourse to determine the 

inequalities existing in the society concerned. According to the poststructuralists, the 

categories of identities created by discourse always sustain power relations and 

patterns of domination which control people‟s ideas and behaviour (Mascia-Lees 

and Black, 2000). Based on this argument, this research analysed the Sukuma songs 

in order to identify the inequalities created in the discourse of these songs and how 

they indicate power relations among the Sukuma. 

5.2 Gender Inequality in Social Relations and Authority 

Gender inequality, as employed in this study, refers to as the life of the people in a 

particular society which is bound by certain rules which favour one gender group. 

Here, the less powered group which is also considered as the dominated one, is 

denied much or some of the privileges and rights and is excluded in important things 

which normally have positive results to them. This is also revealed in the analysis of 

Sukuma songs in which the study identified various aspects which illustrate gender 

inequalities among the Sukuma. The major aspects of gender inequalities in social 

relations found in this study are decisions and freedom of choice and power to 
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influence changes. These songs show the clear distinction of power and authority 

between women and men as wife and husband, sister and brother or father and 

daughter at the family level and society in general as presented below.  

5.2.1 Decisions and Freedom of Choice 

Ideally, lack of decisions and freedom of choice within a particular context, 

highlight power relations which differentiate the positions between social groups. 

This is the aspect which expresses unequal power relations among the Sukuma 

women and men. Most of the discourses which indicate this kind of inequality in 

Sukuma songs suggest that women are the group which lacks freedom of choice in 

individual decisions in their families and in society. According to the data from the 

informants, the common group of women which lack freedom of choice are the girls 

who are ready for marriage. However, this problem as viewed in the observation, 

does not affect girls only, but also boys who want to be married by these girls, are 

affected in one way or another.  

 

One of the causes of lack of freedom of choice among the Sukuma women as 

discussed insection 4.7 is bride wealth. The bride wealth as indicated in chapter four 

of this thesis normally involves the heads of cattle which are paid when the girl is 

getting married. The cattle which Sukuma families acquire from bride wealth are of 

great importance as the sons are expected to use them in their marriage. It is through 

this kind of wealth that families attach special importance to their girls. These songs 

suggest that when it happens that a girl prefers marrying a poor man or a person who 

has no cattle, it becomes a challenge to her as her parents will not be ready to accept 

such a decision. One of the songs which illustrate lack of freedom of choice among 

the Sukuma is titled“Mere” (Text 19) as presented below. 
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Text 19: Mere                                                                         Mary 

 

Shikolo shilambu Mere nun‟ho mayu 

nitazenga 

Lekaga ikelele Mere bhadugu yo habho 

bhaken‟heleja. 

Mere mayu natukwebha mpaga gucha 

kone naliyomba. 

Aliyo unibhegeja haki ya Mungu 

naliyomba 

Dali diyelelilwe bhadugu yo 

habho bhaken‟heleja 

Imihayo minge giki nale n‟habhe wape 

gete  wanga. 

 

Yali limi Mere nakizukaga nakigwa 

hodi iligongwa. 

“Shemeji u Mere nalinchola alitanwa 

nu bhabha  u gukaya” 

 

 

Natabhonile ya gukumm‟ya unene u 

Mere ubhuka ajile. 

Nalindana natumonaga unsheke 

 

Gashinaga u Mere wena bhutolwa 

bhungi. 

Ahadilu nusabhuka mpena 

gubhukwingwa 

Agafuma u Mere alizuguma ukunujisoji 

jilimfuma 

Bhabyeye bhalemaga u Mere gutolwa 

na ng‟habhi 

Balihaya ngosha u shikolo ukuli nsheke 

It is difficult to get wealth Mary,  if not 

so, we would have built a house. 

Do not make fuss Mary, this was caused 

by your relatives. 

Mary, I won‟t forget you till I die. 

 

What you did to me only God knows 

We loved each other but your relatives 

separated us. 

They said a lot of things that I was 

thepoorest man as clean like a bald man. 

 

 

It was during the afternoon when I 

heard 

 someone knocking at my door. 

“My brother in-law, I am looking for 

Mary, she is needed at home by our 

father”  

I couldn‟t guess anything amazing, I 

allowed Mary to go. 

I waited for a long time but I didn‟t see 

her coming back.  

I was surprised to learn that Mary was 

getting married to another person. 

In the morning I went politely to my in-

law. 

When Mary got out, she was shivering 

with shedding tears  

Her parents had refused Mary to marry 

a poor man like me. 

They want a wealthy man for their 
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Nagalila nushoka kung‟wane 

kukiholela. 

 

Mere nali nagwisanyije bhaduguyo 

habho bhanheleja 

Gashinaga a bhabhyaji 

bhagubhulagaga i kaya.Kwani 

un‟habhe adatolaga? 

 

 

Kila ng‟wene opangelwa kamhayo 

Nasabha lulu ehaha elo lya ntola 

married lya ng‟oya ehaha 

 

Ehaha lolagi unsabhi wagupeja Mere 

washoka kaya. 

 

daughter. 

I cried bitterly and went back home. 

 

Mary I loved you so much, but your 

parents separated us. 

I have now realized that many 

marriages get broken because of the 

parents 

Does it mean that poor people do not 

deserve marriage? 

Every one has got the planned destiny 

When I became rich the man 

whomarried Mary had already divorced 

her. 

Look, the rich man chased Mary 

awayand she is now back home to her 

parents. 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015) 

 

This song is addressed to Mere, the young girl who is crying because her parents 

took her away from the young man she loved in order to find a rich person. When 

reading this song one can get the real picture in the mind of how this girl is 

experiencing difficulties following lack of freedom of choice in her marriage. In this 

song (Text 19), it was explained in the discussion with the audience that Mere 

(Mary) was forced to marry a person whom she did not know. But following the 

way Mary was called by her brother, it seemed that this marriage had been arranged 

before. The singer says that Mere was just called one afternoon by her brother so 

that she could meet her husband whom her father had arranged and she never 

returned. The singer who was her own choice, early, the following morning went to 
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the home where Mere had been summoned to, only to find her weeping; she had 

been forcibly married to a person she never knew nor loved. 

 

The aim of Mere‟s parents to force her to marry a person whom she does not know 

is not to make Mere live comfortably, but to get a good number of cattle from a rich 

man. Mere is not willing to leave the one whom she loves, but she has nothing to do 

as her parents demand her to do so. The young man is also lamenting on the abusive 

language used by Mere‟s parents that he is the poorest person whose degree of 

poverty shines as a man‟s bald head. The composer of this song uses this simile to 

show how the people who do not have cattle are despised in this society. This song 

also uses strong imagery in which the audience can sense the bitterness this young 

man felt.  

 

Ng‟wana Malonja, the singer, in this song is among the Sukuma men who see the 

essence of freedom of choice in marriage to both men and women. Despite the fact 

that girls lack this freedom of choice as observed in Text19, young men from poor 

families as shown above are also much affected with this kind of limitation. This 

song (Text 19) shows that when a young man wants to marry a girl, he must have a 

number of cattle to pay as the bride wealth. Those who do not have the cattle are 

said to take the girls without informing their parents (kupula). But, by doing so, they 

sometimes face difficulties in one way or another. For instance, the girl whom this 

young man loves may be taken back by her parents or the young man may be 

required to pay an instant fine known as mchenya. In order to avoid this, some of 

them decide to be married by the women from the tribes which do not demand cattle 

as bride wealth. The song “Ng‟wesi wa Mbale” (Text 20) illustrates this: 
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Text 20: Ng’wesi wa Mbale                                             Gambler 

 

Ulu ubhona ndimu ng‟wi polu 

Bhiya kugangila 

Nolagi u Ng‟wesi wa mbale 

makima minge utola  

Hamo uli wilemba 

gagasabhagwa lelo yang‟wigela 

Wigongeja makabhilaubhadosa a 

Bhasukuma  

Utwitulile tumunilamba tutatondaga  

mang‟ombe. 

 

Utung‟ombe tokwe omalilegutusinza 

angu wandye gusulajanyama asabhe  

 Osajije guhengula mmagulilu 

 aguhegaga sagala. 

 

Aho tojimala i ng‟ombe 

natunekela nabhana tumpela 

Bhabehi ditolagi Bhasukuma 

duhu ukungi litola lyashila 

Ibhujagi bhabehi ofumilehe u nshimbe 

ng‟waniki? 

Niyo wagutola bhule nduhu nulu 

gukwa shikolo ng‟hana? 

Dumanagi chiza ugukwankima gwene 

ngaka aha likaya 

Makima gamakabhila gangigakafaile 

Nagizukaga nagangeniha u Ng‟wesi 

nazwalelile siza 

Na malole gane ahowabhona 

uuning‟ha karibu. 

 

If you see an animal in the forest do not 

make haste. 

Look at N‟gwesi of Mbale, 

he married a number of  women. 

May be he thought they could give him 

wealth, but, things have changed 

He preferred women from other tribes 

and rejected the Sukuma women. 

He married the women from Iramba 

because it did not cost a number of 

cattle. 

He slaughtered all of his cattle so as to 

be rich by selling the meat. 

He did not succeed but ended up 

roaming in different market places. 

 

When these women finished his cattle 

they ran and left him with the children 

Let us marry the women from the same 

tribe. 

Ask yourself where the girl comes from? 

 

How is it possible to marry a girl without 

paying the bride wealth? 

Let us be aware that making engagement 

is a serious thing. 

Some women from other tribes are not 

good for marriage. 

I remember one day when I wore nicely 

and paid a visit to Ng‟wesi. When he 

saw me in my sun glasses he gave me a 

warm welcome. 
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Nuzugilwa bhugali na mahalagena 

mabhele 

Aho wela u Ng‟wesi unitona igoko lya 

songo, nagakolwa nuyomba 

Hambohambo nashoke kaya 

Ugutolatola makabhila shibhi ishi 

kadamanile i chiza. 

 

Ng‟wesi ogaiwa nulu ngoko jagutona 

bhageni. 

They prepared me stiff porridge, beans 

and milk. 

The next day they slaughtered me one 

eyed hen. 

 I was angry and told them the truth 

It is better to marry one from our own 

tribe. because women from other tribes 

do not know our customs. 

Ng‟wesi is such a poor chap that he lacks 

even a hen to slaughter for his guest. 

Source: Ngelela Shilunguja (Fied data March, 25, 2015) 

 

This song portrays Ng‟wesi as a man who married many women from other ethnic 

groups (the Shashi) for the purpose of avoiding paying cattle as bride wealth 

following Sukuma Marriage formalities. He then started to slaughter his cattle he 

reserved for the purpose of selling their meat. However, he failed to manage the 

business he planned.  When Ng‟wesi finished his cattle and remained with nothing, 

the women whom he married go back to their homes and left this man with the 

children. The singer warns Ng‟wesi to avoid women from other tribes who are 

always intolerant. He says, “Ask youself where the girl comes from and why is it 

possible to marry her without paying the bride wealth.” He remembers the day he 

paid a visit to Ng‟wesi where his wives slaughtered a one eyed hen which is a taboo 

for them. He says that this happens because the women Ng‟wesi has, do not know 

the customs of their husband. The song begins with the Sukuma proverb in the first 

stanza which says: 

Ulu ubhona ndimu ng‟wi polu 

Bhiya kugangila. 

If you see an animal in the forest do not 

make haste. 
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Here, the singer is showing how difficult it is to run away from the existing social 

order. Ng‟wesi tried as much as possible to avoid paying bride wealth according to 

Sukuma tradition but he failed. Through this song, Shilunguja, the singer, is urging 

the Sukuma to avoid the simplest way of getting wives especially from other tribes 

who sometimes do not cope with the Sukuma cultural life. 

 

Lack of freedom of choice, particularly to women as observed in this song, has 

many negative effects to them. To counteract this situation, they opt to be married 

informally, that is, married without bride wealth, contrary to the Sukuma cultural 

norms. Such kind of marriage in Sukuma are known as “kaya ja bhutende”, that, is 

free marriages in which a woman is free to leave her husband when she is not 

satisfied. However, these kinds of marriages, in which girls on their own, get into, 

without the consent of their parents, often make them suffer because they normally 

experience torture and, at the end they go back to their parents crying. The song 

(Text 21), in part narrates such situation. 
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Text 21: Maria                                                                  Mary 

 
Ng‟wanike  Maria uli wawiza no yiii 

Ung‟wenike ule uwiza nulu gulambila   

 

Bhalunja  na bhalunja u  Maria Ule adi  

wa gulomela 

Obhona ginehe ng‟wanike Maria iyo 

yagupandeka? 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Nu lunja Maria mayu nunene  unilema 

Ushosha mayu u ngw‟anike  niyo 

nagakumya 

Wigongeja bhasabhi na bhazwaliji mama 

bhagutole 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Lushigu lumo  u Maria  afumumile  

ng‟wa Mapala kapindipindi 

Ungwaniki niyo alipela uman‟hya na 

king‟wana U Maria 

King‟wana kugemela kumpama 

uzunya ung‟waniki 

Wandyagulomela u ng‟waniki mamaee 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ukumuja  uli nani mayu, Ng‟wanike 

uyomba unene bhabha nale Maria 

Ulu ulikila i lidaraja kulumoso ugata 

unipandika 

Kunemba mayu akasumba 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Unene mayu nali Paulo, ng‟waniki 

ng‟hana ulinsoga 

Maria was a beautiful girl. 

The girl was so good in sucha way that one 

would like to lick her 

Many men wanted to marry Maria. No one 

could explain her beauty  

How would you explain the things that 

happened to you Maria? 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

I approached you Maria and you resisted 

I was taken back by the reply that you gave 

me  

She loved much those rich and those fashion 

addict boys 

 Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

One day in the evening hours Maria came 

from a narrow street known as ng‟wa 

Mapala  

She met with a man. The man seduced her 

and the girl agreed 

 

The girl started to express her self 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

He asked her name. She said I am Maria, 

when you cut across the ridge, you can find 

me 

 

The man tricked the girl, 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered for it? 

 

I am Paul.  Girl, you are beautiful! 
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Bha byaji bhane bhali Ng‟wanza 

mayu, ng‟wanza hi kaya 

Nizaga kunu naliyela mayu,nalikobha 

kaya 

Unene mayu nagutole Maria tugabheje 

kaya 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ugalye ja mjini mayu ugabhuche li kaya 

Nagagutunze mayu uhile 

Ung‟wanike uzunya mayu 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

 

Igwagi sana bhaniki ugupelela mjini 

Ugumana giki hu kumajikolo 

Ung‟waniki agalemvwa mayu dujage 

mjini ku mandazina machapati 

matalematale na makeki bhuyaga 

Ng‟wana Masanja mayu fumaga u nole 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ung‟waniki uyo aganilema 

Oshoka kaya u Maria na ng‟humbi 

idumangilile 

Kobhaga bhabhyaji ubhalombe 

bhakulekeje 

Kabhose dugahubhaga  Maria 

bhagugulekeja Maria 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

 

My parents are living in Mwanza region and 

Mwanza is my home place 

I have come here for a walk, to look for  a 

wife. 

Marry me Maria so as we can make a  

family. 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

You will eat town foods and other delicious 

buns in a new house 

Girl I will care for you 

The girl agreed to the proposal  

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

Girls, be careful to prefer living in town 

By knowing that there are good things 

The girl was told a lie that in town she 

wouldlive comfortably and eat big buns and 

cake 

Ng‟wana Masanja come and see her now 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

The girl who rejected me 

Maria has come back home with a big 

stomach 

Girl! go and beg your parents to forgive you. 

 

As everyone can make a mistake, they will 

forgive you Maria. 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

Source: Mwashegeshi Kashinje (Field data, June 16, 2015) 

 

In this song, Maria, the girl, is seduced by a young man, Paul, from Mwanza. Maria 

does not know the young man; she meets him for her first time. But, Maria with her 
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own words, agrees to marry him without the consent of her parents. Things do not 

go well with Maria. She gets back home pregnant after her husband divorces her. 

The singer says that before being impregnated, many men wanted to be married by 

Maria including him. He uses the past tense “she was beautiful” to show that her 

beauty which had made her proud is no longer there.  

 

In the last stanza, the singer tries to advise Maria to go and beg for forgiveness from 

her parents due to her decision of going away with a young man without their 

permission. This is seen in the last two stanzas which says: 

Igwagi sana bhaniki ugupelela mjini 

Ugumana giki hu kumajikolo 

Ung‟waniki agalemvwa mayu dujage 

mjini ku mandazina machapati 

matalematale na makeki bhuyaga 

Ng‟wana Masanja mayu fumaga u nole 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ung‟waniki uyo aganilema 

Oshoka kaya u Maria na ng‟humbi 

idumangilile 

Kobhaga bhabhyaji ubhalombe 

bhakulekeje 

Kabhose dugahubhaga  Maria 

bhagugulekeja Maria 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

Girls be careful to prefer living in town 

By knowing that there are good things 

The girl told a lie that in town she would 

live comfortably and eat big buns and 

cake 

Ng‟wana Masanja come and see her now 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

The girl who rejected me 

Maria has come back home with a big 

stomach 

Girl, go and beg your parents to forgive 

you 

As everyone can make a mistake, they 

will forgive you Maria 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

A woman in this society is taken as a commodity which a man can buy through the 

exchange of cattle. They are forced to marry the rich people so as to bring cattle to 

their families. If they can not bring the cattle, it means that their brothers will lack 

cattle which inturn adversely affect them when they want to be married. Also, the 
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heads of cattle which the girls bring in their families are said to sustain the family‟s 

economy and bring respect to their parents. According to one of the key informants, 

some of the girls decide to elope, hoping that the men who took them will then go to 

fulfill the requirements. But most of them do not do so, something which makes 

these women face difficulties living with these men. On the other hand, it was 

reported that paying cattle as bride wealth is a cultural bondage to both women and 

men, even though women are much affected by this cultural practise. 

5.2.2 Power to Influence Changes 

Power to influence changes in Sukuma society is vested in men and not women. 

Women in these songs are portrayed as a group that lacks access to meaningful 

chances in their cultural life. They are portrayed as weak people who cannot give 

constructive arguments in their families and society in general. As wives for 

example, they cannot make decisions which can bring changes in their families. 

 

Women as the group which experiences lack of power, normally uses the songs as 

the only way where they can express their feelings towards such inequality. Most of 

these songs are characterised by lamentations that they have no power to make 

decisions. They question some of the men‟s decisions which are sometimes not 

wise. For example, whatever women say is not necessarily taken into consideration. 

The song Guliluma u Moyo (Text 22) is a good example. 
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Text 22: Guliluma U Moyo                                   You hurt My Heart 

 
Ngoshi wane mama nalikulomba nigwage 

Guliluma umoyo nalikulomba nigwage 

Nugulya noya abhana bhaliluha. 

 

Nigwageshi maama abhana bhaliluha 

 

Ditogweshi maama abhayombi 

dubhaminye 

Ditogweshi maama abhayombi dubhaluhye 

Uyaga shi maama u moyo guliluma. 

Ngoshi wane oyaga shi maama 

Ubhuyungi bhoyage u moyo guliluma 

Ubhujingi bhoyage u moyo guliluma 

Oyaga shi maama u moyo guliluma 

Ngoshi wane oyaga shi maama. 

 

Lyehaga shi maama abhana bhalisoma 

 

Lyehaga shi mama abhana bhadizuluha. 

My husband, please listen to me. 

Please! listen to me because my heart is 

full of pains. 

 

I don‟t even eat as our children are 

suffering. 

Let us love each other so that we defeat 

the rumour mongers. 

Let us love each other so that we defeat 

the rumour mongers. 

Please! stop such behaviour because  you 

are hurting me. 

Please my husband, stop doing it, 

stop roaming because you are hurting me 

Stop roaming because you fill my heart 

with pains. 

Stop doing so because you fill  my heart 

with pains. 

Please! settle down because the children 

are at school. 

Source: Mama Ushauri (Field data, May 30, 2015) 

 

This song was sung by a famous woman known as Mama Ushauri who lives in 

Mwanza and usually, moves in various places in Sukumaland for the sake of 

singing. Mama Ushauri was recorded in Kishapu district, in Ukenyenge village 

where she was performing her dances together with her singers. 

 

In this song, the woman is complaining about her husband‟s tendency of rejecting 

her opinions and suggestions. The song illustrates the suffering the woman 

experiences in her family while the man devotes much of his time roaming with 

other women. The phrases and sentences like Ngoshi wane mama nalikulomba 

nigwage and Ubhuyungi bhoyage u moyo guliluma to mean “my husband I beg your 
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attention because you are hurting my heart” as seen in this song, are the expressions 

of the politeness and weakness which Sukuma women are expected to exhibit even 

when they are painfully wronged by their husbands. In Sukuma culture, a woman is 

not expected to show anger and speak harshly. This may, in one sense, be considered 

as lack of power to influence change on the side of women. However, at another 

level, as seen in this song, politenessis a powerful weapon that Sukuma women 

possess and use it to defend themselves against the harshness of men and their 

husbands as seen in the stanza: 

Ngoshi wane oyaga shi maama 

 

 

Lyehaga shi maama abhana 

bhalisoma 

 

Lyehaga shi mama abhana 

bhadizuluha 

My husband, please! stop it, please! stop 

it. 

 

Please! settle down because the children 

are at school. 

Please! settle down because the children 

suffer as a result of your loitering. 

 

When listens to this song, one can easily understand that this woman is fed up with 

her husband‟s behaviour, but she has no power to stop him from that kind of habit. 

So, the only way she can do, is to beg him to change his behaviour which has been 

negatively affecting the family. 

 

The next song titled Nizukila (Text 23), expresses the same subject. However, in this 

song the woman is not as weak as the woman in the previous song. This woman uses 

a strong and harsh language to tell her young brother that he should use much of his 

time in productive activities instead of dwelling much of his time to the prostitutes. 

This suggestion arises when the woman remembers her husband‟s bad behaviour as 

revealed in the song.  
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Text 23: Nizukila                                                      I Remember 

 

Ginehe Ng‟wana Njemu imihayu umo 

yagwigalukila? 

 Nzuna one tumamilaga milimo 

Yaya kutumamila mashimbe ga zengo. 

 

Nalelile no aho namana u ngoshione 

wina kaya yingi 

Aliyo daduma gulima ngunda gwise 

dugagwishaga mjipande. 

 

Jidapungula Mung‟hele nalilila ulu 

nizukila niyahanuma 

Aho uli oding‟wa bhushiya 

Nukwene jigafuma ng‟ombeJa bhana 

bhane. 

Ijo bhakwiwa bhalumbo bhabho 

 

Igosha ki ahene limnajilya bhiye? 

 

Udina masala ngoshi one, hamo 

ozung‟wa 

Nawilwa nabhabhyaji  bhane nukija u 

kwigwa 

I myaka nayo ulunilola yanipelaga 

ong‟wa Nzengo nagabhule he shi? 

Bhashimbe bhang‟wa na walwa 

bhagunisekaga 

Nagwimbelagwa “utajiju” na makima 

gakwe 

Nankumbulile nu Ng‟walu nawe uyo 

yangalukila iwelelo winija ocha 

Gushi yantabhanya yamuwelelo 

Ng‟wana Njemu, how do you see 

yourself after things turned against you? 

My young brother, better dwell much on 

other activities than on prostitutes. 

 

I cried when I heard that my husband had 

formed a new family. 

Despitethat, we had failed to cultivate 

our own farm and we survive only as 

casual labours. 

Jidapungula Mung‟hele I always cry 

when I remember the past events, 

when my husband was caught with a 

womanand paid the family cattle to end 

the case. 

The cattle which were obtained from my 

daughter‟s bride wealth. 

What kind of a husband who always 

causes loss to his family? 

You don‟t use your mind, may be you 

are cursed 

My parents told me before, but I resisted. 

I am now aged enough 

To whom can I go and tell about this 

case? 

Even the prostitutes are laughing at me. 

 

His concubines are singing the songs of  

jokes to me. 

I remember Ng‟walu who decided to 

commit suicide after seeing things going 

wrong. 
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Ubhona nose wisuye 

 

Ahange nalibhasatwa abhana. 

 

Bhaguniganaga nabhaganiji angu 

Hadisi ya Ng‟wana Nzengo 

Bhabehi nagaluhaga no nalile 

Ijo nakupandikaga jikajaga ku bhangi 

Hangi aho dasabha nita nang‟wing‟he 

U ngoshone ntaji asulugije ng‟holo. 

 

Goshi namfunija lya bhujingiatole 

nkima ungi. 

She was confused and fed up with so 

many things. 

But I feel sorry for her children. 

 

People do narrate stories about my life 

A story of Ng‟wana Nzengo. 

My dear friends, I am suffering. 

What I get always goes to other women. 

When we got money I gave my husband 

some capital so that he starts selling 

sheep. 

But he used the money to marry a new 

wife. 

Source: Wilson Shagembe (Field data, March 15, 2015) 

 

The woman in the song gives an example of her husband who has lost direction 

because of using much of his time on the prostitutes. At the time she is talking to her 

brother, she remembers many incidents which always make her feel sad. She says 

that she always cries when she remembers that her husband has formed a new 

family. She also remembers one sad event when her husband was caught in adultery 

and used the family cattle to end the case; the cattle which were obtained from her 

daughter‟s marriage, she remembers her parents who refused her to marry that 

person and she remembers her friend Ng‟walu who commited suicide because of her 

husband and left her children helplessly. She says that many people are laughing at 

her because of her husband‟s involvement in a scandal.  

 

This song (Text 23) reveals women‟s lack of power to influence changes in their life 

and their family in general. Even though this woman is tired of all her husband‟s bad 

deeds, she says that she can not divorce him because she is too old now. Although 
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women differ on the solution towards the problem they are facing, they both express 

their dissatisfaction about the existing situation which gives men power over 

women. The woman in the song seems to be strong when talking to her brother. But, 

she has no power to stop her husband from that habit. 

 

Apart from expressing their grievances on their husband‟s behaviours, women in 

these songs are tired of their husband‟s tendency of taking children‟s food to feed 

other women and make their families suffer from hunger although they were lucky 

in harvest. Most of the men as seen in the song “Nizukila” do not own a single farm 

that can satisfy the family needs. Even though women seem to be aware of the 

situation, their complaints reveal that they do not have any means through which 

they can change this situation. In this case, demanding divorce is seen as the only 

option, even though it is not practical to all women as illustrated above. This 

condition is evidenced in the discourse of Sukuma songs and the discourse itself as 

Mascia-Lees and Balck (2000), puts it. Speaking of the poststructuralism, Mascia-

Lees and Balck argue that discourse as a system of knowledge, creates people‟s 

senses of who they are, and it is supported by the institutions and practises that 

create a picture for people of what is true and what is not. In this study, this 

argument implies that the discourse of Sukuma songs is enhanced by the Sukuma 

norms and customs that favour men than women. This in turn, creates some belief in 

men‟s minds that a woman can not give any constructive idea except to receive 

orders from men. This attitude toward women propagate men dominance to do 

anything they want without any one to stop them. Generally, the position of women 

as represented in their songs does not facilitate conversation between them and their 

husbands, especially in the things which need specific concession. When such 

opportunity occurs, they are ignored in the stereotypical senses. 
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Men on their side are portrayed as the family decision makers. They have the power 

to influence any changes in their families from the family resources and marriage of 

their children. This is revealed in a number of songs; Text (16, 19, 20, 23). Below 

are some of the stanzas from these songs. 

Text 16 

Ngosha 

Nyanzala mayu nugushosha 

kung‟wing‟we Nyanzala 

Nakale yubhizaga shene mashikolo 

maholwa. 

Ngosha ulu uhubha imalagi mkaya 

 

Ikalaga jisoga nu ngoshi wako. 

Husband 

My wife Nyanzala,   I will take you back 

to your parents. 

It is very obvious that it is too hard to be 

rich. 

If a man makes a mistake it should be 

resolved within the family. 

Stay well with your husband. 

 

 

Text 19 

 

Yali limi Mere nakizukaga nakigwa 

hodi iligongwa. 

“Shemeji u Mere nalinchola alitanwa 

nu bhabha  u gukaya” 

 

Natabhonile ya gukumm‟ya unene u 

Mere ubhuka ajile. 

Nalindana natumonaga unsheke 

 

Gashinaga u Mere wena bhutolwa 

bhungi. 

 

It was during the afternoon when I heard 

 some one knocking at my door 

“My brother in- law, I am looking for 

Mary, she is needed at home by our 

father”  

I didn‟t see anything amazing, I allowed 

Mary to go. 

I waited for a long time but I didn‟t see 

her coming back.  

I was surprised to learn that Mary was 

getting married to another person. 

The stanzas above show the way men are self centred and selfish in all the decisions 

they make.  For example, in Text 19 Mere is forced to marry the rich person despite 

the fact she was living with another person whom she loves. Her father uses his 

power to suppress his daughter and hence, this act reveals lack of power to women. 
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Also, in Text 16, the husband suggests that if men do mistakes a problem should be 

resolved within the family. That means, there is no need to let other people know 

about the problem. But, if the woman does a mistake, she should be taken back to 

her parents so that she can be taught how to behave. Both songs above reveal men‟s 

position which can be regarded as higher than that of women, something which 

gives them confidence, courage and power over women.  

5.3 Gender Inequality in Marital Relationship 

Any society expects that every one; a man and a woman should get married. This is 

the great hope of life among those who are planning to engage in this relationship. 

However, in many studies (Davies, 1986; Lazarus-Black, 1993; Gawile, 20011; 

Kabaji, 2005) just to mention a few, it is revealed that this relationship is very 

complex as every marriage experiences different challenges. Therefore, this study 

highlighted the aspects in the discourse of Sukuma songs that enhance gender 

inequalities in Sukuma marital relations. The results show that Sukuma songs have 

the themes which illuminate the sense of humiliation and oppression, irresponsibility 

in family care and management and unequal access in ownership and inheritance of 

family wealth as it is presented below. 

 

The songs collected during this study express challenges in Sukuma marriages 

which are a result of gender inequality. These challenges lead to humiliation and 

oppression of women. Nevertheless, sometimes it happens that even men, as the 

husbands get oppressed too by their wives. However, in most cases, it is the women 

who are humiliated and oppressed by their husbands. There are various incidences in 

the Sukuma songs which are identified to be the source of humiliation in marital 

relationships. The songs below illustrate some of them. 
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Text 24: Ngoshi One                                                         My Husband 

 
Bhebhe ngoshi one udamanage unitula 

Ulu giki wanikolilwe  hambuhambu 

unishoshe kubhabhyaji bhane 

I kaya ngoshi wane i dazengagwa 

bhomilang‟ha. 

Hamo wagema ng‟oma i yagumana witula 

Nulu hamo kengele yagumana ulija? 

Bhuli lushigu nalitulwa , ijo nakenya ki? 

 

Wamala kulagila wahaya lugalaga nize 

hado 

 

Washoka dilu saa kumi na moja 

wakalihaga 

Ulunudila kulugula u nyango gushikijiwa 

ipi 

 Ijo na kenya ki? 

Nibhona minge no unene iki nayumba 

 

Aho wizaga u mayu nagalomba hela yi 

kubhi 

Nagalolwa liso likali gidigiki nikolaga na 

liki 

Naliwilwa giki abhaduguyobhawilage 

bhapunguje u kwiza“ugumana bhizaiza 

bhawilage a bhaduguyo” 

U mayu walema atalashoka gwiza 

gudugisha. 

I sho na hubha ki unene? 

Hubhilaga nzila uzizuhubhila bhutolwa 

Ulu wakunojaga u nkima nshoshage kaya. 

 

Ugumana untula nose ubhulage 

ugutungwa. 

My husband, don‟t beat me frequently 

If you are tired of me it is better you take 

me back to my parents 

Since a family cannot be built with sticks 

 

May be you think I am a drum to be beaten 

Or, do you think I am a bell to be rang? 

Every day I am beaten, what mistake have 

I made? 

After the evening meal you always tell me 

to close the door, and you will be back 

soon. 

Then you come back in the morning full 

with anger. You ask me to open the door 

If I delay to open the door I am always 

slapped 

What mistake have I made? 

I  have experienced a lot as I have seen 

many things in different places 

When my mother came, I asked for the 

money to buy some vegetables.  He gazed 

at me as if I were something strange 

And, he told me to inform my relatives 

not to come frequently“tell them not to 

come again” he said. 

Due to that reason, my mother refused 

to pay a visit to us again 

What have I done to you? 

Better make a mistake in roads than in 

marriage. 

If you are tired of your wife you   better 

take her to her parents 

If you continue beating her you may kill 

her, and you will be jailed. 

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015) 
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Although there are many recent claims related to women‟s liberation, Sukuma songs 

portray women as the group which faces a lot of harsh treatment from their 

husbands. The woman in this song is complaining that she is tired of being beaten by 

her husband and she demands to be taken back to her parents. The voice of this 

woman in the song (Text 24) illustrates feelings of pains following the harrassment 

by her husband. The husband in this song considers himself to have power of doing 

anything to his wife. He can leave her, returns at dawn and when her wife does not 

open a door for him, he slaps her! He complains when her wife‟s relatives come to 

visit them.  He always strikes his wife. 

 

According to the opinions from the interview and FGDs, this man uses the power he 

has to beat his wife frequently as a sign that he does not want her. He knows that by 

doing so his wife cannot resist such situation. He is also sure that if the woman is 

tired of being beaten, she will go without taking anything because her husband is not 

the one who divorced her. It is this point which a man may use as a scapegoat to 

suppress his wife. This kind of humiliation leads women to live in inferior life in 

their marriages fearing that when they leave, their children will suffer living with a 

step mother. Also, going back to their parents is shameful to her and her parents who 

received the bride wealth. Wife beating as expressed in these songs is common 

among the Sukuma. Below is another song (Text 25) which illustrates men‟s harsh 

treatment to their wives.  
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Text 25: Shemeji                                                       My Brother In-Law 

 

U shemeji na monile gwinga kale 

 

I lelo ayombe lulu u gwan‟hana   

Ulu unzuna wane onkolilwe uyombe 

Uguyu ntula u nzuna wane ulihubha 

sana. 

 

Ulugike yakuyanjaga tabia 

yakwenchalage kaya 

Ugashike wigishe nu mayu bhukwinu 

bhabha bhuko 

Nawandye kubhawila giki ung‟wana 

wing‟we waninogije 

“I sababu mayu na bhabha naliyomba 

Bhuli lushiku ng‟wigulilowakwanja 

ng‟wei uguja 

Uguyinga sambili ya dilu guja gwi 

gulilo 

Washoka satatu ya bhujiku gwinga 

gwi gulilo. 

Ayombe lulu mayu bhukwi ulugeke 

wacholile 

Ayombe lulu mayu na bhabhabhukwi 

Na ngatile talaka u nkima one 

dulekane 

Ikubhiza niyo shawiza kuli bhule 

ng‟wene” 

Mgoisanga nahange kubhana 

bhing‟we 

Abho ng‟wa bhyala 

Ugwitula na nke wako bhabehi yene 

ya bhitile 

For a long time now I have been 

observing you my brother in-law 

Today tell me the truth 

if you are tired of my young sister. 

You are doing injustice to beat my young 

sister. 

 

If you are tired of her behaviour send her 

back to her parents 

Where you get there sit and talk to your 

mother in-law and father in-law, 

telling them that you are tired of their 

daughter‟s behaviour because every day 

she goes to the market. 

Tell them, “she is always the first one in 

the market 

Going to the market place at eight 

o‟clock in the morning  

And coming back at night. 

 

Let her say if she has got another person 

 

My  father in-law, let her say the truth 

So that I officially give her a divorce 

 It will be good for both of us” 

You will meet to your children those you 

get in your marriage 

It is an outdated custom to beat your wife 

You can unfortunately kill her 

and  get some troubles such as being 

jailed.  
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Udulile untula habhi ung‟wiyo ujima 

Upandeka mamihayo na gutung‟wa 

jela. Ubhalika abhana bhatali bhadoo 

Bhagosha bhichane doyagi ishinisho. 

 

Something which will cause you to  

leave your childrenwhile they are still 

young 

 My fellow men, let us stop such 

behaviour. 

Source: Juma Kailo (Field data, June 4, 2015) 

In this song, the husband is being advised by his brother in-law to stop beating his 

wife. The brother in-law says that if he no longer loves his wife, then, he should take 

her back to her parents and explain the reason. The major reasons for the husband to 

beat his wife as revealed in this song is going to the markert place “igulilo” in the 

morning and returning late. For the Sukuma man, to allow his wife to conduct 

business for the family according to the discussion with the key informants, is 

improper. They believe that the role of a woman is to prepare food for the family, 

wash clothes, clean the house, fetch water and firewood, and take care of the 

children. However, this song shows that there are some of the men who are not 

pleased to see a man beating his wife. For instance, the brother in-law is depicted as 

among the men who are not pleased with this habit.  He decides to reprimand his 

brother in-law to stop such habit. 

 

Another source of humiliation is the inability of a couple to get children. The 

information obtained from the informants reveals that traditionally, the newly wed 

partners are not considered as a family if they cannot produce children. And, if the 

new couple would not get children, only women are blamed for inability to 

conceive. This is a great factor which causes barren women to experience harsh 

treatment in their marriages. The song which typifies this kind of humiliation and 

oppression to women; a result of barrenness, is Text 13 with a title Bhugumba. Here 

below is the extract from the song. 
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Ngosha 

Ubhebhe nan‟ho mayuni oneka aje 

Nkima ki adabhyalaga? 

 

Miaka na miaka aliho du alimala shiliwa 

 

Nalemaga lulu gete. Nangi aing‟we 

mdahaile abhizukulu shi? 

Nekagi aje ulingegela waki? 

 

Kwenda , pepea, jaga jaga! 

Husband    

Please mother let her go 

What kind of a woman who can not bear 

children? 

Many years have passed and she  is just 

eating 

I don‟t want her at all or, don‟t you want 

grand children? 

Let her go away, why are you defending 

her?        

Go! Go! Go! 

 

Indeed, the songs which illustrate the forms of women‟s humiliation and oppression 

as collected in the field study are sung by both women and men. However, they 

differ in the sense that women in these songs normally complain about the sad 

experience which they go through because of their husband‟s mistreatment. Most of 

the songs sung by men are those characterised by abusive language to women due to 

their inability to get children. For example, the stanza in the song “Bhugumba” 

above illustrates this notion when the husband is insulting and chasing his wife for 

not getting a child. Despite the fact, this man has been staying with this woman for 

many years, he neither considers her contribution in their family nor has mercy on 

this woman since she has struggled a lot to make sure she conceives. This song does 

not show us the effort done by this man as the husband in helping his wife conceive. 

 

Ideally, these songs reveal this inequality to women and men in marriage and show 

the strong society beliefs which inturn contribute to humiliation of women in their 

marriages. There is no any song collected in the field study which shows men to be 

humiliated by their wives due to their inability to fertilize their women‟s wombs. 
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Apart from the song texts, the information obtained in the interviews with the 

informants also does not attribute this problem to men. Given this distinction, the 

study clearly reveals the existing inequality between women and men in marital 

relationships. 

 

Generally, this study reveals that women suffer in their marriage due to different 

reasons. One of the aspects which contribute to inequality among women and men in 

their marriages is the inability to conceive. This society strongly believes that a 

woman must bear children for her husband who paid the cattle to her parents. This 

tradition and custom becomes a cause of humiliating and socially oppresing the 

women. Another reason for women to be humiliated by men is when a woman 

decides to conduct a business to improve the family economy. Lastly, men humiliate 

women as a sign that they are tired of them. 

5.4 Irresponsibility in Family Care and Management 

Gender inequality is also observed in the way the Sukuma care for their families. 

Husbands have their specific responsibilities in their families and wives have theirs. 

Women are responsible for the daily family activities and men‟s role is to manage 

the families by giving them the daily meal and meeting other important familily 

needs. This study found that men‟s roles give them more power and authority over 

their wives and children. It happens that men abuse these powers and cause suffering 

to their families due to lack of seriousness on their responsibilities. Among the 

indicators of men‟s irresponsibilities as revealed in this study is mis-use of the 

family wealth, family abandonment and excessive alcoholism. Among the songs 

which portray abuse of power and authority of men in the families, particularly, in 

misusing the family property is titled as Bhujingi (Text 26). 
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Text 26: Bhujingi                                                        Womanization 

Ubhujingi  bhunilabhula wen‟heleja 

nabhudika u ngongo 

Nalinatogwa mayu gususubha 

mmabhindo ga bhashimbe 

 

Nawilagwa nu mayu “Ng‟wanone 

Ulen‟gha mamihayo 

Bhujingi bhuken‟haga mafitina 

Nukubhanhu ulagaya mashima. 

 

Kila lushigu obhumbilaga bhakima 

Abhangi bhakukilile ne mmyaka 

 

Ng‟wakizo ubhuluchiwa ng‟wishamba 

na nkima tulipa mashikolo 

 

Ukunu tutali tulimkesi ya 

ng‟wanafunziunduda ng‟wilale 

Umkaya utalendaga ng‟wanone 

Diludilu kunzinzwi 

Igembe lya n‟hale mayu bhukwi 

litabhitaga kungongo 

I shule ugaduma ng‟wanone 

amashimbe 

wagabhagema lilwige. 

Ulu wela alifuma Ng‟wana Seka 

Uluwila alingila Nyamugeselo. 

 

Tugagwin‟ha udusulugije I duka ni 

lyene 

ugamalila mubhashimbe 

Ulu nucha ulizuka ng‟wanone nigwage 

My womanizing has caused me to break 

my backbone 

I did like walking in the prostitutes‟ 

corners 

I did like walking in prostitutes‟ corners 

My mother told me to stop such 

behaviour 

She said, “womanizing causes conflicts 

among the people.  If you will not stop 

it you will die. 

Every day you engage with women 

Some of these women are older than 

you  

Last year you were caught in the farm 

with a woman thus, we paid a fine for 

that 

You are still having a case of chasing a 

student in the farm 

You don‟t stay at home my son 

Every morning you leave home 

it is said that the mother in-law‟s hoe 

can not pass through the back bone 

You failed in your schooling because 

you made women your main pleasure. 

 

In the morning Ng‟wana Seka comes 

out, at night Ng‟wana Nyamugeselo 

comes in 

We opened up a shop for you but 

you liquidated it because of your 

womanizing 

Listen to me before I die, otherwise 
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natali naleshemaaa! 

Ubhujingi bhutena faida angalilaga 

ukumala shikolo aha kaya 

Abhana bhakulalilaga ukunu 

ukuhongaga   i hanze 

Ulu ukashoka udina nulu hela yikubhi 

obhizaga nkali umunomo. 

Watunojaga twadebhile aho 

ukatungilaga 

 

you will suffer 

Look! Womanizing has no benefit, 

You will finish up the family properties   

Your family is sleeping hungry but you 

are squandering the money     

When you come back you are 

completely harsh and your pocketis dry. 

We are fed up now as we have already 

realized everything about you and the 

places you spend the money.” 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015) 

 

This song was sung by Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja who lives in Mwanza. The 

song was recorded in N‟hobola village in Shinyanga when Bhudagala was in his 

usual performances. The singer is assuming the voice of a person who is fond of 

women. This man is regretting and promiscuity is portrayed as one of the causes of 

men‟sirresponsility in family care and management. The man in this song spends the 

wealth of the family with mashimbe (the prostitutes). He also gets involved in 

serious cases which make him pay the family cattle as a fine. It is said in this song 

that the family had a shop but this man liquidated it, impoverishing the family 

because of women. 

 

Traditionally, the responsibility of men (husbands) in the family as said in the 

introductory part of this section is to take care and manage the family resources for 

the benefit of the family. But, the man in the song is doing contrary to the society 

expectations. He spends more of his time with other women and forgets other 

important family issues. The society has little to say on this to the men and leaves 

the situation to remain as it is. This is contrary when this situation happens to a 

woman normally the society suggests this woman be divorced instantly. 
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Also, in the discussions with informants, it was revealed that women work hard to 

produce and protect the family wealth. They are also overworking themselves to 

serve their children and family in general.  Sometimes they are required to perform 

duties which are significantly supposed to be done by their husbands. For example, 

building of the family house according to the Sukuma, is the role assigned to men 

and not women. A man who fails to build a house for his own family is considered a 

lazy man and it is shame to him. But, it is not suprising to see a woman doing this 

task. Consider the following stanza from the song Nyanzala (Text 16) which 

portrays a husband, who, for one reason or another, fails to perform his 

responsibility of caring for the family. 

Nkima 

Yaya unene naduzunyaga dakoile kale 

no 

nduhu nulu ibadi 

 

Lolaga abhozenganwa bhakomile ibadi 

bhagulile na litela lya ng‟ombe 

 

Abhiswe bhuli ng‟waka 

dabhibhamjipande. 

Yaya dugucha bhozuka. 

 

 

Wife 

I do not agree with you because we 

have struggled for a long time but we 

have not succeeded to iron roof  our 

house 

Look! Our neighbours have already 

iron roofed their houses and they even 

bought a plough 

Look at the way we live. Every year we 

survive as labourers  

No! I am afraid that, if we go on like 

this we shall even fail to decently cloth 

ourselves. 

 

One‟s inability to build a family house, as seen in this song, symbolizes lack of care 

and seriousness about life. The song shows that the family has been getting enough 

income to enable them buy iron sheets to roof their house. But the husband seems 

not serious on this task. The woman gives him an example of their neighbours who 
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have roofed their house. She feels bad about the laziness of her husband who never 

takes trouble to improve their living. Although, men have power in their families, in 

this song, women are also portrayed as the people who are anxious of strengthen 

their family economy even though, they sometimes lack support from their 

husbands. Men‟s power and irresponsibility is also seen when some of the husbands 

use the food harvested in the family for their own interest. The song labelled as 

(Text 27) below illuminate this.  
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Text 27: Ifogon’ho                                                       The Concubine 

 

Lyaki bhabha i lifogong‟ho lilimala 

mpungana mandege? 

 

Bhuli ng‟waka tuguponaga aliyo 

ahakaya nulu isumbi nduhu 

 

Nzala gwa bhuling‟waka nishiliwa 

Tugupandikaga. 

 

Wagushikila kujinja 

gugang‟welawalwa 

na kuligulila myenda I lifogong‟ho 

lyako du   

Ugajinja mpunga uyomba uligagula 

ng‟ombe gushi ulikag‟wa. 

 

Bhangi bhujaga mmashilabhu aliyo 

ahakaya bhulekaga chiza 

 

 

 

Lyaki bhabha lifogon‟ho 

lilin‟hamamihayo ahakaya? 

 

Nose umayo agahayaga aje 

kung‟wabho 

 

I ng‟ombe ja bhukwi nejene wa ng‟wela 

walwa 

Ubhupaliki paliki nu wene wabhona 

solobho? 

Bhabha wasola ifogon‟ho uise udukoye 

What benefit do you get staying up with 

a prostitute? This is a mere concubine 

who eats our grains 

Despite the fact that every year we 

harvest so much, we fail to own even a 

single chair in our home.  

Every year we get so much food but 

always we suffer from hunger. 

 

You always sell the crops in order to 

buy 

clothes for your concubine and drink 

wine with her. 

You use to sell the harvest and tell lies 

to us that you are going to buy cattle. 

Finally, you used the money for 

drinking Although other men go to these 

drinking places, they are clever enough 

since they leave their families with 

everything needed. 

 

Why are you taking this hopeless 

concubine who only brings trouble in 

our family? 

This lack of peace in our family made 

our mother decide to go back to her 

home. 

You also used the cattle which were 

brought as bride wealth in drinking 

Do you think you will benefit anything 

from marrying more than one wife? 

The concubine you took has always 
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Galeho makema u musenta 

malufafanya 

Bhasuluja bhinge sana gabhafafanya 

faaaa. 

bhajinja bha maduka gabhafafanya 

faaaaa maduka gushila 

Abhasabhi bha mang‟ombe 

gabhafafanya faaaa a malugutu gushila 

Untaji gwa yeboyebo gagufafanya 

faaaa 

gushila bhusaga maduhu. 

 

Igwagi Ng‟wanandezu ikaya 

jikumlemela 

 

 

 

Lyake bhabha ilefogonho 

shilewashitalendaga jigumalagwa? 

 

Dakumuka bhulemi bhuli ng‟waka 

i haha shilewa jamalwa lifogon‟ho 

 

Ugwilembaga bhabha giki makima ga 

msenta agutola. 

 

Lolaga i shilelwa shashila 

Yacha nagucha ikaya u shiga 

ugwilombelejaga 

Twaguwelaga usanya makembu na 

n‟hani jako lolaga u mayo nawe osatile 

chemba moyo. 

been troubling us 

There are many hungry prostitutes 

roaming around village centres 

They have liquidated many unwary 

business men  

The men who had shops their shops 

were finished. 

The rich of cattle their cattle were 

finished 

Those who were also selling shining 

plastic shoes  after a time their capital 

was completetly finished. 

 

You, son of Ndezu, listen to me; unless 

you keep yourself far from these hungry 

prostitutes, your family will soon 

collapse.  

 

For what reasons are you staying with 

this concubine. The one who always 

eats our crops? 

We are known to be good cultivators 

but now your concubine is taking up all 

what we have produced.  

You are deceiving yourself that the 

prostitutes in the village centre are the 

women to marry  

How do you see? After she had used up 

your harvest she ditched you completely 

and left you with nothing. 

When we tried to give you an advise 

you ignored us 

You caused our mother to get high 
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Bhagosha dubhile ginehe shi 

anguugalunja i kima lya kunge aliyo 

utolile? 

blood pressure 

 

Why do men have the tendency of 

taking other women while they are 

already married? 

 

Source: Shija Shindai (Field data, April 20, 2015) 

 

The song describes a situation in which the husband, head of the family, uses family 

property irresponsibly. In this song, the family members, especially the wife and 

children have little to do to object his decision. He sells the harvest and uses the 

money to take care of his concubine while the family has shortage of food. The 

aspects of gender inequality in this song are implicitly portrayed as the one who 

speaks in the song is not a woman but the anonymous persona disguised in a child‟s 

voice. The persona is blaming the father of the family for misusing the family wealth 

to his concubine whom he calls ifogong‟ho to mean the concubine. He insists that 

women who roam about in the village centre are the prostitutes. Hence, they are not 

suitable to be wives. He goes on by giving examples of some of the businessmen 

who got themselves in trouble when they made a partnership with these women. The 

singer also reminds his father about his behaviour of telling lies to his family that he 

is selling the rice they have harvested for the purpose of buying the family cattle. 

The money obtained from the rice he uses to pay as bride wealth to the second wife 

who is the causes of their family‟s suffering. Another song which explains the same 

view is (Text 28) “Maisha ga Nkulima” as presented below: 
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Text 28: Maisha ga Nkulima                             The Life of the Peasants 

 

Yagukumya yidashilaga u msi 

Ng‟wanamalale nagukumyagaguyaha 

mhayo 

Bhebhe ulinamgi hang‟wako 

Na bhana bhako, 

Ulihaya gukwepisha jilewa jako 

jajana bhashimbe 

Ingese jatemagwa na bhangi 

 

Wakangagwa wanja, bhogubhila 

kumilomo. 

 

Tagala agayomba limhayo 

Lyasanja igiki a ndigwitegela ja 

bhalimi 

Ulubhabisha ugabhona galibhetisha 

gete. 

Ulibhakoya abhana bhako, 

Ikaya ulu ulilomvwa matumizi 

wayomba nduhu 

Najifunye mahe nalembelile hakaya? 

 

Hama hangi bhang‟wana byula 

jafuma he jihumbe 

Ngwailola kumiso ng‟waseka 

Ng‟wayomba giki dulijilya ja bhasaji 

 

Abhobhalimaga bhadubhona nulu 

miyenda na maguta mho 

namang‟wana dudela 

Ayogabhitwa wakati amadito gete 

Dudina bhona aise, malumbanoo! 

In this world wonders never come to an 

end 

Ng‟wana Malale I always wonder what 

happens in this world 

You are the father with your family, but  

I wonder the way you are deviating the 

family propety to the prostitutes 

while you didn‟t participate in generating 

them. 

You are doing this because youhave been 

fooled by the women‟s lipsticks 

 

Tagala said thatalways the prostitutes 

wait for the peasant‟s products 

When the crops are ready they start 

tricking the men. 

You are torturing your children because 

when they ask for money to meet their 

needsyou tell them that you have 

nothing. 

“Where can I get the money while you 

know that I am jobless?” you tell them 

But, when you meet with your prostitutes 

you give them cash instantly! 

They look at each other and laugh 

saying that “we are eating foolish 

people‟s sweat” 

While those who cultivated have only 

rags for cloth and no oil to rub on their 

cracked skins. They use only   poor 

quality jellies like those of Dudela‟s son. 

 We have never seen such a foolish 
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Gabhiza malumbano ahakaya 

Gabhiza malumbano sana aha kaya 

Genhelejiwa na na mhali 

Kaya yagugwisha iyogile 

Malale ahaile, nu nyanguji 

agagayaga. 

Bhipondya abhatale bhipondeja 

U nkima aghulalamikilaga ya kweli 

Dalema yaya, hale bhuli ngw‟aka da 

koya 

Ise dulimanu luha! 

Naliyomba ya ng‟hana ngoshi one 

I jikolo jabhiza ja bhakima bhangi! 

 

Ugungwigemejaga Sanzule 

Ng‟wanamongo umnang‟wamadulu 

Ulilenda hi numba li behi 

Obhilopejiwa ho, kimba usamele he? 

 

O bhile guti ng‟witunja ho! 

ng‟witunja o ng‟wana nhare! 

Ulu ulilema lemaga i ng‟hana ilihaho. 

 

Angalilagi abhalimi mugumajiwa 

 

Yaya mudalimilagi bhakima 

 

Ng‟wana Rutelembi weruhya 

 

Ng‟wana Ruterembi itesekile no i 

familiya yako! 

Ulu walomvwa i hela ja matumizi 

oyomba udina hela 

conflict. 

The violence that never ends  

Comes as a result of polygamous life 

The violence took almost the whole day 

Malale said that even the mediator died 

in that event. 

The elders were fighting 

Your wife complained  by saying          

“We don‟t want every year to suffer 

 

We are suffering 

I am telling you the truth my husband 

You always give family properties to 

other women 

You are imitating Sanzule Ng‟wana 

Mongo from Ng‟wamadulu 

You are renting a house 

Where will you live as they want their 

house? 

You are living among them like the son 

in the house! 

Even if you don‟t want to admit it,  

but the truth will always remain there.” 

Farmers, be aware otherwise they will 

siphon off all of your wealth 

Stop being women‟s slaves through your 

labour 

Ng‟wana Ruterembi you are torturing 

your family  

Ng‟wana Ruterembi your family  is 

suffering 

When they ask for money to meet their 

needs, you tell them you have nothing 
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Uja ugandya gubhagulila bia 

abhashimbe 

Hang‟wako bhalyaga shibhishibhi 

Okangagwa bhulembo bho nzwele du! 

 

Ng‟wizukulu one John mna 

 

Angalelaga gugushila u ntaji 

Lekanaga na makima 

Ugubhiza gudi Madeleke 

Ngw‟inhagi taalifa ngw‟izukulu one 

oye. 

When you go out to bars you start 

buying beer for your women  

While your family is eating the rubbish 

You are being fooled because of these 

women‟s weaving  

My grand child John, the seller of cattle 

Be careful, otherwise you will be 

bankrupt soon  

You will be like Madeleke. 

My fellow men, tell my grand child to 

stop that bad behaviour 

Source: Inaga Mlyambelele (Field data January 5, 2015) 

 

This song explains the behaviour of some men who sell the food harvested by their 

families and use the money for their personal pleasures. The singer goes on saying 

that their wives and children grow these crops and at the same time they do other 

family activities.  

 

When women are cultivating, men assume the role of supervisors by giving orders 

on how to sow and weed. However, things change when the ripe crops are brought 

inside. Men who were simply inactive participants in the process take the food 

harvested by the family to other women. The sources of these men‟s irresponsibility 

here again, are the prostitutes who are said to decorate their faces for the aim of 

attracting married men.  

 

This study is considering that this form of irresponsibility is one of the aspects of 

inequality because it is only men who are said to mis-use their power and not the 

women. This was also said by one of the key informants that if a woman acts in such 

away, she will be taken back to her parents. 
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5.4.1 Family Abandonment 

The discourse of Sukuma songs as noted in this study shows that family 

abandonment signifies irresposibilities to the family. This is also revealed to be an 

indicator of inequality between the couples. Many of the songs collected and 

analysed in this study reveal the tendency of men to abandon their families. It was 

argued that in some of the Sukuma families, after harvest, men tend to leave their 

homes and go away to spend the money realized from the farm products. This is also 

revealed in the interview with the key informants who said: 

There are some of the men who sell the harvest and go away from 

their families. Being there, they make extravagant use of the money; 

drinking and spending with other women. Women remain at home 

with their children finding alternative ways of living. Some of the 

men do not come back but some of them come back after seeing that 

they have nothing in their pocket and the children, especially the 

girls have grown up enough for marriage. Their wives receive them 

and life goes on as it was before. 

 

This situation is also evident in Sukuma songs. In these songs, it was revealed that 

inspite of this situation; a woman can neither marry other men nor go back to their 

parents. They normally keep lamenting. There are various reasons which are said to 

be the source of men‟s family abandonment. Some men were said to dessert their 

families because they could not support the number of children they have, especially 

during difficult times such as famine. When this happens, the woman may remain 

with the family for years, as a single parent engaging in various activities which help 

sustain her children. When the famine is over, the husband may return and, 

ironically, claim ownership of the property the wife and her children may have 

realized during his absence. “Bhabha Shokaga” (Text 29) is one of the songs which 

illustrate this. 
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Text 29: Bhabha Shokaga                          Please Father Come Back 

 

Ulubhalila a bhana nizukila   

Nzala ya ng‟waka tisini na saba 

 

Bhabha shokaga  i liyala lya shila. 

 

Yali ng‟waka tisini na saba 

Aho giki legiza iyala u bhabha upela 

Kaya yakwe wileka sagala. 

 

Na lelo tudamonaga 

Tugigwaga ali mu Shashi 

Ukwene otolile nkima ngikulu 

Bhabha shokaga i liyala lyashila. 

 

Ubhabha agaduleka dutalibhadobhado 

 

Uja musi ya  Bhashashi 

Yali wiki, nose ngw‟eji, nose ng‟waka 

U bhabha bhiya nu kwiza 

U mayu agaluha kulimilija jipande 

 

 

Bhabha shokaga i liyala lya shila 

 

U guku agazumalika  u bhabha bhiya 

nukwiza 

U bhiza oguchola  duhu 

U bhabha aho oshiga abhanaOtujimilwa 

Ubhiza ugulomelwa 

Ung‟wenuyo Milembe, ung‟wenuyo 

Masanja, uyo wasomaga mukadatu 

Naliyizuka i nzala ya ng‟wakatisini na 

When the children cry I always 

remember the famine that took place 

in nineteen ninety seven 

Come back father that famine is no 

longer. 

It was nineteen ninety seven when our 

father ran away because of the famine 

at the time and left his home in a bad 

condition. 

We have‟nt seen him until today 

We heard that he was at Shashiland 

Where he married an old woman 

Please father come back since that 

famine is no more. 

Our father left us when we were still 

young 

He went in Shashiland 

It was a week, a month, till a year 

Our father did not come back 

Our mother suffered a lot for us 

working as a labourer cultivating 

others farms to sustain the family  

Please father! come back as the famine 

is no more. 

Our father didn‟t come back even in 

the  event of our grandfather‟s death 

He became someone to look after 

When he came back he failed to 

recognize his children 

He now had to be told everything 

“This is Milembe, this is Masanja who 

was in standard three.” 
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saba. 

 

I nzala iyo igaluhya bhanhu 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagapela 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagashila gucha, 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagapelakaya jabho 

Nalilomba bhayanda bhichane 

dudime mipini ya nguzu. 

Idizoshoka nzala ya ng‟waka tisini na 

saba 

 

A bhana bhalilaga u mumakaya 

Uluwalola i shiliwa shitimo  

Bhudagala ulunizuka nayulela 

 

Kwani ya bhulongoshilulu? 

Mujage u Daudi Motto nu Samweli 

Bhaguguwila ng‟hana 

I tisini na saba yali yatisha 

i jitale dudimilagi i ligenbe 

i ligembe huluguna bhaluhi. 

I always remember the ninety seven‟s 

famine. 

The famine that tortured the people 

Many people ran away, 

Many people died,  

Many people ran away from their 

families. 

I please beg you my fellow youth  

to hold the hoe effectively 

So that ninety seven‟s famine would 

not occur again 

The children cried in their homes 

because there were no food inside 

Bhudagala, when I remember this, I 

always cry 

Is it a lie? 

Go and ask Daudi Motto and Samweli 

they will tell you the truth 

that is, in ninety seven‟s there was a 

terrifying famine 

Important thing now is to work hard 

because only the hoe can save us from 

famine. 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015) 

 

This song is about a man (father of the family) who is urged by his children to come 

back as the famine is over. The man ran away from his family in 1997 when the 

society was stricken by famine and left his family suffering. It is suggested in this 

song that the man remained away for many years as a result he formed a new family 

there. When he came back he found his children had grown up to such an extent of 

forgetting their names. 
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 The behaviour of abandoning families as revealed in this song affects not only 

women as wives who toil alone in caring for the family, but also the children who 

significantly need to be cared by both parents. For example, the song“Bhabha 

Shokaga” creates an image of children‟s desire of being raised by their father and 

mother. It also illuminates the stereotypical habit in the Sukuma people towards the 

role of women in this society.  

 

In a discussion with the informants, it was revealed that some of the men who 

abandon their families telling their wives that they are going to dance competitions, 

business and other related reasons. However, there are others who go away without 

telling reason of doing that or indicating the places where they are going. When they 

come back they find their families, wives and children still waiting for them. If a 

woman marries another person and then her husband comes back, the man who took 

this woman will be sued in a civil case of bhushiya (taking another person‟s 

wife/husband). This man will then be ordered to pay a fine which normally counts 

between five to ten heads of cattle to the husbands‟s wife, and he has to pay this fine 

instantly. When talking about the reasons of family abandonment in the discussion 

with the women of 40+ age categories in Ukenyenge village, one of them said: 

There is no any sensible reason for men to abandon their families 

except that they are escaping family problems and responsibilities 

particularly, when there is hunger, diseases and the like. Being 

implicated in this kind of voluntary exile, it is unusual for some of 

these men to come and see their families or to send some money to 

support their families until they physically come back.  

  

 

Another woman commented on this by saying that most of these men come back to 

their families with nothing and some of them never come back to their families. 
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This unfair treatment of women (and children) by irresponsible husbands, according 

to the informants, is justified by the claim that the man paid bride wealth. So 

whatever the woman (and children) produces, even in his absence is his property; 

the women are also made to believe so, and act accordingly. 

 

However, it was pointed out in the FGDs that women in such situations do not 

abandon their families as men do. It is where there lies inequality between the sexes; 

wife and husband. It is only in a few cases, especially when the women are fed up 

with their husbands‟ bad behaviour such as severe beating and lack of enough care. 

But this kind of abandonment commonly happens to women whose husbands did not 

pay the bride wealth as said in 5.2.1 “Lack of Freedom of choice”. Given such a 

circumstance, they do not see the reason to continue tolerating such difficulties as 

expressed in the song; Nayombe (Text 14). 

 

Hambuhambu nashige bhushimbe 

Nduhu nadohayaga hangi ngosha 

Myaka ibhili nduhu nulugwiza 

gugisha abhana bhako? 

 

Ningilage jaga nabhupina bhoko 

nduhu gushoka hali nene. 

 

It is better for me to stay alone than live 

with this man 

Two years passed without coming to see 

your children? 

 

Go away. I don‟t want you 

You should never come to me again. 

In this song, the woman is complaining to her husband who has returned after 

abandoning the family for two consecutive years and married another woman. 

However, this marriage was short lived. When it broke, he came back asking for a 

reunion with his former wife. He asked for reunion despite the fact that he has never 

supported the family during all the time of his absence. Through the observation, it 

was recognized that the Sukuma social values allow such reunion to occur, 
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especially, if the husband had paid bride wealth for woman as it was said above. 

However, the woman in the songs ends this man away for being irresponsible. This 

incidence is a rare case among the Sukuma where women are seen to be bold and 

stand for their rights.  

 

The family abandonment done by men as seen in Text 29 “Bhabha Shokaga” 

generally is said to be caused by men‟s poor economic state and other serious 

problems which appear to be beyond their abilities to deal with. This is contrary to 

the wealthy men who are said to manage well their families. According to men‟s 

view in the FGDs, richness and status of a person in the Sukuma is judged by the 

number of cattle one owns. Hence, those who are rich cannot leave their cattle and 

run to other places where they will stay for a long time without knowing their 

home‟s progress. This claim was also supported by women in FGDs who added that, 

men who are wealthy normally never abandon their families. But, what they do is 

only to add new wives.  

 

Also, these rich people are said to use their children and wives as the cheap labour 

through herding cattle and milking them. Due to this reason, they are said to value 

their families; wives and children for the sake of their cattle. Through the cattle, the 

rich people are able to cultivate big farms which ensure enough harvest to them. 

Therefore, there is no possibility of being stricken by famine. However, adding new 

wives which is commonly done by these rich people in this society is taken 

negatively by women who in the FGD expressed their reservation that polygamy can 

also be the source of women to be abandoned in one way or another. This is because 

a husband may care the new family and forget the first one. This contention is 
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relevant to what was said in 4.6 “Polygamous Marriages” in chapter four of this 

thesis. 

 

Generally, family abandonment as seen in the discourse of Sukuma songs reveals the 

existence of gender inequality reflected in these songs. For example, the two songs; 

Text 14 and 29 reveal the status of men and women in the Sukuma songs and society 

at large. These songs on the one hand, depict men, especially the richmen as the 

gendered group which have more power in their families than women. But on the 

other hand, poor men are depicted as irresponsible parents who cannot find solution 

to the family problems such as diseases and famine. The act of running away in         

Text 29, symbolizes men of this character. 

5.4.2 Alcoholism 

Apart from family abandonment, alcoholism as mentioned in the introductory part of 

this section is one of the reasons of irresponsibility of family care and management. 

This is also among the aspect which contribute to inequalities in marriages and 

marital relationships. Among the Sukuma, it is men and not women, who give 

themselves to drinking and they are not questioned by any one. In this community, 

as it was revealed in the discussions with respondents, men drink as much as they 

can because do not have many family tasks as women. But, this brings suffering to 

their families, wife and children as the song Walwa (Text 30) reveals. 
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Text 30: Walwa                                                               Alcohol 

Utulemejiwaga ukong‟wa walwa 

tung‟wagi sana, 

Lakini i familiya jise tujangalilagi 

Yaya kuyinga wanekela 

U nshiki makono duhu  

Tulola abhana bhise 

Bhagosomishiwa na nani? 

 

U bhebhe ulilendela walwa du 

Wileka i familiya   

Bhanigini bhalikoya 

Nu bhebhe ulibhona  

Wabhuka dilu. 

 

Bhabha ulija kumamilimo     

Wandahyaga u nke wako ulija 

kumilimo 

Gashinaga bhabha abhana bhalikoya 

Gashinaga a bhana bhalikoya u 

mukaya  

 Aho wagulomba i  hela ja  matumizi 

 Uling‟wila nduhu i hela   

 

Ukabhuluka wina mia tano duhu! 

Aho washiga kujilabhu wandya 

kulagija 

Zagazaga na bhashimbe 

Wanjakulagija “mama muuza 

Nipimilage na bhoi u bhinhe.” 

 

Aho wakulomba u nkima wako   

walema udinajo   

We are free to drink alcohol 

Let us drink as much as possible 

But let us not forget to care for our 

families. 

Don‟t leave your wife with nothing 

Let us care for our children 

If you leave them, who will pay school 

fees for them? 

You are dwelling too much on drinking 

And forget completely your family 

Your children suffer in your presence 

While you are watching 

Every day you wake up early in the 

morning. 

As if a husband who is going to work 

Telling your wife that you are going to 

the job 

While your children are suffering 

While your children are suffering at 

your home 

When your wife asks for some money 

 for family expenses you tell her that you 

don‟t have any 

You give her only five hundred shillings 

When you go to the bar, you place an 

order 

You make an extravagant use of money 

with the prostitutes 

You tell the barmaid “bring two; one for 

me and one for them” 

When your wife asks you for some 

amount of  money 
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Ulu wasachi wina mia tano 

 

Gashi i hela wabhisaga mushilatu 

Uligashika ha walwa wandya kulagija 

Bia, chips,na bhashimbe bho fujo 

 

Kwanini jamani? 

 

Abhanigini bhagusomishiwa na nani? 

you say you don‟t have 

and that you have only five hundred 

shillings in your pocket 

while hiding more money in your shoes 

In the bar you place orders 

Beer and chips drinking and eating with 

the prostitutes 

Why are you behaving like that? 

Who will pay the school fees for your 

children? 

Source: Charles Ng‟wana Kwela (Field data, June 17, 2015) 

 

Ng‟wana Kwela, the singer in this song (Text 30) seems to realize the effects of 

men‟s indulgence in alcohol. In this song, he is educating other men about taking too 

much alcohol by saying: “Drinking is a normal thing since many people do it, what 

is important is to provide all the basic needs to your family”. The song ends with the 

rhetoric question “Who will pay school fees for your children?” The aim here is to 

show the magnitude of the problem. 

  

 A man to whom the song is addressed to, is said to make an extravagant use of 

family income on drinking and is not responsive to his family‟s needs. He hides the 

money in his shoes so that the wife can not see it and when he is at the shilabu (beer 

drinking place), he orders much beer and chips for himself and others, especially his 

women. 

 

Another song which expresses too much uses of alcohol in the Sukuma is (Text 31) 

“Nutulagulagwa” as presented below. 
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Text 31: Nutulagulwaga                                         I am Always Beaten 

 

Tingishagaa uwalwa bhone natali 

nalibhubhona bhulimo 

Hangi nikaya nalaje nagatulagulwe 

Unene unkima one agunitulaga.  

U  nene bhang‟wi bhichane i kaya 

nabhilutulagulwa ni likima lyane 

Ulu nenga uguwalwa 

lizalyanibhambagula mpaga nulu 

luguma 

Ngongo gwane gusataga nu nkimbili 

gugachumelaga. 

Ne igolo natulilwe mpaga nitilwa 

lugumaaliyo ehela nagucholaga nene 

Bhakima bhang‟walelo babhilututula 

abhagoshi bhabho 

Hangi nagammone i lelo hamo 

agundegeja. 

 

Bhagosha, unene  nabhuka kaya ilikima 

lyane legunitulaga 

Hambuhambu nifute hamonagulisanga 

lidinashoka kwenga gwishelo. 

 

 

 Bhulelushigu ulunang‟wa nasanga  

nadalekelilwe i shiliwa nalala poole 

 

 

Hamo ilelo nifute dukomiledulya pye 

isha bhujiku 

Yamakaya yaguleka 

bhagoshayamakaya yaguleka bhagosha 

Shake well the bottle to see if  there is 

beer inside 

Always when I go back home my wife 

beats me 

My fellow men my wife always beats 

me. 

When I come back from the bar she 

severely beats me 

I always feel pains at my back and 

around my waist. 

 

Even yesterday she beat and injured me 

although I used my own money 

It is a incredible that nowadays women 

beat their husbands 

May be today she will forgive me. 

 

 

My friends, let me go home now 

because 

when I go late my wife will beat me 

Let me hurry back home perhaps Iwill 

find her not yet back from the grinding 

mill. 

Every day if I drink I find no food at 

home and I  go to sleep with an empty 

stomach  

 

Today let me hurry back home perhaps 

I may be lucky to eat dinner with her 

Other family issues are not to be 

bothered with 
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Nu gulala nu nkima onenoyile. 

 

Angu ligoyombaga naganung‟haga 

mawalwa.  

Aliyo ishilewa u nsumi nene 

Hangi bhonona mayu njinja nipimelage 

hange nabhulangamile 

 

Tingishaga uwalwa bhone natali 

nalibhubhona bhulimo  

Mama muuza pimaga nang‟ho hado  

Ubhulangamile bho mia tano 

Niyo iki ne numba nazenga nene ilelo 

aguganibhona 

Niyo ishi nafunya ja mapembejang‟wa 

dada ilelo mpaga animane 

Tingishaga u walawa bhone natali 

nalebhobhona bhulimo bholemo. 

Nowadays my wife doesnot want to 

sleep with me. 

She says I smell alcohol even though I 

am the one who feed the family. 

 

Your beer is so good dear seller. 

Please, give me a pint once more. Let 

me drink while looking up 

Shake well the bottle to see if  there is 

beer inside 

Bar maid take some for you take a peg 

of five hundred 

As the house was builtby myself, today 

I will teach her 

Also, I paid cattle for her today I will 

let her learn the lesson  

Shake well the bottle to see if there is 

beer wine inside. 

Source: Ngulyati Mawalwa (Field data, March 10, 2015) 

 

 

This song portrays a unique case where it is the man (husband), who is beaten by his 

wife when he returns home drunk, yet he does not stop drinking on the pretext that 

he is the one who creates the family wealth. 

 

This is a comic song as the language employed vividly shows these characteristics. 

For instance, the man is aware of what is going to happen when he goes back home. 

But, he says that when he wants to quit the alcohol, it becomes sweeter and sweeter 

and, he demands the bar maid to give him some more. He also offers some of it to 

the seller and insists that his wife will learn the lesson in that evening as he is the 

one who built the house and paid cattle to her parents. This verses show how the 

cattle given to the women‟s family as bride wealth enhance inequality among the 
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women and men in marital relationship. The man demands to be respected 

regardless of his bad behaviour of drinking too much alcohol.  

 

Apart from comic characteristics, the song is also presented sarcastically. This is 

because in the Sukuma, it is not possible for the man to experience severe beating 

from his wife whom he paid for her. The sarcastic expression in this song is evident 

from the singer‟s words when he says “I always feel pains at my back and around 

my waist” which implicate that at night when this man comes from drinking his wife 

beats him around this body part. This verse also reveals the opposite expression 

(irony) in the song that even though women are struggling to get equal rights they 

can not fight back to such extent. Apart from Text 30 and 31, Text 32 below is also a 

song which has the similar content; that is, it expresses men‟s irresponsibility due to 

excessive alcoholism: 

Text 32: Kundi       Kundi 

Ngosha 

Nalikwitana nzugu Kundi nke one 

tubheje kaya 

Naligwikumbilija nke one hambo 

hambo ushoke 

N‟hana nakuhubhije Kundi 

natushokela hangi. 

 

Nkima 

Mokono u nene Kundi natushoka aha 

ng‟wako 

Hamo nize nigashe mkaya du nduhu 

nulu kujakwilima  

Nagukoyaga no ukulima waja 

Husband 

Please, come back my wife so that we 

rebuild our family 

I beg you to come back home. 

 

I have realized the mistake I did, 

 I promise I will never do it again. 

 

Wife 

This time I will not come to you again 

 

Unless you promise me I will not go to 

the farm. 

I spent most of the time in the farm 
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wakang‟wela walwai shiliwa. 

 

Nduhu ninga kunigulila ngobho ya 

kuzwala. 

 

Ngosha 

Ningelilwe minara u nene Kisima 

nadushokela 

Nakale duguhubhaga  

Nabha guku 

nabhobhikenyagayashila 

Nagubhulagwa namaganiko bhabehi 

bhagoshabhichane 

U Kundi nantogilwe ga nambilijagi. 

 

Nkima 

I yingi mgoyeng‟helejaga bhing‟we 

bhinikili 

 Unene pyei yene nale natinayo  

Ubhebhe ulubhulela i dilu wabhucha 

mandegewakaguja 

I  hela wang‟wela na bhashimbe  

Abhana bhabha ulebhaluhya 

  

Ga nahene nakulekejaga ngoshi one 

Iki nakale i kaya ya bhana idachaga. 

 

After the harvest you used to sell the 

crops and buy alcohol.  

You did not even buy me a cloth.  

 

 

Husband 

I Kisima, I promise, I will not do it 

again. 

Doing mistake is human nature. Even 

our elders did them and resolved them. 

My wife! I will die because of 

depression. 

My fellows, please, help me! I love my 

wife Kundi. 

 

Wife 

It is you who caused all this to happen 

 

It was not my intention to leave you 

Every morning you take the maize and 

sell and you use the money with the 

prostitutes. 

You are torturing your children. 

 

Anyway! I forgive you my husband 

For the sake of our children, because it is 

said that the couple with children cannot 

separate easily.  

Source: Kisima Masanja (Field data, March 19, 2015) 
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In this song, the husband implores his wife to come back home. However, the wife 

is still reluctant replying that she cannot come back home because she is tired of her 

husband‟s behaviour of selling the crops and using the money to drink alcohol with 

the prostitutes. She adds that if she will come back, she will never go to the farm. 

Eventually; she decides to forgive her husband because she knows that her children 

will suffer living with the step mother. This is the inequality which shows that most 

of the women tolerate in marriage because of the nature of the Sukuma family, that 

is, if her husband paid bride wealth for her, she can not take the children (See in 

Chapter Four; 4.7). 

 

Irresponsibility, particularly in family care and management in Sukuma families 

affect women than men. Women are portrayed as a group which has lost hope due to 

many problems and challenges they face in their marriages. Among these problems 

are such as being beaten by their husbands, forced to live in polygamous 

relationships, and living with excessively drinking husbands. These contribute to 

women being overworkload, something which makes them look inferior in their 

marriages and enhance inequality among the couples. 

5.5 Sukuma Families and Access to Wealth 

Access of family wealth normally defines the respective position and status of each 

gender group in a particular society. This is another aspect that illustrates gender 

relations among the Sukuma. The family which, in Sukuma is referred to as kaaya, 

consists of the father/husband, wife or wives, relatives and any other persons(s) who 

live together in a homestead and work together to generate family wealth. In this 

respect, the Sukuma family consists of many members, a symbol of respect to them.  
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Due to the partriachal nature of the Sukuma culture, customs and practises, the 

production, ownership and accessibility to wealth in the family is gendered. This 

closely reflects the demands of the Third World theorists who argue that there is 

unequal access of economic means of survival between the sexes in many African 

societies (Verba, 1997). In this study, this was revealed through various views given 

by the informants and participants in the FGDs and the analysis of the songs which 

explain this phenomenon. In the FGD with men aged 18-30 years, it was argued that, 

the family properties belong to a husband who paid bride wealth to his wife. In that 

case, other members in the family including his wife are only the beneficiaries of the 

wealth. This is also insisted by one of the male key informants from Negezi who 

said: 

All the family wealth belongs to the husband. The woman is 

responsible for the supervision of this wealth because she knows that 

it is the family wealth which benefits the whole family. 

 

The women in the focused group discussions, however, had different views on the 

family wealth. Women of 44+ from Shagihilu village argued: 

Most of the families keep cattle and other small domestic animals 

such as goats, sheep, hens and ducks. These are women‟s affairs 

where a wife can sell a hen to solve her problems. Men are 

consistently less likely to be owners of these small domestic 

animals.They are much concerned with the productive resources 

such as cattle, houses, plots and farms. 

 

This quotation shows that the family property is owned by the whole family, 

although, usually it is the men who have authority over it. Women are concerned 

with only the small domestic animals as mentioned above. It was also informed that, 

there is unfair distribution of wealth between the husband and wife when the 

marriage breaks. Normally, the wife is sent away empty handed. This was also 

revealed in the discussions with the informants when responding to the question 

which asked: "What are the challenges do women and men face as a result of their 
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gender group? In responding to this question, one of the informants (Division 

Executive officer) argued:  

When there is a case which involves a husband and his wife, there are 

no equal rights in the village committee.  If the woman is the one who 

causes separation, she is not given anything. She issent empty handed. 

She will leave every thing at home including the wealth and the 

children. But when the one who did such mistake is a man, he is 

always told to pay a fine which they call mchenya and the woman will 

be given part of the wealth.  

 

This unequal distribution of family wealth is also evident in Sukuma songs. These 

songs speak of the unequal rights in property ownership between the wives and 

husbands. In `the analysis of these songs, it was revealed that the wife who is always 

the co-owner or regarded to the second position of ownership of this wealth does not 

accept this inequality, she will normally demand to be given equal share before she 

leaves. The song “Nanogaga Tulekane Duhu” (Text 33) portrays this scenario: 
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Text 33: Nanogaga Tulikane Duhu                I am Tired Let us Separate 

 

Ka yaya ngoshi wane nalikuwila giki 

Nanogaga ukuyutulwa 

I haha ulin‟hije kuyunipeja 

Ahene ubhebhe ulilemba 

I haha olin‟hije kuyunipeja 

Ahene ubhebhe ulilemba 

Nanogaga tulekane du. 

 

Ulu kwinga ng‟wana Milembe 

Mn‟ho twagabhan‟hana shose aha 

nyango 

Ulu kwinga ng‟wana Milembe 

Mn‟ho twagabhan‟han shose aha nyango 

 

Tusole a masumbi tugajinje 

Na mabadi, ulu laki usole 

hamsini nu nene hamsini 

Tutule mbasa a mabeseni iki gali mingi 

Ubhebhe nusu nu nene nusu 

I koroboi bhiya ukukulekela 

I yene niza nayo   

Ni lidiaba mali yangu 

Onen‟hela Sengi o Maganzo 

Ni lidiyaba mali yangu 

Oneng‟hela Sengi o Maganzo 

I lyene ukunilekeja. 

Listen to me my husband 

I am tired of being beaten 

You are now chasing me away 

By doing so, you are cheating yourself 

You are now chasing me away 

By doing so, you are cheating yourself  

I am now tired, let us separate. 

 

Ng‟wana Milembe!If we separate  

know that everything will be 

distributed equally 

Ng‟wana Milembe! if we separate 

know that everything will be 

distributed equally. 

 We will sell the chairs  

If the iron sheets are hundred let every 

one get fifty of them 

We will also divide the dishes 

We will get half each other 

But I will not give you my local lamp 

because  I came with it 

A plastic water container is mine 

I was given it by my aunt 

The plastic water container is mine 

I was given by my aunt 

You will forgive me for that. 

Source: Makayula Masasu (Field data, January 9, 2015) 

 

In the song, the wife wants equal share from what they have produced. She says that 

every one should get fifty-fifty from all they have generated. She also wants to go 

with all the property which she came with including the plastic water container 
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(lidiyaba). Although this song is sung by a Sukuma man, it illustrates a sense of 

inequality when divorce or separation occurs.  

 

The woman in this song is among the few women who are not ready for this kind of 

injustice as she speaks openly to her husband on the measures to be taken if she is 

divorced. She shows courage when she is telling her husband that she cannot go 

until she has been given her right. If it happens that the woman fails to get the right, 

elders or legal institutions may intervene and such a woman would secures her rights 

to part of the wealth she has participated to create. But this is not a must as noted in 

the quotation above.  

 

Sukuma songs also show that the lives of the women in this society are tied up to the 

cultural norms which deny them an important privilege of inheriting the family 

properties when their husbands die. Although both women and men, as said in 

Chapter Four of this thesis, that they participate equally in production, however, the 

stereotypical views towards women as wives in this society do not give them access 

to inherit their husband‟s properties. This is because, their in-laws fear that these 

women can marry other men who will then enjoy this wealth which they have not 

produced in the first place. In few families, the widow is required to keep the 

properties until the children have grown enough to handle the family 

responsibilities. This is also evident in the song “Litongo” (Text 12) where we see 

the woman caring the children after the death of her husband. But, on the contrary, 

the woman in the song is exeperiencing harsh treatment from her in-law following 

this privilege to her.  Below are some verses extracted from this song (Text 12). 
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Hakimu naligulomba bhabha 

kanidegelekage  

neyo nu bhalozi uliadebhile i litongo 

nagalekelwana ngoshi wane. 

 

Hangi nu ngoshi one humo agajikwa 

jagi 

mkalole ishigila shakwe 

Neyo hakimu kanambilijage 

bhalihaya kulya ne ng‟ombe 

ja bhana bhane. 

Your Lordship judge, Please listen to 

me, 

Give me my right to get back my land 

The land is obviously mine, even the 

cell leader knows that it was 

left to me by my late husband 

It is where my husband was buried, 

You can go and look for the grave. 

Help me judge, they also want to take 

my children‟s cattle. 

 

 

In this song, the woman is explaining how her in-laws are doing injustice to her, 

something which has been endangering her life and her family in general. When her 

husband died he left a number of children this woman has to take care of. The 

properties including the cattle left by her husband that were expected to help this 

woman to sustain her family, have been taken by her in-laws. And, as if not enough, 

her in-laws want to take the farm which has been helping this woman as she uses it 

for agricultural purposes and for feeding the herds. Due to this reason, the woman is 

suffering alone in working for the children‟s daily meals.  

Apart from wives‟ lack of rights to inherit the wealth left by their husbands, 

daughters as said in the interviews are also not allowed to inherit anything as they 

are expected to join other clans after their marriage. The message of this song was 

also the topic in the discussions with the informants who were basically the audience 

of the Sukuma song performances. Speaking on this cultural practise, one of the 

informants (cultural village leader) added: 

It is not proper for the girls to be given the right of inheriting part of 

the family wealth. This is because, if these girls unfortunately get 

divorced in their marriages, they may come back to their original 
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families and be cared for by their brothers who have been made heirs 

to the family wealth. 

 

Recently, the Sukuma singers have been singing the songs which challenge men‟s 

supremacy over women particularly, on appropriation and ownership of family 

wealth. Most of these songs have the content which reveals that women are now 

conscious of their rights. The songs which reveal this awareness to the Sukuma are 

sung by both women and men, but most of them are sung by men from women‟s 

point of view. Women in these songs are portrayed as the ones who know that they 

participate equally in the production of the family wealth, hence, they are equally 

important and they should have the same rights and opportunities in inheritance and 

ownership of the family property.  

 

However, there is a variation of perceptions among the audience on equal rights 

between the sexes. Men audience argued that women should have an opportunity to 

the family wealth but not equal to that of men while women audience of the 

performance argued that both women and men should have equal opportunity. This 

result is similar to the findings of gender studies across African continent including 

Wyrod (2008) who studied women‟s right and men‟s authority in 

Uganda.Wyrodnoted that some men in Bwaise were hostile to the idea that men and 

women were equal. This implies that although there is an indication of change of 

attitudes concerning equal rights, there are some men who still hold that there is no 

possibility of equality between women and men.  

5.6 Chapter Conclusion 

The analysis of Sukuma songs in this chapter, together with the information from the 

discussions and interviews revealed the aspects of gender inequality and the 

gendered position of both women and men in Sukuma society. The results show that 
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the partriarchal system is dominant among the Sukuma. Men exercise power and 

authority over women and the property in the families. Equality between women and 

men, in almost all the aspects is absent. The women are the victim of men‟s action; 

they generate family wealth but they have no right to access and use the products of 

their work. Their power to influence changes is limited because their voices are not 

heard in their families and society in general. 

  

The study also revealed that women in this society have no freedom in choosing 

their husbands. This aspect of inequality is among the factors which affect the 

various domains of life of both women and men and it is led by the custom which 

requires men to pay bride wealth, which is cherished in the Sukuma tradition. For 

example, men from poor families are affected because of the inability to fulfil this 

cultural requirement. The bride wealth in this study is identified to be one of the 

crucial aspects which are more sensitive in enhancing gender inequality because of 

its role in building sexual identity and social status as it is observed in the various 

contexts of the Sukuma (See in Chapter Four, 4.7). This has led women to suffer 

many kinds of humiliation, including being overworked, being beaten and 

unjustified divorce leaving every thing behind, including their children.  

Apart from humiliation resulted from the impact of bride wealth, there is also 

inequality in family care and management. This aspect, to a great extent, is favoured 

by stereotypical thinking among the Sukuma with regard to women and men‟s 

status. Here, the study identified that men are irresponsible in the family matters due 

to many factors including excessive alcoholism. This contributes to family 

abandonment by Sukuma men resulting from failure to manage their families.The 

next chapter focuses on the power of the discourse of Sukuma songs in enhancing 

awareness on gender equality and in bolstering gender inequality. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

POWER OF DISCOURSE OFSUKUMA SONGS IN ENHANCING 

AWARENESS ON GENDER EQUALITY AND IN BOLSTERING GENDER 

INEQUALITY 

6.1 Introduction 

The third objective of the study was to make an assessment of the power of the 

discourse of Sukuma songs in enhancing awareness on gender equality and in 

bolstering gender inequality. In other words, it aimed to assess the effects or 

influence of Sukuma songs, as an agent of socialization on gender relations between 

women and men among the Sukuma people. This chapter presents and discusses the 

findings on the two aspects; enhancement of awareness of gender equity through 

Sukuma songs and the power (influence) of the Sukuma songs in bolstering gender 

inequality among the Sukuma. 

6.2 The Power of Discourse in Enhancing Awareness on Gender Equality 

Songs, as a genre in oral literature, among other roles, serves as an agent or medium 

of transmitting and bolstering social awareness; that is, knowledge, ideas, and 

philosophical stances, upheld by a community from one generation to another. That 

is to say, songs are used to mould the individual and social attitudes and behaviour 

of community members. The data collected during the study indicate that some 

significant transformations in the social attitudes, regarding gender equality, are 

taking place. Below is the exemplification of how the knowledge obtained from 

Sukuma songs tansforms social atittudes. 
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6.2.1 Transformation of Social Attitudes 

This study found that the songs that are composed and sung by the Sukuma 

explicitly or implicitly, have an influence in shaping the individual and social 

behaviours of the Sukuma in regards to gender equity in various aspects. On this 

point, the composition of songs among the Sukuma has resulted in reinforcing and 

adjustment of behaviour and social attitudes of women and men, as far as power 

relations in marriage, roles in production and appropriation of wealth and other 

rights. The result in this study is similar to Lauwe‟s observation regarding the 

transformation in the thinking of women. Lauwe writes: 

Most people who had observed a change in the behaviour of women 

thought that it had changed in the direction of emancipation and 

independence. Not only was it said that women were 'not so timid' 

towards men, not 'the obedient little pets they once were'; but other 

remarks were that women 'want more of their own way', 'they have 

more assurance', 'more authority', 'they don't accept everything 

without saying a word, and they stand up for themselves more 

(Lauwe, 1962). 

 

 During the research, it was found that there are similarities of ideas given by the 

informants, men and women concerning the power of Sukuma songs in educating 

the society. For instance, one of the men key informants from Mwaweja village said: 

Sukuma songs are persuasive as they attack the audience physically 

and mentally. This is because many of these songs have the content 

which touches the life experience of the audience (Field data, 2015). 

 

 

Among the indication of transformation of social attitudes as revealed in these songs 

are the presence of the themes which portray awareness and activism on women 

empowerment, violence due to lack of emotion control among the women and men 

in marriage and dynamics of power relations in authority and appropriation of 

family wealth. 
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6.2.2 Awareness and Activism on Women’s Empowerment 

As noted in Chapter Four of this thesis, the Sukuma society is partriarchal by nature.  

This ideology has put men in a central position in their families and other social 

relations. Ideally, women in this society occupy a second position. This status, to a 

great extent, makes them become humiliated by men as it has been shown in chapter 

four of this thesis. It was observed that this situation does not only end in the actual 

social life in the society but also in the discourse of their songs. 

 

The songs which the Sukuma compose and sing indicate that women have come to 

realize that it is the lack of economic power that subjects them to this humiliation. 

Among the songs collected during the field work bearing this content is Bhukagi, 

that is, “Rise up” (Text 34). This song is sung by a woman to awaken other women 

to work hard in order to get total emancipation in their life.  

 

Text 34: Bhukagi                                                                 Rise 

 

Bhakima bhichane bhukagi duchole 

jikolo pamoja na bhagoshi bhise 

Bhabehi iwelelo ya lelo ilemile nkima 

ugulindana hakaya. 

 

Bhakima dudujije nulu bhing‟wene 

ka numba tuzengagi 

Ibhujage lushigu ogayaga u ngoshoko 

Igubhiza ginehe. Nulu wingilwe? 

 

Welelo ya kwingelwa yashilile. 

 

Shibhi   ugubhiza golikipa hakaya 

Ubhebhe igishaga hakaya abhiyo 

My fellow women let uswork hard to get 

money together with our husbands. 

Today‟s life does not allow women to 

stay at home waiting for the husbands to 

work. 

We are capable of even to build houses 

 

Ask yourself what will happen if your 

husband dies. Are you ready to be 

inherited? 

The world of being inherited is no longer 

existing. 

It is not good to depend on your husband 

for everything. 
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dumishile. 

Niza kubhagosha, nekage u 

ng‟wanambati agazuge chapati 

najitumbula 

Yaya giki kunjija kunguno ya wilu 

ng‟waminiyage  

Managa giki nkima adadiimaga 

ng‟ombe na mbuli. 

Nang‟ho Ng‟wana Ng‟hale 

wazunilijagwa 

ukakoye hama walamla mihayo 

Tugoyagi makundi ga bhulomolomo 

gadina faida nose lyagwa utina 

kin‟hu. 

Bhabehi galolagi amazungu 

nagwenegendelea pye ishi matumami 

Ulu wela duhu ugusanga aha kaya 

pye kumilimo mpaga ligagwe. 

 

Hangi abhana dubhasomishe bhalize 

bhikale maisha masoga 

Bhakima bhichane aliyo tubhukagi 

Tulekagi gutegemea bhagosha 

Nilolagi unene noya kutegemea 

ngosha angu naguluha 

Ulu alaje huwe aje nadinashida na 

maisha 

Shigagi ahali Kundi omishile 

Ong‟waniki,kazanaga Kundi mpaga 

bhagumane 

Bhabehi dubhizagi gudi Ng‟wana   

Nzoka 

Nkima nchoji 

You may stay at home but we are aware. 

Now I turn to the men‟s side. Let your 

wife work to improve the family 

economy; let them sell the bans and 

others things. 

 Don‟t be jealous of her 

You should know that a woman can not 

herd goats and cattle. 

N‟hale‟s daughter you have been given a 

chance to work, instead of working you 

are doing other unnecessary things 

Let us stop gossiping because it add 

nothing in our life. 

 

Look at the white people, their effort 

made them master the life. 

They always use the whole day 

 working to improve their economy. 

 

Let us send our children to school for a 

better future life. 

Women! let us work and not depend on 

our husbands. 

Look at me, I do not depending to my 

husband. 

If he wants to go, let him go as I have no 

problem in my life 

Get an example from Kundi who is now 

aware of life. Work hard Kundi till they 

appreciate you. 

Let us be like Ng‟wana Nzoka, a hard 

working woman. 

For the case of a dance, let us dance, if 
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Ulu mbina tubhinagi, ulu nungu 

Tubhumbagi, gulimatulimagi pye 

imyanya. 

pottery time let us do it. 

Let us cultivate every crops and let us do 

everything. 

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015) 

 

This song was song by Grace Nzoka (Ng‟wana Nzoka) in N‟hobola. In the song, the 

singer is urging fellow women to rise up, and start working to earn their living and 

stop depending on their husbands. The singer uses the popular call among women in 

Tanzania “Wanawake Tunaweza,” That is “Women we are capable” which in 

Sukuma language is Bhakima Dudugije to show her concern on gender awareness. 

In that case, women use songs to express the need for the women to empower 

themselves economically so as to get rid of all kinds of humiliation. The content of 

these songs highlight the knowledge of the singers about this matter and also create 

and instil awareness among the audience regarding women‟s empowerment. 

 

According to the singer, being dependant means putting their lives in the hands of 

men. The discourse of this song also reveals that the singer is aware that, for women 

to have power and authority in their families and community, they must engage in 

economic enterprises, to create their own property. Nzoka‟s ambition is in line with 

Remy (1975) findings in Nigeria. Remy argues that, for women to be fully 

independent, they should engage in economic activities in order to obtain regular 

cash income over which they have a control. This, in turn, will enable them to 

overcome the constrained structural limitation that hinders their capacity in 

economic opportunity. The women, who are the major focus in this song, are 

expected to be conscious of their potentials. Thus, they are urged to work hard in 

order to improve their status.They are also urged that if they are given permission by 

their husbands, they should be serious on their works instead of wasting their time in 
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unnecessary behaviours such as gossiping which do not have any benefit to them. 

The stanza from Text 34 indicates this: 

Nang‟ho Ng‟wana Ng‟hale 

wazunilijagwa 

ukakoye hama walamla mihayo 

Tugoyagi makundi ga bhulomolomo 

gadina faida nose lyagwa utina kin‟hu. 

N‟hale‟s daughter, you have given a 

chance to work and instead of working 

you are doing other unnecessary things 

Let us stop gossiping because it yields 

nothing in our life. 

 

Apart from the women, the singer urges men to allow their wives to participate in 

economic activities instead of doing the household chores only. For example, in the 

stanza from Text 34, the singer says: 

 

Niza kubhagosha, nekage u 

ng‟wanambati agazuge chapati 

najitumbula 

 

Yaya giki kunjija kunguno ya wilu 

ng‟waminiyage. 

Managa giki nkima adadiimaga ng‟ombe 

na mbuli. 

Now I turn to the men‟s side. Let your 

wife work to improve the family 

economy; let them sell bans and others 

things. 

 Don‟t be jealous of her 

 

You should know that a woman can 

not herd goats and cattle. 

 

In this stanza, the singer demonstrates her awareness that gender equality and 

women‟s empowerment cannot come through miracles, but through hardwork. 

6.2.3 Violence due to Lack of Emotional Control 

Violence between husband and wife in the family, features prominently in the 

discourse of Sukuma songs. There are various sources of violence illustrated in these 

songs. One of them is improper use (misuse) of family resources. This is well 

illustrated in the songs: Nayombe (Text 14), Nyanzala (Text 16), Nutulagulagwa 
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(Text 31). Below are the stanzas from these songs which indicate violence between 

wives and husbands. 

Text 14 

 

Ngoshi wane ulinibhonela gete 

I shilewa shane na bhana bhane 

 

Ulu i shikolo chene dugabhan‟hage  

 

Uje ugatole. 

My husband you‟re unfair to me 

These foodstuffs are mine and my 

children‟s 

If it is other wealth let‟s divide 

between us 

 So that you may go and marry another 

woman 

 

The woman in Text 14 is complaining about her husband‟s decision of using the 

family wealth to pay bride wealth to another woman. According to this woman, it is 

unjust for a man to do so hence, she is fighting to stop her husband taking the family 

wealth. This song (Text 14) articulates a commentary upon violences which is a 

result of lack of emotional control. The violence in this song is the indicators that 

women are now conscious of their rights and hence, they are using their voice to 

fight against all the unjust as it is seen in the woman in Text 14. Another song which 

express sources of violence in Sukuma songs is Text 16 as it is presented below.  
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Text 16 

 

Nkima 

Yaya unene naduzunyaga dakoile kale 

no 

nduhu nulu ibadi 

 

Lolaga abhozenganwa bhakomile ibadi 

bhagulile na litela lya ng‟ombe. 

 

Abhiswe bhuli ng‟waka 

dabhibhamjipande. 

Yaya dugucha bhozuka. 

 

 

Wife 

I do not agree with you because we 

have struggled for a long time but we 

have not succeeded to iron roof  our 

house 

Look! Our neighbours have already 

iron roofed their house and they even 

bought a plough. 

Look at the way we live. Every year we 

survive as labourers  

No! I am afraid that if we go on like 

this we shall even fail to decently cloth 

ourselves. 

 

Similarly, the stanza from (Text 16) illustrates the way women raise up their voices 

to their husbands to demand equal rights in their marriage. In this song, the woman 

fails to tolerate her husband‟s behaviour. This man is said to be lazy in such a way 

that his family suffers from hunger every year. The singer claims that her husband 

should stop to misuse the family crops while the family is facing hardship in 

acquiring the daily meal. This is among the songs which the singers challenge men‟s 

supremacy, particularly, on appropriation of wealth. Apart from Text 14 and 16, the 

next song “Nutulagulagwa” (Text 31) differs on the way the women become violent 

in their marriages. 
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Text 31 

 

Hangi nikaya nalaje nagatulagulwe 

 

Unene unkima one agunitulaga.  

 

U  nene bhang‟wi bhichane ikaya 

nabhilotulagulwa ne likima lyane 

Ulu nenga uguwalwa 

lizalyanibhambagula mpaga nulu 

luguma 

Ngongo gwane gusataga nu nkimbili 

gugachumelaga. 

Always when I go back home my wife 

beats me 

My fellow men, my wife always beats 

me 

My fellow men, my wife always beats 

me 

When I come back from the bar she 

severely beats me 

 

I always feel pains at my back and 

around my waist. 

 

 

Text 31 carries the husband‟s voice explaining the way his wife punishes him when 

he over drinks. This woman seems to be tired of his husband‟s habit of using too 

much alcohol and coming home late at night. In this song, it is the husband who is 

the victim of domestic violence because of his behaviour. He is always assaulted by 

his wife whenever he returns home drunk. The song is awakening both men and 

women about the sources of domestic violence. It also shows that women are 

capable of defending themselves and their families against the various aspects, even 

though they sometimes lack personal control.  

 

The violence between women and men as revealed in this study is a marker of 

inequality in power relations. Women in these songs reveal their dissatisfaction and 

decided to address the inequality for demanding equal rights. The violences depicted 

in the songs have important implications in the struggle of women‟s rights which is 

a subject of Women‟s Liberation Movements (WLM) across the world. However, 

women in these songs differ in the way they address the problem of inequality in 
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their marriages. Some of them demand equal rights when their husbands divorce 

them while others as in this song, resort to violence as a defense mechanism due to 

the way they are treated by their husbands. However, men, especially, those who 

cannot fight back, keep on complaining about their wives‟ change of behaviour. For 

instance, the man in Text 31 complains that his wife always beats him when he 

returns drunk. This implies that the husband‟s excessive use of alcohol makes this 

woman lack personal control, hence, provoking violence between them. 

 

During the discussion of the discourse of this song, the informants had divergence of 

views. Men in the FGDs argued that the man in this song is very weak in such a way 

he is beaten by his wife easily. Another man among the audience of the songs from 

Ndoleleji village added: 

This is the ironic song because what is said is opposite of what the 

song means; it is not possible for a man to be beaten by his wife. If 

such circumstance occurs the man would instantly divorce the woman 

and find another one who is obedient. 

 

During the interview with the men audience, they added that it is not possible for a 

man who paid bride wealth to experience such harassment from his wife.  

 

But on the contrary, women audience of the performance of this song argued that it 

was the bad habit of the husband which caused the woman to develop such a defence 

mechanism against him. This answer corresponds to the result from women in FGDs 

who argued that it was unusual to find a woman beating her husband and there was 

no indication of violence being raised by a woman that did not emanate from her 

husband‟s bad deeds. The diversity of ideas concerning domestic violence expresses 

women‟s exceptional change of attitudes and it is similar to what isseen in the World 

Bank report (2008) where it was reported that twenty-four percent of women in the 

45-60 age group and 30 percent of women in 15-25 age group reported ever 
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experiencing violence by their husbands. In contrast, over 43 percent of male heads 

of households reported ever having been violent to their wives. It is also reported 

that men‟s violence against their wives seems to be a means of asserting control. 

When men think that women are able to resist, they seem to be more violent to them, 

almost as a measure of enforcing control. Violence as observed in many studies 

including Wyrod (2008) and McHale (2009), differs in the source, intensity and 

reactions between the sexes. Scholars have conducted studies in order to identify the 

sources and effects of domestic violence in marriages (Lazarus-Black 1993, 

Silberschmidt 1999, World Bank 2008). For instance, in a study of gender and social 

transformation in Bangladesh, the World Bank (2008) identified that the 

idiosyncratic and unpredictable nature of violence indicates that men use it as a 

coping mechanism in the face of frustration which was noted to be enhanced by 

pressures of poverty. Again, Lazarus-Black (1993:155) writes that a married woman 

may apply to the magistrate for relief if a spouse has committed adultery or is guilt 

of persistent cruelty or desertion, or a habitual drunkenness. In Sukuma songs, the 

singer sare telling the community that things have changed; they are now able to 

take measures even if the measures taken are violent. 

6.2.4 Dynamics of Power Relations in Marriage 

The dynamic of power relations in marriage also constitutes an important theme in 

the discourse of Sukuma songs. These songs reveal that both singers and audience 

are aware of the egalitarian principles of marriages. The songs which illustrate these 

cultural practises from the data collected in the field are Sanji (Text 8) andLitongo 

(Text12). The following are some stanzas from these songs.  
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Text 8 

 

 Mambo gangi gagukumm‟ya sana 

Byabhaji bhangi bhatonja majikolo 

 

Ulu bhajila a mashikolo bhasangabhale 

gere 

Iki bhaditogelagwa mashikolo 

 

ulu usolwa managa bhielelagwa. 

 

 

Wigongeja atolwe na mn‟ho wa 

majikolo 

Ulu bhuduma ugwielelwa? 

 

Other things are so amazing 

It is surprising that some parents give 

preference to material things   

Sometimes they go to take the bride 

wealth  and find nothing  

Since it is not wealth which creates 

love  

If they take your daughter you should 

understand that they really love each 

other. 

Do you want your daughter to marry a 

rich person, how would you feel if they 

will not cope? 

 

The changes in the dynamics of power relations in marriage has made some of the 

members in the society question the payment of bride wealth. In the song Sanji (Text 

8), the singer is among the society members who are aware of this cultural practise. 

This singer is annoyed by this cultural practise to the extent that he decides to 

illuminate this problem to the mass. He says: 
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Amabehi ulugafunya ng‟ombe nyingi 

gabhile  maluhya abhakima 

 

Naing‟we bhapuji kabla yakupula 

ng‟wana wa munhu andaaga 

jakupulela 

 

Nduhu u nkima o bhule ihaha 

 

Ng‟ombe makumi mpungati  

naupandikenkima 

Aliyo ihaha mleduma ng‟ombe  i tano 

du 

Bhayanda ng‟wacha mdatolileee. 

 

Mind you, the people who pay a 

number of cattle always humiliate and 

torture their wives 

And you, who take girls without 

informing their parents, please make 

sure you have at least some cattle for 

fine  

 There is no marriage if you don‟t have 

any   cattle   

You are supposed to pay at least six 

heads of cattle  

But nowdays people fail to pay even 

five cows. 

 Young man, you are dying without 

getting married. 

 

Here, the singer shows the intensity of the problem of paying cattle as bride wealth 

in this society. Through this song one may realize that paying of cattle as bride 

wealth affects not only women but also the men. This is because, a young man 

cannot marry the girl he loves if he cannot pay the cattle and a girl cannot be married 

to the man she loves on the same ground. 

 

In addition, the discourse of this song (Text 8) implies that paying a big number of 

cattle is not a prestige but a kind of humiliation to women and men as well. In this 

cultural practise, women are considered as the commodities which one day will fetch 

wealth to the family. The singer in this way does not only protest against this 

tradition, but also urges the community to change.  

 

Another song which reveals the dynamics of power relations in marriage is Litongo 

(Text 12) below are few stanzas for consideration.  
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Text 12 

 

Hakimu naligulomba bhabha 

 

kanidegelekage neyo nu bhalozi 

uliadebhile i litongo nagalekelwa 

na ngoshi wane. 

 

Hangi nu ngoshi one humo agajikwa 

jagimkalole ishigila shakwe 

Neyo hakimu kanambilijage 

bhalihaya kulya ne ng‟ombe 

ja bhana bhane. 

Angu nalema ukwingelwa na nkwela 

one ialiyo alesawa na ng‟wanone gete. 

 

Nayubhiza jije kubhukwingwa angu 

nduhu wagujangalila a bhana   

bhatali bhado. 

Your Lordship judge, Please listen to 

me, 

Give me my right to get back my land 

The land is obviously mine, even the 

cell leader knows that it was 

left to me by my late husband 

 It is where my husband was buried, 

you can go and look for the grave. 

Help me judge, they want to take 

 my children‟s cattle. 

 

Because I refused to be inherited by my 

brother in-law who is almost age mate 

with my son. 

My in-laws said that I cannot take care 

of the children as they are very young. 

 

 

The woman in the song (Text 12) illustrates the dynamic changes in social set up. 

This woman is protesting against the cultural practise which demands that when the 

husband dies, a woman has to be inherited by her husband‟s relatives. She is also 

protesting against the cultural practise which prohibits women the right to inherit the 

family wealth when their husbands die. This song, demonstrates change in the 

society‟s attitudes concerning women‟s rights. The audience of the performance 

both women and men responded positively about the content of this song. For 

example, one of the men audiences from Ukenyenge village argued: 

This song motivates the audience and at the same time it provides 

important knowledge to both women and men. This is due to the fact 

that women sometimes suffer because they do not know their rights. 

Also men take that advantage to oppress them. Through this song, 
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women will understand that they should have an access to the property 

left by their husbands. 

 

This quotation relates to what is written in Chapter Four and Five of this thesis. 

However, it significantly, shows that there are some changes on Sukuma‟s attitudes 

concerning equal rights. Also, women audience from Mhunze village had the similar 

views. When responding to the question about this song, they argued: 

This song teaches about the measures one may take in order to free her 

self from cultural practise which requires women to be inherited. It 

also reveals the unfair cultural practise which contributes to hamper 

the life ofthe women. The woman in the song encourages and 

demonstrates the way the women should fight for their rights.  

 

The responses of both women and men as seen above reveal that in the Sukuma 

society, there are cultural practises which encourage unequal gender relations among 

the sexes; lack of the right to access and own propety is one of them. Other cultural 

practises which suppress women, as explained in Chapter Four include widow 

inheritance and paying cattle as bride wealth. These cultural practises contribute to 

humiliation in marital relations and correspond with the Third World theorist views. 

In explaining the sources of humiliation to women Verba (1997) and Nnaemeka 

(2005), argue that there are some cultural aspects which are typical problems of the 

treatment of women by men and men by women. The effects of these cultural 

practises normally contribute to women‟s humiliation.  

 

Another aspect which reveals dynamic of power relations among the Sukuma 

through their songs is the singer‟s protest against cultural tendency which 

encourages inequality in power and authority. The Sukuma songs express how the 

patriachal attitude regarding the women‟s position in social authority is tied to the 

social perceptions (See in Chapter Four). Despite the fact that, gender equality does 

not appeal to these practises, the discourse of their songs exhibit the presence of 
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dynamic power relations and sensitization for both women and men. These songs 

question several existing conventionalized social orders that encourage inequality. 

The conventionalized rules in question seem to undermine women in many sensitive 

issues. Among the social orders which reveal negative attitudes towards women‟s 

ability are such as the notion that a woman cannot rule the society, a woman can not 

participate in important meetings, and a woman cannot stand alone in caring for the 

family as shown in the song Kalemela (Text5) below. 

Wagabhona a u nkuluyoagalema 

ukwingiilwa nguno ya sabho 

Angu nduhu u nene ukuzulumiwa 

 

Ulimanuhaya ugwigasha na bhana 

bhako du? 

Your sister refused to be inherited 

because of wealth 

She says “I cannot accept other people to 

take my wealth” 

Does she think she can manage to stay 

alone with her children? 

 

In this song, the singer shows how it is unusual in this society for a woman to stand 

alone caring the family when her husband dies. When reading in Chapter Four 

particularly section 4.5 which presents the data on widow inheritance, one may ask 

the question “Why do the Sukuma society prefer a relative to care for the family of 

the widow and they do not suggest this when the woman is abandoned by her 

husband?” This question is following the fact that this society normally suggests the 

widowed woman to select one of the relatives to care for the family when her 

husband dies. But when it happens that the woman is abandoned by her husband, no 

one would be responsible for the family. It is difficult to get an appropriate answer 

for this question. But, Sukuma songs and the data obtained from the key informants 

justify the presence of inequality of this kind and also enhance the awareness of the 

problem to the general public. For example, the singer in Text 5 above insists that 

when a husband dies the wife must be inherited. However, the refusal of this woman 
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to be inherited implies that there are some significant changes taking place, 

particularly, on power relations among the Sukuma. As the changes continue to take 

place among the Sukuma, the discourse in their songs is increasingly challenging 

these notions, as evidenced in the songs collected in the field. 

 

6.3 The Power of Discourse in Bolstering Gender Inequality 

It has earlier been argued that songs as discourse have been and are used by many 

communities, including the Sukuma, to transmit and bolster social knowledge. These 

songs play a role as a dynamic discourse in social and individual relations (Graham, 

1995). According to Graham, songs are expressions of social classes and do not 

merely mean to entertain people but also foster and bolster beliefs, practises and 

tradition of social classes, groups and even gender in society. This is what was 

clearly seen in the discourse of the Sukuma songs and in the discussions held with 

the informants. The songs which were collected and analysed in this study, inspite of 

helping to create awareness on gender equity and the need to enhance gender 

equality, in a way, explicitly or implicitly, reinforce the patriarchal concepts which 

bolster gender inequality. This is observed to contribute to inner or psychological 

conflicts and loss of courage and confidence to the audience. 

6.3. 1 Inner or Psychological Conflicts 

Creating an inner or psychological conflict in people‟s minds is one of the major 

functions and effect of discourse (Leech, 1969). This is also argued by Mchoul and 

Rapley (2001) who said that discourse is a carrier of actions and serves pragmatic 

functions in language. It thus, illustrates the inner life of a social group including 

their attitudes and perceptions. This is also found in the discourse of Sukuma songs 

where it was revealed that among the Sukuma, songs express the inner or 
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psychological conflicts inherent in the gender relations between women and men. In 

these songs, it was found that men mistreat women in a number of ways through the 

language they use in their songs. This is evidenced in the songs (Text 11, 18, 23, 

35). Below are some few stanzas from the songs for consideration. 

 

Text 11 

 

Nkima 

Napejiwa nu bhabha nkima 

natabhyalaga 

Napejiwa nu mayu nkima 

Natatumamaga. 

Wife 

My father in-law is chasing me because I 

am barren 

My mother in-law does not want me 

because I am not a hard worker. 

 

This is among the sad songs which express harsh treatment to women. It shows that 

the woman in this song has inner or psychological conflicts due to hardship she is 

experiencing in her marriage. This woman is humiliated by her in-laws because she 

is said to be barren, something which reveals that in this society a woman is married 

to bear children and to work hard for her husband and her in-laws as discussed in 

Chapter Four of this thesis. The act of treating women in this way is a common 

phenomenon in this society. However, there is no evidence in these songs which 

reveal that it is medically proved that lack of children for the couple is the problem 

of only the women, although it is generally assumed. This notion is nowadays 

challenged by the singers, as it is evidenced in this song and in the discussions with 

the audience. For example, one of the women from Negezi village in the discussions 

was complaining of this unfair cultural tendency. She said: 

The content of this song reflects the reality in the Sukuma. In this 

society, marriage should produce children, if it does not produce any, 

the one to blame is the woman (wife). This woman may be divorced 

and this is considered as normal. If not, it is right for a husband to 

marry another wife.  
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This response is showing women‟s dissatisfaction of the way barren women are 

mistreated in the society. Also, the discourse of these songs on the one hand creates 

false belief that there is no possibility for men to be infertile, and on the other hand, 

they inflict inner psychological conflicts to the women who have the same problem 

to this woman in the song. Another song which expresses psychological conflicts 

among the women is Text 23 titled “Nizukila”. 

 

Text 23 

 

Nawilwa nabhabhyaji  bhane nukija u 

kwigwa 

I myaka nayo ulunilola yanipelaga 

ong‟wa Nzengo nagabhule he shi? 

Bhashimbe bhang‟wa na walwa 

bhagunisekaga 

Nagwimbelagwa “utajiju” na makima 

gakwe 

Nankumbulile nu Ng‟walu nawe uyo 

yangalukila iwelelo winija ocha 

Gushi yantabhanya yamuwelelo 

Ubhona nose wisuye. 

 

Ahange nalibhasatwa abhana. 

My parents told me before, but I resisted 

I am now aged enough 

To whom can I go and tell about this 

case? 

Even the prostitutes are laughing at me 

 

His concubines are singing the songs of  

jokes to me 

I remember Ng‟walu who decided to 

commit suicide after seeing things going 

wrong. 

She was confused and fed up with so 

many things. 

But I feel sorry for her children. 

It is not uncommon, among the Sukuma to find a husband mistreating his wife and 

not the other way around. Ng‟walu in Text 23 is a wife who committed suicide after 

failing to tolerate the suffering under this circumstance. That was the only way for 

her to escape from the situation. The woman who is narrating this incident in the 

song is among the women who experienced the same torture from her husband. The 

intorelable torture makes this woman remember Ng‟walu who chose to die without 
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considering what her children would feel. However, the singer does not choose 

Ng‟walu‟s way. She looks back, sees her children then decides to tolerate. The 

singer uses this song to urge the women to endure suffering for the sake of their 

children and the family, thus, bolster the stereotypical traditions, customs and beliefs 

of the Sukuma which propagate men‟s superiority as it was observed in the 

discussions with the key informants. Below are the quotations of the audience‟s 

response on this song. 

i. Women are sometimes mistreated by their husbands due to 

different reasons. But they should accept suffering with 

bitterness for the sake of their children. Hence, the song 

reveals what is taking place in this society. 

 

ii. A women however, may suffer under the treatment of her 

husband, she has to endure; she must not leave her children 

suffer, she must not look for a ways, like suicide, or to escape. 

 

iii. A married woman has to endure suffering in order to protect 

the “respect” or “honour” of her husband, children and the 

family as the whole. But Ng‟walu in this song was 

psychologically affected as a result she failed to weigh out the 

way her children will suffer. 

 

The discourse of Sukuma songs as revealed in the interviews and discussions justify 

the notion that songs are not composed from vacuum, but they are the reflection of 

what is taking place in the society. According to Rosenthal (2003), people compose 

the songs not just to comment on what obtain in the society, but also they express 

power relationships by supporting or subverting those powers. Rosenthal says that 

the words in these songs have the ability to provoke, to move, to direct, prevent and 

to recast social reality. The discourse used in Text 23 for example, has the strong 

message which can create inner or psychological conflicts to the women because 

one may perceive that the Sukuma tradition and values prescribe that. 
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Apart from the theme of harsh treatment of men to women, Sukuma songs illustrate 

inner or psychological conflicts to the women due to the nature of gender roles. In 

these songs women are said to be overworked in such a way that they are 

psychologically affected. This is seen in the song Pilika (Text 35). 

 

Text 35: Pilika                                                 The Household Chores 
I Pililka pilika ja hakaya unene jandojaga 

I Pilika ja hakaya jigunibhulaga 

Bhuli lushigu pilika pilika 

I dilu dilu gwipuna gwishelo  

 

Nashoke hangi naje gusheli. 

 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

I limi nagasene makwi, nashoke nazugile 

bhademi. 

 

 

 

Bhabha nshi changanyaga i mashine 

najekaya 

U ngoshi wane nkali ulu nukeleja 

nagutulwa 

 

Nakubhenzwa nkono mokono 

I kwanja unitula u nkimbili gobhile 

lwande 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

Nashoke nakanzugile duje kungese ya 

mandege  

Natolwa na ngosha nkali giti shimba 

Nabhile wa kutulwa bhuli lushiku nose  

nache 

I am tired of the daily hectic works. 

The household chores will kill me. 

Every day I am busy. 

In the morning I go  to the milling 

machine. 

When I come back I have to go to the oil 

mill. 

Every day is full of unfinished activities. 

 

In the afternoon I go to fetch firewood 

and when I come back home I am 

supposed to prepare food for the cattle 

herders. 

 

Please operator of the milling machine 

hurry up so that I can soon go home 

 My husband is very harsh, if I go home   

late, he will beat me. 

 

This time he will break my hand. 

Since, last time he broke my waist. 

 

Every day is full of activities. 

 

Let me go home to prepare food for him 

then I will go tothe farm. 

My husband is harsh like a lion 

He always beats me, one day he will kill 

me 
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Lolaga ne liso lyoya ukubhona kisoga  

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

Uguja gugagisha i kaya alemile gete 

Haho onitolela nadinaja ukung‟wise. 

 

Angu ahaile nayogwisha hakaya  duhu 

Ulu naja u msenta nanguhe ugushoka  

 

 

Alemile nulu kuhoya kubhazenganwa 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

 

Abehi nahadikijiwa nu bhabha angu 

nabheje kaya 

Kaya ki i yiniyi ya mateso duhu 

 

Olema nabhadugu bhane u kwiza 

gunigesha  

Angu bhakumala  i shilewa 

Nabhulage i kaya nabhugikulu bhone 

naguja he? 

Look at this eye, it doesn‟t work properly 

Every day is full of activities. 

 

He refused me to pay a visit to my parents 

I have never seen them since I married 

him. 

He wants me to stay at home all the time 

He is so jealous in such a way that when I 

go to the village centre he expects me to 

be back soon 

He doesn‟t e.ven want me to visit our 

neighbours. 

Every day is full of activities. 

 

My father forced me to marry this man in 

order to have a family 

Every day I am tired, what kind of a 

family is this? 

My husband does not want my relatives 

to visit us. 

 He says that they finish the food 

If we separate where will I go as I am 

very old now? 

Source: Elizabeth Makaranga (Field data, May 2, 2015) 

 

The woman in this song is in dilemma. She says that she has no time to rest. When 

she was at her parents she was the only daughter in the family. There were many 

household chores and she was supposed to attend all. She thought that this situation 

would change when she would get married. Unfortunately, the situation remains the 

same, and worse than before. She ends by saying; “If we separate, where will I go as 

I am very old now?” That means she is supposed to tolerate this situation as there is 

no place she can go. This song shows that the woman is psychologically affected by 

the nature of gender roles in her society which requires women to do all the 
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household chores without any help from their husbands, male children and their 

brothers. 

6.3.2 Loss of Courage and Confidence 

The discourses of Sukuma songs, in one way or another, reinforce loss of courage 

and confidence in the women. This is particularly, effected in the language used in 

reference to the women. Like many other poetic forms, Sukuma songs employ the 

language artistically, that is, they use figurative language such as metaphors, similes 

symbols and imagery. But this technical use of language normally has a hidden 

meaning which needs to be considered when one needs to understand the message. 

This study found that the figures of speech used in Sukuma songs render a negative 

portrayal of the status of the less powered group. Women, who have this status, 

normally are given metaphorical or symbolic names which bolster inequalities 

between the women and men. This promotes the stereotypical perception of women 

as unequal partners both in the family and society. The song Skrepa o Nkima (Text 

36) by Makayula Masasu is an example of these songs. 
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Text 36: Skrepa o Nkima                                         Scrapper of Woman 

 

Skrepa ya nkima ningilage 

 

Nalibhona ulinibha 

 

Ukuyunen‟hela mpango goko 

gukuyutega makono 

Ukuyunen‟hela mpango goko 

gukuyutega makono 

Aho wanilola unibhona jihungile i 

yebo 

Giti u mamiyo o N‟hobhola. 

 

Wilemba natinago a masala  

Ulilemba nkima nakumanaga. 

Nalilema nkima i hesabu ghalama  

 

Ehaha i hela jilikila kumilioni 

Jilegela kuipandika i pikipiki. 

 

Nose na kumana nkima nalilema 

 

Milioni na laki nanejiliyepandika i 

pikipiki 

Napima nubhona nalibhilwa n‟hana 

 

Jishoshage i hela jane najibhunge. 

 

You, scrapper of woman, go away from 

me. 

 I have realized that you are chopping my 

money 

Every day you ask for the money. 

 

Every day you ask for the money. 

 

When you looked at me with my old 

shoes you compared me with your uncle 

who is living in N‟hobola. 

You thought that I was totally ignorant. 

You are cheating yourself as I have 

realized your mission. 

Woman, know that it is too hard to get 

the money. 

Now it is almost a million 

which I can buy a motorcycle. 

 

I have realized your mission and now I 

don‟t want you. 

One million and eighty hundred 

thousand can buy a motorcycle. 

I weigh out and find that you are stealing 

my money. 

Bring back all the money I gave you. 

Source: Makayula Masasu (Field data, January 9, 2015) 
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Skrepa o Nkima (Text 36) is a song which has metaphorical portrayal of women. In 

this song, women are referred to as the scrapper; something that has been worked 

out over and over and become worthless. This song is fuelling inequality between 

women and men and has a great effect to the audience as it contributes to loss of 

courage and confidence to women as they will feel that they don‟t have value in the 

society. 

 

The song is sung by a man who complains about women‟s behaviour of chopping 

men‟s money. The man in the song does not see his weaknesses of giving the money 

with the expectations of being given love, something which reveals inequality 

between them. However, there was no any song collected in the field which uses 

metaphorical portrayal of men, or any images which are meant to give men‟s 

negative perception. This seems to be a result of the existing cultural practise which 

gives favour to men in almost everything. What men do normally is taken as fair.  

 

Like any other literary genre, Sukuma songs use these figurative languages for the 

sake of beautifying their works. However, in the detailed examination of the songs 

collected in the field it was revealed that most of the metaphors and imageries 

employed in these songs encourage the diminishing of women‟s respectable identity. 

The example can be seen in the song Shetani o Nkima (Text 36) by Justina James. 

Text 37: Shetani o U Nkima                                    A Woman is a Devil 

 

Atatunzagwa u nkima 

Nulu ungulile bhaskeli 

Nulu ungulile gari 

U nkima atatunzagwa 

Shetani u nkima   

Shetani u kwandya  u muwelelo. 

You cannot handle a woman, 

even if you buy her a bicycle, 

even if you buy her a car. 

A woman cannot be handled. 

A woman is a Devil. 

The first Devil in the world. 

Source: Justina James (Field data February 5, 2015) 
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The norms and customs have it that the women cannot be trusted in anything; they 

are evil through and through as said in Text 36. In this song, women are 

metaphorically portrayed as devils to mean that they cannot be satisfied with only 

one man. This language device may give wrong impression to the young men who 

are also the audience of these songs. These young men may develop a notion that 

“all women are prostitutes.” In turn, this lack of respect to women diginity may 

create negative attitude towards all women, thus, women may lose courage and 

confidence to men. 

 

In the discussions with the audience it was said that this is among the songs sung 

when both women and men are in cultivation. In these discussions, one of the men 

audiences from Bubiki-Mondo said: 

This is among the songs which portray women negatively. There are 

many other songs like this. Although, it portrays women negatively, 

women are also among the singers of the song. They neither see 

anything amazing in the song nor feel bad of the content of it. 

 

However, this is different from women‟s view concerning the metaphorical portrayal 

of the women. One of the women from Ndoleleji village argued: 

It is not possible for a woman to compose a song which gives women 

negative images. That means, the song “Shetani o Nkima” was 

composed by men and women sing this song together with men in 

cultivation as they cannot stop men to sing it. Other women sing this 

song as they do not think of the content of it and every one believes 

that the song is not addressed to her. 

 

The quotation above implies that women have no courage and confidence to stop 

men from singing this song even though they are not pleased to be referred to as 

devils. However, some of the women sing this song unconsciously without 

considering the content of the song.  
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Apart from the metaphorical portrayal which give women negative image, Sukuma 

songs, especially, those concerned with the relationship between the couples, use 

abusive and harsh language against women. Through the examination of these 

songs, it was found that these songs reinforce loss of confidence and courage among 

the women. Below are the stanzas of the song Bhugumba (Text13) which contain the 

content that illustrate this aspect.  

Text 13 

 

Ngosha 

 

Uli nkima ki ubhebhe udabhyalaga? 

 

Mmyaka mmyaka mingi ubhebhe 

udadidohaga 

Nalinda nose nanogaga gn‟hana 

Nkima shidabhyalanadodakaga 

Abhakima bhangibhakubhyalaga 

Otolilwe mazuli i leloali na bhudito 

Uli ngunda ki ubhebhe udabishaga? 

 

 

Jaga nkima ka naduhayaga 

O sanya makandi naduhayaga 

Nibhyalilage nane nitanwe bhabha 

 

Na bhabhyaji bhane bhayege ng‟hana 

Bhaseke na bhizukuluhashikome 

n‟hana. 

 

Nkima 

Eeee! Nilekejage ngoshi wane Eee! 

Husband 

 

What kind of woman are you, who 

cannot bear children? 

 Many years have passed and you  don‟t 

get pregnant 

I am tired of waiting  

I don‟t want you a barren woman 

many other women bear children  

One girl was married few days  ago and  

now she is pregnant 

What kind of a farm are you that cannot 

bear crops? 

Go, woman I don‟t want you 

Osanya Makandi I don‟t want you 

Bear me children so that I can be called                                         

“father” 

To make my parents happy and make 

them laugh with their grandchildren in 

the homestead. 

 

Wife 

Forgive me my husband 
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Wifi nidimage shi ali nipeja 

 

Nilekagi nalile hihiii iiiii! 

Nalile mapenzi unene 

N‟sembo nene natabhyalaga 

 

U ngoshi wane wanilemaga 

Sebha wane nigunanage. 

My sister in-law help me, my husband is 

chasing me away 

Let me cry 

Cry because of my love 

Me, an ill-fated woman, who cannot bear 

children 

My husband is chasing me away 

Please God help me. 

 

Text 13 with the title Bhugumba is the song which illustrates the intensity of 

inferiority complex to women who have no ability of getting children. In this song, a 

barren women is given a metaphorical image “unfertile farm that can not bear fruits” 

to show insignificance of this woman to her husband and community. The 

worthlessness image implanted on this woman expresses loss of confidence to this 

woman as she end up by advising her husband to marry a second wife, something 

which is impossible under normal circumstances. Also, the woman is calling herself 

as an ill-fated one, to typify his lack of confidence.  The uses of such literary devices 

in the discourses of these songs have great negative impact to the audience, 

especially, the women who have not yet married. This is because, this kind of 

discourse makes them lack confidence and courage to venture into marriage for fear 

of encountering this kind of humiliation. This observation has been reported from 

various parts of the world by different scholars including (Van Dijk, 1989; Jule, 

2008; Mascia-Lees and Black, 2000; Mchoul and Rapley, 2001). Jule (2008) for 

example, argued that language is always used to reflect and reinforce the attitudes of 

gender inequality. 
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6.4 Chapter Conclusion 

The discourses of Sukuma songs as seen in this chapter express various ideas, 

concepts and cultural practises which have an impact to the society.  These songs on 

the one hand, illustrate positive effects and reveal the general functions of oral 

literature. On the other hand, they bolster gender inequality among the people.  

Positively, some Sukuma songs as it has been revealed in the analysis enhance 

gender equality and harmonized relations between the two sexes. Also, they 

contribute to the broad contemporary changes like women‟s empowerment. The 

negative effects as revealed in the analysis of these songs perpetuate the cultural 

ideologies which encourage women‟s subordination and contribute to weaken the 

status of the women to a great extent. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the summary of the findings, implications of the study, 

conclusions drawn and recommendations. 

7.2 Summary of the Study 

This study was conducted in Kishapu District in the Shinyanga Region. It aimed at 

investigating gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs so as to bring to 

light gender status in oral literature art forms and society in general. The study had 

three specific objectives: to examine Sukuma cultural practises with regard to gender 

relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs, to examine the aspects of gender 

inequalities in the discourse of Sukuma songs and to assess the power of discourse 

of Sukuma songs in enhancing sensitization on gender equalities and in bolstering 

gender inequality.  

 

This is a qualitative research on the ethnographic research design. In this study, four 

methods of data collection were used to collect data. These are: interviews, direct 

observations, focused group discussions and documentary analysis. Also,two data 

analysis techniques, Thematic Coding Analysis (TCA) and Discourse Analysis (DA) 

were used to analyse the data. TCA was used to analyse data obtained from the 

focused Groups Discussions (FGD), documentary sources and the information 

obtained from the key informants. The DA was used to analyse the language used in 

the songs. Apart from the data analysis techniques, this study was guided by two 

theories, namely, the third world feminism and poststructuralist theory. The findings 
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and discussions were presented in three chapters, chapter four, five and six. Below 

are the result obtained from each of the objective. 

 

Chapter Four presents the results for the first objective which aimed at examining 

Sukuma cultural aspects with regard to gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma 

songs. The results show that the discourses of Sukuma songs have some features of 

patriarchal ideology, which seemed to guide the life of the people in this society. 

These features as identified in this study, affect both women and men in one way or 

another.  One of these effects is the nature of Sukuma marriage, which requires one 

to pay cattle as bride wealth. This cultural practise as it was revealed in this study, 

encourages informal marriage (kupula). Also, this practise repudiates the status of 

women who engage in it and it contributes to the loss of men‟s identity because it 

forces them to live an inferior life under their in-laws directives due to their inability 

to complete the bride wealth. Again, the study identified the impact of the cattle as 

bride wealth to women. The bride wealth, on the one hand, denies women the 

privileges to own or inherit family properties, while on the other hand, it encourages 

men who sometimes use it to suppress women. For instance, if the woman fails to 

get a child, she normally, although not always, get harsh treatment from her husband 

because of the bride wealth paid for her.  

 

Again, during close observation, it was found that the famine and subsquent 

economic crisis prevailing in the Sukuma society have brought imbalanced child 

rearing. The economic crisis, which in this study was said to be caused by the 

prolonged dry season for many years now, has reduced the tasks attributed to boys. 

For example, the activities which were previously assigned to young men like 

herding cattle do not exist now, while girls have remained with their tasks which are 
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traditionally confined to them. Thus, this situation creates unequal gender balance in 

the social and family roles. 

 

Another thing that was revealed in the Sukuma cultural life is the presence of gender 

inequality in cultural leadership and authority in the social institutions. Women in 

the Sukuma society are not allowed to hold higher social ranks such as Sungu sungu 

(chairpersons). They are also not allowed to either attend or give their views on 

important social matters such as the chief‟s coronation ceremony.  In the same line, 

the study revealed that practises like arranged marriages; widow inheritance and 

polygamy have been causing domestic quarrel and divorce resulting in suppression 

and oppression of women. 

 

Chapter Five presents the results for the second objective, which sought to assess the 

aspects of gender inequality in the discourse of Sukuma songs. The finding shows 

that Sukuma songs are dominated by male power denying women freedom of choice 

and rights to own properties in their families. Also, the study recognizes men‟s 

irresponsibility in family issues, which are revealed through the tendency of 

abandoning their families and their habit of over drinking. This behaviour was seen 

to be the source of increasing single parenthood in this society.  

 

Chapter Six presents the findings for the third objective, which investigated the 

power of discourse of Sukuma songs in enhancing awareness of gender equality 

among the Sukuma and in bolstering gender inequality. The results show that the 

discourse of Sukuma songs, to a great extent, serves to moralize the society. 

However, these moralizing lessons, as recognized in this study, have positive as well 

as negative effects on the audience. On the positive side, the discourse increases 

awareness on gender equality among the people, particularly, on women‟s 
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empowerment, gender egalitarianism in property inheritance and ownership, and 

encourage actions against suppression of women. On the negative side, these songs 

provoke inner or psychological conflicts, loss of courage and confidence and 

repudiation of women‟s status.  

7.3 Conclusion 

The study‟s primary intention was to investigate how the patterns of language 

constructed in the Sukuma songs reflect the societal reality of gender relations in 

Sukuma cultural life. Based on the results obtained through the theories and research 

methodologies employed, it can be concluded that the discourse of Sukuma songs 

are characterised by inherent cultural practises which favour men over women in 

almost all the aspects of life. This has made women lead a subordinate life, which 

makes them look inferior in their families and society at large. Also, the centrality of 

bride wealth to these songs expresses dissatisfaction of this cultural practise among 

the society members. This cultural, which seems to give much emphasis on cattle is 

said to be more sophisticated and splits the life of both women and men. This form 

of bride wealth on the one hand, makes the couple behave in a certain way and be 

active or inactive in their roles. While on the other hand, men seem to fail to pay it 

due to excessive poverty prevailing in the area as a result, they lose their expected 

identity.  

7.3.1 Implications of the Study for the Theories 

The main force to conduct this research was drawn from previous researchon gender 

inequalities and the aspects that hamper women‟s development (Wollstonecraft, 

1992; Hofmeyr, 1992; De Beauvoir, 1993; Mascia-Lees 2000; Kopytoff, 2005; 

Njogu and Mazrui 2006; Jule 2008; Ore-Ofe, 2011). In addition, the evidences from 
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the Post-structuralist and Third World Feminist theories on gender provided a strong 

determination to investigate gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs. 

People like Russ (1983), Van Dijk (1985; 1989), Hofmeyr (1992), and Fairclough 

(2003), contributed a lot concerning the role of discourse in expressing and 

enhancing gender inequalities.  For example, Mascia-Lees and Black (2000) in Post-

structuralism theory, explains the categories of identities created by discourse, which 

always sustain power relations and patterns of domination. Acccording to Mascia-

Lees and Black, these categories always control people‟s ideas and behaviour and 

have an impact in their psyche. Again, Spender, in Paltridge (2006), argues that 

language is a source of domination among the people, such as men‟s domination 

over women. The basic assumptions of the Post-structuralism theory helped to 

examine the language used in the discourse of Sukuma songs. The result shows how 

the patterns of language used in these songs enhance positive and negative effects to 

the society. Negatively, it accelerates women‟s subordination and positively it 

enhances social awareness on gender equality.  

 

Third World Feminism, as revealed in the literature review, emerged as a criticism 

against male oriented African literary scene, which is said to portray female 

characters in a low position that does not reflect the reality (Ore-Ofe, 2011). This 

theory was much concerned in studying written literature to investigate the portrayal 

of women‟s position in literary works. However, the theory is facing a lot of 

criticism from the Africans, both women and men (Ore-Ofe, 2011; Nfa-Abbenyi, 

2005; Oyewumi, 2005). This was revealed through a reluctance concerning the 

position and application of Third World theory to African situation (see in 2.2.4). 
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 This study proved that this theory is useful and essential in studying gender 

relations not only in written literature, but also in oral literature, including oral 

poetic forms. The basic assumptions of the Third World theory, as stated by Remy 

(1975), Nfa-Abbenyi (2005), Kopytoff (2005), to mention just a few, provided the 

ground for understanding gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs. In the 

analysis of these songs, the study revealed the representation and mis-representation 

of both women and men; their positions and roles from the contextual environment 

such as cultural rules, social structures, traditional norms and the general 

preoccupation concerning gender stereotypes. 

7.3.2 Implications of the Study for Policy and Practise 

This study focused on Sukuma songs because songs are the products of language 

and language is used to exercise power and dominance (Van Dijk, 1989; Derive, 

1995; Steinbrich, 1995; Wenzil, 2004; Jule, 2008). For this reason, it was greatly 

hoped that the discourse of Sukuma songs could be the good indicator of any social 

inequality, which Tanzania, like many other countries, is fighting against. The 

finding as shown in the summary above proved that the Sukuma people use songs as 

self and social expression and therefore, through their songs, they express the 

aspects of gender relations.  

 

Apart from the governmental efforts to eradicate gender inequality, the study 

highlighted the dimensions of unequal power relations in family and society at large. 

Among the dimensions that indicate unequal power relations is the persistence of 

negative attitude towards gender equality as a result women lack rights in property 

ownership and other privileges. This was said to be the cultural norms towards 

women‟s status. Also, the present study identified outdated cultural norms and 
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customs, which are presented by both Sukuma women and men as the theme in their 

songs. Among these cultural norms and customs are: the presence of forced 

marriage, the nature of bride wealth, cultural inheritance laws, widow inheritance, 

and humiliation that result from negative attitudes and cultural practises. These 

cultural practises make women to be inferior as they are forced to accept the 

situation.  

Also, the study identified poverty as one of the aspects contributing to women‟s 

backwardness. This is due to men‟s irresponsibilities, causing hardship to married 

women on taking care of their families without any assistance from their husband. 

This implies that, although the present government through the Department of 

Gender Development in the Ministry of Health, Community Development, Gender, 

Elder and Childrenhas established the policies, strategies and programmes to 

empower women, the implementation of these mechanisms still have challenges of 

unequal services in rural and urban areas. This is because the major vision which is 

stated to bring about gender equality and promote change of attitudes is not in 

practise in some of the areas, for example in Kishapu where this study was 

conducted. 

7.4 Recommendations 

The analysis of the discourse of Sukuma songs identified the traditional and cultural 

norms that encourage the perpetuation of gender inequality among the community 

members. The inequality as shown in this study has put on stake the life of many 

women and men. That means, extra effort is needed to change the mindset of the 

people with regard to gender inequality and stereotypes and to prohibit the cultural 
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and norms that hinder the development of both sexes. In order to address this, the 

following are recommended to different actors:  

7.4.1 The Central Government 

i.       The Government through the Ministry of Health, Community 

Development, Gender, Elder and Children, should promote gender 

equality particularly, in rural areas and help in protecting the rights of 

women and bring about equality among the sexes. 

 

ii.      The Government of Tanzania should enhancing women‟s economic 

capacity through making credit facilities available, building and 

supporting women entrepreneurial skills, improving their management 

capabilities, and facilitating training and access to technology. This effort 

should reach the villages where the majority of women are subjected to 

economic constraints because of the consequences of gender imbalance. 

Also, governmental support should reach not only the women, but also 

men in rural areas who like women suffer because of execcessive 

poverty. This would assist both women and men to get better life, hence 

achieve positive steps towards total gender balance. 

 

iii.      The Government should direct the village leaders, such as the 

chairpersons, division executive officers and cultural leaders to educate 

gender equality in their meetings with the residents. This will help to 

promote change in attitudes towards gender equality among the women 

and men. 
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7.4.2 Community and District Inhabitants 

i. Apart from Government efforts, women, particularly in rural areas, 

should mobilize and equip themselves to work in team like self-help 

groups in order to improve their life standards instead of being 

dependant on their husbands. Women who are economically liberated 

can be able to stand on their own to take care of their families and their 

life in general. 

 

ii. The society should avoid using the discourses that reinforce gender 

inequality among the society members.  

7.4.3 NGOs and Existential Organizations 

i. NGO‟s and the existential organizations such as Women Legal Aid 

Centre (WLAC) and Tanzania Women Lawyers Association 

(TAWLA) should expand their services, particularly, to Districts and 

Villages in order to save women from dangerous cultural practises 

that have been suppressing them. 

 

ii. Again, through these organizations, people should be educated to 

change their primitive mindset concerning gender stereotypes 

between the two sexes. This education should also include a package 

of gender studies in relation to values and norms such as widow 

inheritance and polygamous practise that seem to endanger the life of 

both women and men. If such education should begin from primary 

level, the children of both sexes will grow up with positive thinking 
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and attitudes towards gender equlity and its importance in the 

development of the individuals and groups. 

 

7.4.4 Further Research 

The study recommends the following research to be done: 

i. Comparative study of the portrayal of women and men in Sukuma songs. 

ii. Gender relations in the discourse of songs sung in matrilineal societies. 

iii. Women‟s and men‟s representation in contemporary oral songs. 

 

If these recommendations are taken into account and implemented, there is great     

possibility of the goals of the Government of capacity building and poverty 

eradication to be achieved effectively. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Interview Guide for Song Composers and Singers 

This research sought to identify gender relations in the discourse of Sukuma songs. 

In this study, Sukuma songs were the major texts needed for analysing the discourse. 

Hence, the questions below were set to make the song composers and singers give 

their songs, particularly those associated with gender relations.  

 

Interview Questions 

1. Did you compose your own 

songs?  

2. Can you sing your best or 

favourite songs?  

3. Why do you think they are the 

best songs? 

4. Do you have any other songs 

related to gender relations? 

 

 

5. If yes, may you please sing 

those songs to me? 

6. What encouraged you to sing 

these songs? 

7. Can you please explain women‟s 

participation in Sukuma dances? 

 

Wina mimbo ayo wabheja bhebhe 

ng‟winikili? 

Wadula unimbila ayo ulibhona masoga? 

 

Bhuli ulibhona a mimbo ganaya ha 

masoga?  

Wina mimbo gangi ayo gagwimbilaga 

kikalile ka bhakima na bhagosha u m 

bhasukuma? 

 

Ulu winago nimbilage. 

 

Ki isho jakwita ubheje a mimbo ginaya? 

 

I nafasi ya bhakima ummbina ja 

Kisukuma yilikinehe? 
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions for the Key Informants; Cultural Village 

Leaders, Village Chair Persons and Wards Executive Officers 

It is believed that literature is the reflection of the reality in the society concerned. It 

is through this assumption the researcher put emphasis on the society views. These 

views were crucial for the fulfillment of this study as they gave a clear picture of the 

Sukuma real life. It was also hoped that the key informants were aware of gender 

sensitivity which is emphasized worldwide. Hence, they would be able to explain all 

the cultural aspects which encourage gender inequality. The interview guiding 

questions below sought to get data on gender relations in the practical life of the 

Sukuma that would therefore help in interpretation of the songs. 

 

Questions related to gender relations in Sukuma cultura life 

1. How do the Sukuma practise 

marriage process? 

2. Does the polygamous practise 

exist in your society? 

3. What advantages and 

disadvantages in this practise? 

 

4. What does it mean by bride 

wealth in the Sukuma? 

5. Are there any differences in the 

amount of bride wealth to be 

paid in the different forms of 

marriage? 

6. How is the bride wealth arranged 

in the Sukuma? 

7. What happens if the wedding 

fails to materialize? 

8. How does the society consider a 

girl who married without the 

bride wealth? 

Wadula uiyomba i myatila ya bhutoji na 

bhutolwa u bhasukuma? 

Abhasukuma bhakupalikaga? 

 

Kwina makoye ki nulu faida ki iyo 

bhakupandikaga a bhagosha na 

bhakima u mmhali? 

U m bhasukuma i sabho bhakuisolelaga 

bho kinehe?  

Kwina tofauti yoseyose ya sabho ne aina 

ya witoji?  

 

 

A bhasukuma bhakupangaga kinehe i 

sabho? 

Ulu abhitoji bhulekana yubhiza kinehe? 

 

Ulu nkima usolwa bila kufunejiwa sabho 

Bhasukuma bhakunsolelaga kinehe? 
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9. What happens if a young man 

fails to pay the bride wealth? 

 

10. Explain briefly the way the bride 

wealth is distributed in the 

family.  

11. In marriage who is the key 

owner of the family properties? 

12. Who is supposed to inherit 

family property when one‟s 

(husband/wife) dies? 

13. If divorce occurs how the issues 

of property distributions and 

children are care handled? 

 

14. May you please explain the 

nature of specialization and 

division of labour between boys 

and girls? 

15. What challenges do parents face 

in child rearing? 

 

 

16. Who is more responsible in child 

rearing between the parents? 

17. Is there any tradition or custom 

which guides the process of 

initiation of children into 

adulthood? 

18. What is the role of men/women 

in your society? 

 

 

Hatua ki ijo jigosolagwa ukulingosha 

uyo ulemelwa ukumala nulu ukulipa i 

sabho? 

Ukubhasukuma i sabho ikujaga 

kulinani? 

 

Nani u nnang‟hani wa jikolo ja kaya? 

 

I jikolo ja kaya jikajaga kuli nani ulu 

umo u gaya? 

 

Ulu u nkima nu ngosha bhulekana 

bhakugabhanhana i jikolo jabho? 

 

 

Wadula uyiyomba i milimo ya a bhana 

bhayanda na bhakima aha kaya? 

 

 

Kwina makoye gose gose ayo a 

bhabhyiyi bhakupandika u 

mkubhalang‟hana abhana bhaniki na 

bhana bhayanda? 

Nani u ntongeji wa bhana a hakaya? 

 

Yiliho miyatila yose yose iyo a 

bhasukuma bhakutumilaga 

kubhatongela abhana kwingila m 

bhutali? 

Wadula u yiyomba i milimo ya bhakima 

na bhagosha u m bhasukuma? 
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19. Are there any changes on the 

perception of women‟s role from 

past up to date? 

20. What challenges do women and 

men face as a result of their 

gender group? 

21. Do women participate in social 

activities such as bride wealth 

payments, rituals, leadership 

(chiefs and Sungu sungu) and 

recreation? If yes what is their 

positions? 

22. Can you explain the traditional 

leadership of chiefs in the 

Sukuma? What is the role of the 

chief in your society? 

 

Yilihoi tofauti yose yose umo a bhakima 

bhasolelagwa i kale ne haha? 

 

Galiho makoye gose gose abhanhu 

bhakupandikaga nguno ya kubhi 

bhakima nulu bhagosha?  

I myatila ya bhasukuma izunije a 

bhakima ukwingila nulu kudima 

shughuli ja chalo kiti bhupangi bho 

sabho, bhutemi, mbina, Sungu sungu? 

 

 

Wadula uyomba i milimo ya ntemi ne 

historia ya bhutemi u mbhasukuma? 
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Appendix 3: Focused Group Discussion Guiding Questions for the Audience of 

the Performances 

Social class as Paltridge (2006) points out influence the use of spoken and written 

discourse. Hence, we only tell a tiny fragment of the story if we do not specify how 

such discourse details serve a function in the creation, maintenance, or change of 

such contextual constraints as the dominance, the power, the status, or the 

ethnocentrism of one of the participants (Van Dijk, 1985). In the contrary to 

appendix i and ii, this part aimed to get data that would suit the third objective which 

generally intended to assess the power of discourse of the Sukuma songs in 

bolstering gender inequality and stereotypes as well as enhancing sensatization on 

gender equality. Here, the aim was to reveal the effects of the knowledge, attitudes 

and beliefs obtained from these songs to the society concerned. Below is the list of 

the questions that were asked in the fieldwork. The questions were asked in Sukuma 

language and the informants were free to use either Sukuma or Swahili language. 

However, before asking these questions, the researcher provided the list of the 

common Sukuma songs to the informants in order to let them choose the songs 

which are familiar to them. The questions which were asked focused on these songs. 

 

1. Can you choose one song among 

these which you think can help 

you to explain gender 

relationship in the Sukuma? 

2. Why have you decided to choose 

this song? 

3. What is the song about? 

4. Can you please explain the nature 

of the language used in the song? 

5. Do you think the portrayals of 

women/men in these songs have 

any effect to the society? 

6. What do you think could be the 

effect of such songs to 

women‟s/men‟s life?  

Wadula uchagula limbo limo u mganaya 

ilo ulibhona wadula uliyombela? 

 

 

Bhuli wachagulaga lyimbo lyinili? 

 

U manile i ng‟hambu ja lyimbo lyinili? 

Uliyibhona ginehe i mihayo iyo yabheja i 

lyimbo lyinili? 

Lyimbo lyinili umo lilibhayombela a 

bhakima/bhagosha ulibhona lilitungilija 

 

Bhebhe ulibhona i lyimbo lyinili 

lyadulenha makoye ki ummasala ga 

bhanhu? 
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7. What do you think could be the 

reason of the singer to compose 

this song or use this kind of 

language? 

8. Does this song create any kind of 

awareness to the people? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bhebhe uliganika bhuli u ningi 

agatumila mihayo yiniyi u mlyimbo 

lyakwe? 

 

I lyimbo lyinili lina i lange ki? 
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Appendix 4: Profile of Song Composers/Singers 

S/N Name Sex Recorded 

Place 

Place of 

Residence 

Song(s) 

1 Sawaka Ng‟wana 

Sabhuni 

M N‟nhobola Lagana Ja Mikila 

2 Justina James  F Ndoleleji Ndoleleji 2. Shetani O 

Nkima, 

3 Bonifasi Malyeta M Ukenyenge Mwaweja Bhushauri 

4  Mama Ushauri F Ukenyenge Mwanza 1. Bhugunba 

2. Guliluma u 

Moyo 

5 Bhudagala Sabhuni 

Ng‟wana Malonja 

M N‟hobola Mwanza 1. Bhujingi 

2. Kanengejage 

3. Bhabha 

Shokaga 

4. Mere 

5. Bhukagi 

6. Litongo 

6 Masunga Ikome 

(Mbogoshi) 

M Ukenyenge Bunambiyu Heshima 

7 Juma Kailo M Mhunze Kahama Shemeji 

8 Inaga Mlyambelele M N‟hobola Nindo Maisha ga 

Nkulima 

9 Grace Ng‟wana 

Nzoka 

F N‟hobola Lalago 1. Ngoshi One, 

2. Nayombe 

10 Masanja Jimisha 

(Dogo Waiti) 

M Mhunze Mhunze Nkima One 

11 Bonifasi Jigangama M N‟hobola Mwebuzo Kalemela 

12  Kulwa Ng‟wana 

Jitobelo 

M Ukenyenge Bubiki  Bakwija i 

mihayo 

13 Doto Jijogo M Ukenyenge Kahama 1. Bhutoji 

2. Bhatale bha 
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mbina yane 

14 Makayula Masasu M N‟hendegesye Ukenyenge 1. Ukubyala  

2. Nakoya no 

3. Skrepa 

4. Nanogaga 

Dulekane du 

15 Shija Shindai M Ukenyenge Mwambiti Ifogon‟ho 

16 Shitungulu Sabhuni M Ukenyenge Mwanza Nyanzala 

17  Ngelela Shilunguja M Ukenyenge Ukenyenge Ng‟wesi wa 

Mbale 

18  Wilson Shagembe M Uchunga Geita Nizukila 

19 Ng‟wana Majabala M Mhunze Ukenyenge Nkamba 

20 Shinje Mayunga M Ndoleleji Lalago Katugije 

21 Ngulyati bhabha 

(Mawalwa) 

M Ukenyenge Nindo Nutulagulagwa 

22 Muhangwa Mhoja M Ukenyenge Ukenyenge Sanji 

23 Mwashegeshi 

Kashinje (Punda wa 

Punda) 

M N‟hobola Nindo 1. Maria 

2. Bhulabu 

24 Charles Iguha 

(Ng‟wana Kwela) 

M Shagihilu Kahama Walwa 

25 Elizabeth Makaranga F Ukenyenge Ukenyenge 1. Pilika Pilika 

Ja Mikila 

26 Kisima Masanja M N‟nhobola Mhunze Kundi 
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Appendix 5: Key Informants who were Involved in the Interviews 

S/N Names Sex Village Occupation 

1. Peter Nkinga Luhanya M Mwadanga Village chair person 

2. Giganza Shinji M Talaga Village chair person 

3 John Mayala M Negezi Village chair person 

4 Ferister Daniel Dangu F Ndoleleji Village chair person 

5 Pascal Sawaka M Bubiki Cultural Village Leader 

6 Asha Ng‟wanaseph F Mwaweja Cultural Village Leader 

7 Rhoda 

Ngwanamanumba 

F Ukenyenge Cultural Village Leader 

8 Juma Kidaha Makwaya M Negezi Chief Assistant 

9 Luckas Jijanda M Negezi Division executive 

officer 

10 Boniphas Mlya M Shagihilu Village Chair person 

11 Shija  Masalu Me Ukenyenge Chief Assistant  
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Appendix 6: Focused Group Discussion Members 

S/N Names Sex Age Village 

 Group No. 1  18-30 Talaga-Negezi 

1 Leokadia Shija F   

2 Anna Masanja F   

3 Flora Nkinga  F   

4 Tumaini  Kija F   

5 Sophia Seph  F   

 Group No. 2  31-43 Bubiki-Mondo 

6 Esther Godson F   

7 Aisha Makinda F   

8 Rose Masalu F   

9 Mwantum Boniphas F   

10 Patricia Masanja F   

     

 Group No. 3  44+ Shagihilu-Kishapu 

11 Misuka John F   

12 Fauzia Milembe F   

13 Antonia Kidaha F   

14 Matilda Peter F   

15 Suzana Masali F   

     

 Group No. 4  18-30 Ukenyenge-Negezi 

16 Emanuel Kulwa M   

17 Boniphas Shija M   

18 Ezekiel Daud John M   

19 Dotto Mwanamchinje M   

20 Wilson Gregory M   

     

 Group No. 5 Me 31-43 Mwaweja-Negezi 

21 Robert Mayala  M   

22 Idd Juma M   
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23 Paul Khamis M   

24 Onesmo Kakolo M   

25 Mazuye Shinga M   

     

 Group No. 6  44+ Mhunze-Kishapu 

26 Kashinje Mwandu M   

27 Costantine Pius M   

28 Charles John M   

29 Underson Shilingi M   

30 Cosmas Shilinde M   
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Appendix 7: Sukuma Songs 

Text 1: Bhulabho Bhulabo (The Annual Festival) 

 

Nitanilwe tukashelekee bhulabuuu 

 

Hang‟wa ntemi wa Bhusiya 

Negezi si ya bhatemi tukabhasungile 

makono  

Abha Mahiti, bha Makwaya nu 

Ng‟wanduuuu 

Nu ntemi wise Jidaha tunsungile 

makono. 

 

Tulikulomba ntemi a mamilimo kaje 

kisoga 

Wilang‟hane isi  yise ya Bhusiyaaaa  

Nu Esther Ngole wa Bhusiya 

Witumamile i Bhusiya shelwa 

ng‟holo. 

U li Ngole  o  Bhusiyaaaa 

Ha si ya kamanda u Bhusiyaaaa 

Tulombe mbula bhagosha 

Tukomeje u bhulimi mokono.  

 

I have been invited to celebrate the 

annual festival 

At the residence of chief of Bhusiya 

At Negezi to praise the chiefs of 

 Bhusiya 

The chiefs; Mahiti, Makwaya and 

Ng‟wandu. 

And our present Chief Jidaha, let‟s 

praise him. 

 

We ask you Chief to ensure that all 

things go well  

Protect Bhusiya, our land 

Together with Esther, Ngole of Bhusiya  

Work for Bhusiya diligently. 

 

You are the Ngole of this land 

The land of the commander of Bhusiya 

Let‟s pray for good rains 

Let‟s work hard on our farms. 

Source: Mwashegeshi Kashinje, (Field data, June 16, 2015). 
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Text 2: Katugije                                  The Less Minded 

 

 

Katogije king‟we bhanamhala   

 

mliduyanjana masata gakwilile.   

 

Lazima untolwa 

 

Aping‟we nu ntoji aping‟we  

 

nayuja sawa i mipango. 

 

Mdatogagwi   mang‟ombe ng‟wibha 

ubhupanga   

Ugutoja unene nadulema ahene mlole 

mgutoja nagabhukimwi 

 

Masata ihaha ga kwilile lazimadubhize 

makini gete aha gupima 

Yaya gubyulila mang‟ombe 

Abhangi bhasata gwinga bhudo wabho 

Nabhing‟we bhabhusanji 

mliyelelwa ng‟hana dubhafule bhana 

Bhise bhatolwa na bhatoja hamo utolwa 

nalya bhukimwi lisatu 

Bhasukuma dumishagi yaya i lipula 

lyasukile bhasukuma 

Masata gali minge idi libhukimwi duhu 

nagangi galiho. 

 

 

Bhangi bhakwamile nama 

jisonono,makaswende namakabhambalu 

Dubhizagi makini gete 

Yaya gwisola gudi mbuli Yashillile iwelelo 

 

The way you elders give daughters in 

marriage confuse us. 

Considering that diseases have increased 

nowadays, 

The daughter who is to be married should 

be medically examined. 

The man who is to marry, should also be 

medically examined. 

In that way the plan goes well. 

 

 Don‟t just be fond of acquiring cattle and 

forget the value of life  

I do not reject marriage but be aware 

otherwise your children will get marriage 

with the people who are HIV positive. 

There are so many diseases nowadays, let 

us take care body check up 

Do not depend on the cattle because other 

people areHIV inborn. 

Even you, the in-laws on both sides,you 

should makean agreement to save our 

children 

The bride and groom may get married with 

an  infected person 

Let us be aware because getting informal 

marriage is not good 

Not only the HIV, there are so many 

diseases. 

 

Others, have syphilis and many other 

diseases  

Let us take care, and let us not to be 

married like goats. 
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nduhu 

Yaya kwiyamini gudi mpaga sibhitali. 

 

 

Ng‟wamonile unyanda u nfumu 

Oshilile gudi agushemagwa 

Utola likima lya sata masata  mingi 

bhuligwa bhakujaga gusibhitali 

 

Udizilemba i nyanya ong‟wa sengi 

 

Giki niyo lyape guti igi. 

 

Abhan‟hu ihaha bhabhiluyela namajidonge 

mumhinda. 

The world is now ruined with many 

diseases. Don‟t trust your partner without 

medically testing. 

 

Have you seen the son of the witch doctor?   

He is in a very bad condition. 

He married a woman who has a lot of  

diseases, as a result every day they visit the 

hospital 

Don‟t lie to yourself that she is my sister‟s 

daughter 

She is white like an egg. 

 

Nowadays people walk with the tablets in 

their pockets. 

Source: Shinje Mayunga (Field data, March 12, 2015). 
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Text 3: Bhatale bha Mbina Yane                   The Leaders of my Dance Group 

 

Ng‟wana Jijongo nalilumbilija bhatale 

bha mbina. 

 

Bha Kulwa Nyangidu, Shija nu Isanzule 

Bhapangagi  jisoga a bhanyalali bhane. 

 

Nkinga nu Silasi ng‟wilang‟nhane i 

mbina yane 

Maige bhabha imbina yise ikakinde 

ing‟wa ntemi. 

 

 

I, son of Jijongo,I thank the elders of 

my dance. 

 

Kulwa Nyangindu, Shija and 

Isanzule; arrange well my dancers. 

 

Nkinga and Silasi, guard my dance 

 

Maige, the father of the dance, let my 

dance win the competition at the 

Chief‟s place. 

Source: Doto Jijongo (Field data, June 6, 2015). 
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Text 4: Nayangula no I Solved many Conflicts 

 

Nayangula no nose nanogile 

I sete sete na mashimbe yoyagi. 

 

Mkukobha masata ga haha 

Na manyalali kakumlujabhayanda 

Bhulilushigu mlisonela makima. 

 

U walwa Ng‟wagi, a manyalali yaya 

 

Igwagi gete iwelelo yabhile nyolo. 

 

 

Nayangula no nose nanogile 

Bhayanda bha haha mkina matu 

Nolagi u Maganya o shilile 

Nu nengi u Samuye bhamalile abhiye 

 

Nguno ya kushatila manyalali. 

I am tired of resolving many conflicts 

Stop engaging yourself with the 

prostitutes. 

Otherwise you will get diseases 

The prostitutes will hurt you 

Everyday you are wasting your time 

showing each other the women. 

Better drink alcohol than spend much of 

your time with the women singers 

Please understand that the world is not 

safe nowadays. 

 

I am tired of resolving many conflicts 

Nowadays the young men do not listen 

to elders‟ wisdom 

That is the reason for the demise of a 

dance leader from Samuye village.  

Who was always running with the 

women singers. 

Source: Juma Kailo (Field data, June 7, 2015). 

Text 5: Kalemela                                             The Failure 

 

 

Madebe nyanda yakuzula iwelelo 

 

Witenga hape kuyuyomba naliyela na 

mashimbe 

Nu bhebhe wenago a mashimbe yaki 

imihayo? 

Genayo marembo a manyalali 

U nene nali ntemi lazima ukuhooya na 

bhanhu. 

Ahakaya yane bhatapungulaga 

 

Madebe, youngman the world left you 

naked. 

For standing openly and say I am in love 

with the prostitutes. 

You also have them, why so many words? 

 

Those are part of our beautiful singers 

I am the chief so, talking with people is a 

normal thing. 

Even at my home, there are many 
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Wamona u rais akayelaga bhung‟wene? 

U nene nali ng‟wana wa ntemi wi gunga 

Nakuyelaga na bhanhu kaganda. 

 

U bhehbhe Madebe umanile i solobho ya 

bhanhu? 

Hu gwene uso agampeja u Nghimila aha 

nzengo. 

Wagabhona a u nkuluyoolema ukwingiilwa 

nguno ya sabo 

Angu “nduhu u nene ukuzulumiwa.” 

 

Ulimanuhaya ugwigasha na bhana bhako 

du? 

Nu ngunga gudazunyaga i giki i sabho ya 

ng‟witongo 

Ulihaya gugula na mang‟ombe gete winajo 

i sabho? 

Nankumije u mnhu uyu mbuuli wa 

mabhuuli. 

Dudabhonaga uise nulu dudabhitilaga 

hanzila yiniyo 

Wagayombije a machalo ga bhasukuma. 

Have you ever seen the president walking 

alone? 

I am the chief‟s son I always walk with 

many people. 

Madebe, do you know the importance of 

the people? 

That is why your father chased Nghimila 

at his resident. 

And, your sister refused to be inherited 

because of wealth. 

She says “I cannot accept other people to 

take my wealth” 

Does she think she can manage to stay 

alone with her children? 

Even the ngunga tree can not obey such 

kind of wealth. 

Do you want to buy the cattle? Do you 

have the money? 

I don‟t understand this stupid guy. 

 

We do not see and we do not go through 

this way 

You created a scandal in the villages. 

Source: Bonifas Jigangama (Field data, May 10, 2015). 
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Text 6: Bhushauri                           My Advise 

 

Ishi watolwa mayu 

Jaga  ukabheje kaya 

Mayu kabhejage kaya 

Kawaida ya nkima uyo ulina ngoshi 

wako.udebhe i sheria i jahakaya yakwe. 

 

Udizozunya a makundi 

ugweng‟hasheria ja kungi 

Udebhe i raha ya ngosha 

 Udime lilange lyakwe 

Udizuzunya bhushauri bhungi 

Bho bhayeji bha m makaya. 

 

Ulu u ngoshi wako uli safari 

Bhukaga maama u nsumbile 

Uluninga alina nigo gubhuchage 

ung‟wanukule  

Ungwing‟he minze gakoga  

Olekejaga witogwi 

Udizoninda wigashe 

Bhejaga kaya, bhejaga kaya mayu  

Dunia ili gudi Mungu maama, 

uyoatayombaga 

Angu ule mfula noo juga mbokele. 

 

Galiho mambo gangi gagwiyongeja 

Uyo alibhona giki ukulile 

Wizuke i lilange. 

 

Bhejaga kaya, bhejaga kaya mayu! 

You have already got married 

Go to your husband and make a family 

 

A married woman must understand the 

norms of her family. 

 

Don‟t be overtaken by the outsiders 

who may dictate terms to your family 

 Know how to comfort your husband 

Follow what he teaches you. 

Don‟t take others‟ advise,especially, 

those who visit others‟ homes. 

 

If your husband is coming back home 

from the journey go and hug him 

Help him the luggage. 

Put water in the bathroom for him to 

show true love 

Don‟t wait for him to come and sit 

keep your home! keep your home! 

Because the world is like gods who 

don‟t say a word 

If you have good behaviour go and hug 

your husband. 

 

There are other things which need 

experience. 

Those who feel that they have grown 

enough, they should take this lesson 

keep your home! keep your home! 

 

Source: Bonifas Malyeta (Field data, May 11, 2015). 
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Text7:Ja Mikila                                                Those with Tails 

 

 

Ulu mtogilwe u ng‟waniki wing‟we 

bhuli g‟wa njinja? 

Eheee! Ng‟wayegaga ishi 

dang‟wing‟ha ja mikila 

Eheee! Ng‟wayegaga ishi 

dang‟wing‟ha ja mikila giti mbushi. 

 

If you really love your daughter, why are 

you selling her? 

And, you are celebrating now because 

we gave you the cattle. 

You are celebrating now because we 

gave you those with tails like the buffalo. 

Source: Sawaka Ng‟wana Sabhuni (Field data, May 2, 2015). 

 

Text 8: Sanji                                                               My In-law 

 

 

Sanji unin‟he nkima unene nagupe 

mandege 

I ng‟ombe nadenajo ila ung‟wanawako 

nantogilwe 

Solaga sanji nulu bhudaga isabho 

nadinajo 

Izukaga sanji nu ng‟habhi agutolaga. 

 

 

Sanji solaga mandege unene unin‟he 

nkima 

Nulu bhudaga bhebhe sanjiusole 

Bhize na bhusiga bhebhe sanji solaga 

Nulu manyanya sanji solaga 

 

Aban‟hu bhaditolelaga mashikolo,ka nulu 

gele. 

 

 Mambo gangi gagukumm‟ya sana 

Bhabhyaji bhangi bhatonja majikolo 

 

 

My in-law, give me a wife, and I will give 

you maize. 

I love your daughter even though I don‟t 

have the cattle to pay you. 

Take even the cassava flour because I don‟t 

have any thing else. 

My in-law, remember that even a poor man 

deserves marriage. 

 

My in-law take the maize and give me a 

woman to marry. 

Take even the cassava flour, 

even the millet you can take, 

even tomatoes, my in-law, you can take 

them. 

Not all people prize wealth as pre condition 

for marriage. 

 

Other things are so amazing. 

It is surprising that some parents give 

preference to material things. 
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Ulu bhajila a mashikolo bhasangabhale 

gele 

Iki bhaditogelagwa mashikolo 

ulu usolwa managa bhiyelelagwa. 

 

Wigongeja atolwe na mn‟hu wa majikolo 

Ulu bhuduma ugwielelwa? 

 

 

Gashemage sanji ama ng‟ombe kanose 

gagukwililwa 

Amabehi ulugafunya ng‟ombe nyingi 

gabhile maluhya abhakima. 

 

Naing‟we bhapuji kabla yakupula 

ng‟wana wa mnhu andaaga jakupulela 

 

Nduhu u nkima o bhule ihaha 

 

Ng‟ombe makumi mpungati  

naupandikenkima 

Aliyo ihaha mleduma ng‟ombe  i tano du 

 

Bhayanda ng‟wacha mdatolileee. 

 

Sometimes they go to take the bride wealth 

and find nothing. 

Since it is not wealth which creates love  

If they take your daughter, you should 

understand that they really love each other. 

Always you want a rich person for your 

daughter, how would you feel if he will not 

cope with your daughter? 

 

My in-law, it is a time to milk the cow. 

 

Mind you, the people who pay a number of 

cattle always humiliate and torture their 

wives. 

Those who take girls without informing 

their parents, please make sure you have at 

least some cattle for fine  

 There is no marriage if you don‟t have 

anycattle. 

You are supposed to pay at least six 

heads of cattle. 

But nowadays people fail to pay even five 

cows. 

Young man, you are dying without getting 

married. 

Source: Muhang‟wa Mhoja (Field data, February 1, 2015). 
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Text 9: Ukubyala Nakoya no                          I Got Hard Time Bearing Children 

 

Unene ubhubhyile bhonikoya no 

 

Naliyomba ubhubhyile bhonikoya no. 

 

Aho namyalaga u Restituta  

Nakatandulwa 

Natalibha gete a makoye ganayo. 

 

 

Bhiza bhunsola u kitinda mimba one 

 

U nene Sozi natalazunya 

Naduhayaga bhajikwije i jikolo 

Ni hela natuhayaga nalihaya mang‟ombe 

Ulu giki baleme msole ja kupulila. 

 

 

Nu ng‟wei mngweng‟hanije. 

 

I really had a hard time getting my 

children. 

I tell you, I really had a hard time 

getting these children. 

When I was giving birth to Restituta, I 

went through a ceasarin section. 

I will never forget that hard time I went 

through. 

 

And, now they have come to take my 

last born 

I Sozi, will never allow this to happen 

I neither need many things, 

nor money, but only the cattle. 

If they will refuse to pay the bride 

wealth make sure you take the cattle as 

a penalty. 

And, you must come with the girl back. 

home. 

Source: Makayula Masasu (Field data, January 9, 2015). 

 

Text 10: Heshima                                                       Obedience 

 
I heshima itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha? ise dalekela mawa 

duhu. 

U bhebhe uli nki wane widebhe nu mayu 

wane 

Shitawelwa mayu zugaga na hangi 

walihya nnomo 

Kulwaki mayu ulilihya u nnomo 

wawilagwa kuzuga nu mayu bhukwi? 

Respect cannot be bought in the market 

place or in the shop. 

No need to violent. We left the violence to 

the dogs only.  

You are my wife, so you should respect my 

mother. 

If you are told to cook, you should do it. 

 

Why do you misbehave when your 

mother in-law wants you to preparefood? 
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Degelekaga, mayombo mabhi hiyo nkima 

I heshima Itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha, ise dalekelamawa 

duhu 

U bhebhe uli nke wane, widebhe numayu 

wane 

Shitawilwa mayu zugaga nahangi walihya u 

nnomo 

Shokagi kung‟wing‟we mayu hamo 

huko mtatumagwa hiiiyee! 

Hamo ushoke kaya ing‟we hukomtawilagwa, 

nakulubhala 

 

 

Shibhi mayu iiihi i shinisho 

bhigwagi mayu abha byaji 

Yaya ukwitula nabho. 

I heshima itagulagwa ng‟wi gulilu nulu 

ng‟wi duka 

Mayombo gaki ngosha, ise dalekela 

mawa duhu 

U bhebhe ule nke wane witogwe nu mayu 

wane 

Nadi ukunyelwa 

Nali o kwigwila kule. 

Listen, there is no need for violence as it is 

not a  good habit 

 

Respect cannot be bought in the market 

place  or in the shop 

No need to violent. We leave violence to 

the dogs only.  

You are my wife so, you should respect  

my mother. 

Why do you misbehave when you are told 

to prepare the food? 

Go back to your home, may be no one there 

can ask you to cook. 

 

 

It is not good to be with such behaviour 

Listen to the parents. 

Do not fight with them. 

The respect cannot be bought in the 

market place or in the shop 

No need to violent. We left the violence to 

the dogs only. 

You are my wife, you should respect my 

mother. 

You cannot misbehave to me because I am 

not of your calibre. 

Source: Masunga Ikome (Field data, February 2, 2015). 
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Text 11: Nkima one                                         My Wife 

 

Ngosha 

Nabhyalwa hamakoye, nakulila 

hamateso   

Nulu ngoko nduhu nulu mbuli nduhu. 

 

I lelo ili giki nawilwa natole  

Ulugiki naleme nachole bhabhaunge nu 

mayu ungi 

Aho natola guku ahakaya yombo gwa 

Gaaayo mamihayo unene 

bhayanda gandemela. 

 

Nkima 

Napejiwa nu bhabha nkima 

natabhyalaga 

Napejiwa nu mayu nkima 

Natatumamaga. 

 

Ngosha 

U mayu alimpeja u nkima one kulwa 

nguno ki? 

Ubhabha alenipeja mayu kulwa nguno 

ki? 

Bhabha nalitogwa mniwile kulwa 

nguno ki? 

Mayu ndi togwa mniwile 

 

U bhabha akuyombaga gikinyanda 

nalemile u ng‟winga atabhyalaga 

waki? 

Nkima twingilage 

U mayu ukulemaga nkima 

Husband 

I was born in problem and I grew in 

suffering. 

There was neither a hen nor a goat at 

home. 

Today they are forcing me to get married 

If I refuse I must find other parents. 

 

After getting married every day there is 

violence at home. 

Look my age mate! I am fed up. 

 

Wife 

My father in-law is chasing me because I 

am barren 

My mother in-law does not want me 

because I am not a hard worker. 

 

Husband 

 My mother is chasing my wife away. 

Why? 

My father is chasing me away. Why? 

 

Father I would like to know the reason 

 

Please mother I would like to know the 

reason 

My father told me that “my son, I don‟t 

want the barren woman” 

 Woman! please leave us 

My mother does not want you 

She says that she don‟t want you because 
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Aguyombaga giki  u ng‟winga 

atatumamaga waki? 

Nkima twingilage. 

 

Nkima 

Napejiwa nu bhabha nkima 

natabhyalaga 

Napejiwa nu mayu nkima 

Natatumamaga. 

Ngosha 

Nkima unene nantogilwe 

Bhabyaji bhatantogilwe bhudugu ki? 

 

Bhadugu mdulile kunigunana 

bhayanda mdulile kunigunana? 

Ukwinga natuhayaga bhayanda iki 

nalinsumba ntale  

Ishinishi bha bhyaji 

ibhulagabhasumba. 

 

you are not a hard worker 

 Woman! Go away. 

 

 

Wife 

My father in-law is chasing me because I 

am barren 

My mother in-law does not want me 

because I am not a hard worker. 

 

Husband 

I love my wife 

My parents do not want her, what kind of 

parents are they? 

My kinsmen, help me. 

My age mate, can you help me? 

I am not ready to leave my family as I 

am an elder brother at home 

This is the killing of young men‟s life. 

 

Source: Masanja Jimisha (Field data, April 27, 2015). 
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Text 12: Litongo                                                                  My Land 

Hakimu naligulomba bhabha 

kanidegelekage niyo nu bhalozi 

uliadebhile i litongo nagalekelwa 

na ngoshi wane. 

 

Hangi nu ngoshi one humo agajikwa 

jagi mkalole ishigila shakwe 

Niyo hakimu kanambilijage 

bhalihaya kulya ne ng‟ombe 

ja bhana bhane. 

 

Angu nalema ukwingilwa na nkwela 

one 

aliyo alesawa na ng‟wanone gete 

Nayubhiza jije kubhukwingwa angu 

nduhu wagujangalila a bhana   

bhatali bhado 

Nihamba jatolelwa nu nkwela one aliyo 

nakujije nyanda alehaya atole. 

 

 

 

Olema gete umayu bhukwi angu mpaga 

ningilwe mu‟nho nagufumila. 

 

Setesete yingi nadayombaga bhabha  

ka naluha unene. 

U nkwingwa hang‟wane bhuligwa hodi 

aha kaya 

Angu kimba ng‟wana mbati nane 

mayu kanigunanage   

 Hamo ndilomaloma? 

Your Lordship judge, please listen to 

me. Give me my right to get back my 

land. The land is obviously mine, even 

the cell leader knows that it was 

left to me by my late husband 

 It is where my husband was buried, 

you can go and look for the grave. 

Help me judge, they want to take 

even my  children‟s cattle. 

 

 

Because I refused to be inherited by 

my brother in-law, who is almost 

age mate with my son 

My in-laws said that I cannot take care 

of the children as they are very young. 

 

I was amazing seeing my brother in-law 

using the cattle to pay for the bride 

wealthwhile  my son is older and he 

coulduse them in marriage. 

 

My mother in-law strictly wanted me 

to be inherited, fearing that I would 

engage in love affairs with other men. 

I am suffering, even though, I can not   

 express everything 

Every day my father in-law knocks at 

my door 

I am not cheating  Ng‟wanambate 

please help me I implore you 

Am I telling a lie? 
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 Kimba nanzunye nani nan‟neme nani   

bhabehi natolwa kaya ki? 

 

Bhandya uguluma hangi nu mnitongo  

 nawe aje 

 

Hakimu bhabha kanidegelekage eshi    

 nale nkima angu nitanwa mpena  

 

Bhuling‟waka shiliwa nagaponaga 

bhudimelo nu mmo mmalale. 

I ng‟wantendaji nabhatwala yubhita 

rushwa. 

Hangi i kesi nimanikila yacha. 

 

 

Nagema nukubhagemeja gufunya i 

rushwa nagamala mpaga ni ngoko aha 

kaya.  

Hange nduhu nulu gubhyedecha 

nisango. 

Aho nali bhichane bhalililima. 

Bhadugu bhane doyagi ugwikoya 

I litongo nalekelwa na ngoshi wane. 

 

„Nishokejagi ungunda gone uluchene 

unene namshidake 

Nalabhalishe ki abhana bhane i litongo 

ng‟wanitaja? 

I do not know whom one to accept and 

whom one to ignore. What kind of a 

family did I get married to? 

They also want to take my farm 

 

 

Please judge listen to me, 

because I am a woman they call me 

the loner 

Every year I get good harvest and after 

harvest I use the farm to feed the cattle 

I sued my in-laws to the village 

executiveofficer. 

 But I did not get my right as they 

bribed them and my case was forth with 

dismissed 

When I tried to bribe like them I found 

my chicken are finished at home. 

 

Every thing was in vain. 

Here I am, my fellows are in cultivation 

My in-laws stop harassing me 

The farm I was given by my late 

husband. 

 

Return back my farm, otherwise I will 

sue you. 

What am I going to feed my children 

with? 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015). 
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Text 13: Bhugumba  Barrenness 

 

Ngosha 

I nhonga mbele ikang‟wagaminzi milu 

 

Nu ng‟wana u nogu akalyagana jibhisile. 

 

Uli nkima ki ubhebhe udabhyalaga? 

 

Mmyaka mmyaka mingi ubhebhe 

udadidohaga 

Nalinda nose nanogagagn‟hana 

Nkima shidabhyalanadodakaga 

Abhakima bhangibhakubhyalaga 

Otolilwe mazuli i leloali na bhudito 

Uli ngunda ki ubhebhe udabishaga? 

 

 

Jaga nkima ka naduhayaga 

O sanya makandi naduhayaga 

Nibhyalilage nane nitanwe “bhabha” 

 

Na bhabhyaji bhane bhayege ng‟hana 

Bhaseke na bhizukuluhashikome ng‟hana. 

 

 

Nkima 

Eeee! Nilekejage ngoshi wane Eee! 

Wifi nidimage shi ali nipeja 

 

Nilekagi nalile hihiii iiiii! 

Nalile mapenzi unene 

N‟sembo nene natabhyalaga 

 

U ngoshi wane wanilemaga 

Sebha wane nigunanage 

Husband 

The cow that goes first to the dam always 

drinks clean water 

A well mannered child always eats even the 

hidden food. 

What kind of woman are you, who cannot 

bear children? 

 Many years have passed and you don‟t get 

pregnant. 

I am tired of waiting  

I don‟t want you a barren woman 

many other women bear children  

One girl was married few days  ago and  

now she is pregnant 

What kind of a farm are you that cannot bear 

crops? 

Go! woman I don‟t want you. 

Osanya Makandi I don‟t want you 

Bear me children so that I can be called                                         

“father” 

To make my parents happy and make them 

laugh with their grandchildren in the 

homestead. 

 

Wife 

Forgive me my husband. 

My sister in-law help me, my husband is 

chasing me way. 

Let me cry 

Cry because of my love. 

Me, an ill-fated woman, who cannot bear 

children 

my husband is chasing me away 

Please God help me. 
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Ngoshi wane mama 

I jitale bhukaga ukalunje 

Utole ungi akubhyalile 

 

Kunipeja yaya shi, nisatagwe 

Iki bhanhu bhingi bhadabhyalaga 

Nani ng‟wene akalombaga 

ubhugumba wize bhumfurahishe 

 

Sebha wane nigunanage na bha 

Bhukwingwa nambilijagi 

Kule ukotwinga shi, izukilaga 

 

Ngoshi wane nisatagwe shi, 

maama nadinene liwelelo 

Yayashi ukunikubhya 

Tolaga ungi du akubhyalile. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Ubhebhe nanho mayuni oneka aje 

Nkima ki adabhyalaga 

 

Miaka na miaka aliho du alimala shiliwa 

 

Nalemaga lulu gete. Nangi aing‟we 

mdahaile abhizukulu shi? 

Nekagi aje ulingegela waki? 

kwenda , pepea, jaga jaga! 

 

Nkima 

Ili bhugumba likanibhuga 

Neshi mama litabhojaga! 

Ninga mayu na likapelagwa 

 

bhingi no nibhaliliga 

Please my husband, I allow you to approach 

a new woman. 

Marry another woman who can bear children 

for you 

Don‟t divorce me, have mercy on me 

Because there are many other barren women 

like me. 

No one has ever asked to be barren 

in order to be happy. 

Please my God help me. 

My in-laws please help me 

We have come a long way,  please 

remember  

My husband have mercy on me                                                      

It is not me but nature has done this to me. 

Don‟t divorce me please. 

I allow you to marry another woman who 

can bear children for you. 

 

Husband    

Please mother let her go, 

what kind of a woman who can not  bear 

children 

Many years have passed and she is just 

eating. 

I don‟t want her at all, or don‟t you want 

grand children? 

Let her go, why are you defending her?        

Go! Go! Go! 

 

Wife 

I was born a barren 

something which no one asks for. 

 If there is any possibility to run away from 

it 

many would escape it. 
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U nengo nang‟wa no maama 

I bhugando kanga nakapalelwa 

 

Nadime mahe nanguhilagi? 

 

Bhabhukwingwa kanikulilagwi 

Umoyo gone gudachamagwa 

Ng‟wana wing‟we natawilagwa 

Ninga mayu nibhagachembagwaNing‟wa 

mona ummmoyo 

Mipango ya welelo ili bhugumba  

bhadugu bhane 

Yaya gete ukukubhya nke wako 

Nguno ya li bhugumba. 

I used many traditional medicines, 

I oftenly got medical treatment at Bhugando 

Medical centre. 

What can I do? 

 

My in-laws please help me. 

My heart is weighed down with sorrow. 

 

If it were possible, you would cut  my heart 

to see how I feel. 

To be a barren woman it is not someone‟s 

wishes. 

So, please don‟t chase your wife 

because of barrenness. 

Source: Mama Ushauri (Field data, May 30, 2015). 
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Text 14: Nayombe                                         Let me Speak 

 
Igete nayombe pye mnidegeleke 

Shiliwa dulilima dapona ulojiza 

 

ungoshi wane wahaya atole nkima ungi. 

 

 

Ngoshi wane ulinibhonela gete 

I shiliwa shane na bhana bhane 

Ulu i shikolo chene dugabhanhage  

 

Uje ugatole. 

 

Aliyo ahene i mhali yaki shi? 

Natukulemejaga bhebhe umo uhayile 

mhali  jibhayangije bhingi 

Bhinge bhalemelwa gemaga nang‟ho 

 

Ulubhiza a bhageni shiliwa shitimo  

 

dugubhazugila ki nduhu shiliwa mukaya 

 

Ninga guliho mhayo ulinichola? 

Gugukum‟ya bhamayu abhadugu 

bhabhiluniwila angu ninamoyo gwa bhubhi 

Gashi  nduhu i shiliwa  u mkaya jaja kaya 

jingi 

Hobhilaga nzila utizo hubhila gutolwa 

 

 

Angu aho yabhita myaka ibhiliushoka  

aleniwila nke wane dishokele 

Aliyo I shiliwa agasomba pye mo mukaya 

Agalomba agatole mhali nane 

naganzunilija jugatole 

Let me speak and all of you have to listen. 

We sowed the seeds, and get a bumper 

harvest 

Now my husband wants to marry another 

woman. 

 

My husband, you‟re unfair to me. 

These foodstuffs are mine and my children. 

If it is the other wealth (cattle), let‟s divide 

between us 

 So that you may go and use to marry 

another woman. 

Anyway, what is polygamy for? 

I‟m not barring you from getting married 

Do as you like. 

But many persons failed to handle 

polygamy. 

Many many people have failed to handle 

polygamy you can also try 

We do not have enough food even for our 

guests 

Did I perhaps not understand you? 

Iam surprised that my in-laws are blaming 

me that I am greedy. 

While there is no food in my house. 

The food goes to other houses. 

It is said that  “make a mistake on the 

way but don‟t make a mistake in marriage.” 

 

After two years have passed my husband 

came to me asking to remarry him 

while he used to take the food out. 

 

 I allowed him to marry a second wife 
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Oshokile upindikala u ngongo 

Hambuhambu nashige bhushimbe 

Nduhu naduhayaga hangi ngosha 

Myaka ibhili nduhu nulugwiza 

gugisha abhana bhako? 

 

Ningilage jaga nabhupina bhoko 

nduhu gushoka hali nene. 

He came in a bad condition. 

It is better for me to stay alone than live 

with this man. 

Two years passed without coming to see 

yourchildren? 

 

Go away. I don‟t want you 

You should never come to me again. 

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015). 

 

Text 15: Bhutoji              Marriage 

 

Amabhutoji i haha bhabha 

mpaga wibhuje sana  

Nagatola nufugija nagayulila     

wingw‟ene ukunu nalidukila 

Ubhumalaya gushinaga bhujile wikila 

nayombe 

Nagatola kakima nanuja mu kahama. 

 

Kakima kufumila lyabhujingwa nulu 

na bhang‟wi, kopulwa. 

 

Naho dwikalaga kagenha mihayo 

Nagawilwa na nyandone 

“Ng‟wanaDudela u shemeji mpejage” 

Niza kwiganika hangi kagushihyaga 

 

Jidadilile shigu nyingi nubhadima 

bhushihya nu nyanda one! 

Yombaga ulubhebhe ugwita ki? 

Nilahila naliyomba 

bhasukumadabhipije ulubhango. 

Abhana bhaniki dulibhipya 

Ugubhasomisha bhali bhipa a masala 

Before getting married you need to think 

twice. 

I accidentally married and I cried daily 

regretting my decision. 

It is true that prostitution character 

differs from one person to another 

I married a woman and went with her in 

Kahama. 

In my absence the woman started 

engaging insexual affairs with other men 

as  a result she was taken away 

She caused a lot of problems. 

I was advised by my young brother to 

chase her away. 

Then I came to realize that this woman 

was cheating on me 

Few days passed I found her with my 

young brother. 

If it were you, what would have you 

done? 

I swear, we the Sukuma are doing wrong 

to educate girls. 
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gete. 

Gushinaga nalinatola kasomi 

nagwene kali kadanigwaga pye 

akayombele 

Nibhujagaga Ng‟wana Sayi. 

 

natola kaya ki idina ilangi? 

Nuyomba najimule nashoshe kaya 

sabho shang‟wa bhabha  bhatolele 

bhange 

Angu aliyomba u Masanja 

goshilaugugwijimuja ng’ombe. 

 

Ng‟hana yagalukile iwelelo. 

 

 

I married an educated woman that is 

whyshe didn‟t want to listen to me. 

 

I was asking myself, I Ng‟wana Sayi. 

 

What kind of a family did I marry? 

I decided to take the bride wealth I paid 

for her so that my brother would use 

them to get married. 

But Masanja told me that the tendency of 

taking back the bride wealth kujimula is 

nowadays no longer.  

Since, the world has changed. 

Source: Doto Jijogo (Field data, June 6, 2015). 

 

Text 16: Nyanzala                                                  Nyanzala 

 

Ngosha 

Nyanzala mayu nugushosha kung‟wing‟we 

Nyanzala 

Nakale yubhizaga shene mashikolo 

maholwa. 

Ngosha ulu uhubha imalagi mkaya 

 

Ikalaga jisoga nu ngoshi wako. 

 

Nkima 

Yaya unene naduzunyaga dakoile kale no 

nduhu nulu ibadi 

 

Lolaga abhozenganwa bhakomile ibadi 

bhagulile na litela lya ng‟ombe 

 

Husband 

My wife Nyanzala   I will take you back 

to your parents 

It is very obvious that it is too hard to be 

rich. 

If a man makes a mistake it should be 

resolved within the family 

Stay well with your husband. 

 

Wife 

I do not agree with you because we have 

struggled for a long time but we have not 

succeeded to iron roof our house. 

Look! Our neighbours have already iron 

roofed their houses and they even bought 

a plough. 
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Abhiswe bhuli ng‟waka dabhibhamjipande. 

 

Yaya dugucha bhozuka. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Mayo kanelelagwe unene 

Nagu togilwe  no bhebhedobhejage kaya 

Igwaga dudabhyalagwanagosiminza 

Dugushiga du nke one 

Uhaya kunipela nashige 

nabhana bhane du? 

Uguniluhya nkima one lyehaga. 

 

 

Nkima 

Nabhi wakusekwa nabhalumbu bhane 

Nalisekwa mpaga na bhadugu bhane pye 

 

Nkwilima ki udina bhuditokukaya ise? 

 

Nugukwa udanikwile ne ng‟ombe walemelwa 

kujimala 

Nose nanogile bhule lushigu kulalila hambo 

hambo nashoke kung‟wise. 

 

 

Ngosha 

Mayo kabhalolage abhana 

ubhasatwe shi bhaguluha 

 

Ka nnolage u Ng‟walu ale na ndutu  nu Holo  

kadulibihegupandika bhakwilima 

 

Nigwage abhana bhiswe heng‟ombe jiswe 

bhakukwiwa duhu. 

Look at the way we live. Every year we 

survive as labourers. 

No! I am afraid that if we go on like this 

we shall even fail to decently cloth. 

ourselves. 

Husband 

Please my wife do understand me, 

I really love you, let us therefore, sustain 

our family. 

Even a new born can not walk within a 

day of  its life; 

one day we will succeed. 

Do you want to run away and leave me 

alone with the children? 

Be patient, otherwise you will torture me. 

Wife 

My brothers are laughing at me. 

All my relatives are ridiculously laughing 

at me. 

What kind of a husband who has no 

respect in our family? 

You neither engaged me nor paid bride 

wealth for me. 

I am tired of sleeping without taking any 

food. 

 It will be better if I go back home. 

 

Husband 

Please my wife, look at our children and 

Feel sorry for them because when you go 

away they will suffer. 

Look at Ng‟walu and Holo who are now 

growing older, this is a sign that they are 

nearly going to marry. 

Listen to me, our daughters are the ones 

who will give us wealth. 
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Nkima     

Hambo hambo unyombele uKija hugwen‟ha 

ng‟ombe jahang‟wako 

U Holo nu Ng‟walu jileja kukaise 

 

konguno utanikwilenulu mbuli  

Niyo napangile kuja na bhana  bhane 

Bhebhe shigaga nabhudume bhoko. 

 

 

Wife 

It is better to consider Kija who will bring 

cattle to you. 

But the cattle from Holo and Ng‟walu 

will go home to my parents  

because you paid nothing for me. 

I have decided to take all of my children  

And you will remain a failure like before. 

Source: Shitungulu Sabhuni (Field data, June 3, 2015). 

Text 17: Milimo                                                  The Everyday Works 

Nene naluha no bhichane kubhyalwa 

nkima bhung‟wene a hakaya 

Milimo pye yali yane u mkaya 

Kulwinzi, kwilima, kung‟nhwi. 

 

Kwisuya yaya buligwa izuga 

Diyu, limi na mhindi 

Hangi nilemba ahabhutolwa nagwisuya 

 

Ka yaya bhadugu i milimo yiliniyanja 

Naje hali habhutolwa makoye nu kukaya 

yaya? 

Nu ngoshone obhiza o  muwalwa 

Nashoke i kaya u bhabha otola kakima 

kangi 

Welelo yanilekaneja bhabehi naje he? 

Nakalimilija majipande abhana bhalye Ni 

nzala ni yene ikashilaga. 

I have suffered a lot being born the only girl 

in the family. 

I was supposed to do all the household; 

chores, fetching water and firewood for 

domestic use, and doing farm activities  

I had no time for rest; cooking morning, 

afternoon and evening meals. 

I thought that I woul get a rest in my 

marriage. 

I am fed up with every day activities 

Where can I go so that I can rest?  

I married a drunkard man, 

and, at the same time my father  married 

another woman. 

Where should I go? 

I always depend on day working in order to 

serve my children. 

Source: Bonifas Malyeta (Field data, May 10, 2015). 
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Text 18: Kaningijage                                        Please Abort it 

 

Kaningijagee bhebhe mayu kaningijagee 

I likumbi lyako ningijage bhebhe 

ningijage 

Minza nidegelekage, Minza 

Nalililaaa Mageni nalililaa 

Guhadikwa gutola nkima 

Nkima uyo naduntogagwa 

Guhadikwa gutola nkima   

Nkima uyo waliwanilema   

Ne shisho shenhereja dikale didanganya  

 Ne shisho shenheleja U ng‟wanike ali 

nnda   

U nene uganilema uyuja na Mabhula 

Nadudakagaa nkima nadudakagaa 

Nadudakagaa aha ng‟wane 

nadudakagaa . 

Iki unidukilagaa iki unidukilagaa 

Gabhi ga nyankulula nyankulula 

Kaningilage ningilagee    

Nulu nize nagupandagile 

Nadiko unene gutolaa 

Uyo wali wanilemaa 

Nadiko u nene gutolaa 

Ne ng‟humbi hamo idi yane. 

 

 

 Nadiko unene gutola 

ka m‟mho mnibhulage 

Nalililaa mayu nalilila   

 Nalililaa bhabha nalililaa 

Ng‟wana Sabhuni nalililaa 

Ng‟wana Magese nalililaa 

Please girl, go and abort it. 

Your pregnancy, please abort it 

 

Minza, please understand me. 

I am crying, Mageni I am crying 

to be forced to marry a woman. 

The woman whom I don‟t love. 

Forced to get married with a woman 

The woman who once refused me. 

Something which makes me lie to her 

This isthe reason she is now pregnant. 

 

Before she refused me and loved 

Mabula 

I don‟t want her in my house. 

I don‟t want her. 

Because she used to insult me, 

everything is wrong now 

Go away from me! Go away from me! 

Otherwise, I will do something bad to 

you. 

I am not ready to be married to the 

womanwho once refused me. 

I am not ready to be married 

And, perhaps the pregnancy is not mine. 

 

I am not ready to be married to her 

Even if you kill me. 

I am crying mother, I am crying. 

I am crying father, I am crying 

Sabuni‟s son I am crying. 

Magese‟s son I am crying 
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Kunihadikija u nene yaya 

Ne ng‟humbi hamo idi yane 

Uyombe iyanhana ng‟wanike. 

To force me to be married. No! No! 

Perhaps the pregnancy is not mine. 

Girl, please tell the truth. 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015). 

 

Text 19: Mere                                                                         Mary 

 

Shikolo shilambu Mere nun‟ho mayu 

nitazenga 

Lekaga ikelele Mere bhadugu yo 

habho bhaken‟heleja. 

Mere mayu natukwebha mpaga gucha 

kone naliyomba. 

Aliyo unibhegeja haki ya Mungu 

naliyomba 

Dali diyelelilwe bhadugu yo 

habho bhaken‟heleja 

Imihayo minge giki nale n‟habhe wape 

gete  wanga. 

 

Yali limi Mere nakizukaga nakigwa 

hodi iligongwa. 

“Shemeji u Mere nalinchola alitanwa 

nu bhabha  u gukaya” 

 

 

Natabhonile ya gukumm‟ya unene u 

Mere ubhuka ajile. 

Nalindana natumonaga unsheke 

 

Gashinaga u Mere wena bhutolwa 

bhungi. 

Ahadilu nusabhuka mpena 

gubhukwingwa 

It is difficult to get wealth Mary,  if not 

so, we would have built a house. 

Do not make fuss Mary, this was caused 

by your relatives. 

Mary, I won‟t forget you till I die. 

 

What you did to me only God knows 

We loved each other but your relatives 

separated us. 

They said a lot of things that I was 

thepoorest man as clean like a bald man. 

 

 

It was during the afternoon when I 

heard 

 someone knocking at my door. 

“My brother in-law, I am looking for 

Mary, she is needed at home by our 

father”  

I couldn‟t guess anything amazing, I 

allowed Mary to go. 

I waited for a long time but I didn‟t see 

her coming back.  

I was surprised to learn that Mary was 

getting married to another person. 

In the morning I went politely to my in-

law. 
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Agafuma u Mere alizuguma 

ukunujisoji jilimfuma 

Bhabyeye bhalemaga u Mere gutolwa 

na ng‟habhi 

Balihaya ngosha u shikolo ukuli 

nsheke 

Nagalila nushoka kung‟wane 

kukiholela. 

Mere nali nagwisanyije bhaduguyo 

habho bhanheleja 

Gashinaga a bhabhyaji 

bhagubhulagaga i kaya.Kwani 

un‟habhe adatolaga? 

 

 

Kila ng‟wene opangelwa kamhayo 

Nasabha lulu ehaha elo lya ntola 

married lya ng‟oya ehaha 

 

Ehaha lolagi unsabhi wagupeja Mere 

washoka kaya. 

 

When Mary got out, she was shivering 

with shedding tears  

Her parents had refused Mary to marry 

a poor man like me. 

They want a wealthy man for their 

daughter. 

I cried bitterly and went back home. 

 

Mary I loved you so much, but your 

parents separated us. 

I have now realized that many 

marriages get broken because of the 

parents 

Does it mean that poor people do not 

deserve marriage? 

Every one has got the planned destiny 

When I became rich the man 

whomarried Mary had already divorced 

her. 

Look, the rich man chased Mary 

awayand she is now back home to her 

parents. 

 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015). 
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Text 20: Ng’wesi wa Mbale                                             Gambler 

 

Ulu ubhona ndimu ng‟wi polu 

Bhiya kugangila 

Nolagi u Ng‟wesi wa mbale 

makima minge utola  

Hamo uli wilemba 

gagasabhagwa lelo yang‟wigela 

Wigongeja makabhilaubhadosa a 

Bhasukuma  

Utwitulile tumunilamba tutatondaga  

mang‟ombe. 

 

Utung‟ombe tokwe omalilegutusinza 

angu wandye gusulajanyama asabhe  

 Osajije guhengula mmagulilu 

 aguhegaga sagala. 

 

Aho tojimala i ng‟ombe 

natunekela nabhana tumpela 

Bhabehi ditolagi Bhasukuma 

duhu ukungi litola lyashila 

Ibhujagi bhabehi ofumilehe u nshimbe 

ng‟waniki? 

Niyo wagutola bhule nduhu nulu 

gukwa shikolo ng‟hana? 

Dumanagi chiza ugukwankima gwene 

ngaka aha likaya 

Makima gamakabhila gangigakafaile 

Nagizukaga nagangeniha u Ng‟wesi 

nazwalelile siza 

Na malole gane ahowabhona 

uuning‟ha karibu. 

 

If you see an animal in the forest do not 

make haste. 

Look at N‟gwesi of Mbale, 

he married a number of  women. 

May be he thought they could give him 

wealth, but, things have changed 

He preferred women from other tribes 

and rejected the Sukuma women. 

He married the women from Iramba 

because it did not cost a number of 

cattle. 

He slaughtered all of his cattle so as to 

be rich by selling the meat. 

He did not succeed but ended up 

roaming in different market places. 

 

When these women finished his cattle 

they ran and left him with the children 

Let us marry the women from the same 

tribe. 

Ask yourself where the girl comes from? 

 

How is it possible to marry a girl without 

paying the bride wealth? 

Let us be aware that making engagement 

is a serious thing. 

Some women from other tribes are not 

good for marriage. 

I remember one day when I wore nicely 

and paid a visit to Ng‟wesi. When he 

saw me in my sun glasses he gave me a 

warm welcome. 
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Nuzugilwa bhugali na mahalagena 

mabhele 

Aho wela u Ng‟wesi unitona igoko lya 

songo, nagakolwa nuyomba 

Hambohambo nashoke kaya 

Ugutolatola makabhila shibhi ishi 

kadamanile i chiza. 

 

Ng‟wesi ogaiwa nulu ngoko jagutona 

bhageni. 

They prepared me stiff porridge, beans 

and milk. 

The next day they slaughtered me one 

eyed hen. 

 I was angry and told them the truth 

It is better to marry one from our own 

tribe. because women from other tribes 

do not know our customs. 

Ng‟wesi is such a poor chap that he lacks 

even a hen to slaughter for his guest. 

 

Source: Ngelela Shilunguja (Fied data March, 25, 2015). 

 

Text 21: Maria                                                                  Mary 

 
Ng‟wanike  Maria uli wawiza no yiii 

Ung‟wenike ule uwiza nulu gulambila   

 

Bhalunja  na bhalunja u  Maria Ule adi  

wa gulomela 

Obhona ginehe ng‟wanike Maria iyo 

yagupandeka? 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Nu lunja Maria mayu nunene  unilema 

Ushosha mayu u ngw‟anike  niyo 

nagakumya 

Wigongeja bhasabhi na bhazwaliji mama 

bhagutole 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Lushigu lumo  u Maria  afumumile  

ng‟wa Mapala kapindipindi 

Ungwaniki niyo alipela uman‟hya na 

king‟wana U Maria 

King‟wana kugemela kumpama 

Maria was a beautiful girl. 

The girl was so good in sucha way that one 

would like to lick her 

Many men wanted to marry Maria. No one 

could explain her beauty  

How would you explain the things that 

happened to you Maria? 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

I approached you Maria and you resisted 

I was taken back by the reply that you gave 

me  

She loved much those rich and those fashion 

addict boys 

 Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

One day in the evening hours Maria came 

from a narrow street known as ng‟wa 

Mapala  

She met with a man.The man seduced her 

and the girl agreed 
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uzunya ung‟waniki 

Wandyagulomela u ng‟waniki mamaee 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ukumuja  uli nani mayu, Ng‟wanike 

uyomba unene bhabha nale Maria 

Ulu ulikila i lidaraja kulumoso ugata 

unipandika 

Kunemba mayu akasumba 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Unene mayu nali Paulo, ng‟waniki 

ng‟hana ulinsoga 

Bha byaji bhane bhali Ng‟wanza 

mayu, ng‟wanza hi kaya 

Nizaga kunu naliyela mayu,nalikobha 

kaya 

Unene mayu nagutole Maria tugabheje 

kaya 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ugalye ja mjini mayu ugabhuche li kaya 

Nagagutunze mayu uhile 

Ung‟wanike uzunya mayu 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

 

Igwagi sana bhaniki ugupelela mjini 

Ugumana giki hu kumajikolo 

Ung‟waniki agalemvwa mayu dujage 

mjini ku mandazina machapati 

matalematale na makeki bhuyaga 

Ng‟wana Masanja mayu fumaga u nole 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

Ung‟waniki uyo aganilema 

 

The girl started to express her self 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

He asked her name.She said I am Maria, 

when you cut across the ridge, you can find 

me 

 

The man tricked the girl, 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered for it? 

 

I am Paul.  Girl, you are beautiful! 

 

My parents are living in Mwanza region and 

Mwanza is my home place 

I have come here for a walk, to look for  a 

wife. 

Marry me Maria so as we can make a  

family. 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

You will eat town foods and other delicious 

buns in a new house 

Girl I will care for you 

The girl agreed to the proposal  

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

Girls, be careful to prefer living in town 

By knowing that there are good things 

The girl was told a lie that in town she 

wouldlive comfortably and eat big buns and 

cake 

Ng‟wana Masanja come and see her now 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

 

The girl who rejected me 
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Oshoka kaya u Maria na ng‟humbi 

idumangilile 

Kobhaga bhabhyaji ubhalombe 

bhakulekeje 

Kabhose dugahubhaga  Maria 

bhagugulekeja Maria 

Waluha u Mariaaa eeee! 

 

 

Maria has come back home with a big 

stomach 

Girl! go and beg your parents to forgive you. 

 

As everyone can make a mistake, they will 

forgive you Maria. 

Ooh Maria! How much you suffered? 

Source: Mwashegeshi Kashinje (Field data, June 16, 2015). 

 

 

Text 22: Guliluma U Moyo                                   You hurt My Heart 

 
Ngoshi wane mama nalikulomba nigwage 

Guliluma umoyo nalikulomba nigwage 

Nugulya noya abhana bhaliluha. 

 

Nigwageshi maama abhana bhaliluha 

 

Ditogweshi maama abhayombi 

dubhaminye 

Ditogweshi maama abhayombi dubhaluhye 

Uyaga shi maama u moyo guliluma. 

Ngoshi wane oyaga shi maama 

Ubhuyungi bhoyage u moyo guliluma 

Ubhujingi bhoyage u moyo guliluma 

Oyaga shi maama u moyo guliluma 

Ngoshi wane oyaga shi maama. 

 

Lyehaga shi maama abhana bhalisoma 

 

Lyehaga shi mama abhana bhadizuluha. 

My husband, please listen to me. 

Please! listen to me because my heart is 

full of pains. 

 

I don‟t even eat as our children are 

suffering. 

Let us love each other so that we defeat 

the rumour mongers. 

Let us love each other so that we defeat 

the rumour mongers. 

Please! stop such behaviour because  you 

are hurting me. 

Please my husband, stop doing it, 

stop roaming because you are hurting me 

Stop roaming because you fill my heart 

with pains. 

Stop doing so because you fill  my heart 

with pains. 

Please! settle down because the children 

are at school. 

Source: Mama Ushauri (Field data, May 30, 2015). 
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Text 23: Nizukila                                                      I Remember 

 

Ginehe Ng‟wana Njemu imihayu umo 

yagwigalukila? 

 Nzuna one tumamilaga milimo 

Yaya kutumamila mashimbe ga zengo. 

 

Nalelile no aho namana u ngoshione 

wina kaya yingi 

Aliyo daduma gulima ngunda gwise 

dugagwishaga mjipande. 

 

Jidapungula Mung‟hele nalilila ulu 

nizukila niyahanuma 

Aho uli oding‟wa bhushiya 

Nukwene jigafuma ng‟ombeJa bhana 

bhane. 

Ijo bhakwiwa bhalumbo bhabho 

 

Igosha ki ahene limnajilya bhiye? 

 

Udina masala ngoshi one, hamo 

ozung‟wa 

Nawilwa nabhabhyaji  bhane nukija u 

kwigwa 

I myaka nayo ulunilola yanipelaga 

ong‟wa Nzengo nagabhule he shi? 

Bhashimbe bhang‟wa na walwa 

bhagunisekaga 

Nagwimbelagwa “utajiju” na makima 

gakwe 

Nankumbulile nu Ng‟walu nawe uyo 

yangalukila iwelelo winija ocha 

Gushi yantabhanya yamuwelelo 

Ng‟wana Njemu, how do you see 

yourself after things turned against you? 

My young brother, better dwell much on 

other activities than on prostitutes. 

 

I cried when I heard that my husband had 

formed a new family. 

Despitethat, we had failed to cultivate 

our own farm and we survive only as 

casual labours. 

Jidapungula Mung‟hele I always cry 

when I remember the past events, 

when my husband was caught with a 

womanand paid the family cattle to end 

the case. 

The cattle which were obtained from my 

daughter‟s bride wealth. 

What kind of a husband who always 

causes loss to his family? 

You don‟t use your mind, may be you 

are cursed 

My parents told me before, but I resisted. 

I am now aged enough 

To whom can I go and tell about this 

case? 

Even the prostitutes are laughing at me. 

 

His concubines are singing the songs of  

jokes to me. 

I remember Ng‟walu who decided to 

commit suicide after seeing things going 

wrong. 
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Ubhona nose wisuye 

 

Ahange nalibhasatwa abhana. 

 

Bhaguniganaga nabhaganiji angu 

Hadisi ya Ng‟wana Nzengo 

Bhabehi nagaluhaga no nalile 

Ijo nakupandikaga jikajaga ku bhangi 

Hangi aho dasabha nita nang‟wing‟he 

U ngoshone ntaji asulugije ng‟holo. 

 

Goshi namfunija lya bhujingiatole 

nkima ungi. 

She was confused and fed up with so 

many things. 

But I feel sorry for her children. 

 

People do narrate stories about my life 

A story of Ng‟wana Nzengo. 

My dear friends, I am suffering. 

What I get always goes to other women. 

When we got money I gave my husband 

some capital so that he starts selling 

sheep. 

But he used the money to marry a new 

wife. 

Source: Wilson Shagembe (Field data, March 15, 2015). 

 

Text 24: Ngoshi One                                                         My Husband 

 
Bhebhe ngoshi one udamanage unitula 

Ulu giki wanikolilwe  hambuhambu 

unishoshe kubhabhyaji bhane 

I kaya ngoshi wane i dazengagwa 

bhomilang‟ha. 

Hamo wagema ng‟oma i yagumana witula 

Nulu hamo kengele yagumana ulija? 

Bhuli lushigu nalitulwa , ijo nakenya ki? 

 

Wamala kulagila wahaya lugalaga nize 

hado 

 

Washoka dilu saa kumi na moja 

wakalihaga 

Ulunudila kulugula u nyango gushikijiwa 

ipi 

 Ijo na kenya ki? 

Nibhona minge no unene iki nayumba 

 

My husband, don‟t beat me frequently 

If you are tired of me it is better you take 

me back to my parents 

Since a family cannot be built with sticks 

 

May be you think I am a drum to be beaten 

Or, do you think I am a bell to be rang? 

Every day I am beaten, what mistake have 

I made? 

After the evening meal you always tell me 

to close the door, and you will be back 

soon. 

Then you come back in the morning full 

with anger. You ask me to open the door 

If I delay to open the door I am always 

slapped 

What mistake have I made? 

I  have experienced a lot as I have seen 

many things in different places 
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Aho wizaga u mayu nagalomba hela yi 

kubhi 

Nagalolwa liso likali gidigiki nikolaga na 

liki 

Naliwilwa giki abhaduguyobhawilage 

bhapunguje u kwiza“ugumana bhizaiza 

bhawilage a bhaduguyo” 

U mayu walema atalashoka gwiza 

gudugisha. 

I sho na hubha ki unene? 

Hubhilaga nzila uzizuhubhila bhutolwa 

Ulu wakunojaga u nkima nshoshage kaya. 

 

Ugumana untula nose ubhulage 

ugutungwa. 

 

When my mother came, I asked for the 

money to buy some vegetables.  He gazed 

at me as if I were something strange 

And, he told me to inform my relatives 

not to come frequently“tell them not to 

come again” he said. 

Due to that reason, my mother refused 

to pay a visit to us again 

What have I done to you? 

Better make a mistake in roads than in 

marriage. 

If you are tired of your wife you   better 

take her to her parents 

If you continue beating her you may kill 

her, and you will be jailed. 

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015) 

Text 25: Shemeji                                                       My Brother In-Law 

 

U shemeji na monile gwinga kale 

 

I lelo ayombe lulu u gwan‟hana   

Ulu unzuna wane onkolilwe uyombe 

Uguyu ntula u nzuna wane ulihubha 

sana. 

 

Ulugike yakuyanjaga tabia 

yakwenchalage kaya 

Ugashike wigishe nu mayu bhukwinu 

bhabha bhuko 

Nawandye kubhawila giki ung‟wana 

wing‟we waninogije 

“I sababu mayu na bhabha naliyomba 

Bhuli lushiku ng‟wigulilowakwanja 

For a long time now I have been 

observing you my brother in-law 

Today tell me the truth 

if you are tired of my young sister. 

You are doing injustice to beat my young 

sister. 

 

If you are tired of her behaviour send her 

back to her parents 

Where you get there sit and talk to your 

mother in-law and father in-law, 

telling them that you are tired of their 

daughter‟s behaviour because every day 

she goes to the market. 

Tell them, “she is always the first one in 
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ng‟wei uguja 

Uguyinga sambili ya dilu guja gwi 

gulilo 

Washoka satatu ya bhujiku gwinga 

gwi gulilo. 

Ayombe lulu mayu bhukwi ulugeke 

wacholile 

Ayombe lulu mayu na bhabhabhukwi 

Na ngatile talaka u nkima one 

dulekane 

Ikubhiza niyo shawiza kuli bhule 

ng‟wene” 

Mgoisanga nahange kubhana 

bhing‟we 

Abho ng‟wa bhyala 

Ugwitula na nke wako bhabehi yene 

ya bhitile 

Udulile untula habhi ung‟wiyo ujima 

Upandeka mamihayo na gutung‟wa 

jela. Ubhalika abhana bhatali bhadoo 

Bhagosha bhichane doyagi ishinisho. 

 

the market 

Going to the market place at eight 

o‟clock in the morning  

And coming back at night. 

 

Let her say if she has got another person 

 

My  father in-law, let her say the truth 

So that I officially give her a divorce 

 It will be good for both of us” 

You will meet to your children those you 

get in your marriage 

It is an outdated custom to beat your wife 

You can unfortunately kill her 

and  get some troubles such as being 

jailed.  

 

Something which will cause you to  

leave your childrenwhile they are still 

young 

 My fellow men, let us stop such 

behaviour. 

Source: Juma Kailo (Field data, June 4, 2015) 
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Text 26: Bhujingi                                                        Womanization 

Ubhujingi  bhunilabhula wen‟heleja 

nabhudika u ngongo 

Nalinatogwa mayu gususubha 

mmabhindo ga bhashimbe 

 

Nawilagwa nu mayu “Ng‟wanone 

Ulen‟gha mamihayo 

Bhujingi bhuken‟haga mafitina 

Nukubhanhu ulagaya mashima. 

 

Kila lushigu obhumbilaga bhakima 

Abhangi bhakukilile ne mmyaka 

 

Ng‟wakizo ubhuluchiwa ng‟wishamba 

na nkima tulipa mashikolo 

 

Ukunu tutali tulimkesi ya 

ng‟wanafunziunduda ng‟wilale 

Umkaya utalendaga ng‟wanone 

Diludilu kunzinzwi 

Igembe lya n‟hale mayu bhukwi 

litabhitaga kungongo 

I shule ugaduma ng‟wanone 

amashimbe 

wagabhagema lilwige. 

Ulu wela alifuma Ng‟wana Seka 

Uluwila alingila Nyamugeselo. 

 

Tugagwin‟ha udusulugije I duka ni 

lyene 

ugamalila mubhashimbe 

Ulu nucha ulizuka ng‟wanone nigwage 

My womanizing has caused me to break 

my backbone 

I did like walking in the prostitutes‟ 

corners 

I did like walking in prostitutes‟ corners 

My mother told me to stop such 

behaviour 

She said, “womanizing causes conflicts 

among the people.  If you will not stop 

it you will die. 

Every day you engage with women 

Some of these women are older than 

you  

Last year you were caught in the farm 

with a woman thus, we paid a fine for 

that 

You are still having a case of chasing a 

student in the farm 

You don‟t stay at home my son 

Every morning you leave home 

it is said that the mother in-law‟s hoe 

can not pass through the back bone 

You failed in your schooling because 

you made women your main pleasure. 

 

In the morning Ng‟wana Seka comes 

out, at night Ng‟wana Nyamugeselo 

comes in 

We opened up a shop for you but 

you liquidated it because of your 

womanizing 

Listen to me before I die, otherwise 
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natali naleshemaaa! 

Ubhujingi bhutena faida angalilaga 

ukumala shikolo aha kaya 

Abhana bhakulalilaga ukunu 

ukuhongaga   i hanze 

Ulu ukashoka udina nulu hela yikubhi 

obhizaga nkali umunomo. 

Watunojaga twadebhile aho 

ukatungilaga 

 

you will suffer 

Look! Womanizing has no benefit, 

You will finish up the family properties   

Your family is sleeping hungry but you 

are squandering the money     

When you come back you are 

completely harsh and your pocketis dry. 

We are fed up now as we have already 

realized everything about you and the 

places you spend the money.” 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015). 

 

Text 27: Ifogon’ho                                                       The Concubine 

 

Lyaki bhabha i lifogong‟ho lilimala 

mpungana mandege? 

 

Bhuli ng‟waka tuguponaga aliyo 

ahakaya nulu isumbi nduhu 

 

Nzala gwa bhuling‟waka nishiliwa 

Tugupandikaga. 

 

Wagushikila kujinja 

gugang‟welawalwa 

na kuligulila myenda I lifogong‟ho 

lyako du   

Ugajinja mpunga uyomba uligagula 

ng‟ombe gushi ulikag‟wa. 

 

Bhangi bhujaga mmashilabhu aliyo 

ahakaya bhulekaga chiza 

 

 

What benefit do you get staying up with 

a prostitute? This is a mere concubine 

who eats our grains 

Despite the fact that every year we 

harvest so much, we fail to own even a 

single chair in our home.  

Every year we get so much food but 

always we suffer from hunger. 

 

You always sell the crops in order to 

buy 

clothes for your concubine and drink 

wine with her. 

You use to sell the harvest and tell lies 

to us that you are going to buy cattle. 

Finally, you used the money for 

drinking Although other men go to these 

drinking places, they are clever enough 

since they leave their families with 

everything needed. 
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Lyaki bhabha lifogon‟ho 

lilin‟hamamihayo ahakaya? 

 

Nose umayo agahayaga aje 

kung‟wabho 

 

I ng‟ombe ja bhukwi nejene wa ng‟wela 

walwa 

Ubhupaliki paliki nu wene wabhona 

solobho? 

Bhabha wasola ifogon‟ho uise udukoye 

 

Galeho makema u musenta 

malufafanya 

Bhasuluja bhinge sana gabhafafanya 

faaaa. 

bhajinja bha maduka gabhafafanya 

faaaaa maduka gushila 

Abhasabhi bha mang‟ombe 

gabhafafanya faaaa a malugutu gushila 

Untaji gwa yeboyebo gagufafanya 

faaaa 

gushila bhusaga maduhu. 

 

Igwagi Ng‟wanandezu ikaya 

jikumlemela 

 

 

 

Lyake bhabha ilefogonho 

shilewashitalendaga jigumalagwa? 

 

 

Why are you taking this hopeless 

concubine who only brings trouble in 

our family? 

This lack of peace in our family made 

our mother decide to go back to her 

home. 

You also used the cattle which were 

brought as bride wealth in drinking 

Do you think you will benefit anything 

from marrying more than one wife? 

The concubine you took has always 

been troubling us 

There are many hungry prostitutes 

roaming around village centres 

They have liquidated many unwary 

business men  

The men who had shops their shops 

were finished. 

The rich of cattle their cattle were 

finished 

Those who were also selling shining 

plastic shoes  after a time their capital 

was completetly finished. 

 

You, son of Ndezu, listen to me; unless 

you keep yourself far from these hungry 

prostitutes, your family will soon 

collapse.  

 

For what reasons are you staying with 

this concubine. The one who always 

eats our crops? 
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Dakumuka bhulemi bhuli ng‟waka 

i haha shilewa jamalwa lifogon‟ho 

 

Ugwilembaga bhabha giki makima ga 

msenta agutola. 

 

Lolaga i shilelwa shashila 

Yacha nagucha ikaya u shiga 

ugwilombelejaga 

Twaguwelaga usanya makembu na 

n‟hani jako lolaga u mayo nawe osatile 

chemba moyo. 

 

 

Bhagosha dubhile ginehe shi 

anguugalunja i kima lya kunge aliyo 

utolile? 

We are known to be good cultivators 

but now your concubine is taking up all 

what we have produced.  

You are deceiving yourself that the 

prostitutes in the village centre are the 

women to marry  

How do you see? After she had used up 

your harvest she ditched you completely 

and left you with nothing. 

When we tried to give you an advise 

you ignored us 

You caused our mother to get high 

blood pressure 

 

Why do men have the tendency of 

taking other women while they are 

already married? 

 

Source: Shija Shindai (Field data, April 20, 2015). 

Text 28: Maisha ga Nkulima                             The Life of the Peasants 

 

Yagukumya yidashilaga u msi 

Ng‟wanamalale nagukumyagaguyaha 

mhayo 

Bhebhe ulinamgi hang‟wako 

Na bhana bhako, 

Ulihaya gukwepisha jilewa jako 

jajana bhashimbe 

Ingese jatemagwa na bhangi 

 

Wakangagwa wanja, bhogubhila 

kumilomo. 

 

In this world wonders never come to an 

end 

Ng‟wana Malale I always wonder what 

happens in this world 

You are the father with your family, but  

I wonder the way you are deviating the 

family propety to the prostitutes 

while you didn‟t participate in generating 

them. 

You are doing this because youhave been 

fooled by the women‟s lipsticks 
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Tagala agayomba limhayo 

Lyasanja igiki a ndigwitegela ja 

bhalimi 

Ulubhabisha ugabhona galibhetisha 

gete. 

Ulibhakoya abhana bhako, 

Ikaya ulu ulilomvwa matumizi 

wayomba nduhu 

Najifunye mahe nalembelile hakaya? 

 

Hama hangi bhang‟wana byula 

jafuma he jihumbe 

Ngwailola kumiso ng‟waseka 

Ng‟wayomba giki dulijilya ja bhasaji 

 

Abhobhalimaga bhadubhona nulu 

miyenda na maguta mho 

namang‟wana dudela 

Ayogabhitwa wakati amadito gete 

Dudina bhona aise, malumbanoo! 

Gabhiza malumbano ahakaya 

Gabhiza malumbano sana aha kaya 

Genhelejiwa na na mhali 

Kaya yagugwisha iyogile 

Malale ahaile, nu nyanguji 

agagayaga. 

Bhipondya abhatale bhipondeja 

U nkima aghulalamikilaga ya kweli 

Dalema yaya, hale bhuli ngw‟aka da 

koya 

Ise dulimanu luha! 

Naliyomba ya ng‟hana ngoshi one 

 

Tagala said thatalways the prostitutes 

wait for the peasant‟s products 

When the crops are ready they start 

tricking the men. 

You are torturing your children because 

when they ask for money to meet their 

needsyou tell them that you have 

nothing. 

“Where can I get the money while you 

know that I am jobless?” you tell them 

But, when you meet with your prostitutes 

you give them cash instantly! 

They look at each other and laugh 

saying that “we are eating foolish 

people‟s sweat” 

While those who cultivated have only 

rags for cloth and no oil to rub on their 

cracked skins. They use only   poor 

quality jellies like those of Dudela‟s son. 

 We have never seen such a foolish 

conflict. 

The violence that never ends  

Comes as a result of polygamous life 

The violence took almost the whole day 

Malale said that even the mediator died 

in that event. 

The elders were fighting 

Your wife complained  by saying          

“We don‟t want every year to suffer 

 

We are suffering 

I am telling you the truth my husband 
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I jikolo jabhiza ja bhakima bhangi! 

 

Ugungwigemejaga Sanzule 

Ng‟wanamongo umnang‟wamadulu 

Ulilenda hi numba li behi 

Obhilopejiwa ho, kimba usamele he? 

 

O bhile guti ng‟witunja ho! 

ng‟witunja o ng‟wana nhare! 

Ulu ulilema lemaga i ng‟hana ilihaho. 

 

Angalilagi abhalimi mugumajiwa 

 

Yaya mudalimilagi bhakima 

 

Ng‟wana Rutelembi weruhya 

 

Ng‟wana Ruterembi itesekile no i 

familiya yako! 

Ulu walomvwa i hela ja matumizi 

oyomba udina hela 

Uja ugandya gubhagulila bia 

abhashimbe 

Hang‟wako bhalyaga shibhishibhi 

Okangagwa bhulembo bho nzwele du! 

 

Ng‟wizukulu one John mna 

 

Angalelaga gugushila u ntaji 

Lekanaga na makima 

Ugubhiza gudi Madeleke 

Ngw‟inhagi taalifa ngw‟izukulu one 

oye. 

You always give family properties to 

other women 

You are imitating Sanzule Ng‟wana 

Mongo from Ng‟wamadulu 

You are renting a house 

Where will you live as they want their 

house? 

You are living among them like the son 

in the house! 

Even if you don‟t want to admit it,  

but the truth will always remain there.” 

Farmers, be aware otherwise they will 

siphon off all of your wealth 

Stop being women‟s slaves through your 

labour 

Ng‟wana Ruterembi you are torturing 

your family  

Ng‟wana Ruterembi your family  is 

suffering 

When they ask for money to meet their 

needs, you tell them you have nothing 

When you go out to bars you start 

buying beer for your women  

While your family is eating the rubbish 

You are being fooled because of these 

women‟s weaving  

My grand child John, the seller of cattle 

Be careful, otherwise you will be 

bankrupt soon  

You will be like Madeleke. 

My fellow men, tell my grand child to 

stop that bad behaviour 
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Source: Inaga Mlyambelele (Field data January 5, 2015) 

Text 29: Bhabha Shokaga                             Please Father Come Back 

 

Ulubhalila a bhana nizukila   

Nzala ya ng‟waka tisini na saba 

 

Bhabha shokaga  i liyala lya shila. 

 

Yali ng‟waka tisini na saba 

Aho giki legiza iyala u bhabha upela 

Kaya yakwe wileka sagala. 

 

Na lelo tudamonaga 

Tugigwaga ali mu Shashi 

Ukwene otolile nkima ngikulu 

Bhabha shokaga i liyala lyashila. 

 

Ubhabha agaduleka dutalibhadobhado 

 

Uja musi ya  Bhashashi 

Yali wiki, nose ngw‟eji, nose ng‟waka 

U bhabha bhiya nu kwiza 

U mayu agaluha kulimilija jipande 

 

 

Bhabha shokaga i liyala lya shila 

 

U guku agazumalika  u bhabha bhiya 

nukwiza 

U bhiza oguchola  duhu 

U bhabha aho oshiga abhanaOtujimilwa 

Ubhiza ugulomelwa 

Ung‟wenuyo Milembe, ung‟wenuyo 

When the children cry I always 

remember the famine that took place 

in nineteen ninety seven 

Come back father that famine is no 

longer. 

It was nineteen ninety seven when our 

father ran away because of the famine 

at the time and left his home in a bad 

condition. 

We have‟nt seen him until today 

We heard that he was at Shashiland 

Where he married an old woman 

Please father come back since that 

famine is no more. 

Our father left us when we were still 

young 

He went in Shashiland 

It was a week, a month, till a year 

Our father did not come back 

Our mother suffered a lot for us 

working as a labourer cultivating 

others farms to sustain the family  

Please father! come back as the famine 

is no more. 

Our father didn‟t come back even in 

the  event of our grandfather‟s death 

He became someone to look after 

When he came back he failed to 

recognize his children 

He now had to be told everything 
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Masanja, uyo wasomaga mukadatu 

Naliyizuka i nzala ya ng‟wakatisini na 

saba. 

 

I nzala iyo igaluhya bhanhu 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagapela 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagashila gucha, 

Bhanhu bhingi bhagapelakaya jabho 

Nalilomba bhayanda bhichane 

dudime mipini ya nguzu. 

Idizoshoka nzala ya ng‟waka tisini na 

saba 

 

A bhana bhalilaga u mumakaya 

Uluwalola i shiliwa shitimo  

Bhudagala ulunizuka nayulela 

 

Kwani ya bhulongoshilulu? 

Mujage u Daudi Motto nu Samweli 

Bhaguguwila ng‟hana 

I tisini na saba yali yatisha 

i jitale dudimilagi i ligenbe 

i ligembe huluguna bhaluhi. 

“This is Milembe, this is Masanja who 

was in standard three.” 

I always remember the ninety seven‟s 

famine. 

The famine that tortured the people 

Many people ran away, 

Many people died,  

Many people ran away from their 

families. 

I please beg you my fellow youth  

to hold the hoe effectively 

So that ninety seven‟s famine would 

not occur again 

The children cried in their homes 

because there were no food inside 

Bhudagala, when I remember this, I 

always cry 

Is it a lie? 

Go and ask Daudi Motto and Samweli 

they will tell you the truth 

that is, in ninety seven‟s there was a 

terrifying famine 

Important thing now is to work hard 

because only the hoe can save us from 

famine. 

Source: Bhudagala Ng‟wana Malonja (Field data, April 16, 2015). 
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Text 30: Walwa                                                               Alcohol 

Utulemejiwaga ukong‟wa walwa 

tung‟wagi sana, 

Lakini i familiya jise tujangalilagi 

Yaya kuyinga wanekela 

U nshiki makono duhu  

Tulola abhana bhise 

Bhagosomishiwa na nani? 

 

U bhebhe ulilendela walwa du 

Wileka i familiya   

Bhanigini bhalikoya 

Nu bhebhe ulibhona  

Wabhuka dilu. 

 

Bhabha ulija kumamilimo     

Wandahyaga u nke wako ulija kumilimo 

 

Gashinaga bhabha abhana bhalikoya 

Gashinaga a bhana bhalikoya u 

mukaya  

 Aho wagulomba i  hela ja  matumizi 

 Uling‟wila nduhu i hela   

 

Ukabhuluka wina mia tano duhu! 

Aho washiga kujilabhu wandya 

kulagija 

Zagazaga na bhashimbe 

Wanjakulagija “mama muuza 

Nipimilage na bhoi u bhinhe.” 

 

Aho wakulomba u nkima wako   

walema udinajo   

We are free to drink alcohol 

Let us drink as much as possible 

But let us not forget to care for our 

families. 

Don‟t leave your wife with nothing 

Let us care for our children 

If you leave them, who will pay school 

fees for them? 

You are dwelling too much on drinking 

And forget completely your family 

Your children suffer in your presence 

While you are watching 

Every day you wake up early in the 

morning. 

As if a husband who is going to work 

Telling your wife that you are going to 

the job 

While your children are suffering 

While your children are suffering at 

your home 

When your wife asks for some money 

 for family expenses you tell her that 

you don‟t have any 

You give her only five hundred shillings 

When you go to the bar, you place an 

order 

You make an extravagant use of money 

with the prostitutes 

You tell the barmaid “bring two; one for 

me and one for them” 

When your wife asks you for some 

amount of  money 
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Ulu wasachi wina mia tano 

 

Gashi i hela wabhisaga mushilatu 

Uligashika ha walwa wandya kulagija 

Bia, chips,na bhashimbe bho fujo 

 

Kwanini jamani? 

 

Abhanigini bhagusomishiwa na nani? 

you say you don‟t have 

and that you have only five hundred 

shillings in your pocket 

while hiding more money in your shoes 

In the bar you place orders 

Beer and chips drinking and eating with 

the prostitutes 

Why are you behaving like that? 

Who will pay the school fees for your 

children? 

 

Source: Charles Ng‟wana Kwela (Field data, June 17, 2015). 

 

 

Text 31: Nutulagulwaga                                         I am Always Beaten 

 

Tingishagaa uwalwa bhone natali 

nalibhubhona bhulimo 

Hangi nikaya nalaje nagatulagulwe 

Unene unkima one agunitulaga.  

U  nene bhang‟wi bhichane i kaya 

nabhilutulagulwa ni likima lyane 

Ulu nenga uguwalwa 

lizalyanibhambagula mpaga nulu 

luguma 

Ngongo gwane gusataga nu nkimbili 

gugachumelaga. 

Ne igolo natulilwe mpaga nitilwa 

lugumaaliyo ehela nagucholaga nene 

Bhakima bhang‟walelo babhilututula 

abhagoshi bhabho 

Hangi nagammone i lelo hamo 

agundegeja. 

 

Bhagosha, unene  nabhuka kaya ilikima 

Shake well the bottle to see if  there is 

beer inside 

Always when I go back home my wife 

beats me 

My fellow men my wife always beats 

me. 

When I come back from the bar she 

severely beats me 

I always feel pains at my back and 

around my waist. 

 

Even yesterday she beat and injured me 

although I used my own money 

It is a incredible that nowadays women 

beat their husbands 

May be today she will forgive me. 

 

 

My friends, let me go home now 
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lyane legunitulaga 

Hambuhambu nifute hamonagulisanga 

lidinashoka kwenga gwishelo. 

 

 

 Bhulelushigu ulunang‟wa nasanga  

nadalekelilwe i shiliwa nalala poole 

 

 

Hamo ilelo nifute dukomiledulya pye 

isha bhujiku 

Yamakaya yaguleka 

bhagoshayamakaya yaguleka bhagosha 

Nu gulala nu nkima onenoyile. 

 

Angu ligoyombaga naganung‟haga 

mawalwa.  

Aliyo ishilewa u nsumi nene 

Hangi bhonona mayu njinja nipimelage 

hange nabhulangamile 

 

Tingishaga uwalwa bhone natali 

nalibhubhona bhulimo  

Mama muuza pimaga nang‟ho hado  

Ubhulangamile bho mia tano 

Niyo iki ne numba nazenga nene ilelo 

aguganibhona 

Niyo ishi nafunya ja mapembejang‟wa 

dada ilelo mpaga animane 

Tingishaga u walawa bhone natali 

nalebhobhona bhulimo bholemo. 

because 

when I go late my wife will beat me 

Let me hurry back home perhaps Iwill 

find her not yet back from the grinding 

mill. 

Every day if I drink I find no food at 

home and I  go to sleep with an empty 

stomach  

 

Today let me hurry back home perhaps 

I may be lucky to eat dinner with her 

Other family issues are not to be 

bothered with 

Nowadays my wife doesnot want to 

sleep with me. 

She says I smell alcohol even though I 

am the one who feed the family. 

 

Your beer is so good dear seller. 

Please, give me a pint once more. Let 

me drink while looking up 

Shake well the bottle to see if  there is 

beer inside 

Bar maid take some for you take a peg 

of five hundred 

As the house was builtby myself, today 

I will teach her 

Also, I paid cattle for her today I will 

let her learn the lesson  

Shake well the bottle to see if there is 

beer wine inside. 

Source: Ngulyati Mawalwa (Field data, March 10, 2015) 
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Text 32: Kundi                                        Kundi 

Ngosha 

Nalikwitana nzugu Kundi nke one 

tubheje kaya 

Naligwikumbilija nke one hambo 

hambo ushoke 

N‟hana nakuhubhije Kundi 

natushokela hangi 

 

Nkima 

Mokono u nene Kundi natushoka aha 

ng‟wako 

Hamo nize nigashe mkaya du nduhu 

nulu kujakwilima  

Nagukoyaga no ukulima waja 

wakang‟wela walwai shiliwa 

 

Nduhu ninga kunigulila ngobho ya 

kuzwala 

Ngosha 

Ningelilwe minara u nene Kisima 

nadushokela 

Nakale duguhubhaga  

Nabha guku nabhobhikenyagayashila 

Nagubhulagwa namaganiko bhabehi 

bhagoshabhichane 

U Kundi nantogilwe ga nambilijagi 

 

 

Nkima 

I yingi mgoyeng‟helejaga bhing‟we 

bhinikili 

 Unene pyei yene nale natinayo  

Husband 

Please, come back my wife so that we 

rebuild our family 

I beg you to come back home 

 

I have realized the mistake I did, 

 I promise I will never do it again 

 

Wife 

This time I will not come to you again 

 

Unless you promise me I will not go to 

the farm. 

I spent most of the time in the farm  

After the harvest you used to sell the 

crops and buy the alcohol.  

You do not even buy me a cloth.  

 

Husband 

I Kisima, I promise, I will not do it 

again. 

Doing mistake is human nature. Even 

our elders did it and resolved them. 

My wife! I will die because of 

depression. 

My fellows, please, help me! I love my 

wife Kundi. 

 

Wife 

It is you who caused all this to happen 

 

It was not my intention to leave you  
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Ubhebhe ulubhulela i dilu wabhucha 

mandegewakaguja 

I  hela wang‟wela na bhashimbe  

Abhana bhabha ulebhaluhya 

 Ninga ulihaya ubhananule du? 

Ga nahene nakulekejaga ngoshi one 

Iki nakale i kaya ya bhana idachaga  

 

 

Every morning you take the maize and 

sell and you use the money with the 

prostitutes. 

You are torturing your children. 

 

Anyway! I forgive you my husband 

For the sake of our children, because it is 

said that the couple with children cannot 

separate easily.  

Source: Kisima Masanja (Field dataMarch 19, 2015) 

 

Text 33: Nanogaga Tulikane Duhu                    I am Tired Let as Separate 

 

Ka yaya ngoshi wane nalikuwila giki 

Nanogaga ukuyutulwa 

I haha ulin‟hije kuyunipeja 

Ahene ubhebhe ulilemba 

I haha olin‟hije kuyunipeja 

Ahene ubhebhe ulilemba 

Nanogaga tulekane du. 

 

Ulu kwinga ng‟wana Milembe 

Mn‟ho twagabhan‟hana shose aha 

nyango 

Ulu kwinga ng‟wana Milembe 

Mn‟ho twagabhan‟han shose aha 

nyango 

 

Tusole a masumbi tugajinje 

Na mabadi, ulu laki usole 

hamsini nu nene hamsini 

Tutule mbasa a mabeseni iki gali 

mingi 

Ubhebhe nusu nu nene nusu 

Listen to me my husband 

I am tired of being beaten 

You are now chasing me away 

By doing so, you are cheating yourself 

You are now chasing me away 

By doing so, you are cheating yourself  

I am now tired, let us separate. 

 

Ng‟wana Milembe! if we separate  

know that everything will be distributed 

equally 

Ng‟wana Milembe! if we separate know 

that everything will be distributed 

equally.  

 We will sell the chairs  

If the iron sheets are hundred let every 

one get fifty of them 

We will also divide the dishes 

We will get half each other 

But I will not give you my local lamp 

because  I came with it 
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I koroboi bhiya ukukulekela 

I yene niza nayo   

Ni lidiaba mali yangu 

Onen‟hela Sengi o Maganzo 

Ni lidiyaba mali yangu 

Oneng‟hela Sengi o Maganzo 

I lyene ukunilekeja. 

A plastic water container is mine 

I was given it by my aunt 

The plastic water container is mine 

I was given by my aunt 

You will forgive me for that. 

Source: Makayula Masasu(Field data,January 9, 2015) 

 

Text 34: Bhukagi                                                                 Rise 

 

Bhakima bhichane bhukagi duchole 

jikolo pamoja na bhagoshi bhise 

Bhabehi iwelelo ya lelo ilemile nkima 

ugulindana hakaya. 

 

Bhakima dudujije nulu bhing‟wene 

ka numba tuzengagi 

Ibhujage lushigu ogayaga u ngoshoko 

Igubhiza ginehe. Nulu wingilwe? 

 

Welelo ya kwingelwa yashilile. 

 

 

Shibhi   ugubhiza golikipa hakaya 

 

Ubhebhe igishaga hakaya abhiyo 

dumishile.   

Niza kubhagosha, nekage u 

ng‟wanambati agazuge chapati 

najitumbula 

Yaya giki kunjija kunguno ya wilu 

ng‟waminiyage  

Managa giki nkima adadiimaga 

My fellow women let us work hard to 

get money together with our husbands. 

Today‟s life does not allow women to 

stay at home waiting for the husbands to 

work. 

We are capable of even to build houses 

 

Ask yourself what will happen if your 

husband dies. Are you ready to be 

inherited? 

The world of being inherited is no longer 

existing. 

 

It is not good to depend on your husband 

for everything. 

You may stay at home but we are aware. 

 

Now I turn to the men‟s side. Let your 

wife work to improve the family 

economy; let them sell the bans and 

others things.  

 Don‟t be jealous of her 

You should know that a woman can not 
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ng‟ombe na mbuli. 

Nang‟ho Ng‟wana Ng‟hale 

wazunilijagwa 

ukakoye hama walamla mihayo 

Tugoyagi makundi ga bhulomolomo 

gadina faida nose lyagwa utina 

kin‟hu. 

Bhabehi galolagi amazungu 

nagwenegendelea pye ishi matumami 

Ulu wela duhu ugusanga aha kaya 

pye kumilimo mpaga ligagwe. 

Hangi abhana dubhasomishe bhalize 

bhikale maisha masoga 

Bhakima bhichane aliyo tubhukagi 

Tulekagi gutegemea bhagosha 

Nilolagi unene noya kutegemea 

ngosha angu naguluha 

Ulu alaje huwe aje nadinashida na 

maisha 

Shigagi ahali Kundi omishile 

Ong‟waniki,kazanaga Kundi mpaga 

bhagumane 

Bhabehi dubhizagi gudi Ng‟wana   

Nzoka 

Nkima nchoji 

Ulu mbina tubhinagi, ulu nungu 

Tubhumbagi,gulimatulimagi pye 

imyanya. 

herd goats and cattle. 

N‟hale‟s daughter you have been given a 

chance to work, instead of working you 

are doing other unnecessary things 

Let us stop gossiping because it add 

nothing in our life. 

 

Look at the white people, their effort 

made them master the life. 

They always use the whole day 

 working to improve their economy. 

Let us send our children to school for a 

better future life. 

Women! let us work and not depend on 

our husbands. 

Look at me, I do not depending to my 

husband. 

If he wants to go, let him go as I have no 

problem in my life 

Get an example from Kundi who is now 

aware of life. Work hard Kundi till they 

appreciate you. 

Let us be like Ng‟wana Nzoka, a hard 

working woman. 

 

For the case of a dance, let us dance, if 

pottery time let us do it. 

Let us cultivate every crops and let us do 

everything.  

Source: Grace Nzoka (Field data, January 4, 2015) 
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Text 35: Pilika                                                 The Household Chores 

I Pililka pilika ja hakaya unene 

jandojaga 

I Pilika ja hakaya jigunibhulaga 

Bhuli lushigu pilika pilika 

I dilu dilu gwipuna gwishelo  

Nashoke hangi naje gusheli. 

 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

I limi nagasene makwi, nashoke 

nazugile bhademi. 

 

 

 

Bhabha nshi changanyaga i mashine 

najekaya 

U ngoshi wane nkali ulu nukeleja 

nagutulwa 

 

Nakubhenzwa nkono mokono 

I kwanja unitula u nkimbili gobhile 

lwande 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

Nashoke nakanzugile duje kungese ya 

mandege  

Natolwa na ngosha nkali giti shimba 

Nabhile wa kutulwa bhuli lushiku 

nose  nache 

Lolaga ne liso lyoya ukubhona kisoga  

 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

I am tired of the daily hectic works. 

The household chores will kill me. 

Every day I am busy. 

In the morning I go to the milling 

machine. 

When I come back I have to go to the 

oil mill. 

Every day is full of unfinished 

activities. 

 

In the afternoon I go to fetch firewood 

and when I come back home I am 

supposed to prepare food for the cattle 

herders. 

 

Please operator of the milling machine 

hurry up so that I can soon go home 

 My husband is very harsh, if I go 

home   late, he will beat me. 

 

This time he will break my hand. 

Since, last time he broke my waist. 

Every day is full of activities. 

 

Let me go home to prepare food for 

him then I will go to the farm. 

My husband is harsh like a lion 

He always beats me, one day he will 

kill me 

Look at this eye, it doesn‟t work 

properly 

Every day is full of activities. 
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Uguja guga gisha i kaya alemile gete 

 

Haho onitolela nadinaja ukung‟wise. 

 

Angu ahaile nayogwisha hakaya  

duhu 

Ulu naja u msenta nanguhe ugushoka  

 

 

Alemile nulu kuhoya kubhazenganwa 

Bhuli lushiku pilika eeee 

 

 

Abehi nahadikijiwa nu bhabha angu 

nabheje kaya 

Kaya ki i yiniyi ya mateso duhu 

 

Olema nabhadugu bhane u kwiza 

gunigesha  

Angu bhakumala  i shilewa 

Nabhulage i kaya nabhugikulu bhone 

naguja he? 

 

He refused me to pay a visit to my 

parents 

I have never seen them since I married 

him. 

He wants me to stay at home all the 

time 

He is so jealous in such a way that 

when I go to the village centre he 

expects me to be back soon 

He doesn‟t e.ven want me to visit our 

neighbours. 

Every day is full of activities. 

 

My father forced me to marry this man 

in order to have a family 

Every day I am tired, what kind of a 

family is this? 

My husband does not want my 

relatives to visit us. 

 He says that they finish the food 

If we separate where will I go as I am 

very old now? 

Source: Elizabeth Makaranga (Field data, May 2, 2015). 
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Text 36: Skrepa o Nkima                                         Scrapper of Woman 

 

Skrepa ya nkima ningilage 

 

Nalibhona ulinibha 

 

Ukuyunen‟hela mpango goko 

gukuyutega makono 

Ukuyunen‟hela mpango goko 

gukuyutega makono 

Aho wanilola unibhona jihungile i 

yebo 

Giti u mamiyo o N‟hobhola. 

Wilemba natinago a masala  

 

Ulilemba nkima nakumanaga. 

Nalilema nkima i hesabu ghalama  

 

Ehaha i hela jilikila kumilioni 

Jilegela kuipandika i pikipiki. 

 

Nose na kumana nkima nalilema 

 

Milioni na laki nanejiliyepandika i 

pikipiki 

Napima nubhona nalibhilwa n‟hana 

 

Jishoshage i hela jane najibhunge.  

 

You, scrapper of woman, go away from 

me. 

 I have realized that you are chopping my 

money 

Every day you ask for the money. 

 

Every day you ask for the money. 

 

When you looked at me with my old 

shoes you compared me with your uncle 

who is living in N‟hobola. 

You thought that I was totally ignorant. 

You are cheating yourself as I have 

realized your mission. 

Woman, know that it is too hard to get 

the money. 

Now it is almost a million 

which I can buy a motorcycle. 

 

I have realized your mission and now I 

don‟t want you. 

One million and eighty thousand 

hundred can buy a motorcycle. 

I weigh out and find that you are stealing 

my money.  

Bring back all the money I gave you. 

Source: Makayula Masasu (Field data, January 9, 2015). 
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Text 37: Shetani o U Nkima                                    A Woman is a Devil 

 

Atatunzagwa u nkima 

Nulu ungulile bhaskeli 

Nulu ungulile gari 

U nkima atatunzagwa 

Shetani u nkima   

Shetani u kwandya u muwelelo. 

You cannot handle a woman,  

even if you buy her a bicycle, 

even if you buy her a car. 

A woman cannot be handled. 

A woman is a Devil. 

The first Devil in the world. 

Source: Justina James (Field data, February 5, 2015) 
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Appendix 9: Photographs Taken During the Sukuma Dance Competition (Field 

data July, 2015/2016) 

The Bhazoli dancing group 

 

 

The Bhanunguli dancing group  
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The Bhagong‟hogong‟ho watching one of the dancing groups in the competition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Field data 2016 

 

The Bhusabhu dancing group 
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